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Preface

The following chapters originally appeared as separate essays in The
Salisbury Review. I have amended them where necessary, adding an
introduction, a conclusion and a chapter (no. 5) which appeared
originally in The Cambridge Review. I hope that the book will prove
useful to those like myself who have found the writings of the New
Left both challenging and exasperating·, and who wish to know what
difference those writings have made to the intellectual climate.
I have benefited from discussions with David J. Levy, Zdenek
V.asicek, R.A.D. Grant and Vaclav Belohradsky, and from the
vehement disagreement of Andrea Christofidou, who also gave
invaluable bibliographical assistance. I dedicate the result to friends
who, because they live in parts of the world where the ancestral left
has triumphed, cannot be named.
London
RS
Easter 1985
-
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What iS Left?
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(

No political thinker in the conditions of mo�ern · Europe and
America can ignore the changes imposed on our. intellectual life' by
the writers and activists of the left. Our understanding of men. and
society_ seems to h_ave been transformed not once ·or twice, but a
�
hundred times, by the determined analysis . of history and 'in- stitutions undertaken in the name of social�st politi<?S. �0 writer. c�p
entirely stop his ears to the �rguments and exhortatio�� Jhat are
yelled down at him from the 'commanding heights' of the mor�l and
intellectual economy, and although it is now apparent · that· thqs�
heights were �linguished without .a fight and remain inadequ�tely,
portance of regaining the_m is not always r�cog'- defended, the
�
nized.�
�

1

.·
•

(

J

•

l

�

"

�

'" heralded by a shift in the minority consens:us among intel.lect��ls.
The new consens4s w�s decisively to influence those members Qf .the ·
rising generation who would have the impetus and the conviction to
devote themselves to the pursuit of power. I n the long run such
shifts of opinion matter, and they have mattered disastrously .. It is
again necessary, I believe, to demonstrate the extent of the fraud
that has been perpetrated in the name of the 'theoretical
correctness' and the 'moral superiority' of socialism. In this book I
consider some of the principal recent figures of the intellectu�l left,
in Britain, in the United States and on the continent of Europe ,. in
order to examine their title to the wisdom that they claim, 6r whicl)
others claim for them ., There is no doubt that, were it not for the
high intellectual standing of such writers as 1-Iill and Williams 'in
England, Galbraith and Dworkin in A�e:dca, f:laberma� · a1;1d
Foucault on the European continent, the ten would possess littl�. of
its present credibility. And yet it seems to me that most that is
interesting and true in such writers is detachable from the ideology
that has provided their fashionable appeal.
.
The mo dern use of the term 'left' derives from the French Estates
General of i789, when the nobility sat on the King's right, and the
'third estate' on his left. It might have been the other way r,ound.
Indeed, it was the other \Yay round for everyone but the King.
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However, the terms 'left' and 'right' remain with us, and are now
applied to factions and opinions within every political oraer:,· rrhe
resulting 'picture of political opinions spread in a single dimension
makes sense onlx locally, and only_ in conditions of a�versarial
_ r. , even where 1t captures the outhnes of a
government.1 Moreve
political process, it can hardly do justice to the theories which
influence that process, and which form the climate of opinion from
��hy, therefore, use the word 'left' to describe
which it is pourishe
the writers considered in this book? Why u�e a single term to cover
anarchists like Foucault, Marxist dogmatists like Althusser, liberals
like Dworkin, and such sceptical satirists as Galbraith?
'folie reason is simple. Many of thos� whom I discuss have been
associated with the movement which has called itself the New - Left.
Others form part of t9 �.J?rgf.! 9. 0ground of opinion from w�ich the
.
S'rr
kunftiendly promontory. All have conNew Left rises on its
tributed to the formation, during the sixties and seventies,- of an
,appositional consensus: Under the influence of this consensus it
ceas�d to be respecta6le to defend the ·customs, institutions and ·
policy·of Western states, and intellectuals suffered a renewed fit of
tolerance towards the theory anQ_practice of communism.
It should not be thought, however, that the New Left represents
ailunheralded departur�. On the contrary, it is merely the most
recent explosion of a force that has been prominent in politics §inc�
1789 The left intellectua.l is typically a Jacobin. He believes tliat the
worJc\ .is deficient in wi�dom and in justice, -and t]lat the Iault lies not
in human nat(!� but ·in the established�syst�.plS of P 9 Wer. He stands �
':
e
d
power
the chan'ti_)�niJ·b'f'��bcial justice'
in · opposition to establish.
'
that �ill rectify the ancient grie\Jairc't97'3flthe oppressed.
-.:.
· At the same time, the intellectual ·of the New Left is a -�
'lib�ra�ion�st'. He d �sires socia_l · t-ic for the masses, an� also
_
that rules the world �
emancipation for himself. Th oppression
operates, he believes, · both putward!y .ail· jnward!y. It binds the .. �
�&ss of marikind . ip chain� of explo!tation, anc} �he _ sam�· time�
,
�
�
generates a pecuhar COI:�SCtence, an tnner bondag�, whteh �les ..l1
nd deforms the soul. The distinctive tone of voice of the New Left
derives from an emotional synthesis. The new intellectual advocate�
the old idea of justice,· but believes justice to involve his own
emancipation fro m every system, every 'structure', every inner con. .
I
straint.
The p10ral importance of this synthesis .is obvious. By joining the
cqntemporary cry for 'liberation' to the old cal.!se of 'social justice',
the New Left speaks in the interests of hu.manity, even'when most
fervently bent on the release and aggrandisement of the self. And
'social justice' is a goal so overwhelmingly important, so un
questionably superior to the 'established interests' which stand
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against it, as to purify every action done in its name. The advocate
of social justice rejoices unashamedly in the ardour of combat, and
if he finds himself in alliance with fanatics, he may comfort himself
/ JlUY!vitr� J
that such is the ancient way of virtue.
���
It is important, in examining left-wing movements, to remember I J
this purifyingpotential in the aim of 'sQc-ful justice�. ,Many socialists fl
are as sceptical towards utopian imptY§es· as the rest of us; at the
same time, having allieq themsel:ves }>eneath a mora�izing banner,
they inevitably find themselves galvanized, inspired,·and eventually
governed by the most fervent members. of their sect. For the politics
of the left is politics with a goal: your place. within ·the alliance is
judged by the �engths you are prepared to go-on behalf of 'social
justice' .. Conservatism or at least, conservatism . in the British
tradition is a politics of custom, compromise and settled inde
cision. For the conservative, political association should be seen in
the. same way as friendship:. it has no overriding-· purpose, but
changes from day to day, in accordance with the unforeseeable logic
of human intercourse. Extremists within the .conservative alliance,
therefore, are isolated, eccentric�·and even dangerous. Far from
being more deeply committed partners in a common enterprise,
they are separated by their v.ery purposefulness from those_:whom
?
they seek to lead.
J -+Ji ���
We should not be surprised, therefore"; if left-wing movement ,
although constituted from a sensible ra 'k-and-file, are so often led
�
by fanatics. In 1794 Robespierre promi ed 'to establish on earth the
empire of. wisdom, ,justice �and virtu ', and his successors have
rivalled him in the pomp and bat os of their claims. Rosa
Luxemburg told her enemies that ' . . . the revolution will rise re�
oundingly tomorrow to its full height and, to your · consternation,.
will announce with the sound of all its trumpets:· I was, I am, I shall
be'·; her comrade-�n-arms Karl Liebknecht added that 'we are fight;:.
ing for the gates of heaven'. Such grandiloquent sentiment persists
in the .writings of Marcuse ana Fromm, but it is absent from the
thinkers whom I discuss below, or present only in muted. form;
bursting every now and then · through the sunless prose of
-e 
Habermas, Williams and Anderson like a vision of distan.t-f.ir-e:-Tli
pursuit of 'social justice' is no less !Jncompromising;iiruithe sense of
enmit no less real. But the atmosphere has clouded. The army of
the Left has ret�:eated to .its promontory, from where. it calls.�down
into the mists of modern politics obscure insults and mysterious
incantations. Fanaticism thus takes- a novel form. It seeks, not to
lead the masses,. but to.conjure mysteries which will secretly achieve
the common goal and so make leadership unnecessary.
The writers I consider are as certain as ever of the nature, of this ·
goal, and for most of them 'social justice' requires 'socialism'. If
-
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.
they· give no ·serious explanation of what they mean by ·socialism the
defect is hardly new. Marx who provided the perfect theory of
oppression dismissed all existing attempts to describe the in
stitutions of socialist government as 'utopian'. In place of the� he
was content with a 'scientific socialism' that promised 'full co.m
munism' as its logical· outcome. The 'historical inevitability' of this
condition relieved Marx of the intellectual necessity to describe it.
Ali we know is that, under communism, men will be equal, pros
perous and free. It is a singular feature of the left-wing mentality
that such pronouncements suffice to uell its curiosity about man's
ultimate purpose. And yet it is not only i, tellectual argument which
suggests that freedom and 'equality' may �ot be compatible. Human
history testifies to the fact, and no histo[Y more tellingly than the '*1
� � Jp:;, g�.�
IY"'9��/t:Vl���u!bl0history of Marxist socialism.
The writings of the New Left therefore show an anxious and
defensive concern with history. Left-wing history has a 'hidden
agenda': it wishes to show that history is inclined in a socialist
direction. The 'forces of reaction' are frequently victorious, but only
because socialism has 'mobilized' them in their own defence.
Moreover, socialism, despite its defeats, will eventually triumph,
and then its promises will be fulfilled. The apparent cruelties and
breakdowns are no more than local disturbances which, but for the
'forces of reaction', would not have occurred. Even now, left-wing
intellectuals tell us that communist oppression is caused, not by
communism, but by 'capitalist .encirclement'. Not many go so far as
€homsky who seems capable, from \time to time, of denying
everything, perhaps even the massacres o£ Pol Pot2 but there ·is not
a single thinker of the left, so far as I· chn see, who is dispo�ed to
take responsibility for the cruelties that have been perpetrated in
the name of his ideal, even though all are damant that the cruelties
of every anciefl; regime must be laid fjrmly at the. CJoor of those: wh�
would defend 1t.
rfo'/ �� \""'- '0{;!tiff 4 �-t;., J;�l�
Left-wing history is the expression. of an[embattledJmentality, and
it is only wheJLw ecognize this that we can perceive its essential
structure, afiflyth t takes the heroic self-deception of a Beatrice
Webb to tra"Vel1n the dar� world of colllmunism and see nothing but
light. 3 But less talented intellects may still appropriate the past, and
re-shape it in accordance with the necessary doctrine. The 'climate
of treason' has been dispersed; yet the longing remains· for a
world-redeeming purpose, one that will establish at last the empire
of social justice. 4 Those who try. to draw attention to disquieting
facts, or who argue that 'social justice' may be intrinsically undes
irable, are either ignored or vilified, and everything that has
happened in recent decades to change the minds of uncommitted
men has left the socialist mentality unaffe·cted.
J
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The moral asymmetry the expropriation by the left of the entire
store of human virtue therefore accompanies a logical asymmetry,
n�mely, an assumption that the onus of proof lies always with the
other side. Nor is it possible for this onus to be discharged. Consider
the theories of Marx. From their first enunciation these have
awakened the liveliest controversy, and it is unlikely that they
should have remained undamaged. Indeed, it seems to me that all of
Marx's theories have been essentially refuted: the �heory of historyJ 1
by Maitland, Weber, and Sombart;5 the �heory of value] by 1
Bohm-Bawerk, Mises, Sraffa and many more;6 the �heory of false
consciousness, alienation and class struggle]by a whole range of �
thinkers, from Mallock and Sombart to Popper, Hayek and Aron.7 �Not all those critics could be placed on the 'right' of the political
spectrum, nor are they all hostile to the ideal of 'social justice' . Yet
none of them, so far as I know, has been answered by the New Left ,
.
with anything more persuasive than a sneef.Tfiis is not because tlie :> �
1
New Left regards f!���ical .Marxism as defunct and the continued
�!M
discussion of its tenets� On the contrary, the central Marxist
claims recur constantly in the works of the writers whom I consider.
And as a rule they are neither refined nor qualified, but blankly
assumed as the incontrovertible premises of social analysis.
The critic of left-wing doctrine is therefore compelled to reflect on
his own position . If the writings of Weber, Sombart, Mallock,
Hayek, Bohm-Bawerk, Mises and Popper have made no impact
whatsoever on the fundamental items of left-wing belief, how can he
hope to make an impact? And how is he to respond to the
-(}.6
assumption that he bears the onus of proof, when thinkers of such.--:;.
power and seriousness have been unable either to _discharge· the
onus, or even to attract the attention of those whom they have sought
to persuade?
The least that can be said is that we are not dealing with a system
of rationally held beliefs. _As I try to Jhow, the important proposi
tions of left-wing thought are precisely those which cannot be
questioned. Marxism-Leninism, for example, claims that its
fundamental beliefs have the status of science. Yet it is clear to any
neutral observer that these beliefs have been placed beyond science,
in a realm of absolute authority which can never be entered by the
uninitiated. Marxists refer to this sanctified sphere of �u_tboritative> ��
utterance not as belief or theory, but as praxis: doctrine has become
f! inseparable from revolutionary action. Praxis is the Marxian
1
� e uivalent of faith. It exists only when the veil of ignorance ('false
consciousness' is torn away,. in the final ge�ture of radical com�JtJ.W.
mitment.
��
Political scientists often borrow a term from Marx in order to
describe this peculiarly modern phenomenon, of a doctrine which,

�r·

.

a�dtr

·
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while cJaim.ing_s_cientific_statu.s_r_e.
.,
to
.f.uses stand be
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I

I
I

•
•

ethe court of

scientific evidence. Such a doctrine, they say, is oeology and the
modern literature abounds in theories of ideology theories which
endeavour to explain the @_mao._desire for beliefs which are at the
same timy scientific and unguestionable. M"ucfi of tfiis literature is
-illuminating. Raymond Aron's description of Marxism as a 'secular
religion', Voegelin's theory of 'gnosticism' as the original in
tellectual sin (a theory arrived at slightly differently by Alain Be
san�on), Norman Cohn's diagnosis of the millenarian tendency of
Marxist politics, and Oakeshott's critique of the politics of
goals8 all those ideas must persuade us of the essentially deviant
character of much Marxist doctrine.
J a111t�t/;J;.w
t of Marxism,
However, ideology is no more than the by-produf�%'10"
the instrument whereby it is translated into action, �!hering its
multitudes about an implacable cause. The terrifying Schwiirme r,eP
which has changed the political landscape of our- pl �t is a
phenomenon that we must try to understand. But a mas ovement
is distinct from the _ideas which inspire it; and id s which are
received as ideology may yet be· SUQ orte
b reasoned
m-gument. as is the case with classicaf Marxis� . In what follows,
therefore, I have been less concerned with lie ideology of each
writer than with the intellectual . path w ereby he reaches it.
Nothing that I say cauld conceivably have ny impact on those who
have adopted. this ideology. But, by cone€ trating on arguments and
ideas, it is possible that I may speak .6 those who have yet to be
converted.
mJ<Yt.
Few. of the thinkers whom I eonsider switn
- in those 'main
�,Le been so lucidly charted by
currents' of Marxism which h7
Kolakowski. 9 Most of them we,e unknown before the campus re.

t

I

I

I

I

•
•

•

ich they supplied useful intellectual
light of that revolution, to
fuel. The conditions whicfi prevailed in 1968 provided a novel
ground �for revolutiona l)'lsentiment. Universities were filled by a
generation that. had g7own to maturity without the experience. of
war, and whose ancestors had, for the most part, known little
education. They a�t�ined this novel privilege in circumstances of
affluence and ex�ansion ,- when the last v�stiges of traditional res
traint were dest o ed or crumbling. Nothing is more remarkable
-1.-:-. _ t1 than the ent usiasm with which this-ne..w audience welcomed the
.ftp� most mediocre, tedious or ignorant of thinkers, provided he struck
.fnJVIlilw. some chord of radical sympathy. The commentator of the future,
looking back at the neglected works of Habermas, Williams and
Althusser, will find it difficult to believe that these leaden para
graphs once captured the hearts and minds of thousands, and
formed the basic reading matter of university courses in the

What is Left? 7

humaniti,es and social sciences throughout the European diaspora.
Yet if he has patience, he will discover the reasons for the appeal of
such writers to a generation which had been nurtured on the promise of 'social justice'. The students of the sixties and seventies, � /l)IY.!i�
drawn from every social class, improperly educated, and severed0y .-,
their ignorance from the history and culture of their ancestors, were
impatient for doctrine. And the doctrine had. to conform to the two
needs which stirred in them: it had to promise, in one and the same
gesture, bothCUidividiiallibeiatioit1 andcSOCial]usfice for the mass)
The message of the New Left was simple. All power in the world
is oppressive, and all power is usurped. Abolish that power and we
achieve justice and liberation together. The new, generation was not
disposed to ask the fundamental question: the question how social
justice (understood according to some egalitarian paradigm) might
be reconciled with liberation. It wished only for the authoritative
assurance that would validate its�parricid�, and received that
assurance from the dirge-:J.i"Ke incantations of the left. The new
�
thinkers turned attention away from the difficult task of describing
/)a.
rb
J"rtr
.W
11.
"
the socialist future to the easy holiday of destruction. They made £ ew;J;r cx.u �
�)
fury respectable, and gobbledegook_ the mark of academic success.
With the hasty expansion of the uniVeFsi�nd polytechnics, and
d ,
the massive recruitment of teachers from this-over---fished-and-"> f�
under-nourished generation, the status of the New Left was assured. !liD 1� �
Suddenly whole institutions of learning were in the hands of people
who had identified the rewards of intellectual life through fantasies � /"
dciMoj v�
of collective action, and who had seen the principal use of theory in vv
1
"its ability to smother the questions that would provide too sturdy an S .l-1
tiE-R:
I· pediment to p ra�is. For such p eople the New Left was the para�
uuJi;;
d1gm of successfu 1 1nte 11ectua 1 end eavour.
The writers discussed have been chosen less for their intrinsic
merits than from their representative capacity. Several of them are
abject "dunces_; others are clever; at least one is a kind of genius. OVJ.JGf.: -P4Their influence in no way corresponds to their ,intellectual merit, c1e- � �
and whoever wishes to become acquainted with the intellectual r � �
landscape of the sixties and seventies must perforce cover vast tracts
of infertile territory, and hurry from the few sparse oases unre- �) �
freshed. I have taken short cuts, sometimes confining myself to a
single work, or to a small selection of the works, of my chosen
authors. Nevertheless, the ideas and arguments that I discuss seem
to me to illustrate the main paths of New Left thinking. I only hope
that this book will spare the reader some of the mental torture that
was experienced in writing it, and that these chapters might serve as
a map of inhospitable terrain, in which the hazards are clearly
outlined, anp the few resting places starre
\-,
�
}
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Certain thinkers have been omitted who might reasonably have
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been included. In particular, the reader will notice the absence of
Marcuse and Chomsky: writers who, in their different ways, exerted
as much influence over the generation of Vietnam as any of those
discussed in these pages. I make no excuse for this, exce t to point
out that Marcuse has already been effectively discussed, 0 and that
Chomsky's political thinking is too devoid of theory for my purposes-.-.
and indeed little better than a pose, although a pose furiously
adhered to. If these two thinkers are remembered as the leading
representatives of youthful rebellion, it is because they exhibit so
copiously and effectively the mendacity from which that rebellion
grew. Chomsky manipulated facts, deliberately concealing all that is
terrible in communism and all that is creditable in his own chosen
homeland. Marcuse, who had even greater cause for gratitude
towards America, manipulated not facts but language , describing as
'repressive tolerance' the virtuous refusal to put an end to his lies. But
the climate of opinion has changed, and few people are disposed to
take note of thinkers whose language displays their indifference to
truth so blatantly. Whatever is interesting in their arguments, there
fore, I discuss through the work of some other exponent.

rc

Notes to Chapter 1
(1) See Petr Fidelius (pseud.), 'Right versus Left: The Limits of.Intran
sigency', The Salisbury Review, vol. 3, no. 1, (October 1984), pp. 28-30.
(This article, sent from Czechoslovakia, is a response to the chapters on
Bahro and Gramsci included in· the present volume.)
(2) See Noam Chomsky, Towards a New Cold War (London 1982), and
Noam Chomsky & Edward S. Herman, The Political Economy of Human
Rights (N�w York 1983). Chomsky's account of recent history is
mercilessly exposed by Step hen Morris, 'Chomsky on US Foreign Policy',
Harvard International Review (Dec . ...-J an. 1981), pp. 3-31.
(3) See the now notorious book by Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Soviet
Communism, a New Civilization? (London 1935).
(4) The astonishing episode in modern history, in which intellectuals
flocked to the cause of international socialism and wilfully blinded them
selves to the atrocities committed i n its name, has been effectively
documented by David Caute, The Fellow Travellers (London 1973). See
also R. H. S. Crossman (ed.) The God that Failed: Six Studies in Com
munism, by Arthur Koestler, Stephen Spender et.al. (London 1950).
(5) F. W. Maitland, The Constitutional History of England (London
1908); W. Sombart, Der Moderne Kapitalismus (Berlin 1902, 1916, 1927),
and Socialism and the Social Movement, tr. M . Epstein (London 1909);
Max Weber, Economy and Society, tr E. Fischoff et. al. , ed. Guenther
Roth and Claus Wittich, vol. 1 (New York 1968).
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(6) Eugen von Bohm-Bawerk, Karl Marx and the Close of his System
(Ciifton NJ 1949); Ludwig von Mises, Socialism , 2nd edn. (New Haven
1953); P. Sraffa, The Production of Commodities by Means of Commod
ities (Cambridge 1960). The last work presents no explicit criticisms of
Marx, and directs much of its power against marginalism. For this reason,
Marxist economists have felt able to discuss it, believing that it presents no
threat to their ideological assumptions. Indeed, by means of Sraffa's work,
some of the fundamental assumptions of the .labour theory of value have
been openly questioned by the New Left, most notably by Ian Steedman,
in Marx After Sraffa (London 1977).
(7) W. H. Mallock, A Critical Examination of Socialism (London 1909);
W. Sombart, op.cit.: Karl Popper, The Open Society and its Enemies, 5th
edn. (London 1966); F. A. Hayek, The Road to Serfdom (London 1945);
Raymond Aron, Main Currents of Sociological Thought, vol. 1, tr. Richard
Howard and Helen W�aver
(London
1968).
,
(8) Raymond Aron, L opium des inte/lectuels (Paris 1955); L,aven.ir des
religions seculieres (P�uis 1944); Eric Voegelin, The New Science of Politics
(Chicago 1952) and Science, Politics and Gnosticism (Chicago 1968); Alain
Besan�on, The Intellectual Origins of Leninism, tr. S. Matthews (Oxford
1981), eh. 1 ; Norman Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millenium (London 1957);
Michael Oakeshott, Rationalism in Politics (London, 1962).
(9) Leszek Kolakowski, Main Currents of Marxism, tr. P.S. Falla, 3
vols. {Oxford 1978).
(10) Alasdair Maclntyre, Herbert Marcuse (London, Fontana Modern
Masters series, 1972); Eliseo Vivas, Contra Marcuse (New York 1971); and
David J. Levy, Realism (Manchester 1981), ch.6 .
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Left-wing thought is ]la!Qy, abundant and _variegated._ It takes root
I.
in arid and surprising places, in literary criticism, in historiography,
in sociology, and even, on occasion, in the natural sciences. It has its
I
schisms and its orthodoxies, its churches, its non-conformisms and
its odium theologicum. This fertility explains its appeal. Socialist
thought forms a medium through which disparate interests may be
fI
united into a movement, and in which the most solipsistic ambition
may align itself with a common cause. M q��over,.� hatever the
h'R tNr{that contro
intrigue and disputatiousness which may mtt
versy within the movement, there is an underlying presumption that
the aims of socialism are morally irreproachable. All who enter the
1•
socialist cause gain absolution from its purpose, �d while it may be
possible, from an outside point of view, to abhor socialism precisely
I
�
to
into
channel
g
ntentions
to
a
stream
of
tumult,
bility
it
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c:= be immersed in that stream is Jo be swept along_. by a sense of the
Mt�;ifiJB' generosity, the justice, and the great-heartedness of one's aims.
Few thinkers manifest this sense more strongly or to greater
Wt��J,tt
l
rhetorical effect than E. P. Thompson, the English social historian
p
who, having declared himself a Marxist and a communist during the
I1
1950s, withdrew from the Communist Party in 1956 following the
Soviet invasion of Hungary, and who now campaigns for the
f
creation of a nuclear-free and neutralist Europe. Thompson regards
I
himself, perhaps rightly as having been unfairly treated by the more
Le_!!_mov�me�s, and nota?ly by that which, und�r t�e
recent New_
[' ferl l).lt<)- 'leadership: ofPerry Anders6n·;-:ouste__d htm .1n 1964 from the edttonal
I L� /JMIV _ board of the New Left Review. 1 Nevertheless, he remains one of the
IT ..,.. """T most respected and respectable of the British left-wing intelligentsia, with a gift for clear and imaginative writing that enables
Jort
U
him to project his influence far beyond the normal range .of New
Left ideology. His works derive inspiration from Marx, and also
from the English tradition of social criticism, to which his two
I
heroes, William Blake and William Morris, in their separate ways,
bel�_. 2 In retrospect Thompson may be seen as a social historian in
thMabian ould, an offshoot of Tawney and Cole, and not as the
radi al arxist that his disciples claim him to be.
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Like the historians who lent their influence to the labour
movement, Thompson·'has studied the social nature and political
potential of the English lower classes, and has sought to champion�
their cause by writing their history. The Making of the EngliSh
Working Class, first published iri 1963, is an indisputable classic of
social history, in which vivid imagination and energetic scholarship
combine in a vision ·of great emotiol)al power. If Thompson has
acquired the reputationof a sage�i!rt is not on account of the
theoretical essays in which he has defended his political position,
but on account of this brilliant and ambiguous work. For it is a
remarkable feature of the English reading public that it is always
ready to. treat an historian however little capable he may be of
theory-"' as a man of ideas. It should not surprise us that the Labour
establisliment gained intellectual respectability partly through the
work of its historians. Nor should it surprise us that the new Toryism
seeks similar credentijils. The mutual benefits conferred on each
other by historians and politicians are a familiar part of English
politics;· ever since Shakespeare set the tone in his history plays,
each ne� ruling hou·se has e,nlisted scribes to re-write history in its
favour. The result is read and respected, and even when it is used as
a vehicle· for the most naive of political perspectives (as in Christ
opher Hill, or, on the ether side, Hugh, now Lord, Thomas), it will
be treated by its readers with the deference which, on the Continent, is accorded only to abstract ideas.
Y."" �
a single
In Thompson's work, although ideas pfe drawn
corpus, they are by no means in �hort supply. Moreover, Thompson
has a pronounced disposition to criticise ideas even the received
ideas· of left-wing history by confronting them with the facts · that
might refute them. He does this with the classical Marxian concept
of class. For Marx a class is defined by a position in the relations of
production, by an economic function that unites all those who fill it,
and differentiates them from those who do not. On such a view, the
English working class ought to have existed from the time of the first
capitalist production in medieval England. Thompson affirms that,
on the contrary, nothing then existed which could be usefully
compared to the 'working class' of the nineteenth century.
Elsewhere he castigates those Marxist historians who, anxious to
give credence to th'e�'schoolboy history of the Communist Manifesto,
try' to persuade us that the condition of France before the
('bourgeois') Revolution was one of feudal economy. All such
ideas, Thompson believes, show a fixation with simple categories at
the expense' of the complexity of historical phenomena.
It is difficult to disagree. Nevertheless, Thompson seems
persuaded that the Marxian theory of class struggle is illuminating,
and that it can be applied in modified form to the history of Eng-
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land. He argues that no simple 'materialist' idea of class is adequate:
'class is defined by. men as they live their own. history, and, in the
end, this is its only definition.' Class must be considered, not in the
old-fashioned Marxian way, but rather as an emergent
phenomenon, which comes into being through the _perception �f
�.n_interests, and the formation of a commQn 'class consciousness�. (In the old Hegelian terms: the class for-itself is the
realization of the class in-itself.) As many socialists have recognized,
no other conception lends itself to the theory of 'class struggle'.
Roberto Michels expressed the point succinctly:
It is not the simple existence of oppressive conditions, but it is the
recognition of these conditions by the oppressed, which in the course .
of history has constituted the prime factor of class struggles. 3
J � /Jlt.J411ii,,(t�
I�

Nor, as we shall see, is this obvious truth;with ut its devastating
consequences for the theories of the New Left.
,-""> �
ua&1
The English working class, Thompson argues, was the pr<?duct of
many things, not merely of the economic conditions of ir)dustrial
manufa�ture, but also of the non-con�6rmist religion wh;ich pro
vided to all people the language with rhich to express t�eir new
attachments; of the movement for pa'rliamentary reform; of the
'
' d other
asso�iations w�thin the manufacturing ! own�; of a thous�n
particulars whtch helped to forge an 1dent1ty and a resolve that
would ar .ticulate the needs and grievances of the industrial ·work
force. This idea of class, as an� entity formed by the int�ractioil
between 'material' circumstances, and the consciousness of social
beings, is surely more persuasive than that provided by Marx. In
Thompson's application, it presents a picture of the working· class
which no conservative need dissent from: the working class is deeply
implicated in established social customs, political institutions, re
ligious preconceptions and moral values, all of which unite it to the
national tradition in which it grows.
It is difficult, however, to use such an idea to defend the Marxi�n
analysis of�society, according to which the proletariat emerges as a
new and international force, without local ties, and with no interest
in the preservation of the political order that surrounds and
dominates it. Thompson's 'revisionist' interpretation of English
history enables us to see how. much our political traditions. have
proved able to accommodate altered circumstances, and to give
institutional expression to grievances which are thereby conciliated
and overcome. A working class formed through non-conformist
values, anxious for representation in Parliament, which consciously
identifies itself through historical connections with 17th-century
parliamentarians and through the works of Bunyan, can scarcely be
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. described as the unassuagable protago ist of the Marxian 'class
struggle', the agent of revolution, the sworn enemy of all established
order, and all institutions that have. bestowed legitimacy on the
powers that be. But Thompson insists that his interpretation
attributes to the working class the historical role which left-wing
thought has alway s reserved for it. He writes:

r

���

•

7
en
Such nr met Utilitarianism in their daily lives, and they sought to
thro� it back, not bJindly, but with intelligence and moral passion.
They fought, not the machine, but the exploitive and oppressive
relationships intrinsic to industrial capitalism. 4 ·

•

•

•

•

The men in question were the components of the English working
class, as Thompson describes it. But note the peculiar irresoluteness
of this (concluding) observation. What were they fighting?
Utilitarianism (the machine)? If so, they had, and perhaps retain,
the support of men of good will in all classes. ExQ.loitation? If so,
then it is not at all clear that they gerceived it as such,_orthatt�y_
believedit to be, as ThOilJQSOn' irilQlies,_)ntrinsic' to capitalism. And
what hangs on the term 'industrial'? Is thi's the real source of the
grievance, and if so, would 'industrial communism', for example, be
just as bad? Thompson returns no clear answer to such questions;
l!he implication that the working class was bound together by its
opposition to capitalism is brought in by sleight of handJ It is more
plausible t9 say that it was bound together by a commonreaction-to � fJ/1.14-fp
conditions felt }o b e a allin , and r�It by almost e.veryon� who
*,
"J"""
b
1
observed or suf 1ered th em to
1
appa tng,
an d not by 1ts reactton to
that 'private ownership of tn means of production' which
supposedly (according to the Mar ts) e_?E plains those things, but
which in fact explains next to nothing. > ;;J""wf(}'tl/ (�I/YI(J�
Thompson's analysis of the English working class finishes, as the
quotation shows, by describing this class as a collective agent, which
does things, opposes things, fights things, and which may succeed or
fail. Elsewhere ('The Peculiarities of the English' in The Poverty of
Theory) Thompson expresses a healthy sceeticism towards this
@nthropomorphic vision of historical processes_J,which �as persisted
through so much Marxian theory of the 'class struggle'. But to use
this 'metaphor', as Thompson describes it, is still to imply things
which may not be true. History certainly does contain collective
agents, which act as a 'we' and with a sense of common purpose. It is
an important conservative thesis that classes are not among them,
and it is a thesis that the Marxist also accepts. But what is it that
brings men most effectively together as a 'we', that enables them to .
combine their forces in a sense of common destiny and common
interest? As Thompson makes clear, it is precisely those features
•
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which are not part of the 'material' conditions of a class that are here
of greatest significance: language, religion, custom, association, and
traditions of political order in short, all those forces that generate
nations in the place of the contending individuals that would
otherwise destroy them. To identify the working class as. an agent,
even 'metaphorically', is to engage in a gross sentimentalisation,
and at the same time to ignore the true significance of national
consciousness as a genuine agent in history.
Thompson's sentimentalisation of the proletariat is integral to his
self-image. He sees himself as part of a great work of emancipation.
This work fir�t attracted him to the Communist Party, and later
required him to stand against the perduring machinations of inter
national capitalism, long after his recognition that the Soviet Union
is not a natural ally for someone who seeks to be a friend of the
working class. In The Poverty of Theory he writes:

•

,

[Marx] appears to propose, not an angelic nature, but men who
within the context of certain institutions and culture can con
ceptualise in terms of 'our' rather than 'my' or 'their'. I was a
participating witness, in · 1947, in the euphoric aftermath of a re
volutionary transition, of exactly such a transformation in attitudes.
Young Yugoslav peasants, students and workers, constructing with
high morale their own railway, undoubtedly had this affir�ative
concept of nasha ('our'), although this nasha-as may have proved
fortu�ate for Yugoslavia-was in part the nasha of socialist consciousness,, and in part the nasha of the nation.5 ?J ur� /

"'

;;...u� f)twih�<>'

Once again we see how the uncontentioy �art of Thompson's
thought readily emerges from its �ontentio_l:!§ (Marxian) envelope. It
is easy to agree that, 'within the context of certain institutions and
culture', men may think in terms of 'our' rather than 'my' or 'their':
the recognition of this truth is indeed a principal motive behind the
conservative respect for tradition. Such an 'our' is the 'nasha of the
nation', which Yugoslavia was so fortunate to possess, and which
every 'socialist' government has had to invoke. But .it is emphati
cally not Marx who invoked this essentially. local, traditional, and
history-bound consciousness. 'Full communism' involves the with
ering away of institutions, and the loss of those parochial
attachments which lead to the hierarchies of established power. [The
reference to a 'nasha of socialist consciousness' is nothing more than
a sentimentalisation, reminiscent of the heroic worker who stares
.sternly into the future from the lurid poster on the wall] I doubt that
there is any native speaker of a Slavonic language who could now
hear such a phrase without having to suppress a bitter smile.
Thompson eloquently and powerfully asserts the obligation of
every historian to discard his tidy theories when they conflict with
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the facts; he also vigorously denounces the burgeoning charlatanism
of the New Left, exemplified at its most grotesque in Althusser.
Every reader of The Poverty of Theory must feel grateful for the
existence of a left-wing thinker who is determined to retain both
common sense. and intellectual honesty. Nevertheless, an enormous
and simplifying self-deception haunts the pages of the volume in
which this essay appears. This self-deception is identical with that
sentimentalisation of the proletariat to which I have drawn
attention; it is nowhere more manifest than in the lamentations over
workers who reveal the true source of the 'institutional and cultural'
bond which unites them:
�

JIJ;P�lr8'l,�r-JMJ1�

In the action of the. dockers op4he · Victoria and Albert docks, who
threatened to refuse to servi9e all ships which were not decorated in
honour of Mafeking's reliel-these same dockers upon whose
support Tom Mann had sought to . found a proletarian inter
nationalism -we can already see the overwhel ng defeats ahead. 6
�-\\'J 'w �4., �"...., 1�

�

It is manifest too in Thompson's osturin o en letter to
Kolakowski, in which a veteran communist, who has e teve in,
and seen through, the Marxist creed as applied in Eastern Europe,
is berated for his 'apostasy':
..
�

� -��� J �v�

.

My feelings have even a more personal tone. I feel , when I turn over
your pages in Encounter, a sense of personal injury and betrayal. My
feelings are no affair of yours: you must do what you think is right.
But they explain why I write, not an article or polemic, but this open
letter. 7
,J;}vy,w; � JJ;;;01
�
/) fWl
,.

too high, who has
Only someone who has _pitched the moral stakes- ��
impetuously identified himself with a doctrine without sufficient
warrant for his belief in it, could write like that. In this letter, and in
the recent articles on disarmament,8 we witness the extent of the
need which motivates Thompson's writing, the need to believe in
socialism, as the philosophy of the proletariat, and in the proletariat
itself, as the innocent patient and heroic agent of modern history.
This need to believe has taken surprising forms. Perhaps none 'is
more remarkable than the refusal to consider the evidence that men
like Kolakowski put before it, the evldenc9hat �ctually existing
socialism' derives its nature from reeisely the same belligerent,
posturing sentimentality about the working man, and precisely the
same simplifying denigration of 'capitalism' and all that might seem
to be implied by it, that have inspired Thompson's writings.
Thompson, who believes in the power of ideas, is unable to recog
nise the consequences of his own. ]
The new cause of disarmament is similar to that old cause which
....
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the Stalinists and Kol.akowski, in their different ways, betrayed. The
value of the end the abolition of nuclear weapons-and the removal
of the tensions that might lead to war is indisputable. Galvanised
. by the need to align himself with what is good beyond question,
Thompson then asks us to throw away the abstruse speculations of
the strategists, and the theories which might lead us to believe that
we can guarantee peace only by our capacity . for war, and to join
with him in mobilising the peoples of Europe in the cause of dis
armament. Let us suppose that such a programme were coherent. It
at once comes across an obstacle. Half of Europe is ruled by Com
munist parties, which would never tolerate the kind of popular
mobilisation that Thompson envisages. As Thompson knows, the
'freedom of association' upon which he relies, both for his platform
and for his results, is a precious gift of Western constitutions, and
does not exist in the realms from which constitutional government
has been abolished. And if the inove·ment does not extend
eastwards, what protection can it afford us? It is surely evident the
history of nuclear warfare confirms it that the temptation to use
nuclear weapons arises only when the other side cannot effectively
retaliat�. All this, however, is swept ·asiqe in Thompson's
evangelism. In a cruel and contem tuous r�sponse to well-aimed
objections from Czechoslovakia (sent at God knows what risk to the
author), Thompson has this to say:
�J�
'

fN-�4;;

'

We appreciate that �his is difficult. We have no expectations of
CND-type marches and demonstrations. But w� consider that, with
patien�e and consultation, appropriate forms of expression will .be
found.
.

The naivety of this would ·b e astonishing, were it not that, as
Kolakowski rema . ks of the New Left ge)ler�lly, on� ·has h�ard and
s�en it all before. Such is the self-dec�ptlon of th� intellectl!al who is
animated. by the sense of his own motal purity: the .�nd is clear, and
the means will be found / It is impossible for him, .to envisage that a
new order of tyranny has been establisheq by that very ideology
which he fought so conscientiou�ly to· in�til. . For Thompson the
'jd�ological extermination' of which his Czech cprrespondent rightly
complains · is an. aberration,- a diversion from
' some 'natural · course'
which so.ciallsm might otherwise have taken. It is impossible for. him
to perceive that his correspondent has been victim of an antinomian
fo.rce, which can justify every outrage i� the conviction that history
will vindicate its actions. For Thompson the power that prevails in
East rn Europe is precisely the power to which we too are 'subject'.
Thu he refers to
•

•

•

•
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. . . the tendency for both military alliances-NATO and the
Warsaw Pact-to become instruments of superpower political
control, reducing the lesser states to abject cliency. This is as true in
the West as in the East of Europe. 10
•

The 'convergence thesis' 1 1 has pr<?ved vital to New Left doctrine,
since it enables anger and frustration to be directed, not against
'real socialism' (which lies hidden behind a veil of ignorance and
mendacity) but against our own attempts to defend ourselves. How
ever, the thesis rarely achieves the hysterical expression that it
acquires in the writings of Thompson. So loudly is it shouted from
his recent pages that the reader can be forgiven for thinking that
Thompson has a greater need to persuade himself than those who
oppose him:
They [the KGB, MI6 and the CIA] do not wish the democratic
movements of the East and West to recognize each other and to make
common cause (Thompson's emphasis). 12

That, Thompson insists, is the true explanation of the present con:
flict, in comparison with which the suppression in the East of free
discussion, public opinion, representative government and indi
vidual dissent features gently referred to by Thompson's Czech
correspondent are of no real significance.
_
Here we see another side to Thompson's misperception of
' agency: He cannot see that a state without representative in
stitutions, and without legal opposition, is a different kind of agent
from one that is answerable to parliament and law. In particular, he
cannot see that the response of the USA to the threat offered by the
Soviet Union however misguided, however immoral is a
genuinely collective response, reflecting a process of decision
making in which the American people participate. Such a response
is precisely open to correction11 while the actions of the Soviet Union
are not. The sentimentalization of the working class which leads
Thompson to see as an agent that which has no collective liability or
action is here matched by a de-humanized erce tion of olitics.
Thorn son sees nothing but systems of ower even where there is
genuine �gency1 genuine 1a 1 1 ty, and the answerability that makes
politics pos' ible. The reply to Thompson's 'peace crusading' is
obvious, an comes�ain from Czechoslovakia:

�

��

Peace and war will not be decided by the balance of armaments alone
but also by the pressure of public opinion. But like the peace
movement itself, this public opinion cannot be the prerogative of the
West alone if it is to be effective. Your own mass media, however
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critically you judge· them, ar.e an important platform on which
alternatives are discussed and consequences considered . . . . [But) if
you are not concerned with the differences between our. societies,
then your peace movement is not so much concerned with peace as
with the futile and self-indulgent manifestation of good intentions. 1 3
'

the face of such obje�tions Tbompson has a remarkable
capacity to turn away, re-immersing h,imself in the sacred fount of
his own emotions. 'I must for -a ·little longer', . he declares, 'either
until the forces of peace win · some little victory . . . or until the sky
becomes .so dark that .it is too late for anything to matter, continue
as a. prisoner of the peace movement'. 14 One sees in such remarks
the extent to which Thompson's inteUectual honesty has given way
to deeper and more enduring emotional necessities. Not only has he
lost the ability to perceive the real difference between the American
presence in Western Europe and the Soviet presence in Eastern
Europe the real difference, as one might put it, between influence
and control he has also lost all sense of the factitioust the
sentimental and the self-glorifying. His uncritical attitude to h\�s own
ser� <?nising . is ?� a Qi�ce wit� his. attitude t<;> MarxisJm. F gr it is
Marxtsm, with· 'tts senttlm.entahty, Its �nbendtng contem .1. f�r the
the
actual,
and
its
intellecttial
presumption
(whi�h
lends
in
ight
io
�
scrupulous historian, an� blindne�s to the poli1ician) that has c�used
so .many pe�ple to falsify the reality. of Sovie power. In addi�g his
·{
��- \�vo�ce to thetrs; Thompspn shows himself to 1 e less a s ge t�an a
l\tluP-£.=fhaving revealed a· eaning in history, he forces hi self not to
�
perceive it./
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(1) Thompson�s contretemps with Anderson is conducted. at a level of
passion, which would be surprising. if the questions involved \\:'ere re�llly, as
factual and scj�nt�fic as the two authors claim. Thompson launches hi�
broadside under the title 'The Pec�liarities of the English' in The Socialist
Register (ed. John Savile an� �alph Miliband), London 1965 (now ' re
printed in Tfze Poverty of Theory and Other Essays, London 1978).
Anderson's first reply is entitled 'Socialism and pseudo-Empiricism' (New
Left Review, Jan.-Feb. 1966). For further det'ails, see Chapter 11.
(2) See especially Thompson's hagiography of Morris: William Morris,
Romantic to Rev,olutionary; revised edn. (London 1977).
(3) Roberto Michels, Political Parties, tr. E. and C. Paul (London
1915), p. 248.
(4) The Making of the English Working Class (London· 1963), Penguin
edn. (1968), p. 915.
·
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(5) 'An Open Letter to Leszek Kolakowski', in The Poverty of Theory,
p. 160.
(6) 'The Peculiarities of the English', in The Poverty of Theory, p. 67.
(7) 'ibid. ' P• 98.
(8) Collected as Zero Option (Lopdon �982) and The l:leavy Dancers
{London 1984).
. (9) 'Human Rights . and Disarmament', in Zero Option , p. 150. The
Czech author is the pseudonymous Vaclav Racek, whose open letter is also
printed in Thompson's volume.
{10) 'The End . of the Line', Zero Option, p. 37.
{11) See Chapter 13.
{12) · 'zero·· Option; p. ·106.
.
. (13) Anon .; 'To Those Who March for Peace', The Salisbury Review,
vol. 2, no. 1 , 1983, pp. 29-30.
(t4) The Heavy Dancers.
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American left-wing thought is a different animal from its European
counterpart, having followed a separate evolutionary � th, in condi
tions unpropitious for the development of anger. N vertheless, it
shares with European socialism a certain underlying st cture, and has
had a similar, if tardy, influence. The triumph of the/United States
constitution was to make _privat�_ propert_y and individual liberty im
movable features, not only of the political hindsca�e but also of
political thought. Almost all left-leaning American ph�osophy in the
present century had been founded in liberal preconcePtions,
and very
little of it has challenged the institution of property. Instead, it has
contented itself with denigrating the vulgar forms which Qro_pert� may
take 'consumerism', 'conspicuous consumption', the world of 'mass
socrety' and mass advertisement. From Veblen to Galbraith, what has
appalled_ the American critic of capitalism is not private property as
such for it is the cornerstone of his own cherished independence
-but rather the private property of others. It is the spectacle of
property in the hands of ordinary, decent, gross, uneducated people
that has troubled the left's perceptions. Far from seeing this 'con
sumerism' as the necessary consequence of democracy, the left has tied
itself in knots in the attempt to show that consumerism is not demo
cracy, but democracy gone wrong. The American radical is a rooted
and inveterate snob. But he retains a faith in democracy. This faith is,
indeed, essential to his self-image. He regards himself as champion of
the common man against the overlords of capitalism, and of individual
liberty against the 'structures' of authority and power. His reaction to
the property habits of ordinary people is tainted by idealism. It is
precisely because they �re 'conspicuou�'that those habits will not bend
to his illusions. Property is, in America, too palpable, too physical a
fact, and while one may deceive oneself about the hearts and the
minds of the common people, it is impossible to remain deceived
about the rub�b.isp.Y-. accumulations which they scatter about their
gardens. The radical urgently wishes that the common an were more
discreet; through P.roperty, advertising, the media, he makes himself
apparent, and so tmdermines the illusion upon whic the ideal of
equality depends. \
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which has recommended itself t�h
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A �olution to the dilemma
�
thinkers as Baran, Sweezy and Galbraith, is to regard the �qualor of
modern America as the product of a 'system' of established power. 1 �
It is not popular demand, but political purpose, which fosters-public
consumption. Capitalists and politicians shamelessly encourage the
people to display themselves, despite the ove�whelming intellectual
arguments which show that the people ought (in their own ipterests)
to be ·concealed. In fighting against consumption, therefore, the
radical is striking a blow against authority: he sacrifices himself, as
ever, before the ruthless ambitions of the powers that be.
It is this anti-authoritarianism which provides the premise of
American radical thought, and it is a premise well adapted for
survival in a state which grew from the refusal of citizens to pay their
taxes. However, American anti-authoritarianism cannot dignify
itself with the metaphors of struggle which have graced the language
of socialism. It is possible that, when Marx was writing, there was
something not unlike a 'class struggle' in Europe, or at least in the
manufacturing towns of England. The Marxian theory of class was
accepted in part because it explained this ·'struggle', and also be
cause it dressed up the favoured protagonist / in the colourful
costumes of heroic war. Apart from a brief period during the depression, that myth has never had a serious following in America.
Nor should this surprise us. America lacks the multiple barriers to
social advancement that have prevailed in Europe; it has abundant
space, abundant resources, abundant will and opportunity; in par- .
ticular it has a political structure inimical to the creation of longstanding hereditary elites. The result is that 'classes' , such as they
are, remain· fluid, temporary, without apparent moral attributes.2·
The theology of 'class struggle' · depends for its impact partly on
the working man's ability to identify his boss as an antagonist,
whose interests are in every particular opposed; it also depends
upon the intellectual's sense of being excluded from the power and
influence that lie in the hands of politicians. In America, employer
and employee are both scrambling up the ladder of success, differing
only in their relative advancement. The first antagonism is therefore
subdued and temporary, a distraction from more urgent concerns.
The second antagonism exists unsupported. The intellectual can
pose as champion of the working class, therefore, only if he can
effectively remove the working class from his consciousness, and so
devote himself undistracted to his own ambitions. His anti-auth- 'l �
-c�
oritarianism takes on a decidedly 'establishment' for��
addresses himself directly to the powers that be, _!llocking them,
Lscourging them, delighting in his own comparative sophistication.
/ He forms a cli ue a counter-establishment, even a 'counter
! culture' , and ther by shows himself already fit to govern. Impatient
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for power, he pours scorn on all who possess it, and creates through
his satire an audience of like-minded sophisticates. He holds before
the authorities not the spectre of a working class for which he is
interpreter, but the spectre of other, and, he supposes, purer, forms
of power. He supports Cuba and Vietnam; he allies himself with
movements for 'national liberation', especially those which frustrate
the long-standing aims of American foreign policy. He agitates on
behalf ·of minorities and deviants, and adds his weight to every
attack on that 'moral majority' upon whom his privileges ultimat�ly
j
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•
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One form of this posturing has been accur �t
described y Tom
Wolfe, as 'radical chic' . Radical chic is the utmost in social kudos, in
the attempt by intellectuals excluded from power to create a rival
elite, from which those who hold power are in turn excluded. But
there are milder forms of leftist snobbery, to be found, for example,
in the pages of the New York Times, and the New York Review of
Books. The New York Review is perhaps the more interesting; it
prides itself on its liberal-democratic outlook, its urbane contempt
for the American consensus, and its aristocratic connections. At this
moment3 it is publishing a series of articles by Joan Didion,
designed to portray El Salvador as a land whose people are
oppressed by an authoritarian regime, crushed and tormented by
(j thuggish viol�nce from above. Miss Diction mentions the , recent
election, but' the political choices of the lower orders are as dis
tasteful to her as their habits of property; she confines herself to
quoting from President Reagan 's naive pronouncements, and gives
the matter no further thought. Thus she can proceed from sarcasm
to sarcasm, while covertly advancing the Soviet view, that the elec
tions in El Salvador were a political fraud, engineered by, and for
the advantage of, the American establishment.
One of the most influential of the gurus who have found an
audience through the New York Review is Ronald Dworkin, theorist
of the United States constitution, professor of Jurisprudence in
Oxford and of law in New York. Like E. P. Thompson, Dworkin
has used a well-earned intellectual reputation to give support to
ideas that are both unpersuasive in themselves, and also
self-indulg�nt in their motivation..: And, agalnli'Ke 1'nompson, the
real intellectual tendency of his serious work has been in a direction
opposed to his political endeavours. Finally, both writers share an
ntelle'ctual dishonesty] which is only thinly disguised; by their con
viction that, in all serious conflicts, their opAo
' nents are inevitably
their intellectual inferiors .
L
":> �� �m��
Dworkin's work on the philosophy of law is compfex and obscure.
But its main conclusions are of considerable interest, both as the
articulation of a powerful th.e.o.r..y_of the_jand also as
udicial
process,
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an attempt to revive the doctrinft of[a
F1om Bentham and
Austin to Kelsen and Hart, jw-isprudence has j>een dominated by
some form of 'legal positivism' whose main tenets are identified by
Dworkin thus: first, law is dis in uished fro
ds b 1
_its conformity_to so.me '.roaster_ rule.? such as the· rule· that what . is
' prescribed by the Queen in Par tament is law. This· 'master rule'
' fully determines whether a given r:equirement is one of law. Sec
-on sty, all difficulties and indeterminacies in the law are resolved b_y_)
'judicial .9iscretion' and not by the discovery of genuine answers to '
independent legal questions. finally, a legal obligation exists when,
and only when, an established rule . of law imgoses it. The three )
�tenets together define the idea · of law as a -system, of command, ,
answering to no internal constraint besides that of@)iisistenw and
issued by a supreme and sovereign authority concerned with - the
of law ·through the
regulation of social behaviour. The applicati
courts is a matter of ascer�aining;firsf tlle a- ;secon<:Uythe a-ct: ,
'
_and thirdly the ap_plication o_f tlie one to t e othe.L.. That i ea is
mistaken, .Dworkin argues, aS' are alTtliree of the tenets irom which
it derives . !b.' 'master . rule' is neither necessary nor sufficient for a
· system of law� It, is not necessary;,· since law may arise, as did our
own· system of common law, entirely from j udicial reasoning, which
takes note only of judicial precedents and their 'gravitational force' .
Nor is it sufficient, since a supreme legislature can make law only if
there are courts to apply it, and judges in these courts must employ
'principles' of .adjudication which derive · their authority from no
·
f
legal rule.
/7
Principles, Dworkin argues, are less mutable than liUles, and more
fundamental to the character of the legal syste
Without them,
adjudication would be either impossible or jmpaired: 'Fhe existence
of these principle� is established by 'hard cases� , in which a judge
must determine the rights and liabilities of parties, without the aid
of any law which explicitly prescribes them. The adjudication of
such a case is n9t an exercise of 'discretion' but an attempt to
determine the real, and independently existing, rights and duties of
the parties. The judge cannot think of himself as inventing those
rights and duties. ' Nor can he imagine that he is exercising some
'discretion' that he does not need in . the normal conduct of his
profession. ;He must callonQrincigles wb.i.ch h!}ve a differept v�lidity_
from that of the rules tha.t iss.u_� jr9m tjle ,l�gislatut:e: These
'principles (such as that no-one may profit from his own wrong) are
permanent features of the judicial process, invoked in the
application of law e:ven to those unproblematic cases w_hich copy the
lineaments of some · legal rule.
1
Such' considerations · serve to .show, Dworkin believes; that the
theories of the 'master rule', and of 'judicial discretion', are myths.
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Furthermore , the inescapable fact of hard cases serves to refute the
third tenet of legal positivism, the tenet that all legal obligation is
created by a pre-existing and pre-established legal rule. In hard
cases, law is not so much applied as discovered. And this process of
discovery is responsible for the structure both of common law and of
equity. It is, therefore, the foundation upon which the English · and
American legal systems have been constructed. One might add that
no system of edicts can amount to law until appJied by impartial
courts, and in accordance with established procedures of
adjudication. Processes of reasoning that are inseparable from
adjudication will therefore be an essential component in every
system of law. Thus we may interpret Dworkin's arguments as
resuscitating the idea of natural justice. Law requires adjudication;
adjudication requires a principled attitude towards the particular
case; the principled attitude requires us to view j udgement not as a
decision but as a discovery; finally, discovery invites the agreement
of others, and responds to the 'gravitation' of other judgements.
I According to this appealing picture (integral to many conservative
visions of political order), law is the 'common pursuit of true
judgement', in which perennial human disputes are settled
according to principles that arise naturally and inevitably from the
experience of society.
Dworkin himself does not draw that conclusion. He tends to
argue as though his description of adjudication reflects only the
peculiar status of the judiciary under the constitution of the United
States:

Our constitution rests on a particular moral theory, namely, that men
have moral rights against the state. The difficult clauses of the Bill of
Rights, like the due process and equal protection clauses, must be
uiJderstood as appealing to moral concepts rather than laying down
particular conceptions; therefore a court that undertakes the burden
of applying those clauses fully as law must be an activist court, in the
sense that it must be prepared to frame and answer questions of
political morality. 5
However, Dworkin's examples are drawn largely from cases in
English civil law (such as Spartan Steel & Alloys Ltd. v. Martin), or
American cases which apply principles applied in the English courts
(such as Henningsen v. Bloomfield Motors Inc.). It cannot be right,
therefore , to conclud� that the judi�ial process, as Dworkin des
cribes it, is an offshoot of the American constitution. In fact,
Dworkin is giving new expression to a traditional, and typically
conservative, legal naturalism. According to this theory, judicial
independenceJs both essential to law, and sufficient to determine its
character. Law has an inherent tendency to settle; it responds to
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. . . since rights are at stake, the issue is . . . whether tolerance
would destroy the community or threaten it with great harm, and it
seems to me simply mindless to suppose that the evidence makes that
'· .f
probable or even conceivable. 7
. ,�
T..... /£ w�
/� b. � , /.1 � £�<".
For a conservative it is a matter of common sense that constant
/
liberalisation, constant 7emaking of law in the image of New York
society, may eventually threaten the community with harm. The
1
view is dismissed out of hand. It is mindless to suppose that the
evidence makes it pro�able; mindless even to suppose that it makes
it conceivable. This is truly an extraordinary judgement.
Anthropologists have demonstrated many times that the imposition
of urban manners on traditional African society tends to destroy its
cohesion. But it is apparently mindless even to conceive that the
legal ·transference of New York manners to . rural Georgia might
have a similar effect.
In the essay 'Taking Rights Seriously' Dworkin comes near to
self-parody in his attemP-t to confront the 'moral majority' with_.the_
.
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image of ' its moral des_titution. He discus�es the famous 'Chicago
Seven trial', in which certain . leftist militants were accused of con
spiring to cross state Aines with the. intention of causing_ a riot. It is
clear to · Dworkin that the Chicago · seven were protected. by their
constitutionaL right tO' free· -spe.ech; here is what. he . has to say to
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It may be said tli�t th� anti-ri law leaves [them] free to express
(their] principles in a non-prov cative way. But that misses the point
of the connection between e pression and dignity: A man cannot
�Qress himself freely whe h� cannot ·m�tch his rhetoric to his
�1· or when he must frim his sails to protect values he counts as
nothing next to those he is trying , to vindicate. It· is true that some
political dissenters speak in ways that . shock the -majority,. but it is
arrogant of the majority to suppose that the ort,hodox methods of
expression are the_ proper ways to speak , for this is a denial of equal
con<;ern and respect. If �he point of. the �ight is to protect the dignity
about appropriate
of dissenters, then we ml:lst make ju_dgements
·
speech wit4 the· personalities of the· dissenters iri mind, not the
personality ·of the 'silent' majority for whom the anti-riot law .is no
re�traint at all. 8
·

•

'
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This -passage is remarkable for implying that the right to free speech
exists in order to 'protect' · the dignity qf dissenters. It is also re
markable for its covert conclusion: the more 'silent'., and the more
law-abiding your activities, the less you may protest against th�
provocative utterances of those who don't care a fig for your yalues.
The ;vpice of dissent is the voice of the hero; jt is for his sake. that the
constitution . was_, designed. The essay advar:tce� by · such bu l lyin g
apostrophe·. to the conclusion that 'any government's hcWSti tre
atment of civil disobedience, or campaign against vocal protest, may
be thought to count against its si�cerity.' In other words, a truly
sincere government, hav.ing passed a .law, 1will '}Velcpme dis,
obedience!
r 'In the . essay on 'Ciyil Disobedience' Dworkin. joins this idea to- a
vision of human nature so . nai've as to be almo�t unbelievable , until
one reminds oneself .of the liberal tradition to which . he b_elongs. 'It
might have been argued,' he · says, 'that if those who counsel draft
tf' �esista�ce a�e �ree from persecution, �he nu_rnber. of �hose who resist
.� .
W
J }v�Wl\� · .J.c •nduction wdl tncrease;· but . not, I th1nk, much beyond the. number
!I
_"!'. of 'those who would resist jn any event'. 9 And this when writing of
I)IY � the· ·Vietnam war! He argues\ that here 'conscience is deeply in
volved', and that 'it is hard tb believe that many who counseled
resistance (to the. dr��) did o on any other grounds' . The im
' P)kation is that th �/6onscience because it has lent itself, however
\
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absolutely, however unthinkingly, to a left-leaning cause deserves
the protection of the law. More: it may even defy the law, since 'if
the issue is one touch.ing fundamental personal or political rights,
and it is arguable that the Supreme Court has made a mistake, a
man is within his social rights in refusing to accept that decision as
0
1
conclusive'.
In other words, the liberal conscience can rest satisfied with a
� mere opinion as to what the law might ·have been or ought to be.
� The conservative conscience, however, is never entitled to an equal
indulgence, but must always labour under a vast and immovable
, burden of proof. T.Qus civil disobedience in the cause of segregation
is automaticall without the credentials of civil disobedience in a
iberal. cause. 'If we take no action against the man who blocks the
school house d9or : . . we violate the moral rights, confirmeo by
law, of the [black] schoolgirl he blocks. The responsibility of
-.leniency cannot go this far.'11 The conservative is not to comfort
himself with the view that the law is, in this respect, 'arguably'
mistake�. It is sufficient that blacks have a right 'as individuals' not
to be segregated. Of course, every �onscript also has a right, as an
indh��dual, to th� presence of his fellows in the ranks beside him.
But that right c�n be �gnored. It is, we are given to understand, 'less
fundamental', a fact which is proved by the disposition of the liberal
conscience so to regard it. Besides no one can really respect the
personality which motivates the segregationist's sense of his rights,
since 'except in very rare cases a white student prefers the company
of other whites because he has racist social and political convictions,
or because he has contempt for blacks as a group'. 1�
That last re·mark adequately displays the credentials of the New
York radical as an observer of mapkind. It serves as the premise to a
discussion ·of reverse ' discrimination, a subject which requires the
fuH range of Dworkin's intellectual dishonesty in order to yield an
answer congenial to his conscience. Reverse discrimination in
which individuals from some 'disfavoured group' are admitted to an
advantage from which others with better qualifications are ex
cluded clearly pose� a challenge to the ideology of human rights.
However, the left-liberal conscience is wily and agile; it is not
hampered by. the 'stupidity' of conservatism, or by that rooted
attachment to 'prejudice' which might be mistaken for sjncere moral
belief. Dworkin admits that 'raciaJ criteria are not necessarily the
right standards for deciding which applicants should be accepted by
law schools', 13 and it is comforting to those of us who find racism
distasteful to read that racial criteria are, in such' a case, not necessarily right. But he goes on to argue th�s:
.
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. . . neither are intellectual criteria, nor indeed, any other set of
criteria. The fairness-and constitutionality of any admissions pro
gram must be tested in the same way. It is justified if it serves a
proper policy that respects the right of all members of the community
to be -treated as eguals, but not otherwise. '14
�
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�
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How could this be so? The reason, Dworkin maintains, is that there
are no re�evant rights. There is no such thing as a right to be
considered f.o..r a. pla.ce in law scho�l on the _basis of intellectual
merit. Hence, if rights are still to provide our guiding principle, we
·
the
indi
from
al case to the overall policy.
tion
atten
must shift
Does the policy serve the cause of rights or does it obstruct that
cause?
There is some plausibility in the idea that an individual has no
right to be considered on his merits when applying for an
educational benefit. But th� reason is quite different from that
which Dworkin .supposes. The benefit is a gift, and it is the right of
the giver to bestow it as he will. If that were Dworkin's point, then
he would be arguing within the gre at tradition of American
liberalism, against the coercion of individuals in the interests of
policy. Unfortunately h� has no hesita.tion to. apply such coercion.
He is as much in favour of constraining benefits in accordance with
policy as is the European socialist. The law school must certainly be
constrained to offer its places as policy dictates. (It could not, for
example, offer them to whites only). However, the policy cannot be
interpreted according to the normal meritocratic standards of
American democracy. To apply such standards is to create social
inequalities, and 'we must take car���in argues, 'not to use
the Equal Protection Clause to che·at durse,ves of equality'. We
m:ust not allow our preoccupation with the " individual to obstruct
policies which will (according to left7Iiberal thinking) generate
greater _equality , and more effective�rights, in the long run.
The example is extremely interesting. For it shows the ease with
which the American liberal may deprive his opponent of the only
argument that would defend him. The liberal says, in effect, 'I
recognize no argument exc�pt individual rights'. And when the
conservative seeks to defend his rights, the lib�ral pulls the rug from
beneath him, saying 'these are not rights'. The conservative argues
that, if a privilege is to be granted, either it is a gift, in which case
the giver can determine how it is to be distributed, or it is not, in
which case potential recipients should be judged by their merits,
following the principles of equal treatment laid down by the con
stitution and the law. But the liberal will have none of it. The
yrivilege in question signifies a right neither in the
.
.:..one.-wb.o
_it n.or in the one wfio receives. It is to be distributed only in
accordance with 'policy', and the policy here is that of the liberal.
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And why is that? Why, because such a policy serves the cause of
individual rights. Are we not Americans, and do we not realize that
this is the point where political argument stops?
.
Elsewhere Dworkin ridicule� t.he feeling that concessions to the
individual and his 'rights' may sometimes be overriqden by a policy
designed to secure social and political stability. He argues, indeed,
that no issue of mere policy can override an individual's claim to just
treatment. 'We must not,' he says, 'confuse strate� with ustice,
nor facts ofpolitical life with principles ofQOlitical morality'1 . Or at
leasi, not when criticizing Lord Devlin, or when pouring scorn on
'popular indignation, intolerance and disgust' (not to be confused,
we are told, with 'm.or I conviction'). However, the strategy which
champions the _un er og may ride rou hshod over any rights the
conservative names, for, if the conservative na es them, you can be
sure they are not 'rights', just as you can b sure that, when the
conservative seeks to prevent something, it is not from moral con
viction (only liberals have that), but from senti ents of 'indignation, ·
intolerance and disgust'.
J;v.,�
a.
�
,
�
Of course, there are deep and difficult questions of political
philosophy at issue here. Dworkin may very well be right , in his
supposition that the benefits which the conservative wishes to defend
are not genuine rights. But which rights are genuine, and by what
principle do we decide? Let us at least recognize where the burden of
proof really lies. And let us recognize, too, that we have heard from
other lips the thoughts which slip so easily from Dworkin's. How many
Leninists have told us that rights which seem to obstruct the new social
order, are not genuine, but only apparent ('bourgeois') rights? It is
only in the new social order that men will be truly equal, truly possessed of their rights and therefore nothing which opposes the new Jufk
order does so in the name of justice. The liberal may balk at Lenin's::/
procedure. But, if it is necessary to endorse it when mocking the
conservative, then endorse it he will. For it i� in conflicts like this that
the liberal is forced to realize that the natural ustice which he defends
so eloquently is also his opponent's shield.
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Notes to Chapter 3
(1) See P. A. Baran and P. M. Sweezy, Monopoly Capital (London and
New York 1966) . I deal with 'systems theory' more fuUy in Chapter 14.
(2) See W. Sombart, Why Has There Been No Socialism in America?,
(London 1906).
(3) I was writing in late 1983; Joan Didion's articles have since been
published in book form , as Salvador (New York 1984).
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(4) See Jeremy Bentham, Introduction to the Principles of Morals and
Legislation. (London 1789,); ,1�. : Kels��� ' General. Theqry of Law aQd State
(Chicago 1945); H. L. A · Hart, The Concept of Law (Oxford 1961).
(5) Taking Rights Seriously (Londop 1976) , p. 147.
(6) Examples from Taking Rights $eriously.
(7) ibid. ' p. 196.
.
.
(�) ibid. ' p. 201.
.
'J I ,
(9) ibid, , p, 219,
(10)' ibid.' p. 215.
;I
(11) ibid. , p. 210.
r
(12) ibid., p. 236.
(13) ibid. , p. 239.
. .
(14) ibid. , p. 239.
(15) ibid.' p. 253.
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Nowhere has the outlook of the left entered more firmly into the
national culture than in France, the motherland of revolution. ,
Whatever power has reigned in the skies of politics, French in
tellectual life has tended to adopt the ways and manners of the
Jacobins. Even the exceptions-Chateaubriand, de Maistre, de
Tocqueville, Maurras · have focused their attention on the standard
of revolution, hoping to glimpse some strategy that would- fortify
their restorationist designs. And every movement away from the
left Ultramontanism, · Action Fran(;aise, Nouvelle Droite has felt
called upon to match the theoretical absolutism of its opponents. It
has taken up the socialist challenge to present a rival system, a rival
intellectual machine, with which to generate answers to all the
problems of ·modern man.
No doubt this desire for system, and for universalist answers,
shares some of the character of Roman Catholicism. But far more
important in the thinking of the left has been the Enlightenment
rationalism, which seeks to penetrate through human subterfuge,
and to display the hidden core of unreason that lies within our acts.
The modern gauchiste shares the rationalist's suspicion of human
institutions, and his contempt for superstition. But he is distin
guished by a boundless cynicism. He no longer believes that the
process of 'discovery' whereby the ploys of unreason are exposed
-will present the opportunity for some new and 'rational'
alternative. The Reason of the Jacobins is also an illusion, and the
only advice that the gauchiste is disposed, in the end, to offer, is the
advice given by Genet .and Sartre : be true to nothing, so as to be
true to yourself. There are no solutions, only problems, and our
duty is to ensure that we are not deceived.
In the ensuing quest for authenticity the gauchiste has a
permanen! _need for an enemy. His system is one of destruction. He
knows the illusoriness of values, and finds his identity in a life . lived
without the easy deceptions which rule the lives of others. Since he
has no values, his thought and action can be given only a negative
guarantee. He must fortify. himself by unmasking the deceptions of
others. Moreover, this unmasking cannot be done once and for all.
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must be perpetually renewed, so as to fill the ·moral vacuum which
lies at the centre of existence. Only if there: is some readily
identifiable and, so to speak, renewable opponent, can this struggle
for authenticity which is in fact the most acute struggle for ex
istence be sustained. The enemy must be a fount of humbug and
deception; he must also possess elaborate and secret power, power
sustained through the very system of lies which underscores his
values. Such an enemy deserves unmasking, and there is a kind of
heroic virtue in his assailant, who frees the world from the
stranglehold of secret influence.
It is to the French aristocra_cy that we owe the contemptuous label
by which this enemy is known. The renewable opponent is the
'bourgeois': the pillar of the community, whose hypocritical res
pectability and social incompetence have inspired every variety of
renewable contempt. Of course this creature has undergone con
siderable transformation since Moliere first ridiculed his social pre
tensions. During the nineteenth century he acquired a complex dual
character. Marx represented. him as the. principal agent and
principal beneficiary of the French Revolution the new enslaver,
whose tentacles reach into every pocket of influence and power
-while the cafe intellectuals continued, in more bitter accents, the
scathing mockery of the aristocracy. Epater les bourgeois became
the signature of the disaffec�ed artist, the guarantee of his social
credentials, whereby he demonstrated his aristocratic entitlement,
and his conempt for the usurpatory dominion of the rising middle
class. U.nd:er th� dual influence of Marx and Fla.ubert, the bourgeois
emerged from the ninet�enth · century as a monster transformed out
of all recognition from his humble origins. He was the 'class enemy'
of Leninist dogma, the creature whom we are commanqed by
history to c{estroy; he was also the repository of all morality, all
convention, all codes of conduct that might hamper the freedom and
crush the ebullience of la vie boheme. The Marxian theory of
ideology. tried to knit the two lialves of the portrait together, des
cribing the 'comfortable' valqes as the social ' disguise of real
economic : power. But the theory was vague and s,chematic, lacking
the concrete quality which is necessary for a rewarding and ren
'ewable contempt. Much of the efforts of the French left in our
century have therefore been devoted to completing the portrait.
The aim has . been to create the perfect enemy: the object against
which to define and sharpen one's· authenticity, an authenticity
;
guaranteed by its transformation into wit.
, The·· invention of the ideal bourgeois was fipally accomplished in
1952, with the publication of the masterpiece of modern satanism,
Sartre's Saint Genet, in which the 'bourgeois' is· characterised by an
extraordinary complexity of emotions, ranging from rooted
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heterosexuality to a host·ility to crime. The bourgeois finally
emerges as the champion of an illusory 'normality', concerned to
forbid and to oppress all those who, in challenging his noFmality.,
challenge also the social and political dominion which it both
validates and conceals.
The anti-bourgeois sentiment which lies at the root of French
left-wing thinking, explains its rejection of 'all reles and fu·nctions
that are not creations of its own. Its main power base has been, not
the university, but the cafe: to occupy positions of influence within
the 'structures' of the bourge0is state is in�ompatible with the de-·
mands of revolutionary rectitude. Whatever influence the gauchiste
enjoys must be acquired through his own intellectual labour, in
producing w0rds and images which challenge the status quo. The
cafe becomes the symbol of his social position. He observes the
passing show, but does not join it. Instead, he waits for those who,
attracted by_ his gaze, separate themselves . from the crowd and
'come over' to his position.
By the same token we must recognise the intimate dependency
that exists between the gauchiste ·and the true middle class. Irr a
certain manner, the gauchiste is the confessor of the middle class.
He presents- to it an idealised image of its sinful condition. The
'bourgeois' of recent iconography is a myth. But he bears a res
emblance to the ordinary city-dweller who, seeing himself distorted
in this portrait, is troubled by the thought of moral possibilities. He
enthusiastically confesses to purely hypothetical crimes. He begins
to extol the gauchiste as the absolver of his corrupted conscience .
The gauchiste therefore becomes the redeemer of the class whose
illusions he has been appointed to unmask. · Hence, despite . his
rudeness which is, in truth, no more than the necessary virtue of
His profession he enjoys abundant social privilege. He is born aloft
on the shoulders of the bourgeoisie whose habits he tramples, and
enjoys again the aristocrat's place in the sun. At the best Parisian
parties he will appear in person: but even the meanest reception will
take place against bookshelves loaded with his writings. So close,
indeed, is this symbiotic relation between the gauchiste and his
victim as to resemble that previous, seemingly indissoluble, bond
between aristocrat and peasant. The major difference. is this: the
aristocrat both exalted the peasant in his words (creating the
idealized 'shepherd', the spectacle of whose virtues would refresh
the wearied courtier), and at the same time abused and oppressed
him in his actions. The gauchiste judiciously reverses the priorities:
he does no more than bark at the hand wliich feeds him. In this he
shows, indeed, a greater wisdom, and a healthy instinct for survival.
I have singled out Michel Foucault, the social philosopher and
historian of ideas, as representative of the French intellectual left. It
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must be pointed out .at once that Foucault's position has been
·
constantly shifting, and' that he shows a sophisticated cqntempt for
a,ll :convenient labels. He is also a critic (although, until his last
years, a fairly muted critic) of modern communism. Nevertheless·,
Foucault is the most powerful and most ambitious of those who aim
to 'unmask' the b<?urgeoisie, and the position of the left has been
s�bstantially reinforced by , his writings. It is impossible to do full
justice here to his achievement. His imagination and intellectual
fluency have generated abundant theories, concepts and aperfues,
and the compendious, synthesizing poetry of his style is nothing if
not disarming. Foucault is unable to encounter opposition without
at once rising, under the impulse - of his intellectual energy, to the
superior 'theoretical' perspective , from which opposition is seen in
terms of the interests which are advanced by it. Opposition rela
tivised is also opposition discounted. It is not what you say, but that
you say· it, which awakens Foucault's· criticism. �D'ou paries-tu?' is
his question, and his stance remains outside the reach of every
answer.
The unifying thread in Foucault's work is the search for the secret
structures· of power. Power is what he wishes to unmask behind
every practice, behind every institution, and behind language itself.
He originally · described his · method as an 'archaeology of
knowledge', and bis subject-matter as truth truth considered as
the product of 'discourse', taking both form and content from the
language in which it is conveyed. A problem of terminology im
mediately arises, and proves to be something more th_a:n a problem
of terminology. What is meant by a 'knowledge' that can be over
thrown by ne� experi�nce, or by a.'truth' that exists only within the
piscourse which frames it? The language here.is Hegelian, and the
method implied is that of idealism. Foucault's 'truth' is created �nd
re-cr�ated. by the e.?'periences through which we 'know' it. Like
·
Hegel, therefore, Foucault is able · to derive some surprising �and
even disquieting results, from a historical method which dramatises
change as a _mute obedience to a changing consciousness.
Thus in -£es mots et les choses (1966)1 we are told that man is a
recent invention: truly an original idea! On inspection it turns out
· that, Foucault means no more than this: that it is only since the
Renaissance that the fact of being· a man (r.ather than, say, a farmer,
a soldier or a nobleman) has acquired the special significance that
we now attribute to it. By such arguments we could show that the
dinosauF too �is a recent invention:. Of course, 'there is a point to
Foucault's reinark. He means to emphasise the extent to which the
sciences which have taken man as their object are recent inventions,
already'' outmoded as .forms of· 'knowledge'. Th.e .idea of man is as
fragile and transitory as any other idea in the history of human
·
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understanding, and must . give way under the impulse o,f a new
episteme (structure of 'knowledge') to something which we cannot
name. Each episteme, for Foucault, is the servant of some · rising
power, and has had, as its principal function, the creation. of a 'truth'
. which serves· the intyrest of power. Thus there are no re'ceived truths
.
which. are not also conv.enient truths.
There are many insights in Fouc�ult's early writings. But the
Hegelian method- which identifies reality with a way of
apprehending it must lead us to doubt that they are hard-won.
There is a cheat involved in this method, which allows its proponent
to j�mp across to the finishing- line of historical enquiry, without
running the �ard track .of empirical analysis. (Consider what would
really have to _be proved, by som�one:who believed man to.. be· an
artefact, and a r��ent one at that more recent even than ·the
medieval and Renaissance humanists �ho extolled his virtues.) A
proper assessment of Foucault's thought must therefore try to sep
arate its two components: the Hegelian sleight of hand (which
would lead us too simply to dismiss. him), and the 'diagnostic'
analysis of the secret ways of power. It is the , second, which is
iriteres�ing, and which is. expressed in . Foucaulfs claim that each
successive form of 'knowledge' - is devoted to the creation of a
discourse favourable to, and symbolic of, the structures 0f ·pre.
vailing power.
In Histoire de la folie a /'age classique (1961)2 Foucault gives the
first glimpse of this. thesis. He traces the confinement of madmen to
its origins in the seventeenth century, associating this confinement
with the ethic of work and the rise of the middle classes. Foucault's
idealism his impatience with explanations· that are merely causal
-leads him constantly! to thicken his plot. Thus he says, not that the
economic reorganisation of urban- society brought about con
finement, but that 'it was in a certain experience of labour that the
indissolubly economic and moral demand for confinement was for
mulated'. But this should be seen largely as an emb�llishment to
categories of historical explanation which derive ultimately from
Marx.
. The madman is ' 'other' in what Eoucault calls the ·'classical' age
because he points to the limits of-the prevailing ethic, and alienates
himself from its demands. There is a kind of virtuous· disdain in his
refusal of convention. He must therefore be brought to order.
Through confinement madness is subject to the rule of reason: the
madman now lives under the jurisdiction of those who are sane,
confined by their laws, and instructed by their morality. The re
course ,of reason in this close encounter is to reveal to madness its
· own 'truth� the truth through which. reason '·knows' it. To lack
· reason is, for 'classical'· thought, to be· an animal. The madman must
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therefore be- made to act the part of an animal. He is used as a beast
of butden, and by this confrontation witli his own 'truth' is finally
made whole.· Each successive age finds a similar 'truth' through
which the experience of madness is transcended into sanity (i.e. into
that condition which is condoned . and fostered by prevailing power).
But Foucault suggests that this stock of 'truths' is now exhausted.
The book ends with a satanistic encomium of madness, in which
Foucault appeals to the . gods of the modern French Olympus
-Goya, de Sade, Holderlin, Nerval, Van Gogh, Artaud,
Nietzsche to testify to this exhaustion. This encomium gains no
substance from the studies that precede it, and consists largely in the
ritual rehearsal of what has become, in France, a critical com
monplace. Thus, although it is impossible for a sane reader to detect
literary merit in de Sade, for example, it is liturgically necessary to
sing his praises, as le plus gros des epateurs. A second-rate hack
thereby becomes the literaFy representati¥e· of posh Revolutionary
France.
It was clear to the eighteenth century, according to Foucault,
that, while madness was able to express itself, it had no language in
which to do s-o besides that which reason provides. The only
phenomenology .of madness� · lies in sanity. Surely then ·, the
eighteenth century had at least one sound intuition about the nature
of unreason? The province of language and the province of reason
are coextensive, and if madness contains its own 'truths', as
Foucault claims, these are essentially inexpressible. How then can
we rightly imagine . a ''language' of unreason in which the truths of
madness are expressed, and to which we must now attune our ears?
The · idea of such a language is the idea of a delirious monologue,
which neither the man of reason, nor the madman himself, could
understand. The voice of madness is a voice that belongs to no-one,
sirice · it violates the gramr,1ar of the self. It could bear no res
emblance to the . remorseless logic of The Twilight of the Idols, or to
the precise symbolism of Les chimeres. Foucault's heroes would
have been unable to use this language, even in their final dis
solution, and if we can understand them it is without its aid.
,FQr1 the nineteenth' century, acc<;>rding to Foucault,_ the experience
of 'unreason' characteristic of tHe 'classical' period. becomes dis
sociated: madness is confined within a moral intuition, and the
fantasy of an unceasing monologue of madness, in a language in
�ccessible to reason, is forgotten. This idea is to be resuscitated,
however, at the beginning of the twentieth century, in· the Freudian
theory of the unconscious thought-processes that determine the·
behaviour of the irrational man. In the nineteenth century, madness
has become a threat to the whole structure of bourgeois life, and the
madman, while superficially innocent, is profoundly guilty in his
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failure to submit to familiar norms>. The greatest. offence of madness ·
is against the �bourgeois family', as Foucault calls it,•and it is the
expeti�nce of this family that dictates the paternalistic structure of
the asylum. The ethos of judgement· and reprobation in the asylurp:
is par.t of a new. attitude to madness . madness is at�las� obse�:ved. Jt
is . no longer thought that. the madman has anything· to ·) s·ay or
syinboUse; ' be is an anomaly jn the. world of action, . responsible only
.�.
:
.�
for .his visible behaviour.
In. the asylum the man of reason ,is presented as an adu"it, the
madman� as a child, so· that madness may be construed as . an in
ce$sant attac� against.' the Father. The madman m�st be brought to
re�ognise li. is: �rror, and reveal to. the Father -a cons�iousness of })is .
guilt. 'fhus· there is· a natural transition from the· 'confession in. �risis·'
charac�eristic.of the·�sylum� to the Freud�an dialogue, in. -which ' the
analyst listens to · and translates the' language of unreason, but in
which madness-- is. still forced . to see 'itself: as a disobedience and a
transgression. Finally, Foucatilt intimates, : it is bec�nlse
·
psychoanalysis has r�fused to �suppress the family structure as�the
only one through whi�h madness. can be seen or known; that )its
introduction of a dialogue with madness leads .to no understanding
of its interlocutor.
· Beneath all this· fas�inating analysis part insight, part rhetoric
-i� is possible to discern a persistent and discredited his.torical
perspective. Despite. his apparent scholarship, . Fo�cault �remains
wedded to the: mythopoeic guide to modern history presented in The
Communist Manifesto The' world divides conveniently into the .
'classical' and: the 'bourgeois' eras, the first .beginning at the late
Renaissance and ending with the 'bourgeois· revolution' of 1789. It is
only' thereafter that we witness the characteristic .features of modern
life: the nuclear family, transferable property, the legally con
stituted state, and the modern structures of influence and power.
Engels made an heroic attempt to give credence to the 'bourgeois
family', and this has proved useful to left-wing· demonology. But
Engels's icon is now threadbare and faded; - and . only marginally
more·_ persuasive than the idea that · .the French Revolution involved
� transition from feudal to capitalist modes of production, from an
'aristocratic'· to a 'bourgeois' social structure, from �ntailed t9 trans.:.
ferable. property .. Less persuasive still is the jd�a that t.he 'classical'
outlook of Racine. and · La Foiltaine ·is the principal inqex of .post
Ren�.issance, pre;;Re:volutionary culture in Erance. All this is based
· on an elaborate and, to, tell the truth, culpable simplification of
historical data, the · prime aim of which is not truth but propaganda;
Foucault's rhetoric is suppqsed to mesmerise us into, .a sense of some
intrinsic co��ection petweeq 'b_ou_rgeois' .'f�mily�, 'pat�r.nalistic�
'
and 'authoritari�n'. Historical facts s�ch as that the peasant family
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is more authoritarian, the aristocratic family more paternalistic, .
than the family known�as 'bourgeois'; or that the middle class snows.
an ability to relax the temper o£ domestic life which has seldom.been
matehed at the upper or lower ends of the social spectrum all such
facts are kept out of mind. The reader finds no argument over
evidence, no search for instan�e or counter-instance, which could
sow the seeds of doubt. For facts have an abrasive quality. They blur
the figures and erase the lineaments of the necessary icon. When the
image fades, so too does the idea: we can no longer believe that the
secret power which created the categories of me·ntal illness, which
confined the innocent sufferer, and which moralised him . into
'abnormality', also generated the family and its egregious norms.
Far less can we believe that the nature of this power is summarised
in the single word 'bourgeois', although doubtless that word has
liturgical value, as designating the object of acceptable contempt.
The schematic historiography survives in · Foucault's later works.
In particular:, he makes abundant use of the concept of a 'classical'
epoque. ·But the enemy who stalks through his pages seem�
somehow to have lost his respectable· clothing. He appears as naked
power,. -without style; dignity .. of status. If the term 'bourgeois' is
sometimes applied to him it is a flourish, like an insult thrown by the
wrestler to �is opponent. There is no longer the same liberating
confidence in the enemy's identity. Nevertheless, the method and
the results remain, and each of Foucault's books. repeats the hidden
agenda of .his· Histoire de la, folie.
In · Naissance de la clinique:. Une archeologie du regard ·medical
(1963);3 Foucault extends' the ideas of 'observation', and
'normality'; so as to explain, not only the confinement of madmen,
buf also tl;te. confinement of the sick. (He will shortly extend the
an·alysis further, to prisons and punishment. If he stops short · of
schools and universities it is' not for. want of conviction. ) That
patients should be gathered together for observation shows a need
to divide the. world into the· normal and the , abnormal, add to
confront the abnormal with an image of its 'truth'. . The .need is also
for a classification of illness, a 'measured language' which place�
each disease within the competence of the observer. Now there is
truth in those ideas: who would deny that the gro�ing under
standing of disease implied isolation, observation and selective tre
atment? But what a simple truth, and what an innocent occurrence!
Clearly it needs unmasking. So here, in char-acteristic language, is
what the hospital s�rely one of the more. �benign of human
.
accomplishments becomes:
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Over all these endeavours on the part of clinical thought to define its
methods · and scientific norms hovers the great myth of a pure Gaze

1

•

that would be pure Language: a speaking eye. It would scan the
entire hospital field, taking in and gathering togeth,.et: each of the
singular evel'!t� that occurred - within .it; and as,it saw, as it saw ever
.. q�ore clearly� it· wo�ld turn into . spe.ech . that ·states and teaches; the
truth, which events,
in.
theii
_epe�
tions
and
conveq�ences,
would
r
�
....
.;
outline urider,. _its gaze, would, by this sam_e gaze .and _in the same
order, be reserved, in the form of teaching, to those who do not know
and have not yet seen. This speaking eye would be the servant of
·"
things and the· inaster of truth.4
., -
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There is an. accomplished rhet9ric here, a rhythmic -· movement
yvhich, feeding" on the simple. fact 9f scie�tific· obser\t�Ji9n, becomes
a haun'ting arid perse·�uted aware·ness of the hidden:sourCe of powet . .
Behind this concept of the Gaze (a Sarfrean term more familiar,
perhaps, to French than to Englis�?- r�aders) lurks a great suspicion,
the same suspicion of hunian decencies that inhabits the pages of
Being and Nothingness. It tells us not to be deceived, not to believe
that anything is undertaken, or anything achieved, except· in the
interests of power.
.
The idea take_s .a· further step ip ·Foucault's most brilliant' boqk
Surveiller et punir ,5 subtitled 'the birth of the 'prison\ (The surv�iller
of the title is hard to translate: it refers, once again, to the Gaze of
the guardians.) It is natural that the 'near-simultaneous rise of the
prison system, the · hospital, an� the lunatic asylum, will not go
unnoticed by the suspicious iconographer of bourgeois man. And
there is something persuasive in Foucault's initial analysis of the
tr�nsition from the exemplary puriishm'ents of our ancestors, to' the
system of physical confinement. To call the first" 'classical'�· ·the
second 'bourgeois' is of little interest But it is surelf illuminating to
see the earlier system as embodying a kind of corporal language of
crime. The aim of torture was to imprint the crime on the patient's
body, in the living language of pain; so as to symbolise· the criminal'�
intention. Foucault contrasts the prison system, which, he argues;
was founded in a juridical conception of individual rights, under
which punishment has the character of a forfeit . T�e contracting
individualist can be legitimately · made to suffer in 11'0 othet way.
And, as Fouca1;1lr elegantly remarks, even capital punishment under
the new regime 'of prison has a juridical character: r
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The guillotine takes life a1most without touching the body, just as
prison deprives of liberty or a fine reduces wealth. It !s intended to
apply the law not· sb much to a r�al body capable of fe�ling pain as to
a juridical s9pjec�; th,e possesso.r, among,oth�r righ!s, of the right tq
exist. It had to haye the. abstraction of the' law itself.6
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not, so surprising conclusions. It is surprisjng to be told. that punish-.
111ent- is� an· element in the genealogy of� the human soul, so that �h_e
Cartesian.�eg9 is · pre�isely what i� conj:ured on tHe rack: the gazing
su�ject \vho exfsts as th'e obs'etver of this pain . It is Surprising to 
lea�n th�t 'tne· m.cfdern soul is ' a produc;t, if not of'. the prison system ,
at least of the juri�ical idea of the subject, �s· a· co�plex of legal
,
rights.
,
·
It is less surprising to be told that criq�inal ju�tice operates in the
'production of-- truth', and that it is part of one of those systems of
'knowledge' which, for fguc.ault,, go band in . hand with power. Nor
i� :!t surprisin�. �o find . that puni�hme�t . �nder�oes the. . s�n:te �r:an
sttion as- medtcme, from .a system _of sy,m,bohsm ·, to : a system r Of
surveillance. In an . lmpressiv,e . description of Bentham's
'panopt!con' (a ma�hin� a corriger, in ·which all prisone.rs C<?uld . be
o9se�ed from a siqgl�- post), · .Fouc�l!l� relates . the discipline of
prison to tJ;te ne�ly �m�rging power of the invi_si.b�e oy.er the visible,
whic� is, if I un�erstand him, the power expressed in law. The la� is
the invisible possessor of that 'normalising gaze' whi<;h qoth singles
specime.n, . and . �ls·o deprives him. of
out. the-·criminal as an a��ormal
·
·
�!s rigl_t�s �n#l such � time . as he �hojtld <;>nee again b_e �ble to t�ke up
the burden of normality·'
Then� tp�Q
_ . occurs one 9f those. forced, mqrxisant,, �xplan�tions
w�ich mar th� _poetry of Fouc.aulfs (ar fr�� iu;timaginative writing.
w� _are told that. _t!te p�isop . dis�ipli�es expibit a 't�s;Jics · ot power''
wi�h thr�e .fundamentaJ purpos.e�: to e_xert p0,wer at lowest cost, to
�x:tenp p��er , as far and f:tS deeply as possible,. and 'to. link . this
"econo�i�?' gr�wth of po�er with th� output of the apparatuses
(e�,U
. G�!i{i�al, · .II}il�t�r�,) . inQy�trt�l. or m�dical) , witl)in . wbic� it i�
�terciseq 7 All · o�, whi�� i� �e��t . �o · �q�g�st a. co���c'tion betwe��
pnson. �nd ·the, 'ecopomtc� tak�-<?ff 9.f - the West'; whtch '�t<gan ���h
. �he .te.chniql;leS �ha��.. ma�e . ·pos.�ible t�e ac�umubitio� . of capital' 8
Suchy:impulsive, observ�tions �re (?rdd:!Jc�d �:t<>t. by scholarship ,, bQt
b¥ .the ��sociatioil of ideas, rhe- prindJ>al ,.idea b'eing the historical
h
why
0f
t
mor.ehology
e
Con;tmunist
Mani
f
esto.
And
if
we.
are
asked
�
�hat qis,cr_edit�d (�nd �om�wh.a� adole�cent) morphology _ is s�ill
-��cepte.d PY so ..spphisticated � rnod�rn thin}\er' the �n�wer is tq.qe
'
et
fq�n9, I · b iev�, ip ·its" p�Qvid iQg fhe pr�lirtti n<!ry sl\e.tches for the
portrait of the enemy. It inspir.es su�h' passages' as the following:
.
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Is it surprising that the :cellular prison, with its regular chronologies,
forc�d 'labour, its· authorities of s.urveillance and registration, its
experts in normality, who COI_Itinu� to multiply the functiops of the
j udge, should have ·becqme the modern instruinerit of penalty? I� 'it
surprising that prisons resemble factories, schools, barracks,
'
,. hospitals, .which all resemble prisons?9·
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No, it is not surprising. For if we unmask human institutions far
enough, we will always find that hidden core of power by which
Foucault is outraged and fascinated. The only question is whether
this unmasking reveals the truth about its subject, or whether it is
not, on the contrary, a new and sophisticated form of lying. We
must ask ourselves whether the idealist who observes 'at the very
centre of the carceral city, the formation of the insidious leniencies,
unavowable petty cruelties, small. · acts of cunning, calculatyd
. n;tethods, techniques, "sciences" . that" permit the fabrication of the
10
whether such an .observer is not in fact
l'
disciplinary individua
also the inventor of what he observes.
·· But it is not easy ·.to unmask �this observer. That his writings
exhibit-mythom�nia, and even paranoia,. is, I believe, indisputabl�.
But that they systematically falsify and propagandise what they
descriqe is more difficult to establish. A writer who can · glibly
declare that 'the bourgeoisie could not care less about delinquents,
about their punishment and rehabilitation, which economically have
little importance'; 1 1 that 'the bourgeoisie is perfectly well aware that
a new constitution or legislature will not suffice to establish its
hegemony'; 12 that ' . . . "dangerous" people had to be isolated (in
prison, in the Hopital General, in the galleys, in the colonies) so
that they could not act as a spearhead for popular resistance' 13such a writer is clearly more concerned with rhetorical impact than
with historical accuracy . However, I believe that it would be a
mistake to dismiss Foucault on . the evidence of such pro
nouncements. As I have argued, we must separate Foucault's
analysis of the workings of power from the facile idealism· which
opens such easy paths to theory. And· paranoia is no more than a
localised idealism a specific and focused manifestation of the des
ire that reality be subservient to thought, that the other have an
identity entirely determined by one's own response to him. What is
important is, not the disposition to find, in human thought and
action, the smiling masks of persecution, but rather the idea that, by
unmasking them as forms of power., we come closer to an under
standing of their nature. It is precisely this which I doubt.
In a pair of lectures delivered in 1976, 14 Foucault deliberates over
what he means by 'power', and distinguishes two approaches: the
Reichian (which argues that 'the mechanisms of power are those of
repression'), and the Nietzschean, which holds that the 'basis of the
r�lationship of power lies in the ho�tile engagement of forces'. 15 In
an �bscure and muddled account of this distinction, Foucault aligns
himself with the second approach , and he tries to show (in L'His
16
) how this conception of power
1976
toire ·de la sexualite, vol. 1,
enables us to see even sexual relations as instances of the 'hostile
engagement of forces'. But it is significant that Fouc.ault offers no

.
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real. explanation of·what he mea,ns by 'power'. The 'Reichian' and
the 'Nietzschean' approaches are entirely compatible, and both are
explained in .terms 'repres�ion', 'force' which are at least as
obscure as the 'power' which they are supposed to illuminate.
The problem becomes more and more acute. We are repeatedly
told that Foucault is concerned with power in its 'capillary ' form, the
form which 'reaches into the very grain of individuals' . 17 But we are
never told who or ·what is active in this 'power': or rather, we are
told, but in terms that carry no conviction. In an interview, Foucault
admits that, for him, 'power is coextensive with the social body'. 1 8
And it is, of course, indisputable that social order, like every order,
embodies power. A society, like an organism, can sustain itself only
by constant inter action among its parts. And all interaction is an
exercise of power: the power of a cause to produce its effect. But
that is merely trivial. What is not trivial is the entirely unwarranted
and ideologically inspired idea of dominance with which Foucault
glosses his conclusions. He at once assumes that if there is power, ·
then it is exercised in the interests.of some dominant agent. Hence,
by: sleight of:hand: he is able to present any, · feature of social
order e
. ven the disposition to heal the sick as a covert exercise of
dominion, wbich aims to f,uriher · the interests of 'tJ'tose in power'.
Foucault writes: 'I believe that anything can be deduced from the
general phenomenon of the dqmination of the bourgeois class' . 19 It
would be truer to say that he believes that the general thesis of the
qon;tination of the - bourgeois class can. be deduced from. anything.
For, having decided, along with the. Communist Manifesto, that the
, bourgeois class has · been dominant since the summer of 1789,
Foueault deduces that all power subsequently embodied i!l- the
social order has been exercised by that class, and in its intet:ests.
Any fact of social order will necessarily bear the fingerprints of
bourgeois domination. The triviality of the argument needs no
comment; what· is astounding is the philesophical naivety -from
which it stems.
I
As an instance of. an old Marxian confusion . (the cqnfu�ion which
identifies a class as the product of power, and then power as the
pursui,t of a class), Eoucault's analysis may be left to one side. But it
is necessary to remind ourselves of its important political · con
sequences. In a remarkable discussion with a group of 1968 Maoists,
; Foucault draws some of .the political morals from his analysis of law,
as yet another 'capillary' mode of power, yet another way of 'intro
ducing contradictions among the masses'. 20 The revolution , he
assures us, 'can only. take place via the radical elimination of the
judicial apparatus, and anything which could reintroduce the penal
appc:ratus, anything which could reintroduce its ideology and enable
this. ideology surreptitiously to creep back into �op,ular practices,
t
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must be banished'.2 1 He recommends the banishment of
adjudication, and every form of court, and gestures, in the negative
manner characteristic of Utopian thinking, towards a new form of . .
'proletarian' justice, which will not require the services of a judge.
With characteristic effrontery·, he tells us that the French Re
volution was a 'rebellion against the j�diciary': and such, he im p lies,
is the nature of every honest revolution.
.'
But what does this mean in practice? It means thaf there shall be
po thjrd party pr�sent at the trial of_ �he accused, no-one witl) t,he
responsibility to sift the evidenc�, no-one to mediate betw�en the
· parties, no-oile to look impartially on the facts, or on Jh.e con
sequences of judgement . It means that the criminality of the·act will
be as unpredictable as the penalty which it incurs, for no law could
'
exist which would determine the outcome� It means.t hat all -'justice'
will be reduced to a 'struggle' b�tween ppposing factions, a trial by
ordeal in which, presumably, · he who speaks with the voice of the
proletariat wiJI take the prize. And in· order to prove that he speaks
with the voice of the proletariat, the· victor need do one thing, and
one thing only: overcome his opponent. Having done so he will call
himself judge, and sanctify his action with the ideology of 'pro
letarian justice'. And we know how this proletarian judge will then
comport himself. 22 In short, it is only the greatest naivety, about
human nature and human history, that can permit Foucault to
believe that his 'proletarian justice' is a form of justice, or that, in
working towards it, he is freeing society from the blight of power.
On the contrary, all social order is composed of Foucault's 'power',
and a rule of law, which is the highest form of order, is simply the
best and most mitigated form of it.
The example is minatory. What is -true of adjudication is true 'of
other institutions. The attempt to remove the 'mask' from human
institutions simply reduces them to a single commodity: a 'power'
which, considered in itself, is neither good nor evil. It also removes
those dimensions of human thought and action which enable the
relative virtues of our institutions to be assessed. Hence it points to
a far greater tyranny than the one against which it is wielded. It
seems to me that Foucault's political naiveties are a direct result of a
false idea of 'essence', according to which the essence of human
things lies never on the surface, but always in the · 'hidden' depths.
The search for this 'depth' is, in fact, the greatest shallowness.
Foucault's 'unmasking' reveals, not the essence of human thought
and action, but merely the underlying substance out of which all
human institutions, and life itself, are made. To reduce everything
to this 'hidden' core is in effect to· reduce it to nothing. And we
should not be surprised to find that it is precisely this nothing which
then becomes the hidden god.
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Someone· might see all the patches of colour which make up· a
painted portrait and yet not see- the face which it contains, even
though no feature of the painting has escaped his attention. He sees
all the details, but not the portrait. There is a way of understanding
what he sees, and a way of responding to it, which for some reason
has eluded him. Analogously, a scientist may obse�e in another all
the workings of a human organism, and avail himself of a complete
account of the organism's structure and behaviour. And yet he may
fail 'to see the person whom this organism embodies. And just as the
detailed scrutiny of coloured patches militates agaih_st the under
standing of the portrait, so, it might be suggested, does the clinical
objectivity of the sCientific observer damage his understanding of
the person. Our ability to observe and understand the mind of
another is of a piece with our disposition to treat him not as an
organism only, but as a person. In adopting a scientific 'objectivity'
it may be that we ·cease to treat him in that way; and if that is so it
follows that a scientific approach to the �ental life of human beings
must falsify what it pretends to study.
Such a thought, variously expressed and variously embellished,
has many adherents among contemporary psychologists and
philosophers. It is possible that it is as old as Aristotle; in any case it
was reborn in the philosophy of Kant, found support in the works of
Hegel, and achieved a distinctive utterance in the writings of the
phenomenologists and Sartre. It was the language of Sartre which ·
R. D. Laing borrowed in giving renewed expression· to the thought,
and his resulting description of the phenomenology of mental illness
was vivid and compelling. Laing suggested as one of tile origins of
'schizophrenia' (to borrow for the moment a classification which he
would reject) precisely that sense of 'ontological insecurity' which
comes from seeing oneself not as a person (a 'for-itself), but as an
organism, mechanism or thing (aQ 'in-itself'). The ; striking con
sequence of this diagnosis was the rejection (or rather subversion)
of accepted ways of treating't he mentally ill. The philosophy which
dwells on the distinction between seeing a man as a person and
seeing him as a thing might have been used in the defence of hospital
.
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treatment. It might have · been held that we take a clinical and
objective attitude to another precisely when his behaviour mak�s
personal understanding impossible. (For the distinguishing mark of
mental, as opposed to physical, illness is that it affects the potential ·
of its victim to be understood and treated as a person .) On such �
view, clinical treatment is a consequence of mental breakdown .. �t
does not deprive the patient of his freedom, for his freedom is
already lost. The master thought of Laingian psychology (and the
thought which explains much of its emotional appeal) consists in the
reversal of that doctrine. It is the patient who becomes an object
because the clinical scientist tr�ats him so. The patient has not lost
his . freedom: it has be.en stolen from him by the clinical refusal to
treat him as a p�rson. And it is from this refusal that his 'ontolog�c�l
insecurity' and therefore what others might regard as his
'illness' arises.
,
'
Had Laing written nothing after The Divided Self,1 the accusation
o� charlatanism which lies so evidently against his principal
followers could not be extended to him. All the same, the seeds of
intellectual dishonesty are aiready there in that hasty inversion of
accepted causality. The trick has by now a considerable history,
beginning with Marx's theory of 'ideology', according to which the
. true causality of soci�l phe�omena i� until the final epistem<?-
logical l!beration, �hi�J:.l coll)es with the achievement of 'full com:
munism' always 'hidg�n' in t�e intere.st� of an established order .
Perhaps its bo!dest product, and th�; qne most disr�spe,c�ful _-Rf
�nything that might be thought of as sc.ientific truth, is Fouca�lt:S
Hi�toire de la folie, a book fro�_'which . the later e�cesses o_f Laingi�Q.
psychiatry derive much of their .inspiration. Like Foucault, .Laing
could not rest content with accusing clinical practice of creating the
For
it
is
explain
behaviour which it purports to 'cure'.
necessary
to
.
how. the pat�ent arrived in the clinic in the first place. By a pre:�
dictable stroke, the logic· of_which I examined in the last_ chapter,
both Laing and Foucault hit on the family especially the
'bourgeois' family as the culprit. The patient, in the later writings
of Laing, is presented as an innocent victim of a life-long process o_f
depersonalization. When the, family. has reduced him to the obj�ct
which it requires him to be., he is then handed over to the clinic, so.
that th� process caJ) continue in a �ontroJ(ed environment adapte�
perfectly toI the ·systematic destruction of the self.
,
It is because jt Iends jtself to that par�noid vision of , institutional.
treatment . that ',existentiaF psychology achieved its success. · By a
deft j uggling with t�� rhetoric of subversion, Laing's followers
turned an innocent philosophical claim.into a quasi-political dogma.
There is certainly nothing in tlie original insights of The Divided Self
to necessitate the stance of The Politics of Experience, or The
·
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Politics of the Family, 2 with their· obsessive fixation upon · the
familiar objects of radical discontent upon the family, the bourge
oisie, capitalism, the established moral order., upon morality itself.
But, because of these later works, and because of his association
with Cooper and Esterson, Laing ac� uired a following out of all pro
portion to his medical achievement. - · He has, in effect, given rise to
a 'radical critique' of psychologicaL medicine. This critique can best
be understood from the works of. the Radical Therapist Collective, a
body which has produced what can only be described as the most
inspoken attack ever to have been, made on the social consequences
· of · W�stern capitalism. .Amorlg its paranoid convictions the
fellowing.is by·, no means the most remar.kable: 'Most therapists are;
men; most patients women. Tf!erap,y. thus reinforces and. exemplifies
the: sexist practices of' this so.ciety; : . . '
By such mental. contortioils, the Collective . is able to see the wor� .
of Laing and his followers as justifying a 'total revolution' to end 1he
'system' of which schizophrenia (by which it means both : the
symptoms of the victim and the attitudes involved in so classifying
them) is the principal sign. This 'total revolution' will involve many
radical changes: 'third-world, female and gay organizing·; the setting
up of counter-institutions . . . ' and so on. Lest the idealism of the
Collective should be doubted, it · is worth quoting a paragraph from
one of its reports (a report resulting from a 'workshop' on the rights
of children, in Berkeley, 1970):

•

•

I

·
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•

.

Our. revolutionary, children are entruste� with �he responsibility for
rediscovering the true h!lman nature, perverted by thousands. of
years of racism, capitalism, sq-called communism, sexism,
nationalism and false religion. Forc�d limitation of their experience,
in the name of protectJon and ' .love, has always been a central part of
reactionary repression, especially for the bourgeois class. The des
truction of human potential for love by repression in childhood must
end now. 4

'

·

•

It would be unjust to reproach Laing with the absurdities of his
disciples though his failure to disown them is of a piece with the
messianic image in which, during the seventies, he quite evidently
rejoiced. Nonetheless, the difference.between that. paragraph and
the thoughts expressed in Laing's autobiography are not so very
great not so great that they could not be explained by an evident
differ�nce in intellectual gifts. The posq.Jrings of the Ra�ical
Therapist Collective exemplify · a, moral · vision to. wfiich Laing
himself subscribes, and which finds · expression also in the work of
·
. Est�rson, Cooper and (before, his conversion) Szasz: 5 the. :vision that
the mental patient is essentially innocent, •< and ,that .someone,
somewhere, is to blame for what he suffers. - It is not just that the
I
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victim of mental illness cannot be reproached for his condition. It
would hardly be novel to suggest such a thing, since the whole
purpose of the classification 'mentally ill' is to remove the victim
from the sphere of moral disapproval. According to the Laingian,
the classification incorporates a deeper, unspoken charge, a charge
that goes beyond morality to the very roots of personal existence. A
charge of covert 'criminality' -is involved, and it is in respect. of this
covert 'criminality' that the victim of mental illness � is profoundly
innocent and his accusers profou.ndly to blame. Dealing in spiritual
profundities it is hardly . surprising that the theory begins to describe
the innocence of the insane as saintly as a kind of absolute dis
charge from original sin. This arises through the manipulation of
certain dogmas, among which the following are particularly notable:
(1) 'All that is certain about "mental illness" is that some people
assert that other people have it.' (Morton Schatzman6). The
diagnostician is therefore necessarily an aggressor, being prepared
to assert something which has terrible consequences for his patient,
and for which there can never. be adequate grounds.
(2) The characteristic psychiatric case is 'opposed to a normality
which is intimately related to the major value orientations of
Western society.' (B. Kaplan7). In other words the inmate of the
clinic is a dissenter, speaking with a 'radical voice'; and what he says
. is repugnant to the established moral order (cf. Foucault).
(3) 'The mental hospital system serves . . . to promote certain
values and performances, and .to suppress others.' (Thomas Szasz8).
The institutionalization of the insane is therefore an attempt to
..
silence their 'subversive' thoughts and attitudes.
(4) Hence the concept of me-ntal illness is really that of a 'crime',
.
of a reprehensible rejectipn of the values implicit iri the established
social order. It is an invented concept, whereby 'bourgeois' society
attempts to suppress those manifestations of free spontaneous life
which it cannot bear. 'If A and B are incongruent , the mind police
(psychiatrists) are called in. A crime (illness) is diagnosed. An arrest
is made and the patient taken into custody (hospitalization). Inter
views and investigations follow. A confession may be obtained
(patient admits he is ill, displays insight). He is convicted either
way. The sentence is passed (ther�py is recommended). He serves
his time, comes out, and obeys the law in future.' (Laing, The
Politics of the Family).
(5) Hut the real I culprit here is the society which sets up the
repressive institutions of bourgeois life: 'families, schools, ·churches
are the slaughterhouses of o:ur children; colleges and other· places
are the kitchens. As adults in marriage and business, we eat the
product.' (Laing, The Politics of the Family).
(6) Hence, in so far as there is 'disorder' in.t he behaviour of the
·
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'schizophrenic' it is the result, and not the cause, of the 'aggression'
of others. The 'schizophrenic' is really nothing more than the
'scapegoat' for the 'burdens of guilt and hatred' which others force
on him. (Aaron Esterson9). In this the angelic nature of the
'schizophrenic' lies.
(7) The principal instrument of aggression is the family in par
ticular, the bourgeois family, which is 'paternalistic' and 'auth
oritarian', demanding the submission of all to a tyrannical father.
(F.oucault, Histoire de la Folie). The family is therefore bound to
generate the 'hatred' Qf which the schizophrenic is the innocent
. scapegoat.
(8) It follows that · the schizophrenic, far from being ill, is a
creature of remarkable 'purity' , attempting to maintain a stance of
total rebellion against a cruel and repressive social order Society, in
order to punish him, forces him into a particular 'existential posi
tion' or 'double-bind', from which he cannot easily escape. He is
cast into the role of a thing, and the · procedure of the clinic is to
make him accept that role, and come to recognize that he can re
acquire a self only by accepting the values which he had tried to
reject. This covert plot of bourgeois society, being ideological, is
necessarily self-confirming. There is no way in which the
schizophrenic can establish the validity of his posture in the face of
an over-mastering 'normality' which he is unable to · oppose. (See
Thomas Szasz, Ideology and Insanity).
. Of course, there is no suggestion that these 'insights' of the
Laingians are hard-won. On the contrary, they are each the out
come of a sleight of hand, whereby evidence is reinterpreted in
order to support the desired conclusion, and no thought is con
sidered which is not already clothed in the language of radical
dissent. No one could really believe, for example, that there is
nothing certain about mental illness other than the use of the label,
or that the voice of insanity is always, or even typically, a voice of
'dissent'. The idea that people of perfectly 'normal' and conformist
moral outlook might find themselves unable to live, that they might
ask for help, and seek to be hospitalized (often in the face of
opposition from hospital authorities) simply has no place in this web
of fantasies. The paranoid vision of the hospital as a prison, and of
the schizophrenic as a scapegoat, nourishes itself on evidence too
slender to be significant. There is a sleight of hand involved even in
the very method of 'phenomenological' psychiatry. For
phenomenolqgy, being the study of the self, presupposes that there
is a self to be .studied. To describe the experience of the
schizophrenic in phenomenological language is automatically to
describe it as th<:>.Qgh it were· the experience of someone who is
largely sane. A genuine · breakdown of the self would simply ,elude
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phe·nomenological description altogether. By constantly pre
supposing that such description is possible, and that it is the sole
means of access to the true position of his patient, the Laingian
psychiatrist assumes from the start the conclusion which he pretends
to establish, the conclusion that psychosis is always amenable to
personal reaction.
:When we come to .the propositi0ns about the 'bourgeois family'
we have left the realm of clinical observation altogether, and en
tered that of leftist rhetoric, the rhetoric of Saint Genet, of Histoire
de la folie, and of the 'structuralist' critiCism of Roland Barthes.
Here, as I suggested in the last chapter, one is required to be
mesmerized into some sense of an intrinsic connection between
'bourgeois', 'family', 'paternalistic' .and 'authoritarian'.
What the Marxists call the bourgeois family is certainly different
from other families. For example, it tends to include only one or two
generations. It is likely to be individualistic, inward ' looking, con
scious of its existence as a social unit. 'Ihe child's affections are
narrowly focussed on father and mother, rarely spread out over
grandparents, servants and cousins. There tend to be few .children,
and therefore fewer competitors in the pursuit of love. A certain
individualistic intensity attaches to primary affections when they
develop in such a milieu. The child learns to play the game of
personality, and to establish with his parents relations- that · are
ridden with conflicts and yet also indestructible. This has always
been� of great interest to psychologists; most of whom have felt that
there is a certain presumption in dismissing the entire arrangement
as a ·psychological disaster. · So let us consider how the Laingian
psychiatrist supposes that the bourgeois child is to be 'liberated'
from · the mental torments· of his situation; how he js to obtain that
psychological freedom which the family denies. Consider this"rep
resentative passage from Aaron Esterson: - .
.

r.
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Since his aim is to facilitate existential change a�ready implicitly
present, it follows that the s�ientist should not try to impose on the
emerging pattern h�s conceptions or preconceptions._He must.al1ow it .,
to unfold according to the laws proper to itself. A psychoanalyst, for
instance, must not �eek to imP.ose on .the �na1ysand his idea of what
the other should or should pot be. Ther� is QO question of seeing it as
his .task to teach the other to conform to society or to any particular
mofality. He is there to learn from and to help the· other discover and
actualize his own existential possibilities, whatever they may be, and
wherever they may take him, whether they are specifib talents or
general human possibilities like the capacity to make heterosexual
love.10
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Freedom, therefore, is the "actualization' of 'existential pos-
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sibilities'. The process of liberation culminates, in this discovery (or
'actualization'} of a self a self that had otherwise been stunted or
extinct. There is no suggestion that some existential possibilities (for
example, that the patient might murder Dr Esterson) should be
discouraged. The patient must not be made to conform to· 'any
particular morality' for example, the morality of Christ, or
Buddha, or Hitler, or Charles .Manson. He can shop around? until
he hits on the right way of 'actualizing' the 'possibilities' that are
already intrinsic in him. But that is precisely .the individualistic
notion of personal fulfilment the notion represented at its best in
the 'bourgeois family'. Laingian psychiatry goes-one step further in
the same direction; suggesting . that a.'man may achieve his fre.�dom
alone, in indifference·· to social standards and constraints.
It is in fact somewhat· remarkable that a doctrine which officially
recognizes -the self as a social product, and the self-image as an
internalization of social activitY., ·should take that.view. Not oruy the
process of recovery' but its ena result, are described in terms that
are interned to the individual. He must simply 'actualize' his ··'pos
sibilities'. The clinical -process should be one of self-determination
and self-discovery, in. wnich the individual is answerable to no-one
but himself, and need accept no morality that is not of his own
devising. B. ut of course, there is a paradox involve<�: in recognizing
the self asra s·ocial product while at the same time ·attempting to give
it a 'freedom'· that is purely individual. If one asks what this indi
vidual 'freedom' consists in, one obtains only incoherent and
negative replies: freedom is doing what you want to, or rather
'actualizing your possibilities', and therefore dojng what you> , really
want to, that is, so long. as you don't murder, or steal, or perhaps
you can steal at any . rate sexual intercourse is permitted, at ·least,
so long as there is no danger of harm to anoth�r� or at least. . . .
What emerges is either incoherence, or precisely that 'particular
code of morality' which the psychologist was supposed to avoid.
There is a concept which Freud wisely placed at the heart of
psychoanalytic thought and practice, and which Laingian psychiatry
has ignored at the cost of its coherence: the concept of reconcili
ation. The Laingian vision is essentially paranoid: it sees the world
in terms of an irreconcilable struggle between, 'us' and '�hem'; and
the cure of' the mentally ill as a · sort of internal (or for the Radical
Therapist Collective, e':'en an external) victory over 'them·' .. It has
no place for the idea of reconciliation, since it recognizes the validity
of nothing outside himself �ith which the individual can be recon
-ciled. Indeed, to recognize an 'objective', 'puolic', 'established', or
1
'external' validity would be to abando n the pictur.e of the essential
innocence of the mentally ill.
The Laingian argues·that a therapist should assist the ego to re-
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assert its potentiality. The idea of the ego as a product of acc�pfed
customs, institutions, atti�udes and practices is an idea whiGh the
theory� purports to recognize at the outset but also to reject at the
end. Sometimes, surely, the ego can discard the social morality
which created it only by an act of suicide: if that is what innocence
consists in, then innocence cannot be desired. As soon as the
psychotherapist recognizes that his patient might have a need to be
reconciled with the father, the conscience, the moral order, with
God and that his patient might be suffering.precisely because. of
that need, then he must reject the idea of arr 'essential� innocenc�,
and with it, the whole structure of received ideas with which
Laingian psychiatry has embellished itself. It is the ideal of conflict,
guilt and reconciliation, which has enabled 'bourgeois indi
vidualism' to put on a brave and appealing face. To remove that
ideal in obedience to the Laingian imperative is to destroy what is
valuable in our. modern societies while retaining what is not. With
out it there is nothing but the 'dust and powder of individuality'
which Burke lamented, a fragmentation of all serious moral values,
and the siCkly sentimentality about the sufferings-of others which,
present everywhere in the writings of the Laingians, serves only to
mask a fundamental lack of sympathy for whoever is healthy, suc
cessful or strong. The Laingian vision is as far from being truly anti
bourgeois as any other theory which depends upon radical fashions
for its appeal: its cant words ('existential', 'dialectics', 'liberation',
'realization'), its facile doctrines, and above all its unscrupulous
sentimentalization of individual experience, adapt it perfectly for
the market in cut-price ideas; while its flimsy ideal of an 'inner'
purity fosters that sublime iJlusion of the middle classes, the illusion
of an individual, united with no social order, who has nothing to lose
but his mental chains.
•
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No outlook is more profoundly attached than is British socialism to
the place and process from which it has grown, or to historic
occasions enshrined in myth and memory. The idea of history,
which is common currency in left-wing movements, here takes on a
dramatic meaning. While Marx, Engels and Lenin showed an
enormous interest in the past, they were adamant that they had no
attachment to it; their lust for action fed upon a vision of the future,
and nothing earlier than the future could sustain it. The influential
parts of Marxian theory are those which fuelled the rage of Lenin,
for whom all destruction and all violence were permitted, in the
name of a matricidal future that would be born only in torment.
From the perspective of this future, our history is merely 'pre
history', and the past is no stronger than a ghost.
While ·British socialism has occasionally paid lip-service to
Marxism, it repudiates that apocalyptic vision.: It is imbue_d with our
native sense that the source of legitimacy · lies, not before, but
behind us. All political action, all social inspiration, take their
meaning from their antecedents, and the more firmly rooted these
antecedents are,: in an· hist�ric experience of community, the more
claim do they have on our allegiance. We are products of our
-national history, and to the extent that we find in the past the traces
of a spirit that presently moves us, to that extent are we rightly
moved, and to that extent are we heartened by our community with
the men and women who have gone before .
British socialism is therefore haunted by 'ancestral voices', which ·
speak from the p.ages of Piers Plowman and _Everyman, from the
. speeches of Protestant radicals and non-conformist divines, and
from the great age of Parliament, in which free, dissenting En
glishmen seemingly abolished the constraints of hereditary power.
This last extraordinary period of English history has been a major
preoccupation of the British left: for a while our national air seemed
to pum with possibilities, and the honey of those summer days has
sustained the disappointed 'people' through the desolation that
came after them. The most heartfelt nostalgia of the left, and its
' most romantic sense of loss, have been applied to the histiriography
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of the Interregnum and the events which led up to it. Without the
mythopoeic description of this period undertaken by such historians
as Tawney and Hill, modern British - socialism would be far less self
confident,' far less swaggering, anq indeed far less smiling a presence
in our political culture. It has been established in the mind of the
British socialist that his thought and action are quintessentially
legitimate, the legacy of a long experiment in constitutional gov
ernment, and the renewed flowering of the free-born Englishman's
struggle to possess the land and culture that are rightly his.
- In discussing · Michel Foucault (se� Chapter 4) I tried to display
the important place of iconography in· French left-wing thinking,
. much of which is devoted · to'" the, detailed delineation of the
'bourgeois' enemy. British socialism is also iconographic; bu� its
efforts are devoted to the portrait of a friend. This friend appears · as
the idealized John Hamden of Tawney, as the heroic dissenter of
Christopher ·H ill, and as that industrial 'working class' the
sentimentalizing of which provides so ardent a motive to th� work of
Thompson, Hoggart and Williams. There is naturally something
endearing in this outlook, which looks for friends before declaring
enemies, and which has endowed British socialism with a local, and
perhaps even parochial, colouring. While not yet a property of the
National Trust, British socialism is as far from that 'internationalist'
attitude espoused by Marx (himself too uprooted a product of a
divided Germany to find solace in any other view) as is British
conservatism. It is a movement that the conservative meets on home
territory, and which is fired by a passion for home and territory · that
the conservative must inevitably share.
.An'yone aware of those facts will know that.. Marxism could never
be more than a subsidiary influence on British left-wing thinking. Of
far greater significance is the unique tradition of social and literary
criticism, which can justly claim to be one of the most important
intellectual achievements of modern England. It would 'be wrong to
think that this tradition has any natural bias towards sodalism. It
began with the highly conservative thought of Burke, Coleridge and
Wordsworth, and showed in the works of Carlyle and Arnold an
anti-egalitarian tendency which it has preserved to this day. Its
greatest representative in the present century, F. R. Leavis, has
been described as our major twentieth-century conservative voice.
But, ·interwoven with the melancholy reflections of such defenders
of high culture, we find the left-leaning thought of Ruskin and
Morris, of the pre-Raphaelite brotherhood, of Cobbett, Shaw and
the Fabians. · It is a further testimony . to :the rootedness of English
socialism that, in the central emphasis and spiritual tendency of this
critical tradition, socialist , and conservative thinkers have been
bound together in mutual influence. ·
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Although Raymond Williams has, in recent years, posed as a
Marxist, his roots are firmly in the soil of English socialism, and his
best writings exhibit the sad attachment to place and people that has
been· the leading inspiration of our modern literature. His sub
stantial · literary corpus divides into various segments. Ih two useful
works Drama from lbsen to Brecht (formerly, Drama from Ibsen
to Eliot, 1952) and Modern Tragedy (1966)-he has displayed the
common virtues of. the tradition from which he springs: the ability to
use literary criticism as a vehicle for social comment and analysis;
These books, together with Drama in Performance and The English
Novel from Dickens to Lawrence (1973), exemplify a serious and
original literary scholarship, in which Willjams's distinctive social
and political vision finds relatively temperate expression. In such
works as Culture and Society, 1 780-1950 (1958), The Long Re
volution (1961) and The Country and the City (1973}, Williams has
expressed his point of view more directly. In these volumes, a vision
of the English working class is brought into relation with a theory of
social democracy, to give a fresh and personal perspective on the
past and present of the labour movement. This perspective finds
more concrete expression in two intensely nostalgic novels, Border
Country and Second Generation. Finally, in recent studies such as
Keywords (1976), and Marxism and Literature (1977), Williams
attempts to heighten the appeal of his outlook, by clothing it in
fashionable abstractions, mostly borrowed from the wardrobe of the
French· and, German New Left. Throughout this corpus the reader
finds a relentless preoccupation with the working class, its hopes;
fears and sufferings, and with the 'long revolution' which is to lead
us from class, capitalism and privilege, to the equality and demo
cracy which belong to us by right.
Ruskin, Arnold and Morris observed the industrial revolution
with grief and dismay. In all their thoughts can be discerned the
same anxiety: what of civilization will remain when the manu
facturers have done their work, when the countryside is empty and
the towns brimming with human dross, when the rhythm of rural life
has everywhere given way to the regularity of industrial production?
Each writer provided a prophylactic against society's decay, and
each proposed education and religion as the all-important ingre
dients in the remedy. WilliaJ;lls, who shares their sense of tr�gedy,
takes no comfort in religious usage, and indeed hardly mentions, in
his social criticism, this overwhelming social fact. Instead, he seeks
to go back over the territory explored by 'his nineteenth-century
forebears, and to redescribe both the cause of their disquiet and its
cure. Like them he believes in education and here and there he is
disposed to sketch an ideal syllabus that will prepare tb.e child for a
'participating democracy'. 1 But he can accept neither the religious
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vision nor the reactionary social doctrine of Ruskin and Morris. He
seeks not a religious but a secular redemption from alienated
labour, and his 'long revolution' is another name for the slow,
steady, erosion of power and privilege by the surge and flow of
democracy. It· would be wrong to say that Williams's faith in demo
cracy is boundless for if one thing is clear from his humourless,
suspicion-laden paragraphs, it is that Williams does not have bound
less faith in anything. It is simply that 'more democracy' is the only
answer that he is prepared to offer. Occasionally he puts it forward
with a naive generality:
The democratic revolution . . . is insistently creative, in its app,eal to
all of us to take power to direct our own lives. . . . The industrial
revolution and the revolution in communications are only fully
grasped in terms of the progress of democracy, which cannot be
limited to simple political change, but insists, finally, on conceptions
of an open society and of freely co-operating individuals which are
alon� capable of releasing the creative �otentiality of the changes in
working skills and communication . . . .
•

But such is his pessimistic temper that Williams at once abandons
his enthusiasm. He withdraws behind a curtain of qualifications,
hinting at a solution far more intricate and far more subtle than any
that he overtly reveals:
The long revolution, which is now at the centre of our history, is not
for democracy as a political system alone, nor for the equitable
distribution of more products, nor for general access to the means of
learning and communication. Such changes, difficult enough in them
selves, derive meaning and direction, finally, from new conceptions
of man and society which many have worked to describe and inter
pret. Perhaps these conceptions can only be given in experience. The
metaphors of creativity and growth seek to enact them, but the
pressure, now, must be towards particulars, for here or nowhere are
they confirmed . . . 3
.

'

This emphasis on the concrete and particular is one of several ideas
that Williams shares with modern conservative thinking; so too is
the emphasis on 'culture', upon which some of the detail of his
outlook depends. 'Culture', for Williams, denotes the patterns of
communication, and the 'structures of feeling' ,4 which determine
the experience of society at all levels. The major purpose of Culture
and Society is to document the theories and practices which have
created modern culture, and which have either advanced or im
peded the 'true democracy' which promises . emancipation to the
working class. Williams's · purpose is to remove from the study of
culture all elitist overtones, every suggestion that culture might be a
-
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value accessible only to the few. To the extent that culture defines
an elite, to that extent is it not a value.
The major question raised by such a viewpoint is that of 'true
democracy' . For Williams, this involves the establishment of
genuine community between people, 5 and his model for community
is found in the 'solidarity' of a former labouring class, a sense of
shared hopes and sufferings, and a need to stand together against
unjust abuse. He believes that capitalism, class and privilege are
enemies of community, and he does not hesitate. constantly to
recommend the 'abolition of 'private property in the means of pro
duction'. He shows little awareness of any tension between this aim
and the promotion of democracy among people most of whom ..
wo1:1ld like a private stake in the means of production. Instead, he
tries to identify those features of 'capitalist' and 'class' society which
militate against' the realization of his democratic ideal.
These inimical featu'res include 'the reduction of use to con
sumption . . . the widespread extension of the "selling" ethic . . .
and also . . . the visible moral decline of the labour movement'. 6
Leaving aside that last factor itself more a symptom than a cause
of the process we can see that the principal complaint is against the
social condition of 'consumerism', or (to use the expression
favoured by Marx) against 'the fetishism of commodities'. Williams
does not really describe this condition; instead, he documents its
absence from the chronicles of the labouring poor. In so far as he
attends to the causes of modern social decay, he is content at first
with routine references to the evils of capitalism and private pro
perty. Later, however, he writes as though the entire Christian ethic
were responsible for our false priorities. He profits from a chance
remark of Rosa Luxemburg's, to argue that Christian charity is a
'charity of cons.umptioJ;J.', whil� socialist charity is a 'charity of pro
duction' 'of. loving relations between men actually working and
producing what is ultimately, in whatever proportions, to be
shared'. 7
It is to this point that Williams returns with the greatest in
sistence: capitalism, with its consumer ethic, its exploitation, its
sovereign indifference to place and people, is the great solvent of
community. True community is to be achieved through a
'participating democracy'. And this in turn· is possible only if men
achieve that 'equality of being' without which the 'struggle for
democracy' is nothing. 8 And 'equality of being' requires that we
dismantle the apparatus 'of privilege and class.
.
That ·combination of views is at the root of English socialism. I
believe it to be wholly untenable. If it survives intact in Williams's
writings, this is largely because of a supreme effort of
sen�imentalization, whereby he hides from himself the basic facts of
·

-
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life and history. 'Consumerism', far from being the el}emy of demo
cracy, is its economic expression. It arises inevitably from the
market economy, being merely the psychological correlate of the
fact that products are made not merely for use, but also for ex
change. The prQduction of goods for sale is the real condition ·of the
emancipated worker, who is able to turn his labour into money, and
therefore into goods other than those which he produces. Without
that capacity he remains either dependent upon the labour of
others, or else wedded to forms of production which radically res
trict his powers. The market itself is an expression of his free
choice of such free choice as he may, in these circumstances,
acquire. It is a mechanism of distribution operated entirely by the
voluntary transactions of individuals, each of whom secures his own
advantage by soliciting the agreement of those with whom he deals.
'Consumer sovereignty' is another name for that day-to-day
'equality of being' which allows each person's choice to influence
the outcome of a social process. The result is not very edifying but
the results of democracy seldom are.
I have sketched an argument which a · Marxist will dismiss as
'ideology', arguing that there is an 'alternative', in which 'true
democracy' will coexist with 'communist ownership', the absence of
a market, and production for use and not for exchange. But how is it
to be done? That is, how is it to be done, given what we know of
man's limited sympathies, finite expectations, and mortal fears? We
have never been told and the myth of the 'new socialist man' is
merely a way of dodging the issue, as Williams dodges iL Not only
has 'actually existing socialism' retained wage-labour, money, ex
change, and sale: it has also abolished most forms of democracy.
Moreover, by interfering in the market process, it has created
scarcities which can hardly be said to confer that 'equality of being'
for which Williams hankers. The theoretical issues here are vast,
and not to be resolved in a paragraph. But, given the observed facts
of history and human nature, it must be concluded that the onus lies
with the socialist, to spell out the conditions for the 'true democracy'
which he favours. Who, in this democracy, controls what, and how?
The market is the only human institution which is collectively
.controlled by its participants. How is its abolition to be reconciled
with a government in which everyone has influence and
participating power? And if we are to retain the market, how are we
to dispose of that private property in the means of production with
which it is organically inter-connected? The neglect of such
questions is not merely intellectually disreputable; given the fervour
with which Williams seeks to advance his purposes, it is also
pernicious. For it permits the easy justification of actions whose
consequences are in no way understood.
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It is in fact an important part of Williams's appeal that he should
fail to defend socialism at the required intellectual level. For his
appeal is sentimental. It is, captured in the reference to 'loving
relations between men actually working and producing what is
ultimately . . . shared'. Here are the long-suffering, tender-hearted
workers of E. P. Thompson (see Chapter 2), who need only the
abolition of the capitalist in order to live together in spontaneous
brotherhood, sharing the fruits of their labour. There is hardly an
English socialist who has not waxed mellow over this vision, and
acquired thereby a compelling emotional motive to refrain from
observing what it means. For, of course, while it is true that there is
a comradeship and solidarity among the oppressed, it is the product
of their oppression. Released from their bonds, men see each other
as rivals, and only when they are bound together by contracts and
agreements only when subjected to a market economy in the
widest sense can they be brought again into peaceable association.
That is the true meaning of democracy, which is the principle of
unsentimental union between rivals and strangers, and which in
volves the erosion of all bonds of piety and obedience by contracts
founded in respect for the other, and love of the self.
The 'long revolution' which Williams praises was described more
cautiously by a thinker to whom Williams only once .refers: Alexis
de Tocqueville. For de Tocqueville, self-obsession, individualism
and social fragmentation were different aspects of democracy's 'in
evitable' advance. In Democracy in America (1835) he argued that
the 'principle of equality', far from being an invention of the labour
movement (which hardly existed when de Tocqueville wrote), has
been the ruling principle of European development since the Middle
Ages. De Tocqueville's prescient analysis of 'equality of being'
ought perhaps to have given pause. For he argues that the condition
of social impermanence and cultural mediocrity, which for Williams
is the pernicious consequence of privilege and power, is in fact the
result of the democratic process. It is the erosion of privilege, the
loss of diverse classes and · estates, the destruction of hereditary
entitlement, which, for de Tocqueville, cause men to break loose
from community. It is these changes which render piety and
allegiance redundant, and which awaken in men the desire to found
society on contract, self-interest and consent. We may not agree
with de Tocqueville's conclusion .. But we ought to recognize that he
discharges the onus which Williams is either too intellectually
timorous, or too emotionally committed, to take up.
The reluctance to be circumspect emerges as the greatest single
fault in Wil1iams's later writings. Like many who have vested too
much love in an imagined friend, he re-charges his emotion through
hatred of an imagined enemy. The lower class fades from view, and
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the upper class emerges as the principal object of his attentions. In
The Country and the City a seething and vindictive resentment forms
premise and conclusion of the argument, carrying the reader
· through one of the most two-dimensional surveys of English
literature ever to have retained the lineaments of academic res
pectability. It is perhaps a sense of the hopelessness of his own
nost�lgia that causes Williams in this book to turn with such
vengeance on the nostalgia of othe-rs, and in particular on � that
quintessentially English nostalgia fundamental to our socialist
tradition which finds the ideal of social harmony in a rural Ptast. !
Williams is right to see a simplifying Arcadianism in this attitude.
But he is equally wrong to see nothing else. So fired is he· by hatr.ed
of privilege, patronage, and leisure, that no writer who is disposed
to recognize that the upper class contains members of the human
race can escape his condemnation. Stephen Duck is dismissed for
'writing, with the worst of them, his imitations from the cla�sics';
Crabbe, whos·e major crime is to have been private chaplain t9 a
duke, must therefore be whipped for his 'static' social vision, whiCh
condemns the rich, but rests with condemnation. Jane Austen is
castigated for her 'monetary' vision, and for a morality which con;..
fines her to the inside of a country house, neither seeing nor feeling
the misery that lies at her gate. So the book proceeds, through every
writer who has sought to pain t human society as it is, and whp has
recognized that the human exists on many �ocial levels and in many
styles, and is in every style imperfect.
Williams represents his hatred of the ruling class as a version of the
distaste for capitalism. But even if he can hide it from himself, he
cannot hide from his reader the fact that capitalism does not hold his
attention long enough to inspire even the beginnings of an ana�ysis,
and that his hostility is directed indiscriminately towards the 'haves'
on behalf of the 'have nots', whatever the prevailing social order, and
whatever the source of complaint. By the end of the book, the
iconographical intention is directed not to the friend but to the
enemy or rather, to a sentimentalized friend, made attractive only
by the egregious wickedness of those who persecute him:
'I

•

The men and women who came from the country to the cities did not
need to be told what they had lost, any more than they needed to be
told what they might struggle to gain in their new world . . . . But
then it mattered very much whether an experience of the country . . .
was ranged for or against them, as they struggled to readjust. A
selection of the experience-the view of the landlord or the resident,
the 'pastoral' or the 'traditional' descriptions-was i n fact made and
used, as an abstract idea, against their children, and their children's
children: against democracy, against education, against the labour
movement.

1

•

\
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And so Williams condemns the tenor of our pastoral literature,
say1ng:
•

.

'

•

•

•

I have watched it [ roughly, that complex attitude just reviled]
settle into what is now a convention-in literary education especially
-[and] I have felt it as an outrage, in a continuing crisis and on a
persistent border. The song of �he land, the song of rural labour, the
soqg . of delight in the many forms of life with which we share our
pl1ysical world, is too important and too moving to be tamely given
up, in an embittered betrayal, to the confident enemies of all
sfgnificant and actual independence and renewal. 9
=

'

'

Tpe quotations typify Williams's recent idiom: self-referential,
vague and sloganizing. With the loss of confidence in the romantic
socialism of The Long Revolution and Border Country, slogans
acquire an increasing importance in his style. Unable or unwilling to
analyze either what he loves or what he hates, he rests his com
mitment instead in certain 'keywords', to which the magic of
socialism clings, and which c·an be used to create the illusion of
theory in the absence of the fact of it.
One such word is 'revolution', which Williams applies to every
transformation of which he approves. In Modern Tragedy he extols the
'living alternative' of our time, which consists in 'the recognition of
revolution as a whole action of living men' 10 and the language is
chcu:acteristic. Williams does not argue for .revolution, nor does he
describe it; rather he takes the word 'revolution' and cushions it in
winsome abstractions: it is a 'whole action' of 'living men'. (It could
hardly be a part action of ghosts:) Hence, 'most urgently, in our own
time, we need to return the idea of revolution, in its ordinary sense of
the crisis of a society, to its necessary context as part of a whole action,
within · which alone it can be understood'. 11 Such .breathless prose must
again be understood as iconographic. Revolution is made pleasing
through associated ideas: the aim is to discourage thought, and .to elicit
fantasy. Revolution is to become an essentially · alluring, rather than a
critical, idea. But we must be clear, all the same, that it is revolution,
and not evolution that we pursue. 'The majority comprise., evade, or
seek to delay, and the most destructive form of this breakdown for
simple reaction is easily recognized is the characteristic substitution of
evolution for revolution as a social model'. 12
Inte.llectually :speaking, Williams has, in . defending the .'long re
volution', committed precisely that crime. Not in his words, of
course,' but in the ideas that advance through them. He therefore
' increases his fervour, in order to show that he means 'revolution' in
just the sense of communist rhetoric. 'Since 1917', he tells us,
choosing the crucial date, 'we have been living in a world of successful
social revolution. ' 13 And more significantly:
,

•

•
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I am told by friends in the Soviet Union that the decisive battle of the

revolution has been won in nearly half the world� and that the
communist future is �vident. I listen to this with respect, but I think
that they h�ve quite as much still to do as we have, and that a feeling
that the revolution is over can be=: quite ,as disabling as the fe.eling tpat
in any case it is pointless. . . . 14

Like his friends in the Soviet Union, Williams �s practised in the art
of doublethink. He is able to make his attachment to icons, and his
aversion to ideas, into a stance that is both academically seriou_s and
'
ideologically impeccable.
In Keywords 't�e record of an inq�iry 4tto a vocabulary' he
reveals the word-magic whereby he thrives. In this volume, which is
nei�her dictionary nor glossary, but a work of ideological self-exposure,
Williams attacks another bastion of the ruling class, the Oxford English
Dictionary (OED), whose alleged 'neutrali.ty' is merely the expression
of a 'bourgeois humanism', of the values of a class that feels no need to
justify its dominion. In contrast to the OED, Williams is unashamedly
radical. He describes our· society, without a hint of self-doubt, as an
example of 'late bourgeois' civilization; and he regards the sense of the
word 'media' in which newspapers are .regarded as media for other
things (for advertising, for example, or presumably for propaganda)
as a specifically 'capitalist' sense of the term. The implied belief
result
is
throughout is that if you use 'keywords' correctly, the
not
just
·
clarity, but socialism.
His fascination with iconic words makes it impossible for Williams
to cast any more than the faintest light on the meanings which he
considers. Take, for example, the entry of 'family'. It is interesting
and useful to know that this word derives from the Latin famulus (a
servant), and that it: used to have a much wider meaning (both of
kinship and of household) than it now has. None of that is of any
great revelance to contemporary discussions of the nature and value
of primary social relations, as Williams realizes. Consequently, in
his discussion of the modern usages of the term he contrives to
introduce something called the bourgeois family, su�h use of the
term 'family' bringing with it, apparently, a sense of 'hoqsehold and
property'. The simplification involved in that implying as it does
the existence of non-bourgeois family, which presumably does not
have associations of household and property, of a kind of family
which is not, as Williams puts it, an 'economic unit' goes quite
unnoticed. But- consider some typical 'non-bourgeois' families. The
Homeric oikos (from which word our own 'economy' is derived) had
associations of household and property; �he, modern proletarian
family has such associations; so too did the extended aristocratic
family of the Renaissance. And all these represent 'economic units'.
The implication which Williams attempts to put across that the
•

-
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particular family structure. which exists at present is integral to the
institution of private property and that both are somehow dis
pensable th�t implication de·pends upon the shallowest · of ob
servations, none the less shallow for being commonplace.
From the ·same corpus of received ideas comes Williams's des
cription of literary criticism as 'ideological'
not only in the sense that it assumes the position of the consumer, but also
in the sense that it masks this position by a succession of abstractions of its
real terms of response (as judgment, taste, cultivation, discrimination,
sensibility, disinterested, qualified, rigorous, and so on). This then actively
prevents that understanding of response which does not assume the habit
(or right or duty) ofjudgment. 15

•

The implication is that Dr Johnson, F. R. Leavis, and the other great
'consumers' of literature rely for their authority on the questionable
assumption that literary response and literary judgment are one and the
same. The word 'consumer' here is a magic counter: it is meant to draw
us, by association of ideas, towards Williams's perspective. What he is
really criticising, we are to suppose, and what hides behind the neutral
mask of literary criticism, is the familiar capitalist spectre who stalks
through all contemporary culture. Having rejected 'consumerism', we
then recognize the possibility of a response to literature that is
spontaneous, remaining on the level of 'specificity' characteristic of
'practice'.
Williams invoking in the icon 'practice' the praiseworthy
associations of a Marxist view of art seeks in a few lines to dispose not
only of the entire tradition of English literary criticism, but also of the
aesthetic philosophy which has its roots in Kant, and which holds that
aesthetic experience and aesthetic judgment are inseparable. Williams
conveys no sense that anybody might actually have argued for the view
which he rejects. On the contrary, he presents it as though it were an
unconscious assumption of the language of criticism, an assumption
from which we can free ourselves simply by changing our words.
Consider the parallel case· of moral experience. Could there be
such a thing as a response to someone's cruelty or cowardice which
involved no j udgment? And if there could be such a thing, would it
have any value? Cle�rly, judgment is here part of the response, and
the man who always observed the wickedness of others without the
faintest stirring of contempt or indignation could only be described
as insensible. It is some such model of insensibility that Williams
must be recommending as the ideal stance towards works of art, for
here too we are compelled to re�ognize (once we .begin to think
about it) that response and judgment go together, and that an
attitude towards art that left no place for taste or discrimination
would be an attitude which showed no understanding of its object.
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The word-magic or Williams's later work arises, I beli�ve, from a
desire at all costs to maintain the level of emotional commitment,
and to distract attention from any argument or perception that
would show it to be self-deceived. This posture, which leads him to
the 'etymological' stance of Keywor_ds, leads also to the attempt to
shelter his l�mp within the box-like abstractions of the New Left. To
burn in secret is still to burn, and the vehement passions of The
Country and the City continue to glow in the Marxian dark:
'Art' as a categoricalJy separate dimension, or body of objects; 'the
aesthetic' as an isolable extra-social phenomenon: each has been
broken up by a return to the variability, the relativity, and the
multiplicity of actual social practice. We can_ then see more clearly
the ideological function of the specializing abstractions of 'art' and
16
' the aesthet'IC
'•

•

•

•

.

•

•

•

The jargon here is that of a writer who has imprisoned his thought,
in language over which he exerts no intellectual control. While we
can all guess what follows from this. that the categories of 'art' and
'the aesthetic' belong integrally to bourgeois modes of production,
that they come into prominence with the manufacture of commod
ities for exchange it follows with the logic of ritual, and not with
the logic of argument. Only the emotional. tension of the prose
reminds us of the writer: the emotional tension of a man who still
fights a distant battle, lost on a distant shore.
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•
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Sentimentality, which is the active falsification of the world, so as to
ennoble the feelings of the falsifier has been one of the strongest
motives of modern socialism. Its' principal manifestation the
'making of the working class' in the image of the left-wing in
tellectual is familiar to readers of E. P. Thompson and Raymond
Williams (see Chapters 2 and 6). But sentimentality is not ex
clusively an English disease. Marx (who lacked the English
socialist's sentimental" antipathy to blood sports) was more fervent
than any Englishman in his commitment to the 'struggles' of the
prol�tariat. The working class was to bring about universal
liberation, in which the drudgery of �ere production would be cast
aside, and the soul of the emancipated worker launched forth into a
world of freedom and creativity, a world of 'hunting, fishing and
literary criticism'. This is the ruling inspiration of socialists every
where: universal emancipation, achieved by the 'struggles' of a
·
working class.
Contemplating, Pygmalion-like, the proletariat of his fantasy, the
left-wing intellectual is stirred by a passionate love: love for himself,
as the architect of this rio ble creation. He rejoices in the image of
the heroic worker, who combines in his protean personality the
contradictory attributes of self-affirming liberty and class solidarity;
who is at once the 'proud individual, answerable to himself alone,
and the submissive unit, joined to his companions in the universal
sympathy of the 'mass'. It doe� not need much experience of literary
criticism or indeed of any other disciplined pursuit of the actual,
such as hunting or fishing to recogn ise· here the principal trait of
sentimentality, which is the love of abstractions. The object of
sentimentality has no concrete life or meaning, but is entirely sub
servient to an emotional need. Thus the internal conflicts which
cause a man to sentimentalise emerge at once in the contradictory
nature of the object of his affection. The working class must mirror
the striving individualism of the alienated intellectual; but at the
same time it must display the complete social immersion, the 'class
solidarity', from which the intellectual feels himself so tragically
separated. The worker of the future must therefore be completely
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free, and also completely bound. He must be released from all
oppression, and at the same time bound by' the consoling solidarity
of the oppressed.
\Ye may regret the influence of this fantasy in the · wayward
politics· of Western democracies. Nevertheless, w� can take-comfort
from the fact that if may there encounter opposition. The real
working class can vote it out of office; as recently happened in
England. ·Fantasy is then forced to retreat to its natural home the
university in order to begin - again the long task of poisoning the
sensibilities of an unformed generation of politicians.
Far more serious - is its effect in the world of 'actually existing
socialism' the world created by left-wing 1 intellectuals. In two
brilliant books Czestaw Mitosz 1 has described the varieties of self
deception which motivated Eastern European intellectuals, first
during the war, when they persuaded themselves that in the 'fight
against fascism' communism alone was pure; and then subsequently,
when, putting aside all memory of the Nazi-Soviet pact, they
ruthlessly devoted themselves to the task of installing communist
government in their homelands. They worked selflessly and inde
fatigaply, without thought for material gain or personal
advancement, and with an astonishing indifference to the claims of
natural affection. Their zeal justified every lie and every crime, as
they conspired to betray their friends and their countries to a foreign
power with nothing to recommend it beyond the fact (although this
alone was sufficient) that it gave loud public utterance to their own
pious frauds.
What has happened since then is of considerable interest to
students of the left-wing mentality. In the face of repeated
persecution, involving show trials, deprivation, imprisonment, exile
or execution, the socialist intellectual in Eastern Europe has, with
few exceptions, remained soCialist. He has managed to believe that,
whatever is wrong with the 'socialist' world, it is not socialism
(which cannot be wrong), but something else, something which
usurped the power to which socialism had established its impeccable
entitlement. In the face of overwhelming evidence to the contrary,
he has continued to believe · that the principles upon which he
founded the modern communist state contain the sole recipe for
humane and 'progressive' government, and that his task remains
that of turning socialism in the direction projected by Lenin: univer
sal emancipation, under a proletarian sky.
Thus, in 1956, during the Hungarian uprising, Pavel Tigrid, a
Czech exile, announced his newly founded underground journal
Svedectvi ('Witness') in the following words: 'This journal appears
at a time of revolution in central Europe. And this is a singular style
of revolution: it is· not aimed ·a gainst socialism, but against the
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country which in truth betrayed socialism, the Soviet Union. It is a
revolution in no way for a return to capitalism, but for a return to
freedom, justice, and a dignified human life. '2 Twelve years later,
when it was the turn of Czechoslovakia to wrestle with the stifling
bonds of communist dictatorship, it was again more socialism that
the intellectuals called for this time 'socialism with a human face'.
And later still, in the sad aftermath of Poland's period of Solidarity
(in truth the first working-class revolution in history), the Marxist
intellectuals again joined ranks, justifying the social and economic
collapse of their homeland as a part of the 'necessary dissolution of
capitalism', and ,exorting the party to strengthen its hold over the
'bureaucracy' which threatened to neutralize its power. 3
It was in the wake of the Czech experiment that the East German
communist, Rudolf Bahro, began to compose his thoughts on the
subject of communist reform. The result The Alternative in
Eastern Europe was published il) West Germany in 1977. The
author was promptly arrested, charged with espionage and
sentenced to eight years imprisonment. An international campaign
secured his release, and Bahro now lives in West Gennany, a
respected member of the left-wing establishment, an ardent
supporter of the 'Greens'; and the living symbol of the durability of
the socialist idea. His work was widely acclaimed in England, won
the Isaac Deutscher memorial prize, and is now accepted by the
New Left as providing the theoretical basis for the reform of actually
existing socialism, in the face of the 'forces of reaction' which
vigilantly divert it from its true and justified course. Bahro's work is
immensely useful, for it confirms what the left has all along
suspected: Soviet oppression is not the result of socialism, but ·of
those same 'reactionary forces' with which the Western intellectual
is himself locked in struggle.
To sustain that view requires considerable intellectual ingenuity.
Howeyer, what first strikes the reader of Bahro : is, not wily
sophistication, but the immense, deadening .abstractness of his
thought. Reading Bahro is lik.e straying into territory governed by
the dead hand of actually existing socialism. His is a world without
individuals, and without the charm of human life and enterprise. It
is a world of 'forces', 'classes' and 'movements', ma�shalled by the
grey imperatives of a bureaucratic intelligence. In the face of every
political fact, Bahro produces, not the living language of human
encounter, but the dead language of pseudo-scientific law. He does
not ask 'How do men gain power?', but tells us 'to make clear that
the root of the problem . of government is the question as to what
constitutes the human and historical substance of the ability to
regulate the overall social framework'. 5 He exhorts us, not to
abolish tyranny, but to 'liquidate . subalternity and block the sources
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of its reproduction'. 6 And so on. This imprisoning of thought in
Marxian abstractions may be dismissed as of no consequence: after
all, the man is a German. On the contrary, however, it is of the
greatest significance! For abstraction is the mark of sentimentality.
Lies and evasions are easier when one. has to deal, not with real
people, but only with abstract configurations. And, f<?r the
sentimentalist, lies and evasions are an essential part of the routine
conduct of daily life. Before considering Bahro's theories, it is
important to see the process at work, and to recognise that the
immense apparatus of his thought is designed not to understand
reality but to conceal it.
I shall consider just one example, although it is typical of the
entire volume: the example of the kulaks. Agrarian reforms intro
duced into Russia by the minister Stolypin in 1906 had produced a
new class of relatively prosperous land-owning peasants. This
genuine social improvement through which a section of the
Russian peasantry was liberated from serfdom and given both
material prosperity and political rights was a great embarassment
to the Bolsheviks. The kulaks were a living proof of the interde
pendence of freedom and private property, and of the enhanced
prosperity which ensues, when men are given individual control
over the means of production. They were also an obstacle to com
munist agricultural policy, since, naturally, a newly . emancipated
serf resists his re-enslavement. In 1929, therefore, Stalin ordered
the 'liquidation of the kulaks'; it is estimated that ten million people
died. Bahro's abstractions brilliantly obliterate the memory of this
cnme:
•

The unprepared turn that now followed, towards collectivisation of
the rural economy without industry having prepared the ground . . .
was a response to the question of the survival of the non-capitalist
order raised by the kulaks at the head of the peasantry. IJJ view of this
development, to which the Bolsheviks were driven, the criticism that
is possible on 'purely economic grounds', i.e. that the overall process
of industrialisation was far from achieving its potential optimum, can
have only an academic character. Without the apparatus of force that
the Bolsheviks set in motion, Russia would still be a peasant country,
most probably on the capitaJist road. And it should not be forgotten
that the political weakness of the opposition and thus of the
hypothetical alternative it represented was itself part of the sec
ondary phenomena of the given situation . . . [that] the peasants
were the strongest class in the· population, and up till 1928 the sole
class to reap the benefit of the social revolution. They had to be the
object of a second revolution.

· In other words, no human individual was murdered. Rather, a
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·

'class' and one· already . pampered by the benefits of revol\ltion
'raised a q�estion', an� as a· consequence became th� 'objecr <;>{ .a
,
'second revolution'. The use . of' such language .shows an astonishi,ng
d,eadening of the sensibilities, a cold-h�arted: disdain for the human
reality, which only someone in the-grip of sentimental emotion can
mistake for an honest concern for truth .
. Nevertheless, Bahro is � a · critic . of the ·� Soviet system, and re
peatedly · affirms his . support- for 'socialism with <;\ human face'.
·A long with many Western Marxists, Bahro believes that the. Young
Hegelian humanism of Marx's early writings reveals the. true moral
character of the later theories. A large section of his tex� is therefore
devoted to renewing . his faith in the Marxian philosophy of
emancipation. The aim of revolution, according to Bahro,, i� 'free
association in solidarity'. 8 But how can there be 'solidarity' among
those who associate freely among those who associate from the
full mixture of motives (contract, friendship, rivalry, jealousy,
sympathy and love) which .govern the - lives of emancipated beings?
This is the crucial question, but Bahro never confronts it. It is too
human a question, too concrete and immediate; it lacks · that re
moval from the actual -· which is th� premise of Bahro's
sentimentality.· Rather than describe the society . of the future,
Bahro turns: his attention to the ·society of the past . . He wishes to
rescue socialism from the accusations that may. be levelled against it,
but not to .bend it to.the task which it has always avoided the task
of describing what it recqmmends.
·A ccording to Bahro; then, the socialism of the Bolsheviks was
deflected from its 'human' purpose;. and the first theoretical task is
to understand how this happened. The explanation, he believes, lies
in the backw�rd condition of Russian society at the time of the
Revolution.- As a. well-trained Marxist and one whose passionate
'Marxolatory' prevents· him from thinking in other terms . Bahro
sees theiRussia of 1917 �as 'pre-capitalist' , even as · a: form of 4he
'Asiatic · 111ode of production'., the analysis of which proved such a
stumbling ,block to Marx. I( follows that the . 'correct' line for �the
Soviet �evolution to have taken is ,not that e�barked on by St�lin
-involV.ing the forced industrialisation
of a basicalfy agricultural
'
I
economy . but .rather lhat supposedly, undert� k� n P)'; Mao an�, tn
Bahro's ill':'informed opinio.n, ini�iated by f�e �.revolutionary leaa�rs'
of the third world.· This' Jhe '�on;-capit�list .road' �0 S9cialjsm
-would have obviated the. tendencies which led to the bureaucratic
'subalternity' of the Soviet state.
That account, even if it could be believed,. raises an .embarassing
question. If the Russia of 1917 was pre-capitalist, then according to
Marxist theory it could not have contained a substantial working
class. Y�t the . Bolsheviks were ·'represen�atives ·of the working
,
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class'9 and derived their legitimacy from that. At times the truth
seems to dawl) on Bahro: the Bolsheviks sought not to represent the
people but to control them, and their 'revolution' was no more a
revolution than any other adventurist coup d'etat. Thus Bahro at
one point concedes that 'from the very beginning, the Bolshevik
dictatorship was no more identical with the rule of the working class
than the Jacobin dictatorship was with the rule of the
sans-culottes' . 10 But he withdraws from this dangerous perception,
re-affirming, on no evidence, · that 'the Bolsheviks came to power
with the will of people' . 11 He explains the new bureaucracy not as a
result of the Bolshevik'·s desire to control people who resisted them,
but as a legacy from the past. The Bolsheviks were forced, in 'a
transitional · stage', to respond to the pre-capitalist conditions of
Russia by replacing the Tsarist ·bureaucracy with a new one, 'in
order to keep the gigantic empire alive under the new power, after it
had been devastated by war and civil · war, starved and dis
organised' . 12 Bahro hurries on at once from this explanation, not
the least because mention of the civil war is too patent a reminder of
the fact that the 'will of the people' was not with the Bolsheviks. In
the last analysis, therefore, Bahro's 'theory' of the Soviet deviation
reduces to a h�lpless and inarticulate cry: 'If only people, especially
those in the Bolshevik party, had willed more intensely and· acted
more wisely, if instead of actually existing socialism we had genuine
socialism, or at least a different and better road!' 13
But the failure of Bahro's theory is of comparatively minor
significance. For his real motive is not to explain events, but to shift
the critic's attention. The whole pressure of his language is towards
a radical re-description of the socialist nightmare: extermination,
imprisonment, starvation, the ruin of all free association and pro
duction no such facts are mentioned in Bahro's analysis. The
single evil is 'bureaucracy', identified explicitly with the ramshackle
mismanagement of the Tsat;s. Bahro is unmoved by the plight of
individuals; but he is deeply affected by .the destiny of social
structures. His hatred of the new bureaucracy is a hatred of the new
privileges, the new disparities, the new hierarchies, which
perpetuate the division of labour, attainment and reward . And the
evil of the party mechanism, lies, not in its tyranny, but in its
resistance to change, its inability to revise its plans. Bahro mentions
the sufferings of the working class under socialism th� en
slavement by routines of piece work and quotas, the lack of
educational and recreational facilities, the closing of all doors that
lead away from the discipline of industrial production but this
crit.icism means nothing. For Bahro also affirms that, under
socialism, the working class does ,not exist. 14 These sufferiQgs are
no-one's: they exist only as an abstract imbalance in a sclerotic
•
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social structure. A glance at 'actually existing capitalism' might have
shown Bahro how capitalist modes of production promise to abolish
(through automation) the nightmare of detail labour, how the
democratisation of social. choice is achieved under the rule of private
property, so that old forms of privilege are constantly broken down,
and how, in a 'bourgeois democracy', sclerotic parties like the
Labour Party are gradually eliminated from the struggle to survive.
But it is a testimony to the hold exerted by socialism over the minds
of its children, that Bahro not only sees all problems in terms of
socialist abstractions, but also fails to perceive the abstract solution
whic9. they imply. Instead, he calls for a new 'revolution', a new
'plan', a new system of 'control from above', even though it is
precisely control from above control initiated and maintained in a
condition of ignorance that led to the socialist nightmare.
We should not be surprised, therefore, at the nature of Bahro's
solution to the problems which he diagnoses. We need, he says, a
'storming of the power pyramid by the forces of society'. 15 This will
initiate
-the liquidation of bureaucratic corruption from above, in all its
open and hidden, sanctioned and unsanctioned forms;
-the abolition of piece work and work norms;
-the planned periodic participation of the entire managerial and
intellectual staff of society in simple operative labour;
-a systematic revision of wage-scales according to simple and
perceptible criteria .
.

.

.

•

In other words, not less planning but new plans, not less
bureaucracy but bureaucracy of a new type. To show the absurdity
of Bahr�'s 'solution' is not difficult. It suffices to ask the question
which Bahro's discussion of the Bolshevik revolution strives so hard
to suppress: who are these 'forces of society', and who is to lead
them? Who are the individual agents of change, by what virtue do
they claim en.titlement, and who is to ensure that their virtue will
persist in the condition of privilege besto'-*ed by 'control from
above'? In a sense, Bahro · is prepared to answer these questions. We
discover that the agents in question are 'the League of Com
munists', acting as 'the collective individual'. 17 (Not a collective
individual, note, but the collective individual.) This wonderful
abstraction which in concrete form amounts to precisely that con
geries of dupes and tyrants which created the actually existing
nightmare is endowed with many miraculous features. It is able to
'unite all energies directed towards general emancipation, and
to . . . mediate their influence in a programme of action that is
steadily actualised'; 1 8 it will 'liquidate subalternity_ and block the
sources of its reproduction'; 19 it will even achieve the 'subjugation
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of the state apparatus to society' ,20 and so achieve the communist
millenium. Anyone suspicious of something that makes such ex
traordinary claims for itself may rest assured that 'the communists
and the people . . . form together a comprehensive bloc whose in
ternal structure cannot be described in terms of relations of sub
ordination' . 21 The concrete human individual, shuffled off to the
Gulag by this benign abstraction, may take comfort in the fact that it
is the revealed will of the people that commanded his removal. His.
destiny is simply one of the surprising forms which 'free association'
takes under socialism.
Naturally, when the new League of Communists emerges in such
close harmony with the people's will, opposition will be neither
necessary nor possible. Bahro who protested so vigorously against
the intolerance which had silenced his dissent sees no need to
revise the requirement of a 'one-party state'. When one recognises
the pressure of mendacity behind Bahro's abstractions, however,
one ceases to be surprised by a 'solution' which so effectively
guarantees that the problem will remain. For Bahro, the 'con
ception of party pluralism' is no more than 'an anachronistic piece of
thoughtlessness, which completely misconstrues the concrete
historical material in our countries'. For 'a plurality of parties rests
on a class structure consisting of clearly different and even contrary
social elements'. 22 There may be rival parties in the 'economically
developed capitalist countries' . But 'this complex of parties
liquidates, after its victory, the social structure that brought it
about, just because it leads the transformation forward and creates a
new social structure'. 23 This in turn requires 'the liquidation of the
bourgeoisie as a class'. 24
Space prevents me from quoting the whole litany of benighted ab
stractions from which
those sinister quotations have been excerpted.
.
But already their tenor is clear. Parties are really classes, and there
fore no longer necessary when the 'classless' society has been finally
achieved. Moreover, this radical transformation of the social structure
comes about, not by accommodating opposition, but by 'liquidating'
it: the bourgeoisie must therefore go the way of the kulaks. The single
minded control exerted by the ruling party is justified, not by its
virtue, but by the absence of all opposition to its commands. If any
obsolete 'fractions' of the old regjme remain, thex are to be 'isolated'
and 'expelled from the living arteries of society'. 25 We do not know
precisely what these abstractions represent in human terms; but who
ever finds himself denoted by them is in for real trouble. Meanwhile,
as the cheerful business of liquidation proceeds, the 'party' with its
'mass following' will 'reach into all social strata as the general re
presentative of a new order',26 exerting over every association the
benign influence of its supremely progressive plan.
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Those_exhortations· bring us to the core of Bahro's meaning. For
we know this tone of voice. Was it not heard in 1917, when a self
intoxicated band of intellectuals first undertook to remake the
human copdition, to force the messy actuality of human society into
the geometrical mold of an abstract idea? Was it not heard in the
speeches of Lenin and Stalin, as they waged their cold-blooded war
against the natural obstinancies of mere individuals? Was it not
heard, over a period of 50 years, promising 'control from above',
and exhorting the party and its policemen to 'reach into all social
strata' and to impose upon vacillating mortals the absolute im
peratives of an 'irreversible' change?
The lesson to be learned from Bahro is not a cheering one. His
writi�gs show the terrifying extent to which the intellectual has been
imprisoned by communism. The communist mind smothers all en
quiry in dampening abstractions, and exhorts us to act for a purpose
which it wi11 not disclose. It refuses to discuss the ends of our
activity instead it offers contracted slogans whereby the reality
may be conveniently concealed. It exhorts us to take violent action;
to 'liquidate', 'purge', 'isolate' and 'expel'. It is surely no accident
that such a habit of thought finds a safe haven in .bureaucracy; for
bureaucracy is nothing more than the dedication of an entire society
to the pursuit of means. It is the universal refusal to understand the
ends of human conduct, the universal subversion of the end by the
means.
Thus even the critic of communism begi·ns to speak the language
of communism. While pretending to criticise the system, he mouths
the same worn slogans by which it renews its claim to power. By a
devilish inner logic, Bahro's language takes over from his thought,
and presents, not the new face of emancipation, but the old face of
tyranny, the face of Stalin himself.
But was not Stalin's a human face? Bahro himself admits as much.
'One can see,' he writes in one of his more idolatrous passages,
'from their biographies and faces, from Lenin through to Stalin
(unfortunately too many of us have never seen a portrait of. most of
them), that Russia gave in them many of its best people, and it is
difficult to imagine any elite who could have fulfilled their chosen
task better'. 27 He is right. Uncle Joe had a human face, and even if
the party cosmetician� had a superhuman interest in it, we should
not dismiss the thought that this is precisely the face that the
socialist body requires. After all, the most loathsome of
Hieronymus Bosch's monsters are those with a human face .
•

•
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'Gramsci was an extraordinary philosopher, perhaps a genius, prob
ably the most original communist thinker of the twentieth century in
Western Europe' (E. J. Hobsbawm). 'If we except the great pro
tagonists of the Soviet revolution, there is no personality in the
history of the workers' movement whose person and work have
aroused greater interest than Gramsci's' (N. Bobbio). 'Who has
really attempted to follow up the exploration of Marx and Engels? I
can think only of Gramsci' (Louis Althusser). Such praise, from
eminent members of the left-wing establishment, is but a small part
of the tribute that has been offered in recent years to Antonio
Gramsci. Those who remember the events of 1968 and their
aftermath will recognise that the current valuation of Gramsci as a
left-wing thinker which has led to the founding in Rome of a
Gramsci Institute, to the publication of virtually all the posthumous
works, to the ingusion-of-Gr..ams.ci.iJ a thousand uni e it courses,
as . o ilica t�eons as er-evolutionary as cult�r�l critic and as
p. tloso
e 1s not the reSUlt ora: ew scholarly art 1c es only, but of
a vast movement of sympathy, · a kind of hunger for moral and
intellectual guidance, which singled out Gramsci as its object, and
which has clung to him ardently ever since. Gramsci is the creation
of the sixties, the symbol of a generation avid for leadership, but
trusting only in those who were safely dead preferably dead, like
Gramsci, in the never-ending struggle against the 'fascist' enemy.
The idea of the revolutionary hero is by no means new. Indeed, it
is one of the most interesting paradoxes of Marxism that it has
combined a theory of history which denies the effacy of leadership,
with a revolutionary practice which has depended entirely on
leadership for its success, and which has been able to consolidate. its
hold on power only by establishing habits of worship towards the
revolutionary hero. This paradox the problem of 'so-called great
men', as Engels described them is one to which Gramsci, in his
theoretical writings, directly addressed himself. But he could never
have known that a whole generation of students would one day be
taught to see him in the same light and with the same uncritical
submissiveness as they were taught to see Mao and Trotsky: as
.
.
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leader, teacher and hero of the 'revolutionary masses'. Gramsci's.
canonis�tion is in fact of the greatest importance for those who
would understand the evolution of left-wing thinking. Every critical
theoretical development requires an atmosphere of 'struggle', such
as existed in 1968, which provides the necessary feelings of
solidarity. But it also requires a figurehead, who is hero or martyr in
the cause of revolution. In order to qualify as such a figurehead it is
not sufficient to be a resolute leader. It is necessary also to establish
one's credentials as an intellectual; to claim some contribution to
'socialist thought', that will both explain and justify one's critical
role in socialist practice. The figureheads of� modern left-wing
movements have therefore been- consistently presented as in
tellectuals: the extraordinary myth concerning the 'brain of Lenin' is
but one instance of a permanent hagiographic process, whereby
second-rate thinkers (such as Lenin himself) are presented as para
gons of insight and wisdom, whose ·words are ·oracles, and whose
deeds are also revelations.
More impressive, perhaps, than the example of Lenin is that of
Mao, whose titanic strength and military genius could never .have
qualified him for the position of figurehead had i t not also been
possible to believe in his 'theoretical correctness' and in the in- .
tellectual prowess which was expressed in it. Hence a whole
generation of students was encouraged to study works of philosophy
and political theory which, judged from a point of view outside the
hagiographic zeal of Mao's admirers, appear risibly naive and
fraught with the crudest misunderstandings. There are further ex
amples Ho Chi Minh, Che Guevara, and Stalin but none more
minatory to those of us who were students in the sixties than
Gramsci. Gramsci did for the sixties what Lenin and Stalin had done
for the thirties and forties: he convinced his following that re
volutionary practice and theoretical correctness are identical con
cerns; that learning provides wisdom; and that wisdom is re
volutionary. In short, he showed that those on the left are in
tellectuals, and that left-wing intellectuals have the right to rule.
J'hat gnostic illusion well diagnosed by E:ric v��gelin 1 lies at
the root ofthe..emotion�l a£_pe_al of l<?ftis�_!� lta!y...:.. For not only is a
_
f
It
a
'Clerisy' deeply rooted in the
lian nationa 'cUiture; there is also a
sense both that leadership is necessary and that it can obtain its
credentials from no other source than education. With a frankness
that would be surprising in a more orthodox Maqdst, Gramsci
devotes a- considerable amount of his work- to- the study of the role .of
the intellectuals, directly admitting not only that they are the true
agents of revolution bur also that they owe· their legitimacy to the
'correctness' of their views. 2 He thus supports one of the indis
pensable premises of modern leftism: the premise that, by virtue of
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my superior knowledge and insight, I , the critical intellectual, have
the right to rule over you, the merely prejudiced m�n. In such a
thought lies I the main inspiration of Marxist hagiography, which
-while·' it · devotes some· attention to concealing the· crimes . and
ennobling the motives of its chosen figureheads is as much con
cerned to · establish their intellectual credentials as to glorify their
deeds.
Grarnsci's sudden canonisation depends upon certain features of
his destiny which rendered him more than ordinarily useful to the
sentimental · revolutionaries of the sixties. First he was dead, and
therefore, as I · have indicated, unable either to deceive through his.
weakness . or crush with his strength. The revolutionaries of the
sixties certainly retained their unshaken faith in Mao and, by ex
traordinary contortions, were able to see the 'cultural revolution' as
something other than a war against the intellect. But they dimly
perceived that intellectual leaders are not to be trusted to respect an
intellectual following. Stalin had been unmasked, and a certain
suspicion was beginning to fall on Lenin. Tr�e, there was always
Trotsky,- but Gramsci possessed an advantage that Trotsky could
not claim: he was not only dead but dead in the struggle against
fascism. And it is a testimony to the extraordinary success of com
munist propaganda that it has been able to persuade the average
Western intellectual that fascism and communism are exclusive, and
exhaustive, opposites, and that there is a single scale of political
ideology., stretching from 'far left' to 'far right'. Th1,1s, while indeed
communism is on the far left�: it is simply one further stage along a
road which all intellectuals must go, to the extent that they are
opp·osed. to the' true evil of our times, the 'far right' view of the
fascist enemy.
It is perhaps easier fer an Englishman that it is for an Italian to see
through that pernicious � nonsense, and to perceive what it is
designed to conceal: the deep structural similarity between fascism
and communism, both as theory and as practice, and their common
antagqnism to the forms of constitutional government that are the
aim and the fulfilment' of European states. Even if we . accept
the highly fortuitous identification of National Socialism and
Italian Fascism, to speak of either as the true political opposite of
communism is to betray a dangerous naivety. Communism, like
fascism, involves the attempt' to create a mass popular movement
and a state bound together under the rule of a single party, in which
there will be total cohesion about a common goal. It involves the
elimination of opposition, by whatever means, and the replacement
of ordered dispute· ·between parties by clandestine• 'discussion'
within the single ruling elite. It involves taking control in the
'name of the people'. of the means of communication and
·
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education, and the instilling of a principle of command throughout
the economy. Both movements regard law as defeasible and con..:
stitutional constraints as irrelevant for both are essentially 're
volutionary' ,. governed from above by an 'iron discipline' .. Both aim
to achieve a new kind .of social order, unmediated by institutions,
and exemplifying an immediate and fraternal cohesiveness. And in
pursuit of this ideal association called a fascio by nineteenth
century Italian socialists each movement creates a f9rm of military
government, involving the constant and total mobilisation of the
entire populace,3 which can no longer do even the most peaceful
seeming -things eating, walking, praying or meeting except in the
spirit of war. The most important difference, historically, is that
whereas fascist · governments have frequently come to power by
democratic election, communist governments have always had to
rely upon a coup d'etat.
The reply comes that communism is perhaps like that in practice,
but only because the practice has betrayed the theory. Of course,
the· same could be said of fascism; but it has been an important
leftist strategy and the major component of Soviet post-war pro
paganda to contrast a purely theoretical communism with 'actually
existing' fascism, so as to reinforce the view that communism and
fascism are opposites. Thus a.promise of heaven is contrasted with
the reality of hell. There is a dual purpose in this. Not only does it
help to rally to the cause of revolution all those who had been
involved in the 'struggle against fascism'. It also reinforces an inde
pendent intellectual habit, without which much communist pro
paganda would be totally ineffective the habit of thinking in
dichotomies, of representing everything as an 'either/or', of in
ducing the thought, by whatever means, that those who are not with
us are against us. 4
This habit of thought essentially subversive of the political pro
cess is no accidental consequence of Marxist thinking. On the
contrary, when Lenin announced that 'the ·only choice is: either
bourgeois or socialist ideology; there is no middle course' ,5 he
merely translated into a fighting slogan the Marxian theory of class
struggle. He was echoed by the French socialist leader, Jean Jaure�:
·

No social force can remain neutral when a great movement is on foot.
If th ey are not with us, they will be against us. 6
,

Hence, Jaures continued, the peasants 'must be willing to sell their
produce at the common shop' i.e. at terms dictated by the
socialists. In any other event, they join 'the enemy' . The same
threate'ning posture ('you must be willing') can be seen everywhere
in Gramsci's early writings,7 and is incapsulat�d in the slogan with

•
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which he first led the Italian Communist Party into battle against
Mussolini the sl�gan that 'between fascism and communism there
is no middle road', with which sentiment Mussolini, being an in
tellectual of similar make-up, was disposed to agree.
There is another reason for Gramsci's canonisation, however.
Gramsci provided the theory which promised both to solve the
problem of 'so-called great men' and also to establish the in
tellectual's right to political ascendancy. In The Modern Prince, and
other writings from his prison years, 8 he ceased merely to reiterate
the worn slogans of Leninism and devoted himself to what is, in
truth, the critical task for the Ma�xist politician the task of recon
ciling the · Marxist theory of history and society with a philosophy of
action. In other words he sought to effect the transition from inter
pretation to change.
Gramsci referred to his theory as the 'philosophy of praxis', and
assumed it to be an offshoot of Marxism. The theory arose in
opposition to the 'vulgar materialism' of B ukharin and to the
popular and influential version of Marx's theory of history which
Bukharin typified. 9 If 'base' determines 'superstructure' in other
words, if the· works of the spirit are the offshoots of economic
transformations which they do not control what place is there for
political (and especially revolutionary) action? And if the base
moves ineluctably in obedience to the growth of productive forces,
how can a social system survive the point a which it enters into
conflict with this growth?· ·How, for example, can the capitalist order
survive the point at which it begins to 'fetter' the productive forces?
These well-known problems prompted Gramsci's theory · of
'hegemony'. 10 A social order can survive through crisis,· he argued,
because of the complex nature of class domination. Under
capitalism the bourgeois class holds power not merely because it
controls the means of production but also because it establishes a
'hegemony' throughout civil society and the state , reserving to itself
the offices of government and the key positions of influence in all
the institutions of civil society. Religion, education, communi
cation, indeed every activity that lies embedded within the existing
social order, falls under a regimen of bourgeois control. The results
of this hegemony are twofold. First, it enables a class to exercise
(whether or not consciously) a concerted political will, and thereby
to control the effects of an economic crisis, and ensure the survival
of the social order from which it derives its power. Secondly, it
places in the hands of a ruling class the instruments of education and
indoctrination, whereby it can persuade other classes to accept its
rule as natural and legitimate. Thus the priesthood, by inculcating
habits of obeisance towards authority, and by cloaking all existing
institutions in a mantle of divine ordination, induces the mass of
•
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people to accept the political order which governs them. By virtue
of this dual influence, a ruling class can exert itself to overcome the
pressures which rise from the economic base. Changes in the super
structure are therefore not determined only by changes in the base:
the causality is indeed reciprocal. To put it another way, the
Marxian theory of history, which explains all historical development
in economic terms, is false. Historical development is as much the
outcome of political will (as ,our 'bourgeois' historians have always
insisted) as the outcome of 'material' transformations.
Of course, Gramsci does not put it in quite that way he speaks
of a · 'dialectical' relation between superstructure and base, 1. thus
using Marxian jargon in order to mask his deep agreement with the
fundamental proposition of conservatism, the proposition that
history is on no-one's side. Nevertheless, Gramscrs rebuttal of
Marxian determinism is equally fundamental to his own. 'philosophy
of praxis'. It enabled him to do what classical Marxism cannot do,
which is to rehabilitate the political sphere. Politics is no longer a
response to economic forces welling from below, but an active
principle of change, which can stand against those forces and curtail
or control them. Communist politics · will involve the systematic
replacement of the ruling hegemony. Thus the superstructure will
be-steadily transformed, to the point where the new social order, the
emergence of which was permanently blocked by the old hegemony,
is at last able to come forth under its own impulse. This process is
called 'passive revolution', and can be accomplished only by the
conjunction of two forces: that exerted from above by the com
munist intellectuals, who steadily displace the hegemony of the
bourgeoisie, and that exerted from below by the 'masses', who bear
within themselves the new social order that has grown from their
labour. The transformation occurs only when these forces act in
harmony, as an 'historical bloc': and the role of the party is to
produce that harmony, by uniting the intellectuals to the masses in a
single disciplined force. The party is the 'Modern Prince', the single
agent of true political change, which can transform society only
because it absorbs into its collective action all the smaller actions of
the intelligentsia, and combines with the sheer force of the pro
letarian masses, giving strength to the one and guidance to the
other. Hence · the party must be integrated into civil society it must
gradually impose its influence throughout society, and indeed re
place every organisation that holds any position within the
hegemony of political influence.
Gramsci thought that this kind of systematic infiltration would
precipiate the abolition of the state. The communist intellectuals
and the masses are, he believed, bound together by an instinctive
sympathy; this would remove the need for coercive government,
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and found in its place an ideal government by consensus. 12 Like so
many intellectuals of the left, Gramsci does not analyse this ideal
government (this 'administration of things', as Marx described it).
He therefore loses all power to persuade his opponent, who is
sceptical precisely of the aims of communism, and has no doubt
about the means. To the realist who asks how, in this society of the
future, conflicts are to be accommodated or resolved, Gramsci has
no reply. For the communist shares with the fascist an over-riding
contempt for opposition: the purpose of politics is not to live with
opposition , but to liquidate it. The question of opposition is, how
ever, the single most important issue of modern politics. Conflicts
between individuals lead, by free association, to conflicts between ·
groups, to rivalries and factions, which will inevitably express them-·
selves in competiti_on for power. How· is that competition to be
accommodated? In particular, how is the Communist Party to res
pond to opposition to its rule? We know the Leninist prediction:
that there will be no opposition. And we know too the Stalinist
method whereby that prediction has been verified.
The question is absolutely crucial to a 'Marxist humanist' who
seeks, like Gramsci, for a politics that is adapted to the human
reality. Gramsci assumes that the masses will be united behind the
intellectuals. At the same time he is aware of the many millions
(who for some reason are not to be included in the 'masses') who
had provided fascism with �he kind of mass support that communism.
has never achieved. And .it is indeed the very historical reality .of
fascism which shows the incoherence of th·e communist dream the
dream of a society without confliCt' and opposition, not because the
first is resolved and the second - accommodated, but because the
'conditions' of neither obtain. The conditions of conflict are
assumed to be social, · and changeable, dependent upon the
'antagonistic production relations' to which the Marxists trace
everything objectionable. But if the . conditions of conflict lie, as
they evidently do · lie, in human nature, then to hope for their
removal is to entertain an inhuman hope and to be moved towards
inhuman action.
The appeal of Gramsci's political theory is evident. It provides the
complete justification to the left-wing intellectual in his bid for
power. Revolution, according to Gramsci, is not an ineluctable
force that sweeps us away, but an action, undertaken by heroic
individuals. Moreover, the intellectual does not need to. immerse
himself in the proletariat in order to work for revolution. On the
contrary, he may calmly proceed to whatever .comfortable office
invites him, and wor-k for the downfall of the 'bourgeois' hegemony.
while enjoying its fruits: Such a philosophy is extremely useful to the
intellectual whose views and patience would be severely
,
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challenged outside the university and it is the natural philosophy
of student revolution. Add tb it the charmed dichotomy of com
munism and' fascism the dichotomy illustrated by Gramsci7s own
heroic life and the picture is complete. An enemy is. identified, a
'struggle' defined and a theory provided which shows that, to fight
..
with the heroes, one need only stay at one's post.
But all this pleasing though it may be to the man in search of
'painless praxis' - raises considerable do'!Jbt as to Gramsci's Marxist
credentials . . For is Gramsci not simply recommending a new class
society, with the party as collective 'philosopher king' .and with the
intellectuals enjoying the privileges that were once enjoyed by the�r
'bourgeois' opponents? Here and there in the Prison Notebooks
Gramsci wrestles with this question, arguing first that the in
tellectuals are not a class, and secondly that the intellectuals, by
virtue of their educative role, will be able to persuade the masses to
accept their dominion, which will therefore be entirely without a
coercive basis. 13 Neither argument is plausible, and the tortuous
reasoning which supports them barely conceals Gramsci's awareness
that this is so. For the theory of hegemony implies the rejection of
the economic definition of class put forward by Marx or at least, it
implies the recognition that collective agents exist which have the
power accorded by Marxism to classes, and yet which are formed
precisely by the unity of purpose which characterizes (in Gramsci's
view) the intellectual elite. Moreover, the ability of a ruling class to
persuade the masses (through its priestly arm) to accept its rule is
precisely the ·feature of a 'class society.' which Gramsci had wished to
display and analyse. Why is the new priesthood any different, in its
structural features, from the old? In particular, why is it better for
the masses to be dominated by an intellectual elite, than by a
hegemony of honest bourgeois? The theory of the 'party as prince'
makes fully clear that the communist future will involve an immense
disposition of political power on the part of those appointed to
'administer' things. To argue that the power is not exerted over the
masses, merely because the masses ·are to accept and cooperate with
it, is to be the victim of that very bourgeois ideology which scientific
Marxism aims to overthrow.
To be fair, such issues are not discusses by Gramsci in the
Notebooks with the. assiduity and coherence that would permit him
to resolve them. The best that could be said is that he so immerses
them in literary obscurity as to permit the faithful to assume what
ever answer they may currently require. But it is interesting. to look
back to the original of Gramsci's theory of the party. Gramsci's
early writings show that he had grasped two important truths: first
that there are intellectuals who are active anti-communists; and
secondly that there are many non-intellectuals who are prepared to
J
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be led by them, in thwarting the aims of the Communist Party. He
invented a class to which these recalcitrant people could be assigned
and, because they must be rigorously excluded from the
irreproachable 'masses', they had to be members of the
'bourgeoisie'. Hence was born the absurd theory of the 'bourgeois;·
nature of fascism or rather, since it was too palpably the case that
the lowest orders of society were more disposed to follow Gramsci's
rival intellectual Mussolini than to follow Gramsci the 'petty
bourgeois' nature of the fascist menace:
What is Italian fascism? It is the insurrection of the lowest stratum of
the Italian bourgeoisie, the stratum of the layabouts, of the ignorant,
of the adventurers to whom the war gave the illusion of being good
for something and of necessarily counting for something, who have
been carried forward by the state of political and moral
decadence. . . . 14

Gramsci thus initiated a standard communist evasion: a vast
popular movement that is anti-communist is never a movement of
the 'masses', whereas a coup d'etat by communist intellectuals is
always supported by the 'masses', whatever the strength and nature
of . the opposition. Movements like fascism are movements of the
'petite bourgeoisie' and how often do we find this nonsense in the
pages of our own more scrupulous historians · when they write of
Hitler's rise to power? James Joll writes that-Gramsci believed the
fascist regime had no class base (and hence was not genuinely
'revolutionar.y'). 15 On the contrary, Gramsci believed that, pre
cisely because it had come to power, fascism must have such a base.
He invented a name for this alien class which, despite the fact that it
embraced a majority of Italians, was to be regarded as quite distinct
from the 'masses', a mere opposition 'fraction' that, in the outcome
of the final 'struggle', would be duly liquidated. And he studied the
structure of the party that had let it to power, g�ided by an in
tellectual. He learned the lesson of the fascists, the lesson of 'cor
poratism ' which is the true original for his theory of 'hegemony'.
Society, he realised, is composed of a thousand small institutions, a
thousand associations, a thousand patterns of communication and
response. To reach into every one . of these and to impose upon
them while safeguarding the hegemonic power which they con
tain the iron discipline of party leadership: this is the secret of
politics. This is what had led the fascists to power and what had ·
formed, for the first time since the birth of the modern Italian state,
that unity about a common purpose which gave form and
coherence to the mass of followers, and also power and principle to
the vanguard party which governed them.
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In short, the theory of the Prison Notebooks is the true theory of
fascism: of the power which had pre-empted Gramsci's ambition, by
realising it in other hands. When, in an early article, l6 Gramsci
described the proletariat as making up an ideal unity, a fascio, he
anticipated in his hopes precisely the form of social order which was
later to be achieved by his rival. The philosophy of praxis so like
the philosophical 'dynamism' of Mussolini and, like that philosophy,
influenced through and through by Georges Sorel retains its
charm for the intellectual precisely because it promises him both
power over the masses and a mystic unity with t.hem. But that is the
promise of fascism, and if the left needs constantly to identify the
fascist as the single enemy we need look no further for the ex
planation. For what better way to conceal one's intentions than to
describe them as the intentions of ont;'s enemy?
\!.)
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The left-wing enthusiasm which- swept through institutions of
learning in the sixties was one of the most efficacious intellectual
revolutions in recent history, and ·commanded a support among
those affected by it which has seldom been matched by any re
volution in the world of politics. For a blissful decade, academics
and students swooned with fantasies of liberation, jettisoning their
traditional disciplines and· forging new ties, new inst�tutions and new
. orthodoxies out of the raw material of knowledge. This was the age
of 'intellectual production', in which the identity of the student, as
honorary member of the working - class, was established precisely
when the real working class was disappearing from history and could
be guaranteed survival only in this theatrical form. 1
:.
·· While every revolution is essentially unquestioning being a
commotion caused when new convictions pour into a vacuum that
can no longer be endured it is rare that a revolution so completely
displays the fact. This was a revolution conducted in laboratory
conditions, with hardly a step being taken off the campus . .for the
first time it was possible ' to observe the 'revolutionary con
sciousness' from close to, while running no risk of violence other
than the violence of words. It was possible, in particular, to observe
how quickly and adroitly the left-wing message was encased in
dogma, and how energetically the new revoluti�naries went about
the business of inventing spurious questions, barren controversies
and arcane pedantries, with which to divert all intellectual enquiry
away from the fundamental questions that had from emotional
necessity been begged in their favour. This 'theologising' of left
wing literature was conducted in England through the pages· of the
New Left Review, under the impressive editorship of Perry
Anderson, and also through the Review's associated publishing
houses, which began to bring out translations of the new continental
Marxists: Adorno, Horkheimer, Gramsci, Goldmann, Brus and
·
many others.
One writer in particular stands out among these figures, as
testimony to the heroic capacity of the new revolutionaries for
virtuous boredom. The young people of the sixties and seventies
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would willingly subject themselves to superhuman doses of
nonsense, provided only that it served to confirm and deepen
their sense that there could be no alternative to Marxism, and that it
was Marxism which dictated the language in which every 'viable
alternative' is expressed. The writer in question is Louis Althusser,
in whose work there emerges for the first time the new species of
Marxist dogma: a theory, or rather metatheory, which iterates in
mesmerising paragraphs the form of a dogma, while contriving
meticulously to conceal its content. Such metadogma, as one might
call it, pretends to a methodological sophistication which places it
beyond any criticism from standpoints other than its own.
In examining the writings of Althusser, we shall be exploring one
of the most important expressions of revolutionary theology and a
model of the new revolutionary language, in which no question can
be posed, and no answer offered, except in terms that are barely
intelligible to those who have not renounced their capacity to think
outside them. In short, we shall be confronting a kind of mental
disease, a version of Wittgenstein's 'bewitchment of the intelligence
. by means of language'. Lest the reader should doubt the need for
this confrontation, it is worth mentioning that Althusser's influence
in contemporary Marxist circles is unrivalled, that his mantic
writings remain standard university texts in many departments of
philosophy and politics, and that even in 1978 he was considered
sufficiently important to be the object of a 200-page polemic by
E. P . Thompson (The Poverty of Theory). Furthermore, Althusser's
writings exemplify, in their own peculiar but richly instructive man
ner, an evasion which has proved decisive in the creation. of left
wing orthodoxy. They neither engage with, nor recognise the ex
istence of, the criticisms of Marxism that have been offered by those
outside the Marxist camp, nor do they acknowledge any real
tradition of social and political thinking which does not begin, at its
earliest, with Hegel, or which does not bear, from its inception, the
stamp of the Marxian dogma towards which it tends. About every
serious objection to the theory and practice of Marxism Althusser
remains silent. But his silence is eloquent and repays the effort of
interpretation.
Before beginning, it is useful to consider an example of
Althusser's silence; that concerning the labour theory of value.
Althusser is not alone in believing this to be one of the major
theoretical tenets of Das Kapital and in recognising · that its im
plications for economics, politics, philosophy and history are as far
reaching as the implications of anything in Marx. If it were tr-ue, the
theory , would transform all social, economic and historical
knowledge. However, it seems to be false. Already, in con
temporary reviews of Marx's great work, the early marginalists were
·
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•

•
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pointing to its defects. To their criticism� were added those of the
_ Austrian school, of von Bohm-Bawerk and von Mises'. It seems, for
example, that the theory cannot account for scarcity rents and that it
depends crucially upon a reduction of qualitative differences of
labour to quantitative differences a reduction that could be carried
out only by abandoning the terms of the theory. And for the past
fifty years it has been widely accepted that it is impossible _ to
construct a theory of price (or '�xchange-value') which like the
labour theory makes no reference- to qemand as an independent
· variable. In almost no economics_ f�culty in t�e West is the labour
.theory now taught as a defen s· ible expJanation of price, 2 and even in
the East what is taught in i�s name is widely recognise� to be only
the appear�nce of a theory. �here. have, of course, been those who
have wished to defend thy theory. Economists such as Morishi�a,
following the lead of Piero Sraffa in Production of Commodities by
Means of Commodities (1960) , have tried to resuscitate some of the
central tenets of Marxian political economy. Again, however, it has
been powerfully argued (by Ian Steedman, Marx after Sraffa, 1977),
that the valid points of Marxian economics can be used precisely to
dismiss the labour theory of value.
Althusser praises the la�our theory and purp�rts to be persuaded ,
by it. What then does he make of all that copious and challenging
literature? The answer is, precisely nothing. Since it begins and ends
on a note of conclusive refutation, Althusser pretends that this
literature does not exist. Instead of addressing it, he prefers to take
issue, in impenetrable side-swipes, with his fellow dogmatists
-Della Volpe and his school, · the Soviet theorist Il'ienkov, and
'numerous scholars in the socialist count.ries' .3 He does not pause to
tell us what these writers say, but sets them before us' like enigmatic
stage props, to be interpreted at will, or in accordance with a drama
of which he alone is the central actor. The following is typical:

•

•

•

•

•

It is no slander on Rosenthal's work to reckon it partly beside the
point here, since it merely paraphrases the immediate language with
which Marx designates his object and his theoretical operations,
without supposing that Marx's very language might often be open to
this question.4

•

Which question? You will search: the text in vain for an answer. The
sentence is merely an airy gesture, pretending to. an authority which
�s beyond its intellectual competence, and•in any case. unconcerned
by. the · possibilities of disagreement. For the writer who has chosen
to discuss only with his friends such gestures are more like com
radely insults thrown across a meeting-hall, than real signals of
opposition.
·
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Disagreement,· when it comes, takes the form of total hostility,
directed towards an unnamed. but crudely characterised enemy:
-I

1

..

•

•

•

,

Knowing Jhat Capital was under a radical ideological-political edict
imposed by bourgeois economists and historians for eighty years, we
cari imagine the fate reserved for it by academic philosophy!5

To which the correct response is: nonsense! The close reading of
Capital by those 'bourgeois' economists is precisely what has led to
the refutation of so many of its major tenets. For Althusser, such a
truth is unmentionable and must be kept at bay, silenced by a ritual
cursing. The entire pressure of his s_tyle is towa.rds the belief that
Marx's texts have a sacral character and can be rieither discussed nor
understood, except by those who already by whatever act of faith
-.accept their main conclusions. How else are we to interpret pass
ages such as the following?-

\.

"

'

·

.

. . . t�i�s study [�f. Capital] . . . is only possible given a constant and
double reference: ·the identification and knowledge 'of the object of
Marxist philosophy at work in Capital presupposes the identification '
and kn�wledge of the specific difference of the object of Capital
itself-which in turn presupposes the recourse to Marxist philosophy
and demands its development. It is not possible to read Capital
properly without the help of Marxist philosophy, which must itself be
read, and simultaneously,. in Capital itself. 6
.. .
·

•

,

•
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'

.

, It is difficult to understand :the meaning, but not at all difficult to
discern. the purpose, of a passage such as that. The first sentence
enshrouds the reader in darkness. It seems to accuse him of a lack of
penetration; at the same time with its technicalities and its aura of
argument it promises an eventual illumination. The second
sentence provides the 'conclusion' which the reader is supposed to
receive ·as_ 'justified'. In plain _English, the condusion .is this: you can
understand . Capital · only if -you already believe it. That is the
criterion of religious faith, which is locked inyiolably within, the
single thought 'of its own validity the thought that 'I understand,
because I believe'. For the scientific mind, belief is the consequence
and not the cause of understanding. But it is precisely the scientific
failure af Marxism which .necessitates Althusser's enterprise that
of the sacralisation of Marx�s texts and the transformation of their
content into revealed dogma.
The stylistic peculiarity of · Althusser is indicated in those last two
words. For Althusser dogma is 'revealed' by being concealed. 'It is
the act of concealment, within intellectual structures Qf im
penetrable opacity, which guarantees the truth of every revelation.
··
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The axioms of Marxist theory appear in Althusser's prose like
blinding flashes of total darkness, within clouds of grey on grey.
This 'darkness visible' is like a photographic negative, and Althusser
intimates that there is a process that will r�verse it, changing dark
into light and nonsens.e into seJJse. Read Capital, he insists , look on
this text, look. intently at it, hold it upside down, sideways , , high in
the air, but don't let your eyes stray from it. Then and only then,
will the great reversal occur.
At the _same time, _it is not the. reversal that is required of the
believer, but th� 'negativ� revelation' which precedes it a�d which
effects the sacralisation of Marx's text. ' The true- revelation consists
i n the credo. quia absurdum of the. devout Althusserian, who sees
darkness everywhere and then turns �o the Marxian text, in orqer to
convert this darkness� into light.
.
Naturally, none of this would be capable of attracting a serious
following, were it not possible to: glimpse the shadowy for:ms of
theories and attitudes. in the pervading dark. Althusser supports his
metadogma, therefore, with what is, in effect, the disembodied
form of a Marxian theory. This is presented in For Marx (1965r and
subsequently 'assumed' in so far as anything less than everything is
assumed in the wor.k from which L have .s o far quoted, Reading
Capital (1968). It is important to understand' the nature and· purpose
of this metatheory, if we are to grasp the importance that Althusser
was to assume for the ·student radicals who studied his texts.
Like many communist intellectuals, Althusser was dismayed at
the interpretation which the younger generation .of the sixties had
begun to place on the early works of Marx works which had been
recently disinterred after a century of neglect. He saw this new
interpretation as a threat to orthodoxy, or rather to the meta
orthodoxy which ought to be the ·assumed stance in all. serious
Marxist discussion. He was particularly opposed to the re-w.riting of
historical materialism and the theory of value i n the terms suggested
by the 'Marxist humanism' of the 1844 manuscripts. Since the publi
· cation of Grundrisse, it has become widely accepted that Marx
himself would perhaps have countenanced such a re-writing, and
··would certainly not have been totally opposed· to it. But such a
suggestion is intolerable to Althusser, who has in consequence
totally removed himself from the literature which suggests it.
In answer to the young humanists, Althusser argued for an 'epis
temological break' between two distinct phases of Marx's writing,
marked by two separate 'problematics'. These technical· ·express
ions the l one taken from Gas ton Bachelard; the other from Jac
ques Martin should not be taken too seriously. Althusser means
that the early Marx and the later Marx have separate intellectual
concerns, the first being 'ideological', the second 'scientific'. 8 In
.
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order 4 th at the rea�er should greet this unst�rprising (though con
,
tentious) interpretation with due s'olem·nity., Althusser at once con
. '
ceals it, ': iricorporating the technical terms (which he never explains)
t --�. within · paragraphs of · stunning incantation:

·

•

(

•'

•

•

Understanding_ an ideological argument impli�s, at the level of
ideoiQgy itself, 'simultane.ou.s� copjoint knowledge of the ideological
field in which a thought emerges and gro�s; and the exp.os!lre qf the
. . in�er�al unity of this thought: its problematic. K�,owledge of the
i�eological field itself presupposes knowledge of the problematics
compo,t�nd�d or opposed in it. This �nterrelation of the particular
problematic of the thought of the individual under 'consideration with
·· the particul�f pr�blematics of · the tlioughts b�lo�ging to tne
.
ideological field allows ·of a deCision �s to its · ·author's specific
difference, i.e., whether !' new meaning has erri"erg'ed. 9
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The .passage perfectly illustrates the ponderous, suspicion-laden
circularity of Althusser's prose, which ·g o e s round - and round
rponotonously on its own heels, like a .lunatic trapped in an im
aginary. cage. The content of the passage can be summarised in a few
w9tds: to understand �n argument is to see its meaning. The endless
· CirCle that is · built from that tautology has, however, a- mesmerising
quality; which may be · mi.staken for. profundity.
"
·
From · such 'beginnings � Althusser · advances towards· his 'interpre
tation'· of histo_rical materialism; presented. :simultaneously as t�ue to
Marx�s· intentions, and .. true· to : human history.� Lik� many con
. tinental Marxists who have remaine�f largely· insulated frem the
discoverie·s of modern logic, Althusser phrases the theory of history
in �dialectical'·· terms, believing that it represents the· true 'inversion'
of Hegel�s ·metaphysies, the final and irreversible 'setting of Hegel
upon his feet'.· Althusser recognises thaf there . is. ne· explicit reliance
up�n 'dialectics' in th� l�ter Marx, but makes up for this by a dark
refere�·�e · to Lenin's· -notebooks, and _by copious·praise - of Mao Tse
Tung's On Contradiction: All change, , it seems, is the outcome of
·'contradictions'_ ,. - which emerge within the various structures of
· society-. These contradictions may appear as 'class struggles�, or as
' intellectual aJ:id jdeological confrontations. There is no. one- level at
which, they . emerge r and , exert .. their- transforming fQ(ce: con
tradi�tions appear at every. lev.el- and .in. every. guise. What: then
rel)lains of the- Marxian . thesis; that base determines. , super
structure i.e�, that transformations in the economic structure of
soCiety are the motive force of transformations everywhere7'
Two half-baked emendations to Matx's original hypothesis 'have
proved . useful in reconciling it with the recalcitrant factS'" of human
' history. ' The first is· the suggestion made by Engels, that _ the
economic factor does not determine social development but merely
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determines it 'in the last instance' ; the second is the theory alluded,
to by Marx and proposed formally by Trotsky as the 'law of uneven
development'. The first is tantamount .to the admission that history
is not generated by economic change, the phrase 'in the last in
stance' being no more than an apology for a theory that has never
been provided. The second likewise admits the non-conformi�y of
historical processes to the Marxian pattern, and argues that this is
b�cause several transitions in economic structure may take place
simultaneously. This is little more than a Ptolemaic gesture, an
invocation of 'economic epicycles' which may, when discovered,
serve to protect the fundamental hypothesis from the evidence
which , presently seems to refute it.
.
.
Both catch-phrases 'in the last instance' and 'uneven develop
ment' recur persistently in Althusser's metatheory. According to
Althusser, the motor of history is 'structura� causation'. The
'principal' or 'general contradiction' (that which is effective 'in the
last instance') is the one identified by Marx and exemplified in the
conflict between the forces and relations of production . However,
this principal contradiction is inseparable from the total structure of
society . The social body contains other contradictions, existing at
several distinct levels within the superstructure and interacting
systematically, as they strive to align themselves. A vagu�
suggestion is made that contradictions might be 'passed' fro � . o.q.
level to another, like geological faults. Because the various·· contradictions develop unevenly, it is possible that an economically
backward country might present the sudden confluence of ·con
tradict:ions necessary for successful revolution (the case of Russia).
Althusser describes this 'fusion of accumulated contradictions' as
'over-determination', borrowing a term from Freud. Thus re
volution and indeed any decisive social change must be seen as
the result of many confluent factors, each determining society in the
same direction and towards the same total crisis:
,

·

�:
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. . . the whole Marxist revolutionary experience show that, if the
general contradiction [. . . between forces of production and rela
tions of production . . . ] is sufficient to define the situation when
revolution is the 'task of the day', it cannot of its own simple, direct
power induce a revolutionary situation, nor a fortiori a situation of
revolutionary rupture and the triumph of revolution . . . 10
.

It is in such passages of comparative lucidity that Althusser betrays
his real meaning. At the same time he reveals that his metatheory
establishes precisely nothing, and is indeed not a theory at all so
much as a bundle of incantations. If the 'principal contradiction'
fails to bring about revolution, but simply makes revolution 'the
task of the day', then what actually happens is the upshot of human
I

'

•
'
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decision. History may proceed in any way, depending upon the
aims, strengths and methods of the protagonists. The 'principal
contradiction' is not really a contradiction at all (otherwise it would
cause the anticipated collapse); it is merely a problem with which
people rulers and ruled alike have to deal.
Historical materialism requires that the 'principal contradiction'
should provide an explanation of the contradictions within the
superstructure. Otherwise we are not entitled to the distinction
between superstructure and base. Althusser's 'theory' is therefore
tantamount to the denial of historical materialism (and how many
times · does one find these so-called amendments to historical
materialism which are really, like Gramsci's theory of hegemony,
particular ways of denying it?) Elsewhere Althusser argues on
grounds of 'Marxist tradition' that historical materialism (charac
terised by the 'famous' phrase 'determination in the last instance')
allows us to believe in both the 'relative autonomy' of the super
structure, and in the 'reciprocal action' of the superstructure on the
base. 1 .1 But by admitting that political transformations have political
causes ('relative autonomy') and that economic structures may be
generated by political choice ('reciprocal action'), he allows human
thought and intention to be prime causes of historical change. In
whi�h case, what remains of historical materialism? Only a strong
·
.
dq$e pf scientific method could possibly . rescue Althusser from this
imP,as�e, but nothing in his writings suggests that he has the first
acq'-'aintance either with scientific theor or with the philosophical
dis�ussions that have focussed upon it. 1
In fact, Althusser's 'interpretation' makes the theory of history
irrefutable. The theory becomes compatible with every course of
events, and therefore explanatory of none. It is the mere 'form' of a
theory, useful for its . incidental terms ('contradiction', 'overde
termination', 'revolution'), which serve to focus a particular attitude
to events, but useless for its predictive power. It simply has no
predictive power. But, in another sense, that is precisely why it is so
useful. It permits the 'believer' to turn his mind away from the facts
of history, save only those which seem to nourish a pre-existing
revolutionary fervour. The theory of history has become a theology
of history, an 'hypothesis' which, being compatible with every
course of events, replaces the 'hypothesis' of which Laplace ha� no
need.
But, lest the drama of accumulated contradictions should appear
too metaphysically shallow to attract a congregation, Althusser
subjects his met,atheor.y to concealment to the process of 'negative
revelation' described above. He takes the key technicalities and
transforms them into concentrated nodes of dazzling darkness. The
following passage illustrates the process at work:
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Overdetermination designates the following essential quality of con
tradiction: the reflection in contradiction: itself of its conditions of
existence, that is, of its situation in the structure in dominance of the
complex whole. This is not a un!vocal 'situation'. It is not •just its ,
situation 'in principle' (the one it oc�upies in the hierarchy of instances in relation to the determinant instance: in society the
'
'
economy) nor just its situ�tion 'in fact (whether, in th'e p};ta�e under
consideration, it is dominant or subordinate) but the relation of this
· situaiion in fact to this si�uation in prinCiple, that is, the very relation· · �
which makes of this situation fn· fact a 'variation' of the-'invariant'- .
,
structure, in dominance, of the totality. 13
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There are; however, critical ideas· which are indispensable to the

claim to be offering a version of historical materialism. Althusser
treats these ideas slightly differently: He · 'hardens' them by im
mersing them in emphatic prose , and by ·crying out 'let this not be
.
doubted' . Here is his treatment of 'in the last instance':

Elsewhere, I have shown that in order to conceive this 'dominance' of
a structure over the other structures iiJ. the unity of a conjuncture it is
necessary to refer to the princip!e of the de�ermination 'in the last
instance' of the non-economic structures by the economic structure;
and that this 'determination in th_e last instance' is an absolute pr:econdition for the necessity and int�lligibility of the displacements of
the structures in the hierarchy of effectivity or hf the displacement of
'
'dom�nance' between the structured levels of the 'Yhole.; that only this
'determination in the last instance'· makes it possible �o escape the
arbitrary relativism of observable displacements by giving these dis.
placements the necessity · of a function. 14

•
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None of which, of course, goes the slightest way towards telling us
what 'in the last instance' really means. We can ascribe to Althusser
a perverted form of Wittgenstein's imperative: 'Don't look for the
meaning, look for the use!' And the use is what I have called
'metadogma' the form of dogma, without specific content.
Religious belief'possesses the structure of Pascal's wager, and this
is one way by which we recognise it. It postulates an inestimable
benefit to the believer, and then, by a piece of deception, persuades
him that this benefit is sufficient reason (and not just sufficient
motive) to believe. With canny foresight, Althusser f�llows the lead
set by Gramsci, in laying down terms for the revolutionary �ager.
"
B y. believing Althusser you join t�e elect: you, I rhe urban in'
tellectual, C;t�e joined in 'solidarity' , with· the qppress�d.
.' .
It is a well known difficulty for diale·ctical dogmatics that, taken
seriously, it seems. to deny the efficacy of intelle�!ual labour, to
dismiss it as a mere epiphenomenon, a nebulous ,offshoot of pro
cesses over which it asserts no influence or control. It is of the first
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importance, therefore , to return 'intellectual labour' to its place
among the 'material conditions' of existence, so making it a genuine
'motive force' in history, and distinguishing it from the mere
'ideology' of the bourgeois enemy. To cut a long story short, it is
necessary to set up a distinction between 'science' and 'ideology'.
For the dialectical dogmatist, the first describes my thought, the
second yours. The first is necessarily Marxist (for only Marxism
penetrates the veil of ideology) , the second is necessarily not. The
first belongs to the 'material' conditions of production, and can be
called 'theoretical practice'; the second is an offshoot of processes
which render it inherently false. ·
A scrupulous Marxist would wonder how far the idea of
'theoretical practice' is compatible with historical materialism,
according to which 'life determines consciousness, not con
sciousness life' (The German Ideology). In fact, by bending the
Marxian categories to the task of dignifying the role of the in
tellectual, we inevitably sever them from their explanatory purpose .
But for Althusser this is of no consequence, since the severance has
already occurred. The interest of 'theoretical practice' is two-fold. It
situates intellectual activity within the process of production
(Althusser· therefore prefers to speak of 'intellectual production'),
so uniting the in�ellectual with the toiling proletariat. It also pro
vides a precise equivalent of religious faith. As in Pascal's wager,
believing becomes a kind of doing, and i'n this doing lies the moral
salvation Jhe inner identity with the forces of revolution for
which the intellectual craves!
The doctrine of faith begins with deceptive simplicity:

. . . what do we gain by this 'speculative' investigation that we do not
possess already?
One sentence is enough to answer this question: Lenin's. 'Without
revolutionary theory, no revolutionary practice'. Generalising it:
theory is essential to practice, to the forms of practice that it helps
bring to birth or to grow, as well as to the practice it is the theory of.
Bu!. the transp�repcy of this sentence is not enough; we must also
know ·its titles to validity, so we 'must pose the question: what are we
to understand by theory, if it is to be essential to practice? 15
•

That paragraph shows Althusser's thought marking time, in ex:
pectat'i'on of a new consignment of technicalities. As he recognises,
'the transparency of this sentence is not enough'. The consignment
soon arrives, and enables · Althusser to darken his terms:
•

I shall call Theory (with a capital T), general theory, that is, the
Theory of practice in general, itself elaborated on the basis of the
Theory of existing theoretical practices (of the sciences), which trans-
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forms into 'knowledges' (scientific truths) the ideological product of
existing 'empirical' practices (the concrete activity of men). This
Theory is the materialist dialectic which is none other than dialectical
materialism. 16
.
•

•

•

Such passages received by Althusserians as introducing an im
portant notion of 'theoretical levels' display the essential vacuity
of Althusser's thought. 'This Theory is the materialist dialectic
which is none other than dialectical materialism. ' The neophyte,
contemplating such utterances, rep�at� them to himself in a spirit of
awe. They have the same vertiginous effect as Stalin's pleonasm;
'The theories of tvJarx are true because they are correct', which was
once so important an incantation in the dark night of communist
doubt. 17 The more tautological the utterance, the more does it seem
to conceal, and the more effectively does it induce the state of
spiritual readiness which is the prelude to faith. After a few p�ges of
dense circularities, the reader is finally brought by an
accumulation of non-contradictions to the crisis of belief:

·

The only Theory able to raise, if not to pose, the essential question of
the status of these disciplines, to criticise ideology in all its guises,
including the disguises of technical practice as sciences, is the Theory
of theoretical practice (as distinct from ideological practice): the
materialist dialectic or dialectical materialism, the conception of the
Marxist dialectic in its specificity. 18
•

(

)

To raise if not to pose a better question: what in fact are we being
invited to believe? The Althusserian version of dialectical
materialism is, as we have seen, no more than the form of a theory,
and the emphatic conclusions are no more than metadogmas, de
void of specific content. The curious reader should here turn to
Reading Capital, where he finds:

. . . theoretical practice is its own criterion, and contains in itself
definite protocols with which to validate the quality of its product,
i.e., the criteria of the scientificity of the products of scientific
practice . 19
·

In other words, even the invocation of theoretical practice does not
permit Althusser to descend from the 'meta' level, to the level of
'specificity'. It remains impossible to explain theoretical practice,
except in terms of itself.
In fact, · none of the Althusserian structures can be explained in
terms which do not seem to beg all conceivable questions in
Althusser's favour. When Althusser turns to the text of Capital, it is
partly in order to give vent to religious awe, but also to extract a
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phrase or a paragraph, which he encases in metaphysical nonsense,
like a drunken mystic commenting on the gospels. In doing this, he
claims to be pursuing the 'object' of Capital although it is never
certain whether he means this word in the sense of · aim, or
subject-matter, or content. Once again the major purpose is one of
'negative revelation'; it is a massive attempt to appropriate the
meaning of Capital by concealing it. The search for the 'object' is an
exercise in burial: the object is the sixpence in the Christmas
pudding, and Althusser's approach to his reader is to say: eat this
pudding, chew this text, and you will find at last what I have
concealed.
At the sap1e time, Althusser engages in some fervent expost
ulations against the enemies of theoretical practice. His totalitarian
characterisation of these enemies provides an interesting illustration
of what Petr Fidelius has called the 'unity of evil' .2° For Althusser
the enemies of theoretical practice are all 'empiricists', charac
terised by their belief in 'abstraction' .21 In consequence, enemies of
theoretical practice as disparate as the rationalist Descartes, the
absolute idealist Hegel and the devastating critic of traditional
empiricism , Kant, are gathered together in a common grave. All
differences between their philosophies are eliminated, and all are
condemned as representatives of 'empiricism, whether transcendent
(as in Descartes) , transcendental (Kant and Husserl) or "objective"
idealist (Hegel)' . 22 A philosopher might be so astounded by that
display of ignorance as to forget Althusser's purpose: which is to
�ismiss without discussion all viewpoints other than 'theoretical
practice', whose criterion of validity is itself.
How are we to explain Althusser's influence? It is not enough, I
believe, to d'Yell upon the theological contours that he gives to
dialectical materialism, or upon the paradisal reward that he offers
to the urban intellectual. It is necessary also to recognise two further
factors . First, as good dialectical materialists, we should examine
the material conditions of the disciples of Althusser. For the most
part these were young raqical lecturers in universities and
polytechnics·, hastily , appointed on account of their political
sympathies, who had yet to establish their academic credentials.
What better way to do this than to bury their allegiances within
inscrutable pedantries? By this simple device, a generation of
radical academics was able to present its stunning ignorance a s
though it were a novel kind of scholarship, and one infinitely more
'relevant', for those who could see it, than all that had previously
been taught.
Secondly, and more importantly, we must understand the 'ex
istential posture' implicit in the style. The human world is
fundamentally opposed to Althusser. Every institution plays its part
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in the 'objective' conspiracy which oppresses him. Church , family,
school, trade union, culture, press, judiciary all ·belong to the
'ideolo�cal state ap paratus' whose purpose is the 'reproduction'. of
represstve power. 2 Everywhere about us are the marks of a 'ruhng
ideology', or 'state violence' and 'class oppression'. Individuals are
controlled and subjected, either by the 'direct' method of fascism,
or by the 'indirect' method of parliamentary democracy (or rather
'democracy'). Althusser is a lone persecuted voice in a world where·
'the communications apparatus crams every 'citizen' with daily
doses of nationalism, chauvinism, liberalism, moralism etc . . '24 And
so on.
It is not the content of those utterances which invites our submis
sion for they are nothing but the worn out lies of communist
propaganda but the 'tone of voice' in which they are uttered, and
which is, in truth, the only feature of Althusser's writings that is
consistently transparent. His tone is the self-defensive tone of the
paranoiac the tone of someone who has locked himself within his
own discourse, and who can communicate with no-one who. does not
accept his dictatorial terms. Within Althusser's language the 'other'
does not exist except as the darkly defined enemy, whose identity
can be guessed by the boundaries from which Althusser's thought
recoils into itself, undefeated, because untried in combat. Within
the inner darkness, however, fierce loyalties impose their law:
loyalty to Marx, to Engels, to Lenin, to Mao, to the mythologised
'workers' movement', and above all to · the French Communist
Party. These loyalties define the real content of the paranoid vision,
whose appeal is not intellectual but emotional. The call to
theoretical practice is the call to allegiance, the call to arms, in a
self-defensive circle of obscurity that remains closed to those who
threaten it. The Althusserian process creates the intellectual
equivalent of a totalitarian state, in which all is governed by a single
orthodoxy, encased in mesmerising slogans, \Yith neither opposition
nor diversity. All in this state are united around a common loyalty,
and 'hostile elements' have been duly liquidated. Althusser expres
ses, in his metadogma, the incipient totalitarianism of the re
volutionary consciousness. He therefore shows to the new radicals
that they are sufficiently redeemed by their left-wing allegiance to
be able to dispense with the need to understand or conciliate their
opponents. Their opponents have already been allocated to the
'dustheap of history'; it is only necessary to transport them to it.
It is said that Althusser's murder of his wife, in · 1978, was in ,
response to her 'revisionism'. Whatever the truth in this rumour, it
has a certain gruesome logic. The tragic outcome of Althusser's
pilgrimage into the heart of darkness seems like the domestic re
creation of the tragedy suffered by the peoples of Russia, China,
·
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Vietnam, Cambodia and Eastern Europe. It is the tragedy that
inevitably follows, when paranoid suspicion displaces the natural
law of compromise. The paranoid mentality, seeking to preserve at
all costs the illusion of its own absolute correctness, turns itself into
a superstition, and persecutes as evil-doers all those who will not
accept its pious lies. It invents a language that is literally without
meaning, since all meaning constitutes a threat. And it inhabits this
language with the absolute vigilance of a tyrant, ceaselessly working
to liquidate the poisonous meanings that have seeped into it from
the world of 'them'. In Althusser's prose one finds the literary
equivalent of the nightmare world of commu�ism. And the
astonishing thing is that, for the revolutionary consciousness, this
nightmare has the aspect of a prophetic dream .
•
•
•

'
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(1) At least one of the revolutionaries of May 1968-Andre Gorz
-perceived in due course that the working class had effectively dis
appeared, precisely at the moment when the 'intellectuals' made their most
determined effort to unite. with it. Compare his Revolution and Socialism,
tr. N. Denny (New York 1973; London 1975), originally Le Socialisme
Difficile (Paris 1967)-a pie-eyed exposition of the Temps Modernes
version of student revolution-with his recent Adieu au proletariat (Paris
1984), a melancholy renunciation of the revolutionary road.
(2) There are exceptions, since Marxian dogmatists do, from tiine to
time, in the natural course of the struggle for survival, gain influence in
economics departments. An interesting instance is Ben Fine, a Marxist
whose writipgs i n this field grow directly out of New Left conceptions and
who has managed to make Marxian econ�mics a compulsory feature of the
college-based MSc at Birkbeck College, London: see R. Scruton, D.
O'Keeffe and A. Ellis-Jones, Education and Indoctrination (London
1985), pp. 30-32.
(3) L. Althusser, Reading Capital, with sequel by E. Balibar, tr. Ben
Brewster (London 1970), p. 77.
(4) ibid., p. 77.
(5) ibid. ' p. 7�.
(6) ibid., p. 75.
(7) L. Althusser, For Marx, tr. Ben Brewster (London 1969).
(8) ibid., pp. 32-3 .
(9) ibid. ' p. 70.
(10) ibid. ' p. 99.
( 1 1 ) L. Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays, tr. Ben
Brewster (London 1971), p. 131.
(12) This is not to say that historical materialism could not be presented
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as a well-formed scientific hypothesis. But it is no easy maver to develop
the necessary concepts, as is shown by 9. A. Cohen's impressive attempt,
in Ka;J Marx's Theory of History, A Defence (Princeton and Oxford 1978),
(13) For !J.arx� p. 200.
(14) Reading Capital, p. 99.
(15) For Marx, p. 166.
·�
(16) ibid. ' p. 168.
(17) On the spiritual significance of Stalin's pleonasm, see Ivan Volgin
(pseud.), �The Magic World of Homo Sovieticus', in The Salisbury Review,
- vol. 1 no 4, Summer 1983.
- . (18) For Marx, pp. 171-2.
(19) Reading Capital; p. 59.
(20) Petr Fidelius, 'Totalitarian Language', in The Salisbury Review,
vol. 2 no 2, winter 1984.
(21) Reading Capital, p. 35.
(22) ibid., p. 184.
(23) ],.enin and Philosophy, p. 135.
(24) ibid., p. 145.
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One of the most important problems facing the New Left during the
.sixties and seventies was that of recreating the international di
mension of its movement. Lenin had been in no doubt that the
proletariat existed as an 'international class'. Moreover, he had
come across the work of J. A. Hobson who, in 1902, presented his
popular analysis of imperialism as a search for captive markets. This
gave the clue for what has been perhaps the most influential and
persistent false theory in the history of the modern world: the theory
of 'imperialism as the highest state of capitalism' (to quote the title
of the volume published by Lenin in 1917). According to Lenin, the
bourgeoisie is as much an international class as the proletariat, and
capitalism as much an international force as the socialism which had
emerged in opposition to it. Imperialism, he argued, is an economic
necessity · for the capitalist economy, through which it tries to over
come the otherwise inevitable 'falling rate of profit' that spells its
doom. Imperialism, however, leads to international competition for
markets and resources, and hence to 'imperialist war', and, through
that war, to the final collapse of capitalism.
The theory is orthodoxy in the communist world. It has been
especially redesigned for the African market, in the slogan 'neo
colonialism as the last stage of imperialism' , to borrow the title of
. by Kwame Nkrumah. However, it is
another influential book (1965)
clear that the colonies provided no real market for European goods;
if they had provided such a market then the people of the colonies
must have been more free and more prosperous than is allowed by
the liturgical belief in their enslavement. Hence few socialists in the
West could accept the theory as originally formulated. It has been
necessary to find an amended form that will do the same moral work
as Lenin's representing capitalism as an ever-expanding, ever
oppressive international force-without being quite so evidently
contrary to the prejudice of those designed to consume it.
The problem took on a new urgency in the seventies, as there
emerged into political consciousness a generation that had not
known the reality of world war, and which consequently had not (in
the interests of the alliance against Hitler) closed its mind to the
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truth about the Soviet Union. It no longer seemed possible to
inspire the allegiance of the young by awakening their sympathies
towards that beleagured 'revolution in one country' which had in
fact already, , and notoriously, carried its indigenous habits of
bloodshed into so many others. On the whole, it was expedient to
direct attention away from the realities of Soviet communism,
towards those other places where revolution had yet to occur: in
particular towards the 'third world'. Not only did this have the
beneficial consequence of concealing the nature of Soviet
totalitarianism; it also cast the Soviet Union in a favourable light, as
the natural friend of 'liberation movements' everywhere, and as the
·only force able to begin the process whereby the terrible injustices
of colonialism could be remedied.
Theoretically this shift was enonnous too enormous to be readily
comprehended within available Marxian categories. The left
acquired a wholly new and wholly unforeseen constituency: the toil
ing proletarian of the European city gave way to the sun-drenched
tribesman of the African bush as the preferred recipient of left-wing
condescension. Although the theoretical shift was enormous, how
ever, the emotional shift was comparatively slight. The 'third world'
peasant fits the dramatic role of social victim as well as, perhaps even
better than, the industrial proletarian. In particular, his style of life,
his mental condition and his geographical circumstances together
make him unknowable. He therefore presents no obstacle to the
sympathising imagination. Like the proletarian of the Soviet poster,
he conforms in every particular to the sentimental emotion. of his
champion. He has the supreme political virtue of being hidden: he is
the deus absconditus of the new political liturgy. Moreover, he lends
himself to the growing passion for ecology: he consumes only what he
produces, and produces only what he needs. Unlike the European
proletarian, he is not an ecological disaster. His unknowableness
therefore combines with rumours of his non-toxic quality to refurbish
the myth of the noble savage, and to release the torrent of Rousseauist
sentiment which ruined Europe in the eighteenth century, and
threatens to ruin it again.
We should not be surprised, therefore, to find that Christian
priests, who in the last century travelled to impart to this creature
the good news of his salvation, now make the same journey not as
missionaries but as pilgrims, to worship what they had previously
tried to convert. The third world peasant has become the Christ-like
bearer of our sins, the pure and suffering victim who can redeem us,
so long as we confess to our most grievous fault. He has gone from
pastoral lamb to scapegoat, with no intervening period as a com
placent sheep. The redemptive task of socialism is to remake the
world in his image, and also in his favour.
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'Third worldism' has therefore helped to fill the gap created by
the disappearance of the industrial proletariat. It has produc�d . a
victim with which the· middle-'class radical can identify, and a cause
for which he can _fight. Even more important, since it touches ·on the
deepest radical motive, is that this cause has the power to embarrass
our rulers. It suggests policies harmful to the int�rests of the
'capitalist' world and favourable to the 'wars of liberation' which
preface the transition of nations from independence to irreversible
membership of the communist bloc. In other words, third worldism
endows the -naughty gestures of the radical with the dignity of a
moral purpose.
The effect of third worldism, in providing an international
socialist cause, has been enormous. It has found personal
embodiment in Willy Brandt, the president of the Socialist Inter
national, who as West German Chancellor did more than any other
post-war politician to weaken the strategic position of Western
Europe. The Brandt Report1 is perhaps the most turgid and ill
considered document ever to. ha:ve achieved the status of a radical
manifesto. Nevertheless, its· authority is now unquestioned in
radical circles, or questioned· only because it does not go far enough
in the radical's direction. Interestingly enough, it has become one of
the few · items of required reading for the new-style politicized
academic courses ('Peace Studies' at the University of Bradford, for
example, and now believe it or not 'World Studies' at the World
Studies Teacher Training Centre in the University of York).2 The
Brandt Report presents the important facts upon which 'third
worldism' js founded, and, however feeble the theory which these
facts ate usedr to sustain, there is no doubt about the political
exhortation which we are to read in them.
What, however, of the theory? In discussing· Gramsci, I pointed
to the enonnous importance in radical politics of the idea of 'theor
etical correctness', and even if the theory in question is like that of
Althusser tautologous and theological, it must nevertheless exist if
the radical is to identity in his sentiments the true occasion for
political _ action. Without theory, the intellectual's sole title to
government collapses. Whenever a radical cause is found, there
fore, the theory must be provided which converts burning sentiment
into justified 'praxis'.
I shall discuss the theory offered by Immanuel Wallerstein, a New
York radical professor who, after active participation in the 1968
frolics at Columbia, moved first to McGill ·university in Montreal
and then to the State· ·u niversity of New York at Binghamton,
presiding over the 'Fernand Braudel Center for the Study of
Economies, Historical Systems and Civilizations'. Cognoscenti of
politicized education will naturally read a message in this label. The
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concept of an 'historical system' is more or less exclusive to a certain
kind of Marxian theory. Fernand Braudel is the French historian
who in his comprehensive digest of world history . has· provided
the root conceptions of 'third worldism', and in particular the theory
that the major obstacle facing the 'developing nations' is 'the inter
national economy in its existing form', with its unequal and
oppressive distribution of economic tasks.3 Wallerstein's own work
is less detailed and less scientifically scrupulous than that of
Braudel. At the same time it is more theoretically ambitious, and
more absolute in tone. Indeed The Modern World System and
Historical Capitalism 4 contain what is probably the most dogmatic,
and certainly the most assertive, existing attempt to give an analysis
of the 'system' of international capitalism, upon which to ground a
radical third-world politics.
'Systems theory' is by no means a left-wing monopoly. Nor is its
use as an anti-capitalist instrument in any way new. Eastern
Europeans groan at the mention · of the 'convergence theory' pro
posed by Gordon Skilling (an expert on Czechoslavakia, whose
experience has yet to persuade him of the obvious). 5 According to
this theory, the 'system' of world capitalism and the 'system' of
world socialism are, under the pressure of mutual interaction,
gradually converging; the differences between American democracy
and Soviet totalitarianism are increasingly 'superficial' , disguising a
deep and sinister similarity. The theory shows the use to which
'systems' thinking can be put. Criticism of the socialist states is
turned at once into criticism of the Western democracies. That
which is truly terrible in the first (totalitarian control) or truly
admirable in the second (systematic representation) become alike
'superficial' characteristics, irrelevant to the . underlying moral
reality. As so often in the intellectual devices congenial to the left, a
deep reality is found, as the true bearer of moral attributes, to be
contrasted with the superficial appearance, in which the liberal or
conservative places his deluded trust. The correct response, of
course, is to reverse the argument: that which is illusory 'is the
appearance of depth, and that which bears the moral attributes of a
body politic is precisely the 'superficial' realm in which people live
and respond as social animals.
In order to understand Wallerstein's approach, however, we
should return to the paradigm of 'deep' analysis: the theory of 'class
struggle' as developed by Marx. The perennial appeal of Marx's
. theory and the reason why it has survived so many refutations lies in its ability to capture a fundamental socialist sentiment. It
shows how to re- describe social inequality as a form of 'oppression'.
It turns inequality into injustice and so justifies that 'violence for
equality' which stirs the sympathies of the heroic middle class.
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In its bare essentials, the Marxian theory is as follows: by virtue of
my position in the 'relations of production' .r belong to a certain
class. The two primary classes under 'capitalism' those of the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat _are formed respectively from those
who control the means of production, and those who control only
their labour power and who therefore must contract with the former
if they are to produce anything. The proletarian is rewarded with
the 'exchange value' of his· labour power which is the value
sufficient to reproduce it. The surplus of his product is appropriated
by the bourgeois. Thus one party accumulates the surplus, while the
other merely survives. The proletariat undergoes 'immiseration' , .
while the bourgeoisie enjoys unhindered the fruits of its 'control of
the means of production'. The · 'production relations' which unite the
two classes are therefore inherently 'antagonistic': whatever is in
the interest of one party is against the interest of the other. The
'class struggle' consists in the emergence at the political level of the
antagonism embedded within the relations of production. The pro
letariat then tries to wrest control of the means of production, so as
to regain control of the product of its labour.
The interesting feature of the analysis is its description of the
parties to the 'struggle': these are not individuals but classes. The
individual bourgeois does not do to the individual proletarian what
the bourgeoisie as a class does to the proletariat as a class. The
distinction is morally crucial . F.or there need be no injustice in the
dealings between the individuals, however disparate the rewards of
the respective cla·sses. In favourable cir�umstances, the labourer is
in a position freely to strike a bargain and withdraw upon any
breach of its terms. The circumstances in question are indeed com
plex, involving unionisation, legislation governing . the hours of
work, . and welfar� provisions· which ensure that the proletarian may
survive without working. Nevertheless, in the right circumstances,
there may exist, between th� parties to the wage contract, just as
much freedom and justice as ever exists between separate indi
viduals, with separate interests, who contract for their mutual
advantage. Of course the relation is in one sense unequal. But that
is inevitable. It is only when one side can offer to the other some:
thing that the other wants or needs that a contract is possible . In
of
inequality
other
that
a
words,
it
is
only
in
a
situation
concept
of
.
Just dealing' makes sense.
It is when we transfer our attention from the relations between
individuals to the relations between classes, the Marxist argues-,. that
'oppression' becomes apparent. For the bourgeoisie · as a class is
solely empowered to dictate to the proletariat as a class the terms
upon which the latter may live, work and find its satisfactions. Or- at
least, so it seems. It is at this point, however, that socialist and non'
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socialist perceptions diverge. For the socialist, the bourgeoisie acts
as a class to secure that permanent balance in its own favour, of
which the proletariat (as a class and also individually) is the unjust
victim. The bourgeoisie is supposed to be a kind of moral agent,
which does things and suffers things collectively and which might be
praised �r blamed. Without that supposition it becomes incoherent
either to accuse the bourgeoisie of injustice or ' to resent its
dominion. It also becomes incoherent and indeed ·immoral to
resent, punish or (for example) expropriate someone as a member
of the bourgeoisie. In other words, without the supposition af the
bourgeoisie as· · a corporate agent, the flood of radical emotion is
impeded. The free flow of radical resentment requires that the
bourgeoisie be. personified.
To do him credit, Marx. regarded his theory as destroyi�g the
possibility of all such personifications. 'Class', he argued, is no more
than the theoretical description of a material structure. At the same
time, his own language and in particular the inflammatory rhetoric
of the Communist Manifesto · betrays him. And it · is this in
flammatory language that has entered the· · left-wing conscienc�. It
creates the image of the proletarian as the victim of injustice and of
the bourgeois as the insolent oppressor of the labourer upon whom
he feeds. Moreover, your being a proletarian or a bourgeois be
comes a moral attribute, part of your character: you are rendered
virtuous or vicious by your membership of your social class. (In
order to arrive at this emotional conclusion, the socialist conscience
must avoid a host of uncomfortable facts: for example, the facts that
one and the same person may be both employer and employee; that
a person may be employed today and an employer tomorrow; that
the mature 'bourgeois' order throws all property into a flux of
changing ownership, and sets a premium on the development of
every skill. To appreciate such facts, however, is to see through the
myth of the 'class struggle'.)
In order to personify the bourgeoisie it is necessary to associate it
with a corporate person. Two such corporate persons suggest them
selves: the state and the firm. It is a received principle of law that
both of these may have legal personality, legal liability, legal rights
and legal duties. And what is possible in law is possible also in
morality. The master-stroke of classical Marxism is to identify a
class with the state, and so to · find, in the genuinely adjud.icable
actions of the body politic, the moral reality of the 'ruling class_' . By
this move the 'ruling class' becomes the perpetrator .of 'social in
justice', while the lower class, which supposedly occupies no posi
tion in the state apparatus, is the perpetrator of nothing for it has
no personality. (Indeed, paradoxically, when it seizes power, it is in
order to abolish power and so to · abolish the. collective liability of
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which it might otherwise stand accused.) Here then is the crucial
emotional transformation, which decks out the neutral 'production
relations' with the moral attributes ·of injustice and oppression.
The theory is philosophically extremely dubious and supposes just
the kind of 'class agency' which Marxian economics repudiates. It is
also, I believe, morally pernicious. For it invites us to blame what
cannot be blamed, and to avenge imaginary wrongs against those ·
innocent of their perpetration. It is the inspiration of those 'classist'
.feelings which led to the 'liquidation of the kulaks', to the 'cultural
revolution', and to Pol Pofs 'pur-ification' of the social order i�
· Cambodia. Despite this, the charm of the theory remains absolute
and overwhelming. · And it is by extending it into the realm : ·of
international politics that thinkers like · Wallerstein. endow third
worldism with the necessary foundation of moral outrage.
The new internationalist theory . requires only ' three stages of
argument:
•

•

•
•

(1) We must identify, in the international situation, a collective
overdog and a collective underdog.
{2) We must find a 'material' link between the prosperity of the
one and the �immiseration' of the other.
(3) We must show that the overdog acts so as to sustain that link,
and we must endow its action with the character of corporate
liabili�y.
.
•

.

The first move is obvious and easy. The second involves some
variant of the theory of 'capitalist imperialism'. The third involves
the crucial rhetorical trick: �hat of identifying a class (and it mus,t , of
.course, be the very same 'ruling class' against which the radical
conducts his own private struggle) vyith appropriate corporate per
sons. These persons are monotously identified as the Western
'capitalist' states and the 'multi-national' companies.
The thrust of Wallerstein's argument is entirely concentrated on
this third move. For he clearly sees that, without· it, the other two
moves can have no emotional force, and the accusation of injustice
will not stick. He begins, therefore, from the most extraordinarv
description of what he calls 'historical capitalism':

•

"'

•

\

•

Wh�t distinguishes [this] historical system . . . is that . . . capital
came to be used (invested) in a very special way. It came to be used
with the primary objective or intent of self-expansion . . . . [Hence]
. . . over time, it was the accumulation of capital that regularly took
priority over alternative objectives. 6

Such 'observations� are the greatest economic nonsense. 'An
accumulation is C<:lpital orily to the extent that it represents, for the
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accumulator, a potential object of exchange. Accumulation can
never become the primary objective of economic activity, without
the effective disappearance of capital. Nevertheless, Wallerstein is.
not sufficiently interested in economic analysis to be disturbed by
that objection. The hnportant feature of his description of
capitalism is that it contains, in ready-moralized form, a reference to
an inner purpose (the 'relentless and curiously self-regarding goal of
the holder of capital, the accumulation of still more capital'7): a
purpose familiar to moralists through the ages as the motive of
human greed. Hence we are led naturally to the view that 'in the
course of seeking to accumulate mo·re and more capital, capitalists
have sought to commodify more and more of [the] social processes .
. [involved] in all spheres of social life'. 8 That process demarcates the
basic rules of capitalist production, and, in the course of time, 'the
enforcers of those rules [have grown] ever more intransigent'. 9
Of course, the rules are absurd:
.
·

,

One accumulates capital in order to accumulate more capital.
Capitalists are like white mice on a treadmill running ever faster in
order to run still faster. 10
.

'

Why 'white', one wonders? But not for long. For wh�le 'in the
process, no doubt, some people live well . . . others Jive
miserably', 1 1 and those others are, increasingly, the oppressed
peoples of the third world. These oppressed peoples are the victims
not only of the capitalist expansion that has caused their 'immis
eration' but also of the 'racism' which provides its ideological
screen, and which ascribes the misery of the black peoples of the
world to their inherent moral degradation. 'Racism', Wallerstein
insists, has nothing to do with xenophobia:
• •

Quite the contrary. Racism was the mode by which various segmen�s
of the work force within the same economic structure were con
strained to relate to each other. Racism . . . served to keep low
ranking groups in line, and utilize the middle-ranking groups as the
unpaid soldiers of the world police system. 12

The quotations give some impression · of the prevailing tone of
Wallerstein's work: angry, impetuous, hungry for punishment of an
'oppressor' whose nature is, in truth, so sketchily described as to
present no resistance to his accusations. (For who is thi� remorseless
'accumulator' of capital, in the last analysis? You? Me? Mrs
Thatcher?) The language sets the tone for the theory whereby the
first and second moves of the socialist vision are accomplished. For
it is now open to Wallerstein to find, in th� 'poverty gap' between
rich and poor nations, the major instance of systematic oppression

•
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in the modern world. It is oppression precisely because it is the
result of capitalism's inner 'purpose' . Accumulation requires, not
markets, but cheap labour. And it is in search of cheap labour that
capitalism has roamed the · world, enticing the innocent from their
pastoral habits of production. It is this which has brought about the
'proletarianization' of the third world, and the ruin of its people. In
comparison with · the resulting gap between North and South, and
the moral outrage to which it testifies, the minor difference between
Soviet totalitarianism (which is just a special form of 'state
capitalism') and American democracy (which is capitalism in its
vilest and most unbridled form) fades into insignificance.
In ·order to swallow all that, the reader has to pass very rapidly
over stage 2 of the argument: the assertion that the gap between rich
and poor is the result of a single process, which causes both the
poverty of the poor and the wealth of the rich, so that the good
fortune of the one is purchased at the price of the misery of the
other. Wallerstein is here so selective in his evidence as to carry
conviction only for those who are already persuaded. He is unwill
ing to attend either to the real economic improvement of many third
world countries as a result of colonial administration� or to the
subseq�ent collapse of some of them, at the point where they ceased
to provide the 'cheap labour' upon which they had thrived. He
neglects to mention that the prosperity of Europe preceded the
colonisation of Africa, or that the 'immiseration' of countries like
Czechoslovakia and Poland was precipitated by their forcible incor
poration into the communist f?.loc. He does not attend to the similar
immiseration that has been brought about by co·mmunism in the
third world for .example, in Cuba, Ethiopia and Mozambique. He
pays no attention to the most telling contrast of all: that between
Taiwan and mainland China (which declared itself a 'third world'
country in J955, an observation which, unique among the official
descriptiqns of the Chinese People's Republic, has proved to be
true). All those facts, which clearly require far more subtle analysis
than the ess�ntially rhetorical theory of 'historical capitalism' can
accord to them, are passed over, as indeed they are passed over by
the Brandt Report, and by almost all the internationalist theory t�at
has fed upon its findings. 13
Nor is this really surprising. For in truth, the second move in the
internationalist argument is no more important for the moral found
ation of third worldism than was the equivalent move for the
traditional Marxist revolutionary. For the socialist mentality, it
suffices to identify privilege and disadvantage and then to provide
the description of the privileged class as corporate agent, active in
the pursuit of its own advantage. The 'immiseration' of the victim
then has the appearance of an obvious corollary. If tlie theory has
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yet to be found, which shows exactly how the wealth of the
Oberhund results from the poverty of the underdog, that is no more
than a detail. Why wait for theory in order to feel, on the victim's
behalf, the burning resentment which is, in any case, his only asset?
Like many of the theorists of class hatred, Wallerstein finds it
necessary to 'unmask' the human face of capitalism.· He argues that
welfare provisions, factory legislation, even the representation of
the working class and universal suffrage, are no more than subtle
additions to the 'state machinery' whereby the workforce is contro
lled. To the innocent eye, it may seem that the 'bourgeois' state has
often used. its powers of taxation for the benefit of the weak and the
disadvantaged. Do not be deceived, Wallerstein tells us: 'The power
to tax was one of the most immediate ways in which the state
directly assisted the process of the accumulation of capital in favour
of some groups rather than others'. 14 T.his is a mer,e tautology, of
course, given Wallerstein's understanding of 'accumulation' , but
one which under the influence of his rhetoric at once becomes the
foundation for yet another attack on the ways and means of that
vicious international person, the capitalist. class.
The paranoia implicit in Wallerstein's analysis is, I believe, a
defensive reaction to a fundamental socialist contradiction. It is
essential that the object of radical hatred be primarily identified, not
as a state but as a class. A state can indeed be hated. For it is a
corporate person, which makes decisions of its own. But that which
makes decisions may also be influenced and deterred by argument.
(The state which permits no argument the totalitarian state is
insane in just the way that an individual who permits no argument is
insane.) It is a mark of the 'capitalist' states that they are, on the
whole, constitutionally governed: opposition is permitted and dis
sent expressible. Such states may be persuaded, by political pressure
and rational argument, to foreswear their unjust actions and to set
themselves upon more righteous paths. They may stand corrected,
as our own state stood corrected by Shaftesbury, Manners, Disraeli
and the Chartists in the matter of factory legislation. The state
reveals its corporate identity, and corporate liability, precisely in
this disposition to change direction. Hence, to the extent that it
merits blame, it may also avoid blame. And to the extent that it is
constitutional open to political persuasion the perception of
error will lead to the initiation of change.
It is precisely such a vision of the political proc�ss that the radical
wishes to avoid. Because nothing short of revolution (the murder of
the state) will satisfy him, all constitutional change must be ruled
out ab initio. And it must be made clear from the start that no
change within the repertoire of the bourgeois state can possibly
satisfy his grievance. Hence the radical directs his resentment not to
·
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a state, but to a class which is supposedly represented by it, and he
sees all major battles as occurring between classes. (This is the true
reason for his description of the Western states as 'capitalist'. No
matter that they have, like France or Spain, socialist governments;
all such facts are too superficial to be perceived by the radical eye:
which sees only the depths that are hidden from those who are
deluded.) By this means, in effect, the radical is able to avoid
entering into relation with his opponent, and is able to reject every
change or compromise that is offered to him. Thus, when the
institutions of 'bourgeois' learning produced their enlightened, 'uni
versalist' visions of man, and opposed them to the 'racism' of which
bourgeois society has so often been accused, the radical anti-racist
cannot perceive this as a virtue. For it displays a change of heart in
that which he must believe to be heartless. Hence:
Universalism was offered to the world as a gift of the powerful to the
weak. Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes! [sic) The gift itself harboured
racism, for it gave the recipient two choices: accept the gift, thereby
acknowledging that one was low on the hierarchy of achieved
wisdom; refuse the gift, thereby denying oneself weapons that could
reverse the unequal real power situation. 15
-

In other words, whatever the changes in the state, the· class intent
remains unaltered. But the correct conclusion to draw from that is
precisely the conclusion that the radical cannot draw. The correct
conclusion is that the ruling class is not, after all, identical with the
state: it is distinct from the one corporate person to which blame
and resentment in these circumstances can reasonably attach. The
ruling class is revealed, by the implacability of the radical's hatred,
for what it is: a material force which it makes no sense either to
condemn or to praise, a fact of economics to be assessed not for
what it does (for it does nothing) but merely for what it causes to
happen. Hence the radical, d�spite his need to personify class, is
also forced to preserve at the heart of his thinking the image of class
as something essentially impersonal, essentially outside the sphere
of moral judgement. This contradiction (which exists in precisely
analogous form in 'racist' thinking) can be avoided only by recog
nising the all-important distinction between class and state. But to
recognise that distinction, and to attribute to it the moral
significance that it demands, is to abolish the foundations of third
worldism. Even if we continue to blame the Western states by
whatever casuistry for the impoverishment of the noble savage, we
cannot blame them on account of their 'capitalism', on account of
that which belongs not to the 'superficial' realm of political decision
making but merely to the 'deep' structure which lies beyond praise
and blame.
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We may deplore the intel.lectual confusion evinced by this con
tradiction. Far more serious; however, is its moral effect. For it
encourages the radical to direct his hatred to that which has neither
will nor reason. It causes him to engage, not with the real world of
political negotiation and compromise, but with the 'deep' and illus
ory world of uncompromising forces, in which light and dark
struggle for a metaphysical ascendancy that can be achieved by no
merely human will. This Manichean sentiment destroys in the
radical both the spirit of compromise itself and the ability to
perceive compromise as a political-value. It prepares him to accept
as his preferred form of politics and one only 'superficially'
different from the politics against which he rages the procedures of
totalitarian government, from which compromise, adjustment,
criticism and reform have been finally eliminated by an 'irreversible'
change.

Notes to Chapter 1 0
{1) North-South: A Programme for Survival, report of the Independent
Commission on International Development Issues chaired by Brandt,
published February 1980.
{2) On the radical literature derived from the Brandt Report, and its
i
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Survey, IEDSS (London 1985).
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(London 1973); see also the same author's The Mediterranean and the
1W.editerranean World in the Age of Philip Il, tr. Sian Reynolds, 2 vols.
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Civilization and Capitalism, tr. Sian Reynolds (New York 1982; original
Paris 1979).
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An Englishman or an American might occasionally refer. to the
'left-wing establishment', meaning not merely the influential
socialists who hold positions of power but also the remarkable
network of communication and sympathy, which enables them to
act as a body, blocking the healthy movement of reaction and
maintaining the ratchet of 'social progress'. Curious though this
phenomenon may be, however, it is sufficiently new and sufficiently
limited in its effects to escape common notice, and the phrase 'left
wing establishment' is uttered playfully, with tongue in cheek. Not so
in West Germany, where the etablierte Linke dominate the life of
universities, and cannot be laughed at without a sense of blasphemy
against the ruling god.
After the war a certain kind of Marxism, posturing as the true
polar opposite of Nazism, exposed the intellectual currents that had
been forced underground by Hitler, and claimed them as its own.
Coming back into offices that had been squalidly occupied for a
decade, the intelligentsia began the long task of fumigation.
Curriculum, syllabus, literature all were de-Aryanised, and the
tawdry idols of national socialism cast down from their academic
pedestals into the gutter from whence they came. In their place
came a new idol the Marxist humanism of the Frankfurt School.
The idol was crudely wrought at first, from materials that had been
hastily shipped to America during the pre-war turmoil. But gradu
ally the process of manufacture was refined, and, along with the
post-war boom of German industry, came the new Frankfurt ·in
tellectual, smooth, polished and reproduced like the BMW in many
complementary varieties, each technically perfect and each with a
performance chart that outstripped the French and English rivals.
Ernst Bloch gave way to the more streamlined Horkheimer and
Adorno, who in turn were replaced by the functionally perfect
academic bureaucrats of the New Left. Typical of these new
bureaucrats is the social philosopher Jiirgen Habermas, whose
academic influence now spreads across the entire civilised world.
By the time Habermas and his generation rose to power in the
sixties, the German universities had been effectively purged of their

.
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old guard. New institutions were being founded and the industries
which had profited from the boom were busily endowing them. This
conscience money was paid _ on the understanding that the un
iversities should sustain the supply of left-wing intellectuals, com
mitted to a cosmopolitan perspective and able to represent .their
country at international conferences in the Geisteswissenschaften.
The German foundations poured their money into progressive
educational causes with a generosity and public spirit that had not
been seen since the years of German re-armament. Indeed, this was
the period of Germany's moral re-armament, which based itself, in
accordance with the logic of the 'negative dialectic', on the systema
tic negation of what had gone befor.e.
The German schools, universities and churches emerged from the
process as a firmly knit 'historical bloc' , to use Gramsci's idiom. A
controlling establishment had been formed, dedicated to its own
mecha�ical reproduction and to the rooting out of 'reactionary'
ideas. Under the protection offered by this establishment was born,
first the Ostpolitik of Willy Brandt, and then the new mass politics of
the Greens, both exhibiting the . kind of callow optimism that, in
better ages, university teachers have regarded themselve� as duty
bound to destroy. The left establishment, however, . recognises only
one intellectual duty, which is to drive out the old Verdunklung of
Nazi culture and to replace it with a radical vision of human
emancipation, encapsulating the new historical destiny of a united
and progressive Europe.
The difficult task, which could · not have been accomplished with
out the inherited industry and. organisational genius of Prussia, was
the bureaucratisation of the radical idea. The Marxian message wa&
buried in paper; students were obliged to submit file after file of
Marxian reflections; dissent and deviation were confined to the.
most superficial differences in the end result of learning. By these.
methods, the radical vision· was immovably established o.n the
campus, becoming .as much a part of the hidden order in the univer
sity as is the ethos of production in the world outside.
The Frankfurt School provided a favourable 'point of return' for
this bureaucratic process, and an unwritten constitution which could
legitimate its decrees. First, the School was a native German pro-.
duct, a necess.ary reminder. of the old Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft
which the Nazis had tried to destroy. Secondly, it had esta_blished
international links, laying down roots in America and even pro
viding the Californian liberationists with their principal guru, in the
form of Herbert Marcuse. Thirdly 'Marxist humanism', the true
'alternative' to the Soviet way, was largely a Frankfurt i�vention.
Finally, and most importantly, the· School saw in Marx, not the
prophet of a new order, but the critic of existing things, who con'
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tinued a native German tradition of sombre reflection on the
surrounding culture and society and who in addition rescued
philosophy from its impotence by making it a , vigorous agent of
change.
The ruling idea of the School is contained in the title of a book
written by Max Horkheimer during the uncertain years of exile at
Columbia: Zur Kritik der instrumentellen Vernunft ('Towards the
Critique of Instrumental Reason').1 According to Horkheimer, the
capitalist world exhibits the triuQtph of reason, or rather, of a
specifically 'bourgeois' kind of reason, by which all things are re
made in the image of the 'rising middle class'. 'Instrumental reason'
sees every problem as one of means, and its world is a world without
end. In this world, the worker is alienated, fragmented, torn loose
from true human nature, by a social order that condemns him to the
drudgery of production for exchange. In the bourgeois order the
product of labour is a means to that for which it is exchanged, and
the commodity itself has no meaning beyond its value in exchange.
Money, which is in Marx's words 'crystallised exchange-value', is
the symbol of instrumental thinking, and in a world structured by
money human life is tyrannised by the rule of things. This tyranny
has many forms: the 'fetishism of commodities' identified by Marx,
the grinding ritual of factory production, the mortifying obsession
with technology. But in every form it involves a triumph of means
over meaning and an uprooting of the true human will which,
detached from the ends of existence, wanders free and purposeless
from thing to thing.
The cause is multiform, as is the effect. The fault lies first in the
'bourgeois relations of production' and, by implication, in the
'private property in the means of production' upon which they
depend. It also lies in the institutions which rest on the economic
base, and which enshrine the impersonal concerns of work and
technology. Reason itself is corrupted by the bourgeois ,order and
loses its natural focus in human life. Humanity can never be a means
only, but must always be understood as . an end in itself. For
bourgeois reason, therefore, humanity is strictly imperceivable. The
true critical philosophy is the one which, by turning the gaze of
philosophy on philosophy itself, see the poisoned sources of .its own
polluted reasoning. The true critical philosophy, in other words, is
that of Marx not the later Marx of Capital and Theories of Surplus
Value, but the earlier Marx, who had tried to recognise in the
thought of the Hegelians the secret operation of an antagonistic
social order. By returning philosophy to its 'material' base, by
exposing the secrets of its own production, we see that a mode of
reasoning may do nothing but tacitly confirm the corrupt social
order which produces it. We then pass beyond philosophy into
·
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'critical theory' and discover the true possibility of emancipation,
which begins with the emancipation of thought itself. Thought must
be freed from the dominion of instrumental reason and hence from
the hidden tyranny of things.
The intellectual ancestry of that view (which I have presented in .
barest outline) is impeccably respectable, impeccably German and,
if we wish to use the term, impeccably bourgeois. The 'critical
theory' of Horkheimer is really the critical philosophy of Kant, re
cast as an instrument of social criticism, and moulded by the
hammer-blows of Marx. To the categorical imperative,. which en
joins us to treat humanity always as an end and never as a means
only, is added the Marxian theory of intellectual production (which
in its classical form condemns the categorical imperative as
bourgeois ideology). The synthesis had been effected be
fore notably by Georg Simmel in his great treatise on The
Philosophy of Money (1908) . But it acquires, in Horkheimer, a
distinctively modern melancholy, as well as · a new erudition, incor
porating in its statement many of the conceptions of Weberian
sociology along with references to, and reminiscences of, the
German culture which preceded the Nazi eclipse. Horkheimer ·
shows the way back to the authentic German criticism, which might
revitalise and render fit for consumption the theories of Hegel and
Marx.
It should be remembered that style is parochial but truth the
property of Everyman. The 'critique of instrumental reason' con
tains insights; but they are detachable from the language which
expresses them. For us these insights come clothed in the idiom .of
Arnold and Ruskin. They have been associated, in our time, not
with a Marxian theory of bourgeois rationality but with the anxious
conservatism of F. R. Leavis, whose critique of 'Benthamite'
civilisation expresses, in a more concrete, more historically preg
nant, language, the same abiding sense of the uprootedness of homo .
technologicus; This critique, being common to radicals and con
servatives, attaches Horkheimer to neither camp. , Only by his
Marxizing does he establish his credentials: without it, he says
nothing unacceptable to an Ernst Junger or a Heidegger.
The critique of instrumental reason has something in common not
only with the social criticism of Ruskin and Leavis, but also with
Weber's theory of bureaucracy, and has a similar appeal for those
oppressed by the vastness of the modern world, whose laws of
motion seem so carelessly to disregard u�. Introduced into the
receptive environment of the American campus, the new critique
had an immediate success. Marcuse captured the Frankfurter
market with catchy slogans, such as 'repressive tolerance', and 'the
totalitarian universe of technological rationality'2• But when the

'
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novelty of those jingles worthy of Orwell's Ministry of Truth had
worn off, Marcuse's disciples found themselves face to face with
unanswered and unanswerable questions� The same questions con
front the reader of Horkheimer, Adorno and Habermas, whose
more old-fashioned salesmanship fails to conceal the equal
shoddiness of their product. Just how is thought to reform itself, by
reflecting on the secret of its own production? If the false con
sciousness of the bourgeoisie has poisoned its philosophy, what of
the philosophy which says so? Is that not also a bourgeois product?
At this point a certain liturgical quality can be discerned in the
:- writings of the Frankfurters. Incantations are uttered against the
'bourgeois' order and the thinking which stems from it, but in a
changed tone of voice, indicating the proximity of mystery. Im
mense efforts are necessary in order to resolve this mystery: and the
principal one is an effort of vituperative distraction.
Thus� in a remarkable treatise, Horkheimer and Adorno extend
their critique of bourgeois reasoning to the Enlightenment itself: for
enlightenment is the achieved expression of a world dominated by
'bourgeois justice and commodity exchange'. 3 The authors stop at
nothing in their efforts to discredit 'bourgeois' rationality. Enlight
enment is the real producer (did not Hegel say it?) of 'the herd';
'enlightenment is totalitarian'; 'abstraction, the tool of enlighten
ment, treats its objects as did fate, the notion of which it rejects: it
liquidates them'. 5 And so on. To which �ne might protest w_ere it
not all-too-bourgeois to raise an eyebrow 'are you not ex
aggerating?' For what, after all, is the Frankfurter's confidence in
the redemptive role of critical reflection if not another enlighten
ment superstition, bound, like the Marxian theory of history, to the
peculiar circumstances of the new industrial man?
The critique of instrumental reason survives in Habermas, but in
a thoroughly bureaucratised form. It has become part of a pedantic
study of 'purposive-rational action', in works which cover almost
every subject of speculative interest. The style is vague, irresolute
and emotionless, in the manner of a sociology PhD:
.

.

•

As a result of its reflection on the conditions of its own appearance
and application, theory understands itself as a necessary catalytic
moment within the very nexus of social life which it is analysing.
Indeed, it analyses this as an integral nexus of constraints from the
point of view of its eventual Aufhebung. The theory thus covers a
double relation between theory and praxis: on the one hand, it
investigates the historical conditions for the constitution of a con
stellation of interests to which, as it were, the theory stiJI belongs
through its acts of cognition; and, on the other hand, it investigates
the historical context of action which the theory can itself influence
through the way it orients action. On the one hand, it is concerned

•
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with. social praxis · which, as social synthesis, makes knowledge pos
sible; on the other hand, it is concerned with a political praxis which
is conscious� directed towards overturning the existing institutional
system . . . .

'

Only in that last phrase, when the hidden agenda is momentarily
exposed, does Habermas declare himself. The rest is prodigious
waffle, and indeed barely intelligible. A reader coming for the first
time to Habermas, and confronted with acres of this empty
sociologese, may well feel a certain astonishment at the thought that
here, before him, lies the intellectual core of the German left
establishment. Nevertheless, it is so, and it is important to under
stand that the bureaucratic style is by no means dispensable. On the
contrary, it is an integral component of the message. The style is the
agen� of legitimation, whereby the Habermasian critique of
bourgeois society establishes its academic credentials. Tedium is
here the vehicle of an abstract authority, and the reader waits in the
corridors of Habermas's prose like a petitioner to whom truth has
been promised, albeit only abstractly, on a document which is
perhaps already out of date.
To extract the meaning from Habermas is additionally difficult on
account of the structure of his books, which are composed of loosely
connected chapters and with no argument that is sustained for more
than a paragraph. Each chapter reads like an 'assignment' com
posed by a committee appointed to consider some matter towards
which its members are largely indifferent. Representative, for our
pQrposes, are three comparatively early works: Theory and Practice
(1963), Technology and Science as 'Ideology' (1968), and
Knowledge and Interests (1968), the last of which submits official
reports on members of the Frankfurter pantheon Hegel, ¥arx.,
Comte, Peirce, Dilthey, Freud, Kant and Fichte and tells us that
the gods are probably displeased. That which displeases them is
once again the 'instrumental reason' that dominates the lives of
earthlings; and Habermas adds to their ageless lament the con
firming rubber-stamp of last year's jargon.
In these works Habermas distinguishes two kind� of social con
duct: the 'purposive rational', and the 'communicative'. The first is
the 'instrumen_tal reason' of the man in the �treet; the second is the
'intellectual production' of the man on the campus. The distinction
between knuckling under and shootingyour mouth off is dressed up
as a profound theoretical insight:
L> "�--I.GN1Yl
� rh� -� (/JW\, �
By 'work' or purposive-rational action, I understand either in
strumental action or rational choice or their conjunction. In
strumental action is governed by technical rules, based, on empirical
knowledge. I n every case they imply empirical prediction about
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observable events, physical or social. These predictions can prove
correct or incorrect. The conduct of rational choice is governed by
strategies based on analytic knowledge . . . .
By 'interaction', on the other hand, I understand communicative
action, symbolic interaction. It is governed by binding consensual
norms, which define reciprocal expectations about behaviour and
which must be understood and recognised by at least two acting
.
su bJects. . 6
.

.

·

The distinction is immensely laboured, and I have given only a
fragment of Habermas's exposition. It can be phrased, however,
more simply: work is measured b its efficienc s eech. by its
intelligibility: The rules which guide the first are therefore tee ntcal--, �
concerning the choice of means to an end. The rules which guide the
second are constitutive, like the rules of a game, and serve to define
the meaning of what is done.
Undeniably there are interesting comparisons to be made be
tween the two kinds of action. But to assume that every human
activity is of one or the other kind is to beg many important .
questions. (Political association, accq.rding to many conservatives,
ought to be neither communicative nor purposive, but merely re
laxed.) It is characteristic of Habermas that he does not say whether
this distinction is exclusive, exhaustive or absolute. It is equally
characteristic that, despite leaving such crucial questions unan
swered, he goes on to use the distinction as the principal theoretical
instrument of his anti-capitalist critique. Almost everything that is
identifiably wrong with bourgeois spciety can be traced, in tQ.e eno,
to the operation of 'purposive-rational' thought and action, whereas
everything that gives us hope for a better world is contained, how
ever secretly, within the paradigm of 'communication'.
Emancipation, Habermas suggests, is first of all the emancipation of
language. While this suggestion sounds somewhat paradoxical, com
ing from a writer whose language �s imprisoned by meaningless
technicalities, it has the distinctive authority of a tradition. It re
peats the original aspiration of the Frankfurters, to break the man
acles of bourgeois culture, through theory alone.
Before examining this revolutionary programme, however, we
should observe an important feature of the quoted definition. It is,
in fact, a combination of stationary platitudes ('these predictions
can prove correct or incorrect'), and radical leaps of unjustified
thought. What begins as 'instrumental action' is at once transformed
into 'rational .choice', which in turn · becomes 'technical rules',
founded on 'empirical knowledge'. Later.t he definition is stretched
towards 'preference rules' and 'decision procedures'. Similar
associative movements occur in Habermas's other works of this
period. For example:

'
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Empirical analysis discloses reality from the viewpoint of possible
technical control over objectified processes of nature, while her
meneutics maintains the intersubjectivity of possible action-orienting
mutual understanding. . . . In the behavioural system of in
strumental action, reality is constituted as the totality of what can be
experienced from the viewpoint of possible technical control. The
reality that is objectified under these transcendental conditions has
its counterpart in a specially restricted mode of experience. The
language of empirical-analytic statements about reality is formed
under the same conditions . . . . 8
•

•

Although it is difficult to understand the meaning of such passages,
it is easy to divine their purpose. They gather together, within' the
scope of a single dichotomy, all the subsidiary distinctions which will
provide substance to Habermas's anti-capitalist critique. Radical
thought is dichotomising thought, and 'advances' in radical theory
consist in the amalgamation of oppositions into a single divide. The
divide will be expressed in countless ways: capitalism versus social
ism, bourgeois versus 'producer', technical reason versus critical
theory, rational purpose versus communication. But the meaning
remains· the �ame: the actual world is a concentrated evil, while the
unreal' world of socialism is a concentrated good. In Habermas the
dichotomy is bureaucratised, and expressed in the official language
of German sociology. The instrumental is aligned with the technical,
the empirical, the analytic, the behavioural, the 'decisionistic', the
'objective', and pitted against the communicative, the 'hermeneu
tic', the' 'intersubjective', the normative. But the purpose remains ·
unchanged. By this alignment" which is, of course, no more than a
substitute for thought Habermas builds a kind of judicial machine,
which accuses bourgeois society of every dehumanising failure, and
attributes to the undisclosed ideal of communicative action every
human success.
On the assumption of this easy-won 'critique' of capitalist society,
Habermas is able to reaffirm the old radical promise, namely:
The· 'pursuit of happiness' might one day mean 'something different
-for· example, not accumulating material objects of which one dis
poses privately, but bringing about social relationsl in which mutuality
predominates and satisfaction does not mean triumph of one over the
repressed needs of the other. . . .9
•

This is the happy condition which is to be achieved by the emancipa
tion of language. Habermas believes that it is in and through- lan
guage that the grip of alienating social structures can be combatted
and overcome. This belief encourages him to embar.k on far-reach
ing new assignments, so that his most recent work consists of leng-
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thy official submissions on the work of linguists and philosophers of
10
disguised
as
a
'theory
of
universal
pragmatics'.
language,
Habermas now introduces the socialist utopia in the incongruous
jargon of Oxford:
The structure of communication itself produces no constraints if and
only if, for all possible participants,. there is a symmetrical dis
tribution of chances to choose and to apply speech-acts. 1 1

If we were to take such pronouncements seriously and, after all,
their pretence at a 'scientific' language suggests that we should we
cannot fail to draw some ·remarkable conclusions. Linguistic
emancipation means shooting your mouth off, in a world where
everyone has an equal opportunity to do the same. And there is the
socialist catch. Freedom, defined as 'equal opportunity'
('symmetrical chances'), is a very peculiar freedom indeed. For you
can achieve it merely by making sure that everyone is equally
constrained. Habermas's linguistic emancipation could be secured
by commanding universal silence.
But it is not really Habermas's intention to be taken literally, and
the 'scientific' idiom is no more than a twitch: a new rubber stamp
which he has not quite got the hang of and which he applies
upside-down. Habermas's real intention is to argue for a 'demo
cratisation' of speech and a 'consensus achieved in unrestrained and
12
universal discourse'. In the ideal world there will be a kind of
universal expressive abandon,. an untrammelled yapping in which,
however, a symphony may be distantly heard:
In so far as we master the means of the construction of [this] ideal
speech situation, we can conceive the ideas of truth, freedom and
justice, which interpenetrate each other-although of course only as
ideas. 13

But the last phrase negates the radical promise. What is the value of
truth, freedom and justice if they remain no more than ideas?
Nevertheless, Habermas is adamant that our existing speech habits
are, by comparison, intolerably constrained, not least because they
'prevent questions that radicalise the .v alue-universalism of
bourgeois society from even arising'. 1 4 He therefore continues to
gesture towards the new communicative order, in which all will be
equal and all will be free. In this order communication would no
longer be distorted by prejudice, by deference to authority, by
vanity or self-doubt; a · genuine 'communicative ethics' would
emerge, which would 'guarantee the generality of admissible norms
and the autonomy of active subj ects' . 15
·
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This new order is brought about by the adoption of norms 'on which
everyone affected agrees (or would agree) without constraint if they
enter into (or were to enter into) a process of discursive
will-fonnation'. 16 Agree, or would agree? Actual contract, or merely
hypothetical? The answer is immaterial, for Habermas is no longer
writing about communication, and the whole pretence to be giving a
theory of language might be discarded without detriment to his
meaning. He is trying to define conditions, not of free communication,
but of free (and presumably just) relations. In emphasising consensus,
agreement, and will, Habermas is repeating, in muddled and bureau
cratic form, the age-old theory of the social contract. At the same time,
his parentheses, by obscuring the real distinction between actual and
hypothetical contracts (the distinction, as one might put it, between
Friedman and Rawls), conceal the reef upon which this enterprise has
always foundered. Either people are free to contract in their present
condition, in which case could we not say that they have implicitly
accepted the 'capitalist' order? Or else they are not free, and our
criterion of the preferred social order is given only by what people
would choose, in ideal circumstances. The problem then is, how do we
define those circumstances, without begging the question?
In truth, however, the intellectual level of Habermas's discussion
does not permit this real issue to emerge. His theory of linguistic
emancipation is interesting largely as a prelude to his thoughts about
legitimacy; which derive, in the main, not from the analysis of
language but from Weberian sociology. In Legitimationsprobleme
im Spiitkapitalismus (1973) 17 Habermas argues that our societies are
suffering a 'deficit in legitimacy' and cannot be rendered legitimate
by any of the procedures which are sanctioned by 'late capitalist'
thinking. The language of the title is indicative. The ritual deference
towards Marxism occurs, not in the conclusions of Habermas's
argument for these .are few and ill-defined but in the language of
his questions. It is assumed from the start that terms like 'bourgeois'
and 'late capitalist' are adequate to the social phenomena as we
confront them; assumed that a society may be characterised through
its 'production relations', its 'level of deyelopment of the productive
forces', its 'ruling ideology' and its available procedures of
'legitimation'. These assumptions are not questioned or are
questioned only in the desultory manner of an official enquiry,
carried out by people concerned to whitewash their ineradicable
habits. Having begged the major questions, Habermas proceeds to
embellish them with whatever piece of theory has most recen.tly
entered his head. Cybernetics, functionalist anthropology,
structuralism, linguistic analysis alf are pillaged for their jargon,
which is used to transform the morbid Jnutterings of the Bierkeller,
into the 'searching questions' of the lecture hall:

.

.
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Can the new potentjals for conflict. and apathy, characterised by
withdrawal ·of motivation and inclination toward protest, and
supported by sub�ultures, lead to a refusal to perform assigned
functions on such a scale as to endanger the system as a whole? Are
the groups that place in question, possibly passively, the fulfilment of
important system functions identical with the groups capable of con. scious political action in a crisis situation? Is the process of erosion
that can lead to the crumbling of functionally necessary legitimations'
of domination and motivations to achiev� at the same time a process
of politicisation that creates potentials for· action? . . . · We have not
yet developed sufficiently precise and testable hypotheses:to be aqle'
'
to answer those questions empirically. 18

I

.

Again, the strange acknowledgement of science should not be taken
seriously. To answer questions empirically is precisely not to answer
· them in the way that Habermas requires. It .is to �emain on the
wrong side of the dichotomy, the side of purposive-rational behav
iour, where all is empirical, analytic, objective, behavioural and ·
bad. In so far as Habermas has a theory of legitimacy it is tha� . this
'instrumental reason' is incompetent to justify the authority of g6v
ernment. To see the state as a means to an end is to see it as
dispensable, and therefore to lose the perception of its necessity.
The argument is by no . means new. In their various ways, Hegel,
Burke and Oakeshott have shown the connection between in
strumental rationality, and the loss of respect towards established
things. Our allegiance to the state is no more provisional than is our
allegiance to the family, and the state is no. more justifiable as a
means to an end than is the bond of love that ties us to our own. But
what is the conclusion to be drawn froni that, if not the profoundly
conservative one, that allegiance to what is established is the given,
from which social criticism . departs, and that this allegiance is
neither conditional nor purposive, but a form of pious immersion in
th� history to which one's life is owed?
It is probably true that Habermas was influenced, in his ob
servation that legitimacy is thrown into crisis by 'purposive-rational'
thinking, by a German tinker who dared to draw those conservative
conclusions: Arnold Gehlen. In a comparatively lucid essay,
Habermas pays tribute to Gehlen, while criticising his addiction to
institutions, and his 'imitation substantiality' . 19 Gehlen has had the
courage · to utter what, in contemporary Germany, has become
unutterable. His thoughts, absorbed by the machinery of the leftist
bureaucrat, are regurgitated in utterable form, severed from their
conclusions, and · offered as a 'critique' of another 'capitalist crisis'.
And yet, in truth, it is only socialists who have ever wished to found
the legitimacy of government on its function as a means. It is only
socialism that has . set up, in the place of the government of men,
·
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that faceless 'administration of things' which is to be judged by the
'technical rules' of social engineering. And, if there is, in the mod
ern world, � 'deficit of legitimacy', it is greatest where socialism has
most made its mark. Seeing this, we see also that it is not 'late' but
'early capitalism' that Habermas describes.
l-fabermas is no passionate revolutionary: indeed, he is not a
passionate anything. In so far as he has woken to t�e realitie� of
social conflict, he has lent his support only to the 'democratising'
aims of student protest,20 and. then only tentatively. He avoids the
'M�rxist slogans' which, by simplifying choices, dispense with the
cau�ionary wisdom of the leftist bureaucrat, and confines his politi
c�( RfOnouncements to a generalised call to 'undo the interlocking of
1ns�rpction and research with power and privilege inside and outside
tnp pniversity' . 21 Nevertheless, he allows himself to entertain a
certain hope that the student will succeed in toppling the oppressive
structures of capitalism:
I� the long run, student protest could permanently destroy the
crumbling achievement-ideology and thus bring down the already
fragile legitimating basis of advanced capitalism, which rests only on :
depoliticisation. 22

·

•

Enough has been said, however, to indicate that the irresolute
character of this exhortation, and the dim and distant way in which
the ideal of emancipation· is described, are by no means accidental
features of Habermas's thinking.
left
estab
Aqd that is what we shoula expect. The German
.
lishment is acutely aware of its status as a privileged elite. While it
repeats its monotonous condemnation of technocracy, it knows, in
its heart, that 'instrumental reason' described by Habermas in one
of his more candid moments as 'work' is the social condition upon
which it depends. In the last analysis, the criticism of 'purposive
rational' behaviour and the celebration of the 'communicative act'
are no more than ideology: the ideology of an elite concerned to
pour scorn upon the real world of modern industry and to uphold
the dignity of its own position as a leisure .class. As with every
ideology, the principal task is to persuade the lower orders to accept
it. And it is a sound instinct in the German leftist, to have issued his
ideological proclamations in bureaucratic form, while burying
within them an obscure message of ultimate emancipation. The
worker and the manager are thereby intimidated into thinking of the
leftist as a superior civil servant, with an arcane industry of his own.
The leftist keeps the filing cabinet where truth is sequestered, and
must ' be petitioned for meanings with the same patience as the
officiaJs of the burgerlicher Gesellschaft. Indeed, was it not Hegel,
•

•

'

•
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the ideologist of this 'bourgeois society', who identified the civil
servants as its true upper class?
The Marxising language of the left establishment is an exercise in
legitimation. The industrialist works to sustain ' the tranquil order of
the campus, knowing that the revolutionary sentiments of the elite
are locked up in the waiting rooms of 'critical theory' and dispensed
· only in harmless doses. Revolutionary elements, attracted to the
campus, are there slowly neutralised by boredom, nourished on
meagre insights and returned to the healthy world of commodities
with a renewed appetite for labour. The establishment left is there
fore necessary, not only for the spiritual self-image of the new
German republic but also for the booming industry upon which it
depends. And here, 1 believe, lies the explanation of Habermas, a
thinker of world-wide reputation, who has yet to have a thought of
his own.
•
•
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It is a remarkable feature of �odern England that the ·most voluble
c(itics ·of the · ruling class have also with some notable exceptions
-belonged to it. From .Beatrice Webb to Tony Benn, the radical
nuisances of our century hav·e been drawn from the, upj>er echelons·,
cushioned by privileges which· they discreetly enjoy in the very act of
denouncing. the_m . Their contempt for the 'establishment' proceeds
nbt from envy or grievance, but from an inner confidence that they
have no need for such fragile reassurance as it provides. · Their
wealth, titles, status and powerJ are inherited, and, may · be de
nounced without the ·slightest self-�enigration, since the dirty work
of acquiring them was not their own. They pretend �heerfully to
jettison the advantages for which the middle classes envy them, and
yet retain that secret and complicitous control of things which is
their inalienable birthright.
The old Fabian Society exemplified at its most lively the politics
of 'abjured privilege', by which a discredited privilege is at the same
time discreetly reaffinried. Moving through, behind, · and be�ide the
Fabian Society came the new class of don, who enjoyed the last
exclusive advantages of the Oxbridge colleges, before opening their
doors to the petite bourgeoisie. The new don was often a parvenu;
nevertheless, his collegiate-status bestowed on him a ·simulacrum of
aristocratic class and style, and his leftis.m had an air of 'rebellion
from above', in which real social power was at the same time
vigorously denounced and engagingly displayed.
In the richly endowed for'tress of ;Balliol, Christopher Hill, -first
fellow and then Master, proceeded to invent the seventeenth
century in accordance with socialist requirements. His ideological
m.otives were � stunningly revealed in an idolatrous study of Lenin,
published in 1949 shortly after a spell in the Foreign Office. ''I'ltey
have never subsequently been doubted either by his followers or b;y
his critics; neither have: his . academic credential�, despite .the
partiality, inaccuracy and even mendacity of his historical writings,
in which the vision of the seventeenth century ·as one of · 'socialist
revolution' is upheld · by a most assiduous editing of the facts which
cry out against it. 1 It is part of the aristocratic entitlement of the

'
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Oxford don that history can be summoned to his bidding, and the
decent middle classes expunged from its annals. (Although · in this
case it was another · Oxford don, Hugh Trevor-Roper, who tried to
put tllem back again .)
Hill, like his contemporaries R.�ymond Williams and Eric
Hobsbawm, has had lifelong associations with . Communists and
their 'allies. Each has changed his tune and his tactic as the situation
required, but each has devoted his primary energies to the creation
of an empire of influence within the academic community, whether
in Oxford, Cambridge or London. Such figures, arising to academic
eminence during the crucial post-war years, effectively consolidated
the position of the radical left in our greatest institutions of learning.
They at once began to repudiate their inheritance with the same
aristocratic- disdain with ·Which Lord Stansgate refused his title: all
this 'olq corruption', the accumulated privilege which they currently
enjoyed, they· were now to sweep away, by wielding the very auth
qrity with whicli it provided them. Thus, like the uppev class radicals
of the Fabian . Society, they bent· their energies to depriving future
generations of the culture.- which they held in trusteeship. and which
they were determined should be enjoyed for' the · last time.
We should not be s.urprised to find, therefore·, that the privileged
radicals who came after these pioneers felt no. special inclination to
establish themselves in universities. Moreover, although they .re
tained their links with the old guard, two critical experiences had
caused them-to withdraw from the commitment to . Soviet policy
which. had been so· .· remarkable and fateful a characteristic of the
older:.. generation of· established radicals. · First came . the 'secret
speech'J of Khrushchev . . in 1956, in which the new Soviet leader
implied that Stalin had gone too. far in killing QOt only the enemies
of socialism, but also the decent.hardworking communists who had
been engaged in· the same sacred task. Thereafter · it became p:ossible
to acknowledge that things had gone wrong in the. Soviet Union.
Moreover, any sense that the 'error' had been corrected. was des
troyed by the second major calamity the Soviet invasion of
Hungary later the same yea�, · when the· principal representatives of
the .communist ruling class . (with the· no,table exception of
Lu�a'cs .. 'see Chapter 13) -were rounded up �nd. shot .. Once again he
iron, laws qf . socialist history seemed , to exceed themselves, des
troying. net only the petit..;bourgeois agents . of reaction · (who for
some reason had· infiltrated every home; school and factory), but
also the progressive forces which had fought so heroically against
them. .
When the ·new generation of radicals began to gather in the late
fifties, it was in o�der to establish a culture and a programme
divorced from ·every polluted antecedent. To their contempt for the
·

·
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old institutions of learning was added a new distrust of communist
practice and an increasingly negative attitude to the available pos
sibilities of action. Friendship towards the Soviet Union gave way to
the implacable hostility to the surrounding world, while the
principal energies of the . New Left were devoted, not to political
programmes, but to the · development . of a 'counter culture', an
'alternative society', a morality and a politics determined through
and through by the mentality of opposition.
This opposition mentality found vehement and i�aginative ex
pression in the New Left Ri!view, founded, under the editorship of
Stuart Hall, in 1960. According to the first editorial,
The task of socialism is to meet people where they are, where they
are touched, bitten, moved, frustrated, nauseated-to develop dis
content and, at the same time, to give the socialist movement some
direct sense of the times and ways in which we live.
.

•

This searching of the world for frustration, hatred, nausea and
discontent was to be a characteristic of the New Left, which-tried to
forge a 'revolutionary alliance' between its own 'alternative culture'
and the embittered 'working class'. Perry Anderson, who took ·over
the editorship of New Left Review in time for the critical years of
leftist enchantment, has been the · most energetic and influential
source of the ideology of the new 'historic bloc'. His dismissiveness
towards the established culture of England, and his self-conscious
attempt to inspire a student revolt directed at its overthrow, betray
the social inviolability of the old ruling class. Educated at Eton and
Oxford, erudite, energetic and committed, with a talent for re
writing history according to Marxist requirements, Anderson might
have been a worthy successor to Christopher Hill. However, . he
identified completely with the oppositional mentality of the New
Left Review. In becoming editor, he used the Review as a platform
for the alternative culture of the sixties a culture that was to be
cosmopolitan, sophisticated and disdainful of every merely 'estab
lished' thing. Anderson has been instrumental in introducing
Althusser, Mandel, Medvedev, Adorno, Debray, Lacan and a
hundred others to the socialist reader, publishing their writings
either in the Review itself or under the imprint of New Left Books.
He has therefore been a major force behind the 'alternative
syllabus' in the social sciences. He has also undertaken the for
midable task of Marxising the entire history of mankind and, in a
series 'of biting polemics, he has tried to disestablish the estab�ished
culture of England and replace it with a culture of his own. The
success of the New Left Review and its associated publishing house is
in no small measure due to Anderson's erudite and imaginative
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vision of the role of the intellectual in the conditions of contemporary Britain.
Anderson has always recognised that the left will be prepared to .
argue seriously only with those · who would naturally des�ribe them
selves as part of it. Charlatanry and irrationality are small defects in
a thinker of the left: what matters is always the overriding allegiance
to the 'historical bloc' which unites the intellectual and the worker in
opposition to 'things by law established'. It does not matter very
much that questions are begged, · arguments distorted or language
abused all these are of minor significance in a writer with the true
opposition mentality. Indeed, it was precisely by filling the pages of
New Left Review with the works . of charlatans that Anderson
guaranteed its popularity among those hostile to the official
'structur�s' of education, for whom the traditional emphasis on
intellectual competence . was a mere instrument of bourgeois
reaction. The New Left Review therefore provided the ideal
power-base for the radical mentality of the sixties: anti-academic,
yet with enormous intellectual pretensions; cultivated, yet impatient
with the prevailing culture; dogmatic, and yet far-ranging and im
aginative in its choice of enemies. Its writers have included the
revolutionary old guard Hill; Williams, Hobsbawm �:tnd
l)eutscher as well as the rising stars .of the cultural revolution
-Tom Nairn, Alexander Cockburn, Juliet Mitchell; Terry Eagleton
and Anderson himself. Articles and interviews from Castro and
Mao · stand beside the feeble outpourings of Michael Foot and Eric
Heffer, while such was the extraordinary temper of the sixties
-·respectable figures like Cenor Cruise O'Brien and Richard
Hoggart j ostle with such mavericks as Werner ;Fassbinder and Regis
De bray.
The review came into its own in 1968, and it was in that year of
great illusions that Perry Anderson published the assault on British
culture which made his name. In a lengthy article entitled 'Corn·
ponents of the National Culture' 2 Anderson surveys· the entire 'offi
cial' culture of post-war Britain and condemns it as a culture of
reaction, devoted to shoring up the ruins of a shattered social order
and implacably hostile to the emerging, vital culture of the re
volution elite. Anderson's diagnosis of. our cultural decline is
simple:
.
0

The culture of British bourgeois society is organised about an absent
centre-a total theory of itself, that should have been either a
classical sociology or a national Marxism. The trajectory of Eng�ish
social structure-above all, the non-emergence of. a powerful re
volutionary . movement of the working class-is the explanation of·
this arrested development.
·

•
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This extraordinary thesis has been taken up by others notably by
Terry Eagleton. But notice the consequence: a healthy culture can
be guaranteed only by a 'total theory of itself: the owl of· Minerva, it
seems, has begun flapping in the dawn. How that applies to the
healthy cultures of preceding ages is of course uncertain. But that it
does not apply to our own is evident. Our culture has been stifled by
theories of itself. Never before have there been so many theories, so
assiduously plied, by those without the talent or the vitality to
contribute to the culture which they survey. And why should our
'totalising theory' be Marxism? Has this saved the culture of Russia,
of Poland, of Czechoslovakia, China or Vietnam?
Anderson is less concerned, however, with the positive suggestion
embodied in his diagnosis than with the intriguing symptoms of
decline. Thanks to our lack of a Marxist theory, 'a white emigration
rolled across the flat expense of English intellectual life, capturing
sector after sector, until this traditionally insular culture became
dominated by expatriates, of heterogeneous calibre'. The red
emigres (Brecht, Lukacs, Horkheimer, Marcuse) went to less
stifling places (Russia, for example): what we received were the
worst of bourgeois lackeys, who, displaced first by Nazism, and then
by 'the victory of communism in Eastern Europe', fled to Britain in
search of the reactionary order which they craved. Our enfeebled
national culture was at once overrun by them philosophy by
Wittgenstein, anthropology by Malinowski, history by Namier,
'social theory' by Popper, political theory by Berlin, aesthetics by
Gombrich, psychology by Eysenck and psychoanalysis by Melanie
Klein.
The thesis, extraordinary in itself, is supported by the most feeble
reasoning. British philosophy owes as much to Russell and Austin as
to Wittgenstein, British historiography as much to Toynbee,
Tawney and Trevor-Roper as to Namier; and so on. But such is
Anderson's passion for his foregone conclusion that his
identification of the enemy, and his dismissal of the arid culture that
this enemy has sought to impose on us, sweeps rapidly over all
. objections, pausing only to consider the difficult case of literary
criticism the defence of culture itself in the personality of Leavis.
Anderson is prepared to admit that Leavis is not a 'white emigre'
(although isn't the name a bit suspicious when one thinks about it?).
However, 'lacking any sociological formation, registering a de
cline but unable to provide a theory of it, Leavis was ultimately
trapped in the cultural nexus he hated'. This dismissal is significant.
For it is one of the strengths of British culture that it has
traditionally produced, not sociological theories of itself, but social
and cultural criticism. To dismiss Leavis is to dismiss Burke, Col
eridge, Arnold, Hazlitt, Ruskin and Eliot, all of whom filled, far
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better than the theorists of the Geisteswissenschaften, the role of
cultural stimulant and vigilante. Such thoughts, however, lie far
beyond ·Anderson's agenda: they contain the seeds of too much
hesitation, of too many intellectual scruples, to be put to his
polemical purpose.
There is another way of viewing Anderson's factitious list of
'white emigres'. Namier, Wittgenstein, Gombrich, Popper, Klein,
Berlin, etc. what do these people have in common, if not their
Jewish · blood? This, too, might have been taken as a reason for
dismissing them as 'non-British', and the culture which derives from
them as one of 'reaction', a pollution of our native, socialist vitality.
Anderson's contempt for evidence and his careless identification of
the enemy clearly take him into dangerous waters. To have dis
covered a cultural conspiracy , led by white emigre Jewish
plutocrats, poisoners of our 'national' culture with their polluted
intellectual heritage, is to have realised one of the highest ambitions
of National Socialism. Is this what we are to expect from the
National Marxism which Anderson advocates? Certainly the venom
of the National Socialist is there in Anderson's style:
The chloroforming effect of such cultural configuration, its silent and
constant underpinning of the social status quo, are deadly. British
culture, as it is now constituted, is a deeply qamaging and stifliqg
force, operating �gainst the growth of any revolutionary Left.
Like the National Soci�li�t,: Anderson looks to youth for our rede
mption, hoping to mobilise the cultural brownshirts against the
r�actionary status quo:
i' .
·

:

.

•

•

History has tied this knot; only history will ultimately undo it. A
revolutionary culture is not for tomorrow. But a revolutionary
practice within culture is possible and necessary today; the student
struggle is its initial form.
.
. . . By their struggles, students can undermine an important bastion
of ruling class power (higher education) and help to detonate wider
social conflicts.

In subsequent writings, however, the v.enom has been less blatant,
and the revolutionary struggle more gladly postponed to those who
come after us. For Anderson has history on his side, and time on his
hands .
. In the seventies, therefore, Anderson set out to undermine
bourgeois culture by expropriating its resources and tran�ferring
them to the use of a Marxist historiography. In two influential and
impressive volumes Lineages of the Absolutist State (1974), and
Antiquity to Feudalism (1974) he provided for the
Passages from
.
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New Left a much needed guidebook to the past. The range of
Anderson's historical knowledge is extraordinary: no earthly society
and no period seems to.. escape his attention, and while his sources
are largely secondary one cannot fail to be impressed by the fact that
they include French, Italian, German and Russian authorities, many
of whom remain untranslated. There is, indeed, much to be learned
from these works, both about the subject matter of world history , ·
and about the application of Marxist theory to its description. An
derson attempts to do for the Marxists what Spengler and Toynbee
did for the 'bpurgeois' historians of culture: to provide a single
. morphology into which all historical development may fit. '
-,Whether he is successful must depend upon the aim of the Marx
ian theory of history. A Marxian historian will attempt to do at least
one, preferably all, of the following:
(1) To explain the movement of institutions, laws and religions in
terms of the transformations in an 'economic base' i.e. in terms of
the development and control of the means of production.
(2) To identify 'revolutionary' periods, in which the 'forces of
production' enter into conflict with the 'relations of production' and
eventually overthrow them, and to show that those periods are also
periods of 'class struggle'.
(3) To show that, during those revolutionary periods, there are
radical discontinuities in all social institutions, of the kind described
and foretold by Marx.
(4) To conform in some measure to the Marxian morphology,
dividing the world into periods of 'primitive communism' 'slavery'
'
'
·
'feudalism', 'capitalism' and 'socialism', each successive system
being distinguished by its prevailing 'relations of production'.
(5) To substantiate the ideological claim that the movement of
history is towards socialism, since socialism is implied, either as a
natural consequence of preceding history or as the effective resolu
tion of -its conflicts.
Only the purest Marxist would seek to perform all five of those
tasks. But it is dishonest to call oneself a Marxist histerian if .one is
unable to engage in one of them, and a serious Marxist historian
must engage in more than one. It is a curious fact, however, that
'Marxist' historiography addresses itself almost exclusively to the
second task: that of identifying and describing the 'revolutionary'
periods. Moreover, not every way of identifying these periods is
genuinely Marxist i.e. genuinely committed to the Marxian theory
of revolution as a clash between forces and relations of production
-and it is significant that 'Marxist' historians of �revolution' seldom
show any attachment to the theories of Marx. Consider Christopher
Hill, whose analysis of the English 'revolution' is concerned with the
ideology of the protagonists and only fleetingly with the material
.

•
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conflicts that are expressed in it.3 For in truth, the turmoils of the
seventeenth century ,cannot be explained in terms of any prevailing
clash between forces and· relations of production. The conflicts were
what they seemed: ideological, political and personal, as well as
economic. Even the identification of 'class antagonism' is, in this
case, extremely artificial, the opposil)g groups being, from every
Marxian standpoint; factions within a single class.
Anderson sets out to remedy this weakness in Marxist
historiography this almost 'bourgeois' preoccupation with
ideology, institutions and law. He therefore adopts a Marxian
terminology pregnant with the desired interpretation. The lower
classes are 'the producers', the upper classes 'the e;xploiters'; the
economic order is a 'mode of production?; religion, law and politics
are 'superstructures'; economic activity is 'the extraction of surplus
value'; and so on. This implies a massive commitment to the
Marxian theory of history, including all that is contentious in it, such
as the theory of exploitation and the distinction between super
structure and base. How, then, does the resulting history read?
In the closing pages of Lineages of the Absolutist State we are
informed that:
Capitalism is the first mode of production in history in which the
means whereby the surplus is pumped out of the direct producer is
'purely' economic in form-the wage contract: the equal exchange
between free �gents which reproduces, hourly and daily, inequality
and oppression. All other previous modes of exploitation operate
through extra-economic sanctions-kin, customary, religious, legal or
political. . . . The 'superstructures' of ki nship , religion, law, of the
state necessari�y enter into the constitutive structure of the mode of
production in pi-e-capitalist modes of production cannot be defined
except via their political, legal and ideological superstructures.

In other words, only capitalism is really susceptible of description
and · explanation in Marxist' terms: only in this system is the
'economic base' truly prior to the 'superstructure'. In pre-capitalist
society, the 'superstructure' actually constitutes the base or, to put
it more simply, the distinction between base and superstructure
collapses, and with it the Marxian theory of history. 'Bourgeois
historiography' the history of laws and institutions (exemplified at
its -most magisterial in Maitland's Constitutional History of Eng
land) is no different, when applied ·to 'pre-capitalist formations',
from Marxist historiography. But if that is so., the grand design of
Marxist histor.iography is destroyed. It is no longer possible, for
example; to see capitalism as the outcome of the 'pre-capitalist'
formations, since the 'laws of motion' which explain the one do not
explain the other. It is equally impossible to show that capitalism
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will itself develop into some 'post-capitalist' formation, or to predict
what that formation will be for the laws of motion of capitalist
society remain peculiar to it and applicable only to the narrow
,
sphere of the 'wage contract'.
It should be said at once that no member of the New Left would
be worried by those criticisms. The 'statement of position' in
Anderson's paragraph resides, not in the recognition that the
Marxian theor:y of history is false, but in two independent features :
the Marxist vocabulary, and the oppositional tone of voice. The
.features are connected. The references to 'class societies', 'immediate producers', the 'extraction' of 'surplus labour', 'ex
ploitation' and the rest are united by a compelling sentiment the
sentiment revealed in the assertion that capitalism 'reproduces ,
hoJ.Irly and daily, inequality and oppression'. (The bathos of 'hourly
and daily' is characteristic not only of Anderson but of the New Left
generally.) No single fact reported in Anderson's book really proves
this conclusion: for the causality implied in the term 'reproduces'
cannot be established on the basis of the meagre scraps of theory
which Anderson offers. Only the Marxist vocabulary gives sub
stance to the claim, by dressing the premise of Anderson's
arguments in the sentiment of his conclusions.
The overall thesis of the book that the 'absolutist' state has
grown with the growth of capitalism and is the true political super
structure required by this system of �production relations' is about
as plausible as Wittfogel's explanation of oriental despotism as the
politics of irrigation4 • Nevertheless, despite the absurd conclusion
that modern America is more absolutist and also more oppressive
-than the France of Louis XIV, the New Left is instinctively drawn
to Anderson's interpretation. For it identifies 'capitalism' as a form
of political oppression; hence, by translating the mysterious 'econo
mic oppression' of Marxist theory into a concerted system of gov
ernment, it provides the catalyst to action. Capitalism, as political
absolutism, is something done; and the liberation of the 'immediate
producer' becomes the subject-matter of a coherent gesture of de
fiance.
In Passages from Antiquity to Feudalism, Anderson addresses
himself to one of the lasting problems of Marxist historiography
-that of the transition from ancient to 'feudal' 'modes of produc
tion'. The book is a tour-de-force of condensed erudition and detail.
Where possible Anderson reproduces the established interpretations of other Marxists. But the paucity of such ready-laundered
information causes him to draw heavily on 'bourgeois' sources. And
the result give or take a few marxisant asides is bourgeois his
tory. The development of the ancient world is described in terms of
laws and constitutions, and what should have been the 'revolution.

,
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ary' transition from the 'slave economy' of the ancient world to the
'�erf economy' of the Middle Ages is represented as it was: a process
of steady emancipation, interrupted by warring factions and by the
clash of civilisations. Anderson recognises that Roman Law
survived the transition, as . did many other political, religious and
social institutions: facts which are strictly incompatible with the
Marxian theory. He acknowledges too that the Christian Church
influenced and transformed the culture of the Empire without
seriously modifying its 'material base': a fact which is again incom
patible with the theory · of Marx. He recognises the great civilising
achievement of Carolingian society and the 'new synthesis through
which it preserved the legal and political reality of Europe. And. in
all these ways he repeats the 'bourgeois' view of European history as
a steady development of institutions, interrupted, as all things are,
by the greed, violence and religious zeal of troublemakers and by
the cycles of popular unrest. Anderson even recognises that
feudalism was a judicial rather than an economic system· and that its
essence resided in the hierarchy of institutions through which
sovereignty was 'mediated' to the subject. Nothing could be further
from Marx than that, except perhaps the one final concession to the
truth, namely, that 'feudal' relations of production are really
'capitalist'.
Anderson makes some attempt to retain the Marxian theory, by
the usual device of Ptolemaic epicycles. He admits that:
·

..

Contrary to widely received , beliefs among Marxists, the. characteris
tic 'figure' of a crisis in a mQde of prod4ction is not one in which
vigorous (economic) forces of production burst triumphantly throug�
retrograde (social) relations of production, and promptly establish a·
higher productivity and society on their ruins. . . . 5
•

But far from recognising in that observation the death of the
Marxian theory of history, he re-establishes the status quo. Rela
tions of production
r

must themselves first be radically changed and re-ordered before new
forces of production can be created and combined for a globally new
mode of production. 6
·

This amendment, however, precisely reverses the causality post
ulated by Marx. It is open to us to join the bourgeois historian and
argue that the 'production relations' might themselves be 'de
termined from above' by the laws and institutions which encumber
therh. Such would be the most reasonable conclusion from the facts
that Anderson himself adduces. In which case, we can no longer
distinguish 'economic base' from 'social and political super-

·'
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structure' . It is precisely the study of the passage from 'antiquity' to
'feudalism' that shows the iQvalidity of this distinction. It .also ren
ders the language of Marxism 'production relations�, �productive
forces', 'producers', and so on-both otiose and scientifically
pernicious · in its implication that a discredited explanation may yet
(by some Ptolemaic contortion) be saved.
As I suggested, however, the Marxist language is far - more im
portant to the New Left than the theories which it was once used to
expound. For the language is only apparently scientifi�, arid con
ceals; within its mo,notonous rhythms, thy energy of a political
disturbance. To rewrite bourgeois history _in Marxe�e, as Ander�on
has done, is like rewriting a Haydn symphony with a continuous
drum roll on the dominant, so that all is infected by a premonition of
catastrophe, and nothing quite resolves. To say that a 'base' has
been found for an otherwise unintelligible super�tructure is to tell an
�bject lie: on the contrary, a puzzling disturbance has been intro
duced into the depths, so rendering the surface unintelligible. The
intellectual labour of the New Left has been not tp prove Marxist
theory but to describe the world in Marxist tenns, so that every
e�isting fact seems to resonate with the distant voice of the
oppressed, suipmoning us to the good work of destruction . . This is
perhaps what Anderson has. in min9, when he writes that 'language,
far from always following material changes, may sometimes anti
cipate them'. 7 For language forms our thoughts, our thoughts in
fonn our actions, and pace historical materialism our actions
transform the world. If this is 'idealism', then so much the better for
idealism.
At this point, however, Anderson hesitates. For we now confront
the problem of agency. The language of the New Left is a language
of accusation and defiance. But as we saw when considering the
sentimental indignation of Wallerstein (see Chapter 10) these
emotions make sense only if their objects are conceived as agents,
answerable for the t�ansformations that they cause. E.:P.
Thompson, to his credit, has always cheerfully acce�pted . this con
sequence, and argued that if there is such a thing as 'class struggle' it
is because 'classes' are protagonists in history, motivated by a sense
of identity, responsibility and collective life. The English working
class was 'made' for E.P. Thompson precisely by its own con
sciousness of class-identity, by its attempt to constitute itself as a
'we'. (The class 'in itself and the class 'for itself are therefore one
and the same.) As I have argued, the consequences of this are.
radically anti,..Marxist, both theoretically and, .so· to ·speak,
sentimentally. It is not surprising, therefore, if Thompson's attitude
causes Anderson to see blue. In one of those remarkable polemics,
wherein the New Left displays its conviction that serious disputes

I
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are all. internal to its camp, he addresses , himself to the. problem of
agency, and takes :rhompson as his target. In .firm Muscovite tones,
he gives us the · party line:
I

. The problem of •social order is irresoluble so long as the answer to it is
sought at the level of intention (or valuation), however complex or
entangled the skein of :volition_, however class-:defined the struggle, of
will�, however alie�ated the fincH result�nt from aU the impute�
actors. It ,s, and must qe, the dominant mode of production that
confers fund�mental unity on a social formation, allocating th�ir
objective positions to the classes within it, and distributing the agents ·
within each class. The result is, typically ,' an objective process of class
·
struggle .8
•

And yet he is cl'early not happy with this line, which, by negating
agency, makes both the cla·ss and its champions into 'objects' · and
'class struggle' into something merely 'objective� . Caught in this
dilemma, Anderson experiences many a lapse into bourgeois
truthfUlness, confessing, for example, that 'the· Russian Revolution
is . . . the inaugural incarnation of a new kind of history, founded
on an unprecedented form of agency' in other words, that the
revolution was something, not suffered, but done. And yet he can
not accept the general cO"nsequence, which is that moderii history is
more · a· pattern· of collective choice than material transformation.
.
Andersori's dilemma is resolved only by · the desperate adoption of
Althusserfan opacity. Thompson's 'conceptual error', he argues,
.

·

I
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•
•

is to amalgamate those actions which are indeed conscious volitions
at a personal or. locanevel, but whose social incidence is' profoundly
involunta ry (relation of marriage-age, say, to population growth),·
with those · action,s which are conscious volitions at",. the level of their
own social incidence, under the single rubric of agency. 9
·

,
•

-

•

.

0ne sees in that sentence j ust how useful to the New Left has been
Althusser's device of emphatic meaninglessness. Thompson is
castigated, above all, for hav.ing seen that Alth�sser is in fact, a
· charlatan.
It is pointless to take issue with. Anderson. The very .quality of his
prose· in this ideological confrontation shows· the extent to which
technicalities· nave become; for him, not an instrument of thought
but a defence against reality. The outrage commited by Tho�pson
is precisely . that he has not sunk to such a level of intellectual
dishonesty that the difference between science and alchemy no
longer matters to him. Thompson is even prepared to ins.ist11 'upon
the obvious point, which modern Marxists have overlooked, . that
there is a difference between arbitrary power and the rule of �aw' .
·

•
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The ·�emark provpkes ·a storm of outrage -from A�derson, who
attacks with every sophistry at his command, arguing. in the end that
12
·
'a tyranny can perfectly well rule by law: its own laws'.
Anyone who has studied the problem will know the irrelevance of
that ariswer. But the �question raised by Thompson is too dangerous
-it opens the door to the real truth about 'actually existing
socialism', that it cannot rule by law, not even its own - law from
which the· secret police and the communist · party have, and must.
have, elaborate exemptio�. �f Thompson' has proved' qccasionally so
disturbing to ttie New Left, it· is partly because of his . ability · to clear
away the ideological junk that has been piled -up against those doors
where facts might enter. Behind Anderson's polemic there advances
a desperate attempt to save 'socialist truth' from the encroachments
of a hostile reality. For in the end the oppositional stance of the New
Left has not sufficed to guarantee its emotional survival. It is still
necessary to accept the discredited myths of mo�ern histqry . . f�r
example, the myth that the English working class was be(rayed by 'its
self-cpnsciousness, which l�d it to choose the parliament�ry, and not
the revolutionary; 'road to socialism' . 13 It is ne�essary 'to accept
Trotsky's mendacious view' of th� 'Revolut�on betray�p'' for
'
.

·

'

as every serious - Marxist study of the Revolution has . shown,. it . was
the cruel inner environment of pervasive scarcity, allied with tl:t�
external emergency of imperialist military encirclement, that produced the bureaucratisation of party and state in the· USSR. 14

•

•

The choice of language· is revealing: not to come up with the right
conclusion is simply to show· that one is not, after all, a serious
Marxist. Besides, later revolutions have benefited from the changed
balance of forces brought about through Stalinisation, and so we can
rest assured that the process was, in the long run, all for t�e good.
It would be possible to continue. for many pages, citing the un
truths and apologies that clutter Anderson's prose. Their_ moral
degradation is . not redeemed �ut rather enhanced by the occasi�nal
spasms of Stalinist denunciation:
•

·

·

. . . the Leninism that Althusser sought to recall was-trampled under
foot by the bureaucratic manipulation of the masses and diplomatic
collusion with imperialism · of the Chinese. Party onto which he has
naively project.ed it. In the . West the harvest of Maoism in turn ,
yielded an abundant crop of transfpges to the right . . Glucksmann . and '
Foucault, formerly hailed by Althusser, vie today in Cold· War . zeal
with Kolakowski, once· saluted by Thompson. It is difficult to think of
any ·adherent of socialist humanism who; has sunk to quite such
depths as literati Jike Sollers, recent champions of materialist .. antihumanism . . . : 1 5
·

·

'
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But such vituperative writing points to a reassuring conclusion. The
theoretical failure of the New Left its failure to give either a
coherent Marxist history or a theory of agency· that wo�ld justify its
oppositional stance is· also a moral failure. 'f.he new philosophy,
which promised to free itself from a commitment to tyranny and
degradation, finds itself irresistibly impelled, by its conflict with
reality, towards the same paranoid and totalitarian outlook tl)at
finds embodiment in the ·soviet state. The New Left ceases to speak
to any except those who share its moral darkness, and the promise
that it once held out of an alternative society and a counter
culture is now shown in its true colours, as yet another contract
with the devil you know.
.
•
•
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(1) No work of Hill's is more blatant in its manipulation of facts than the
recent study of Milton-The Experience of Defeat: Milton. and Some Con
temporaries (London 1984)-in which Milton, the defender of
parliamentary government, constitution and free enterprise, is portrayed
as a crypto-leveller, an armchair radical , suffering, along with the proto
socialists of his day, the experience of defeat at the hands �f a ruthless
establishment.
(2) 'Components of the National Culture', New Left Review,no. 50, July
1968.
(3) See especially The Century of Revolution, 160�-1714 (London 1961).
(4) Karl A. Wittfogel, Oriental Despotism: A Comparative Study of
Total Power (New Haven, 1957).
(5) P. Anderson, Passages from Antiquity to Feudalism, p. 152-3.
(6) ibi�., p. 204.
.
(7) -ibid. p. 127.
'
(8) Arguments Within English Marxism (London 1980), p. 55.
(9) ibid.' p. 21.
(10) Curiously, in his most recent polemical work-In the Tracks of
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GyOrgy Lukclcs
Most New Left thinkers are of recent vintage, products of post-war
prosperity and European peace. Some, however, 'belong to more
violent times-to the war itself, or to the period of 'Communist
struggle' which preceded it. Among these witnesses to the 'heroic'
age, few have been more influential in academic . circles than the
Hungarian Gyorgy Lukacs who, by the time of his death in 1971,
had become accepted as the major literary critic of the international
left, and the leading exponent of the neo-Marxist theory of society.
Lukacs combined the iconoclastic fervour of the Bolsheviks with a
distinctly Austro-Hungarian culture. A friend of writers, musicians,
painters and philosophers, and a member of the Habsburgian elite,
Lukacs belonged securely in the world that was soon to go under.
He esteemed nothing, however, in the Habsburgian inheritance:
neither the saccharine nobility of Strauss and Hofmannsthal, nor the
'spontaneous order' of Hayek and Wittgenstein. He experienced
only a fanatical urge to be rid of such relics, along with every
institution, law and precept that had sustained and grown from
them. This contempt for existing social reality was by no means
peculiar to Lukacs: similar sentiments are expressed in the works of
his Austro-Hungarian contemporaries in the nihilistic satire of
Karl Kraus, in the vampiric screaming of Schoenberg, in the cold
architecture of Loos and in the meaningless laws and offices im
agined for us by Kafka and Musil. However, Lukacs gave to these
sentiments an original and dangerous turn, lifting them out of the
realm of speculation and attaching them to the deed of Sarajevo.
The self-destruction of the Habsburg Empire finds its psychical
expression in the writings of Lukacs and his contemporaries. But
Lukacs added a vindictive hatred of his own. Nothing act1_.1al had
sense for him: only the future was real, and the future belonged with
the proletariat. The task of the critic was to invent the proletariat
and to set it up as the true inquisitor of culture. It is for his success in
accomplishing this task that Lukacs is now most esteemed. Were it
.not for Lukacs there would be no such thing as proletarian criticism;
indeed there would be no such thing as the proletariat as the New
Left has come to know and worship it.
•
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Lukacs did not invent the socialist critique of culture. As he
repeatedly acknowledges, the idea was a favourite of Lenin's.
Nevertheless, Lukacs was the first exponent of the idea who was
sufficiently well educated to carry it to fruition and to deliver results
that would appear credible to thos.e . for whom culture remained a
source of secular validity. When the· radical academics of the sixties
began to look for the authorities who would justify their natural
censoriousness, it was to Lukacs that they turned. Not only had he
compiled the first credible Marxist index of modern literature; he
had also devised a critical invective which situated culture at the
centre of the 'world struggle' between the forces of revoluti<?n and
reaction. He showed his literary followers that their intellectual
concern was identical with the universal aim of the proletariat: the
liquidation of reactiona,ry elements. In short, · he justified culture to
the· Marxists by showing how to condemn it in Marxist terms.
Like many of the Bolsheviks, Lukacs was of upper-class
· background. His father was a wealthy Jewish banker, who had been
ennobled by the Emperor and who used his influence to obtain
privileges for his son including exemption from military service
during the First World. War. Lukacs emerged from his protracted
adolescence with a seething hatred for all that had made it possible.
This hatred was fostered by a reading of the Marxist classics and of
the anarcho-syndicalist Georges SoreI, whose apology for violence
made a deep impression arid was often used in later ye us
� in defence ·
of revolution·ary terror. Lukacs joined the Hungarian Communist
Party shortly after its foundation in 1981 and served as deputy
Com�issar for Education in the short-lived Hungarian 'Soviet' ; he
was later to look back with satisfaction on the heroic deeds of that
time, when he began the work of dismissing all non-communist
professors from the Hungarian universities. Forced into exile in
1919 Lukacs began his literary career in earnest, with the seminal
collection of essays entitled History and Class-Consciousness (1923) .
In an autobiographical interview, Lukacs makes two remarks
which epitomise the outlook of his early years:
.

·

At the time we all felt a bitter hatred for capitalism and all its forms.
We wanted to destroy it at all costs and as quickly as possible}
You cannot just sample Mar:xism . . . you must be converted to it. 2
•

The two remarks must be taken. together .· After his 'conversion' to
Marxism when he had become, as he put it, a 'messianic
sectarian'3 Lukacs could see only the hateful presence of
'capitalism', and nothing in his surrounding world had any inde
pendent validity. For Lukacs, the Dual Monarchy was no longer a
system of laws and jnstitutions; stripped of its true identity, as a

I
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carefully negotiated solution to a recurrent problem of government,
it had no aspect besides that of the econmic 'system'· to which it
belonged. From this moment the surrounding world lost all claim
over Lukacs' conscience. All was to be swept away in the refining
fire of revolution. The law had no greater validity than any other
aspect of the political process: 'the question of legality or illegality
reduces itself . . . for the Communist Party to a mere question of
tactics', he wrote, adding that 'in this wholly unprincipled solution
lies the only possible practical and principled rejection of the
bourgeois legal system'. And what was true of the legal system was
true too of every other feature of the 'bourgeois' world: economic
practices, social relations, emotions, ambitions, even morality itself;
In reply to a contemporary enquiry, Lukacs asserted that 'Com
munist ethics makes it the highest duty to· accept the necessity to act
wickedly', addi�g that 'this is the greatest sacrifice revolution asks
from us'. 5 'Wickedness' after all is a bourgeois conception, and
everything bourgeois must be overthrown. Indeed, the entire
human psyche is so deformed by capitalism that 'it is not possible to
be huma_n in bourgeois society',6 and hence 'the bourgeoisie pos
sesses only the semblance of a human existence'. 7 At the time that
Lukacs penned that last remark, Hitler was speaking in similar
terms of the Jews; but Lukacs chose his language deliberately.
It is important therefore to recognise the sentiment underlying
Lukacs words. This is not the anti-bourgeois snobbery of a
Foucault, nor the disdain for things by law established that we find
in Thompson, Williams or Galbniith. This is the true voice .of
hatred; and while this hatred embraces all the 'appearances' of the
'bourgeois� world, it is dir�cted beyond and behind them, to the
hidden devil which they conceal. The devil is 'capitalism', and
hatred of capitalism is total and unconditional, justifying every
moral breach.
But why? What is so bad in 'capitalism'? It is Lukacs's major
achievement to have found what was to become for the New
Left the canonical answer to that question. Lukacs discovered the
language in which capitalism could be represented as the greatest of
social evils, to a generation which had experienced the abundance,
the freedom, the social provisions and opportunities of a 'mixed
capitalist economy'. And Lukacs was able to present his critique of .
capitalism as the true 'hidden agenda' of Das Kapital. For he had
discovered the survival, in the guise of economic theory, of the
'Young Hegelian' criticism of Marx's youth.
Marxian economics is a muddled but fascinating conglomeration
of ideas, taken partly from Ricardian political · economy and partly
from what Lukacs cal1s 'classical German philosophy' i.e. from
Kant, Fichte, He gel, Schiller and their contemporaries . Das Kapital
.
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opens with a disastrous argument, to the effect that if two commod
ities exchange against each other their 'exchange-value' must be
the mode of expression, the phenomenal form, of something con
tained i n [them], yet distinguishable from them.8

The remark, phrased already in the tendentious idiom of 'classical
German philosophy', is justified by an importanf fallacy:
.
Let us take two commodities, e.g. corn ·.and iron. '{he proportions i n
which they are exchangeable, whatever these proportions may be,
can always be represe�ted by an equation, in w_hich a given quantitiy
of corn is equated to some quantity of. iron, e.g. 1 quarter cor� x .
cwt of iron. What does this equation tell us? It tells us that in two
different things-in 1 quarter of corn ·and x cwt of iron-there exists .
.
in equal quantities something common to both. The two things �ust
therefore be equal to a third, which in itself is neither the one nor the
other. Each of them, so far as it is exchange-value, must therefore be
reducible to this third.9
1

=

Thus Marx launches himself on the path which leads to 'socially
·
necessary labour' , as the 'hidden' value within every equation of
exchange. Now, the only logical conclusion to be drawn from the
fact that two commodities exchange at a given rate is that they
exchange at that rate. If a money value is assigned to the given.
equation, then this is simply another fact of the same kind. The
value of any commodity can be seen as an 'equivalence class'. Just as
the modern geometer would define the direction of a line as the. set
of all lines which are identically directed, and j ust as Frege and
Russell defined the number of a class as the class of all classes which
are equinumerous with it, so might the economist define the value
of a commodity as the class of all commodities which exchange
equally against it. The assumption of a ghostly 'third' item, in terms
of which this equivalence is to be defined, is strictly redundant a
purely metaphysical commentary upon facts that in no way provide
support for it.
By this fallacious a priori argument Marxian economics takes as
its subject matter, not the empirical data, but an occult entity which
is in no way implied by them. It then makes of this occult entity
('value') the main object of a new pseudo-science a 'science'
which, in the nature of things, must stand at one remove from the
empirical data which could confirm or refute its findi'ngs. While the
modern economist takes price, empirically defined, as his ex
planandum, Marx tries to explain another; hidden variable, of
which 'price' is the mere 'phenomenal form'. Not surprisingly, such
'phenomenal' entities as supply and demand (which explain price)
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cannot explain the hidden 'essence' of 'value' ; nor even provide us
with reasonable grounds for its existence.
In view of the success of modern ·price theory and in particular
of the theory of marginal utility, whose emergence. in the late
nineteenth century destroyed much of the impact of Das· Kapital it
might se. em surprising that interest in Marx's labour theory of value
should have been retained. But Marx's fallacy remains appealing.. It
opens up that philosophical, critical, and political perspective, with
out w�ich the Jandscape of economic theory seems desolate and
meaningless. Marx's promise of a 'political economy' is fulfilled at
the v·ery outset of his argument, precisely in hi:s use of the language
of 'classical German philosophy'. Marx thereby suggests that the
data of ecoqomics conceal a hidden meaning. The so:.called 'science'
of 'bourgeois' economi�s stands in need of interpretation, if we are
to grasp the social rea�ity · to which it refers. Marx then ma�es his
decisive inteUectual move, argu�ng that' 'bourgeois' economics pre
it by
cisely does !JOt explain economic reality, but rather conceals
.
turning attention away from the hidden e�sence. 'Bqurgeois'
e�onomics is not science but ideology, and true economics the
'political economy' of Das -Kap ital rests its scientific claims pre
cisely,' in jts philosophic(ll method, which enables it to penetrate
behind appearances to the social essence which they conceaL
If the argument were correct , the.n it could be repeated for ev.ery
scientific theory known to man. All would be dismisse.d as
ideolo�ical devices·; precisely through their disposition (impli�d in
the very idea of a · scientific·method) to. explain appearances and to
ignore their 'metaphysical' core. Set theory, for example, could be
dismissed as the 'ideology' of mathematics, since it studies, not
numbers (the Platonic 'essences� which our equ�tions conceal); but
;
th.e 'equivalence classes which effectively substit:ute :tor them in
every meaningful formula. Physics too would become the 'ideology'
· of matter, and biology· the 'ideology' of life.: In truth there :is no
better argument given by Engels for his �dialectic of nature' , for his
· preposte�ous replacement of the la:ws. of physics by the ramsl)ackle
structure of the 'dialectic' than this one: that the 'dialectic' reveals
· .
the m�aning which 'bourgeois' physics· conceals. 10
This disreputable reasoning �vhich justifies ideology as 'science'
and- condemns true science as mere 'ideology' ·had great. appeal · for
Lukacs, who made it, in effect, the cornerstone of his · philosophy.
'The "marginal utility"· theory of the imperialist period', he w.rites;
'is the. acme of [the] abstracting and formalistic evacuation of the
real contents of economics'1� and in the worq 'imperialist' he tries
to summarise and condemn an entire age .of intellectual endeavour.
He goes. on:
·
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·
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Whereas in the classic period the prevailing effort was directed
towards understanding the connection between social and economic
problems, the era of decay built up an artificial, pseudo-scientific and
pseudo-methodological barrier between the two.12

·

Thus that part of economics which has justified itself as science,
through its real predictive power, is condemned as 'pseudo
s�ientifi.c'. In the same tenns, Lukacs explains away the 'bourgeois'
science of sociology:
.
The n�w science of the era of decay, sociology as a special science,
arose because the bourgeois ideologists wanted to view the laws and
pistory of social development separate from the economy13•
.

The meaning of that (slightly paranoid) utterance should not be
taken lightly. Indeed, we see in it one of the reasons for Lukacs's
appeal: his provision of the inquisitional instruments whereby
non-Marxist thought, called to the bar of critical analysis, can be
'forced to confess its crimes. It is in vain for the 'bourgeois' scientist
to consult the facts: in the absence of the 'total' vision of Marxism,
he who refers to the facts merely condemns himself as an empiricist,
and empiricism is 'an ideology of the bourgeoisie'. 14
-

The fundamental assertion of the dialectical method is the Hegelian
theory of the concrete concept. This theory states, in brief, that the·
whole is prior to its parts: the part must be interpreted in the light of
the whole, and not vice versa. . . . 15

If the facts serve to refute the 'total' theory of the Marxist, then 'so
much the worse for the facts'.16
Philosophers of science will be familiar with the thesis of Quine
and Duhem, that any theory, suitably revised, can be made con
sistent with any data, and any data rejected in the interests of
theory. Never�heless, what Lukacs proposes is the rej ection of data,
not in the interests of a scientific theory but in the interests of a
philosophy which disparages empirical observation altogether, as
the last refuge of the ideologist. Hence he is able to rescue Marxism
from its vain contention with empirical data, and set it above the
domains of science, over which it may henceforth rule in imaginary
triumph.
Philosophical readers of modern economics often sympathise with
the Marxian enterprise. For the bare, facts of 'price', 'profit',
'supply' and 'demand' are also human realities, connected with our
profoundest social experiences: labour, exchange, gift, ownership,
household, consumption and peace. The philosopher is drawn to
conceptions which commemorate those fundamental experiences
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and which imprint them indelibly upon our economic algebra, like
the head of the sovereign impressed upon his coin. Hence a philo
sopher may be drawn to Lukacs' reading of · Marx, in which the
labour theory of value is represented in its true colours not as a.
continuation of empiricist economics but as a re-appearance, in
'scientific' clothing, of the major theme of 'classical German philo
sophy': the theme of subject and object. By restoring this lost
significance to the Marxian algebra, Lukacs moralised it in a manner
favourable to the revolutionary passion. Behind the mask of econp
mic theory, he saw the _living drama of the human subject, locked in
his life and death struggle· with the 'object' that threatens always to
overcome and destroy him .
To understand the capitalist system, Lukacs argues, we must see
it in its 'totality' and one can do that only with the help of a 'total'
theory a theory which sees the whole of things, and sees them
whole. This total theory is Marxism, conceived according t9 t�e
'dialectical' interpretation. From the standpoint of this 'total' theory
of capitalist production, we are able to see that the 'production
relations' of capitalism are reflected, not only in capitalist laws,
institutions and ideology, but in the very structure of capitalist
consciousness. Capitalism is _not only in our bodies: it is in our
minds. In particular, the capitalist consciousness is prone to 'fe
tishistic illusions'. The effect of these illusions is to introduce a
condition· which Lukacs called the 'reification' of consciousness.
The term 'reification' (Vers{J.chlichung, or Verdinglichung) is
taken from Das Kapital, as are the theories of 'commodity' and
'capital fetishism' which it is used to generalise. These intellectual
devices were given only a secondary role by Marx; Lukacs, howev.
er, converts them into the principal tools of his argument. Accord
ing to Matx, capital is 'not - a thing but a social relation between
persons, mediated through things'. 17 However, capital appears as
an objective force, which acts independently of the 'so.cial relations'
from which it grows. To attribute this force to an entity called
'capital' is to be the victim of fetishism; it ·is to attribute purely
human powers to inhuman subjects to bank notes, machinery and
coins. The most pernicious form of this fetishism, the one which
most completely masks the social reality of capitalist production, is
that which attaches to inter�st. Under capitalism, Marx argues, it
appears
•
I

•

•

as though interest were the typical product of, capital, the primary
matter, and profit, · in the shape of profit of an enterprise, wer'e ' a
mere accessory and by-product of. the process of reproduction. Thus
we get a fetish form of capital, and the conception of fetish capitaL In
M-M1 [i.e. the process whereby capital (M) becomes capital-plus-
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The emotional force behind Marx's argument is more evident than
its intellectual structure, and it is thi� same force which animates
Lukacs, in his enthusiastic borrowing of Marx's terminology.
'Reification', 'alienation' and 'fetishism', become the_ besetting sins
of the capitalist system:
Just as there is ·'capital fetishis_m', . so too is there 'commodity
fetishism', which mystifies the human relations of the market place
and conceals the 'exploitation' upon which commodities feed. The
victim of commodity fetishism sees commodities as endowed with a
peculiar power, exchanging as though under the influ�nce of auton
omous and 'objective' laws. Viewed in that way commodities do
indeed have power power over the man who fetishises them and
.� ho comes to see himself in similar. terms. Under capitalism man
too is a commodity, exchangeable in accordance with the 'objective'
laws of the system. Hence, Lukacs argues, the 'objective' world is
fetishised, while the subjective world is 'reified'. Objects parade
before us as though endowed with a dominating power, while the
human subject is degraded to the status of a thing, swept along by
the 'objective' laws of the market:
. Objectively a world of objects an.d relations between things springs
, into being (the world of commodities and their movements on . the
market). The laws governing these objects and their movements are
indeed gradually discovered by man, but even so they confront him
as invisible forces that ·generate their own power. The individual can
use his knowledge of these laws to his own advantage , but he is not
able to-modify- the process by his own activity. Subjectively-where
the market economy has been fully' developed-a man's activity
becomes estranged from himself, it turns into a commodity which,
subject to the non-human objectivity of the natural laws of society,
must go its own way independently of man, just like any consumer
article.19
• •
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The same inexorable process of capitalist production forces the
development of detail labour and hence the fragmentation of the
subject his division into separate skills and functions and the
absorption of his life into some particular skill which determines his
value as a commodity. According to Lukacs, this fragmentation of
labour changes production into a species of contemplation. As a
mere cog in the machine which dominates and controls him, the
labourer loses his status as a human agent and adopts towards his
own behaviour the purely contemplative stance of the anatomist,
20
who studies the workings of a body.
By constant repetition of such arguments, Lukacs is able to
persuade himself that fetishism, alienation and reification define the
prevailing spiritual condition of capitalist society. They are manifest
in the enslavement of the workforce, in the debasement of art and
language, in the perversion of sexual relations in short, in the
universal separation of man from his essence. Such 'insights' suggest
that man's suffe'ring and sinfulness need no other explanation than
the persistence of the capitalist system. But they are far from
hard-won. Lukacs draws support, however, from 'classical German
philosophy' and its representation of the moral life in terms of the
drama of 'subject and object'. And it is in terms of that philosophy
that his (and Marx's) meaning must be understood.
The subject, argued Kant, is essentially free, and exercises his
freedom in practical reason, which is the source of the categorical
imperative that motivates and justifies his conduct. Hegel agreed;
but followed Fichte in arguing that the subject is not given
absolutely but is · rather self-generated, through a process of negative
deffnition. The subject realizes himself, and so earns his freedom,
only through the successive positing of an object which is other than
himself and which provides his field of action. This process of
Selbstbestimmung is social: I realize myself through my relations
. with others, from whom my freedom is won. From the 'life and
death' struggle with the other either of us may emerge as master or
as slave. The slave is a mere object for the master; but, argues
Hegel, the master also becomes a mere object for himself, being
severed from the world of action by the constant mediation of his
slave, and forced to take a purely contemplative stance towards his
own _ existence. True freedom comes only by restoting the unity
between contemplation and actiop, and by overcoming the
antagonistic relation which deprives both master and slave of the
recognition which they crave.
The process of self-realisation exemplifies the structure of the
dialectic. The 'immediate', 'indeterminate' subject the empty
'I' passes out of itself, is 'objectified' and estranged. In all self
knowledge there is this first moment of negation the conversion of

·
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the subject into an 'object' of its own contemplative awareness.
Only in the completion of the dialectic is the self restored to itself,
so as to become consciously and determinately what it was before
only abstractly and potentially. Thus I gain my moral awareness and
my freedom in two stages. First I pass from the immediate 'I want'
of childhood to the horrifying perception of myself as enslaved by
desire ; then I incorporate this self-awareness into my own subjective
nature, as a qualification of my wilL I thereby achieve a unity of
contemplation and action; I become a true agent, motivated by a
·conception of myself, and the object of' my own and others' respect.
· The rich philosophical implications of that argument cannot de
tain us. What is of immediate importance is its subsequent history,
and in particular its travesty · by Feuerbach. In his exploration of the
'unhappy consciousness' 'spirit in self-estrangement' Hegel had
many interesting things to say about religion. He argued that a
particular kind of religion that which regarded God as
irremediably transcendent, the locus of all virtue and holiness, and
the world as eternally separated from God, testimony to man's
fallen state was the reflection of a �self-alienated' spirit. Feuerbach
applied this observation to all religion and to Christianity in particu
lar. In Christianity man locates all virtue · in a heavenly sphere and
therefore finds no virtue in himself. Feuerbach then adds a new
twist to the argument , borrowing from Kant's philosopy of religion
the crucial concept of the 'fetish'. In fetishism, Kant argued, man
attributes his own powers to objects which are outside him and is
therefore set at one remove from · his own will. Christianity too is
fetishism·, argued Feuerbach , in whicf;l man attributes his virtue,
freedom and happiness to an unreal 'spiritual' realm, and so lives
out his material existence in a state of hopeless separation from his
true nature and powers. Virtue could be regained, were we to
recognise that its reality lies here, in our · material, social existence
-in our 'species being' ( Gattungswesen) as Feuerbach
. tendentiously called it. In religion we make our virtue into an
object, and then worship it as our master. Hence we are 'alienated'
from ourselves and separated from our fulfilment, by the fetishistic
consciousness which mislocates our· powers.
In the 1844 manuscripts, Marx adds a further twist to the 'classical
German morality' . The same intoxicating rhetoric is now made to
serve as a critique of private property. In property·, Marx argues,
man endow� a mere object wit�. attributes of right and will. He
worships this object, which holds sway over him by virtue of the
power that it has appropriated from his own activity. In property ,
therefore , man endows objects witli a human soul, and becomes a
mere· object to himself. He is 'restored to himself only by overcom
ing the institution of property, so that his relations with others are

.
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no' longer mediated by the alienating world of things� · Man re�urns
.fr.om ._ 'objec.f :·... to �subjeeC·· · . by r.ejojni�g at ! <! . higqer, m9re
self-conscious, level, the 'species being� from. which propef.ty. _had so
miserably sundered him.
J
L
r ,·
�';fh�'- 1844. manuscripts were discovered only after Lukacs. ·had
·"'rittenj Histor.y ·and Class Co�scio.usnes_s: he himself helped� to pt:e
pare:the;first edition· of them during his period Qf:exile in the Sovi�t
· Union: HoweYer, the Hegelian parable of- man1s1 spiritual journey
-from innocent self-immersion, thro.ugh alienatio�, to
self-fulfilment dn �true social life remained the· true driving force
behind all of · Marx's. speculations : Lukacs ·perceived · this,. and
.brought Marx�s' meaning to � the light of day. And h� himself was
spell-bound by . the incantator.y force of· Jhe· Hegelian . parable. As
-sCience, the theor.y of commodity and, capital. fe�ishism is empty: it
adds nothing: to the explanation of capital:acG�mul�tion or commod
ity exchange. E�en as so.cial ariticism it: is tendentious and more
sensational; than.· sensible. For who in ,fact really is deceived by the
autonomous powers, the
illusion that commodities -and aapital have
_
firs t· to. exchange, the .. second to grow? _ The 'bourgeois' e.conomist
explains these phenomena in1 , terms ·of aggr.agate supply aQ.d de
•mand: in other: words in . terms of the social C;lCtions of human beings.
So· what force·is· there· in the claim· that the �laws' of 'vulgar political
ecop.omy'. repr.eserit- capital as 'an indeperident1 source · of value'?..
r�ever.theless, the con'Cept of· 'fetishised� c.onsciousness' .�ontinues
to� inspire revc;>lutionary , confidence. � The HegelianJ. theory of
. alienation is·not merely an account of man's path to. self-awar�ness.
lt is a. substitute for - theology. In the hands of Hegel and F�uetb:ach
it ·offers · a ,secuh1r theory of. original sin. The/e;vil.c t�<;lt -�s·, 'abroad' in
· the· .:world,� 'whiCh haunts . us· and"� V.itiate.s our actions,.- is a . sign and
t product· _ -of man's self-estrangementr. r Man is: an pbject, • who should
·b e · a• · suojeat,- . and his consCiousness is · thr�ugh •· and _thrpugh
\permeated by the. 'triumph of ·.things' .• All power seems �o him to
reside · outside himself, and nowhere . does he enc,Qunter the
- spontaneity, the·. inner:validity, of.a· free · hunian will. ·To show that
·capitalism .is the necess'aty and� sufficient. condition for. thjs state . of
self-alienation is to jusHfy -the, holy rage.� of the revolutionary.,. even
'(and .indeed especially),te an age. that has se�n theJ material comforts
that.capitalism · can bring:;
.� This, th�r(, i� Lukacs's 'main achievement: 'to have revealed and
endorsed' the theological significance of ¥arxian economics and �o
have atlapted _N:larxian theories to the new emo_ti<:>nal climate . . He
n:tade classiCal. Marxism. availa�le. to a pampered generation anxious
.only for ·an• · inner, 'subjective?, 'liberation'. Of co�rse, rationally
speaking, �he theory of 'reifkation' ·is ·no more capable .of generating
at political programme than any other of the romantic �ritiques of
.
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the dominion of property. For what is the alternative? Under what
conditions will man escape the prison of a 'reified' consciousness,
and how are those conditions to be secured? Why, in particular,
should ·public ownership-or even 'social ownership' �e , the de
cisive change? 'In what way has the soCialist �titique of · capitalism
really advanced beyond the Kantian formulation of the sin of world
liness? C9nsider Kant's words: 'In the Kingdom of . Ends everything
has either a price or a dignity. If it has a price, som�thing else· can be
put in its p�ace as an equivalent; if it is exalted above all price and so
admi�s of no equival�pt th�n it has a dignity'. 2_2 And iri what way has
the Marxian critique of capitalist _' exchange translated �hat moral
maxim into real politics? It is true that the metapqysical idiom of
'subject' and 'object' revitalized the· rhetoric of socialism to such
a.n extent that 'reific��ion' be.came an important cult woid during
May 1968 in Paris. But. �he discussioQs of this term in the New Left
Review23 have · added to. the rhetoric 'nothing · but pseudo-theory: a
morose prowling of t�e intellect around an inexplicable shrine. The
lamest observation, expressed in the Janguage'o� subject and object,
· could excite the most solemn respect. Marx's observation that 'the
bureaucrat lelates him�elf to the world a� a mere object of his
snobbish
and
slightly
precious.
'
its
activity' is typical: ,trite,
in
·
suggestion that one is- less of an objec� the more .time one spends in
the British Museum. But the remark is greet�d by Erich Fromm the great vulgarizer of Marxist humanism as 'a profound definition', from which a whole moral�ty is seen to flo\Y. 24 . .
Lukacs is no· better than his successors: he too: believes that the �heory
of reification says it all, so that it ceases to be necessary to delve into the
workings of capitalism. The beast has been through and �hrough
anathematized, and must henceforth be put out of mind. But where are
. we to turn for. the alternative? Lukacs rests his communism in a curious
' addition to the theory, �hich is held, if not to justify the leap off�ith, at
least to illuminate the chasm that yawns beneath it. According to
Lukacs, the reified consciousness of the bourgeoisie neutralises human
action and forestalls genuine change, by representing the social world as
bound by inexorable · and 'objective' laws. So long as we remain· within
the confines of bourgeois thinking, therefore, we· shall be wedded to the
status quo of capitalism, unable either to aim for, or even to perceive,
the social condition that will dispel the cloud of unknowing. In the
capitalist dark, however, another consciousness is growing-the con
sciousness of the proletariat which possesses � unique epistemological
privilege. By virtue of their proxirrlity to the process of production, the
workers 'can become conscious of the: social character of labour'; hence,
to their consciousness, 'the abstract, universal fonn of the societal
principle as it is manifested can be increasingly concretised and overcome'.25 Hence:

•

� .

·

I
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•
•

The knowledge yielded by the standpoint of the proletariat stands on
a higher scientific plane objectively: it does after aJI apply a method
that m_ak�s possible the solution of problems which the greatest
thinkers· of. the bourgeois. era have vainly struggled to find and, in its.
substance, i� provides the adequate historical analysis of ca�italism,
which must remain beyond 'the grasp of bourgeo�s thinkers. 6

Lukacs expands on this idea at considerable ' length, in prose of
supererogatory greyness. But what is he asking us to believe?
Apparently the working class, unlike the bourgeoisie, 'always
aspires towards the truth, even in its "false" consciousness, and in its
subst'antive errors'. 27 To uncterstand our situation, therefore, we
must 'see it through proletarian eyes. Who then should be our
authorities the articulate offspring of the true working class?
D.H. Lawrence, Pinter, Conrad, Celine? Don't be ridiculous! say_s
Lukacs, who devotes many pages to anathematising such counter�
revolutionary lackeys of the bourgeoisie. It seems that proletarian
thinking is not to be found in the works of proletarian writers, but
only in the Marxist classics. The promised 'method' the
eleutherion that unties our epistemological bandages is the dialec
tic, bequeathed from Fichte· to Hegel to Feuerbach to Marx and
Engels to Lukacs and Lenin. And when did Marx ever dirty his
hands 'Yith manual labour? Or Engels, the factory owner, or Lenin,
the gentleman-in-exile? Or Lukacs himself fiereditary baron of the
Habsburg Empire, heir to a banker's fortune, s�holar, aesthete and
relen�Iess conspirator among ruling elites? A proletarian thinker?
Consider· his remedy· for reification:
_
_

•

.

.

.

'

It can be overcome only by constant and constantly renewed efforts to
disrupt the reified structure of existence by concretely relating to the
concretely manifested contradictions of the total development, by be
coming conscious of the immanent meanin§t of these contradictions
for the total development. (Lukacs' italics):

Is that an authentic proletarian utterance? Come off it, mate!
Things are .actually worse: than that implies. Not only is the
proletariat identified with Marxism. Every modern thinker who
disagrees with some critical tenet of Marxism is denounced as
'bourgeois', while every true Marxist writer is praised as 'pro
letarian'. These labels are in fact not the names of social classes at
all, but tenns of largely expletive use. And because the label
'bourgeois' concentrates into itself every human evil, and the label
· 'proletarian' every human good, Lukacs imagines that he has pro
vided himself with the perfect · instrument of censorship.
Furthermore, he makes it clear that the proletariat, which speaks
historically through the works of bourgeois thinkers like Marx and
·

•

•
•

•
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Engels, speaks in the present only through the Communist .Party,
which is its established church. Only in the Party, with its essentially
organised structure, is the uni�y between theory· and practice
accomplished.
Hence
•

t

•

it is the great achievement of Russia·n Bolshevism to incorporate, for
the first time since the Paris Commune, the consciousness of the
proletariat and its self-knowledge in terms of world history. 29·

To cap it all, anyone who actually consults the ideas of the pro
letariat commits a heinous communist error, the er�or of
�
'opportunism'. This consists in
mistaking the actual, psychological state of consciousness of pro
letarians for the class consciousness of the proletariat. (Lukacs'
italics). 30
"I
•

-

f

1

•

It is easy to se� th�t this rhetQric is another mask for the oltl
communist lie:· that the Party is infallible. Praxis the new form of
knowledge that shows itseJf simultaneously in the d•ssolution of
reified consciousness- and the engagement in revolution is the pure;
'
ith,
and
obedience to the Party the outcome of a
equivalent of fa_
Pascalian wager. And, just so long as you do not commit the
supreme 'opportunist' · error, of consulting the actual members of
the proletariat , you can persuade yourself that, in p�fforming , this
mental contortion, you diso�n the polluted consciousness of the
bourgeoisie and join the revolutionary struggle of the true working
class.
,
As a refugee from Nazism, Lukacs took up residence in Moscow,
and prepared himself by a grovelling act of self-criticism. History
and Class Consciousness had been vehemently co�demned by
Bukharin and Zinoviev at the 5th congress of the Communist Inter
ruitional in 1924. The usual charges 'revisionist', 'reformist',
_
had 9een levelled, and Lukacs himself r�pe�te9 them in
'idealist'
the early 1930s. History and Clt?-SS Consciousness, he said, is an
'idealist' work, and he affirmed that idealism is the ally of fascism
and its social-democratic 'bedfellows', and hence the true enemy of
the proletariat.31 Earlier 'opportunism' had been the principal
'enemy'. Later it was 'nihilism', 32 while during the high summer of
Stalin's paranoia 'Trotskyism' was the fashion of the reactionary
class.33 In Thr: Meaning of Contemporary Realism (1957), Lukacs
gives an instructive history of the Enemy's disguises:
•

.

The enemy, in Heine's time, was German Chauvinism. Later, it was
aggressive Imperialism; still later, Fascism . Today it is the ideology of
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Cold War and the preparation for nuclear war. The fight against the
common enemy, which has led t<;>1close P.Olitical aUian�e� �n our age,
enables the critical realist to allow for the socialist pers�ective of
history without relinquishing his own ideological position. 4

·

None of these changes in the description of the enemy shows a real
c�ange. of min�: For although the enemy may change his name, he
does not change his nature. He remains the bourgeois, master of the
actual world, locked in a life and death struggle with the proletarian,
who is guardian of the future. Even after the death of Stalin, and
after the ensuing invasion of Hungary (when Lukacs , �espite being
a member of Nagy's government, characteristically escaped with his
life), he continued to divide the world between 'bourgeois' and
'proletarian' camps,35 and to apply his energies to denunciations of
actually existing literature, and of 'modernism' in particular, in
favour of the undisclosed ideal of socialist realism. It is true that he
did not, in his later years, sink quite to the depths of The Destruction
of Reason the major document of his 'Stalinist' period in which
virtually all of German post-romantic philosophy was dismissed as
proto-Nazi. Indeed, he produced criticism which is not without
merit, recognising, for example, the historical significance and
psychological penetratjon of . Balzac and Scott. However, this·
l�piency towards such 'reactionary' ' observers was made possibl�
on1y .by their historical circumstances by the fact that they lived
and wrote before Marxism. Their 'reactionary' critique of the values
of the' French Revolution could therefore be appropriated by the
new revolutionary, who was able to rwash away the stain of false
COnSCIOUSness.
, The same leniency could not be extended to any modern writer
-.and hence the life-long toiment caused by Thomas Mann, the
former friend who had portrayed Lukacs (in a man�er distinctly
flattering to his intelligence) as Naphta in The Magic Mountain, and
. wh'ose noyels m��t surely be counted, by anyone with a modicum of
literary sensibil�ty, as among the great ichievements of our century.
Marin was a lasting problem, corresponding to the problem that
Eliot posed for Leavis. But he was a problem that Ltikacs contrived
to put out of mind, in the interests of the necessary belief that, since
Made, ' literature is either revolutionary· or reactionary, either pro
letarian or 'bourgeois/' gither ' 'socialist or fit for the flames. The
censorious fervour with which his views were expounded, and the
extraordinary propensity to condemn by labels, justify Kolakowski's
accusation (in Main eurrents of Marxism, vol. Ill), that Lukacs was
an intellectual Stalinist� one for whoin an opponent sacrifices, by his
very opposition, the right. to exist. Consider the following passages ·
of supposed literary criticism:
.
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•

I

We have seen how the anti-violence ideology stretches from the
sham-revolutionary phase [of expressionism] through to open
counter-revolutionary capitulation before the bourgeoisie's white
.
terror.36
With Mal�hus . . . [the] decay. �f the romantic critique of
capitalis,m appears very early on in its most repulsive and meanest ,
forms, as an expression of the. ide�logy of the most reactionary
section of the English bourgeoisie. [The ensuing] crisis ·reduced one
of the most. talented and shining representatives of anti-capitalism,
Th9mas Carlyle, to a decadent cripple, a mendacious apo_lo.gist for
·
capitalism . . 37 .
'

.
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Whole passages of Lukacs �s ' critical writings show this
one-dimensional vision, dominated by dichotomising invective, and
written in the style of the Albanian au pa�r girl imagined by Peter
Simple. Literary criticism is nothing 'if not the active engagement
with an intellect and a sensibility other than one's own. · For Lukacs,
as for all truly orthodox communists, sue� engagement is impossible
and his criticism is therefore null, thoughtless and ultimately re
pulsive in its inquisitorial zeal_. At every point where argument is
necessary a smothering cloud of lab�ls is blasted in the face of the
enemy, and the familiar communist cry 'Who is no.t with us is
against us; regardless of his intentions!' shrieks from the page.
Lukacs is as unconvincing in his denunciation of Western' politics
as in his condemnation of the literature th�t · has flourished under
f
to
the'
New
Le
Review
in
1969,
t
Western skies. In an interview given
·
but not published' until after his death, he dismisses 'bourgeois
.
democracy' 'in the following words: ..
·

·

�

.

Its defining principle is the division of man into t.he citoyen of public
life and the bourgeois of private life . . . its philosophical reflection is
to be found in de Sade.

He then opposes 'bourgeois democracy' to 'socialist democracy':
•

Because the socialist economy does not spontaneously produce and
reproduce the man appropriate for it, as classical capitalist society
naturally generated its homo economicus, the divided citoyenl
bourgeois of 1793 and de Sade, the function of socialist democracy is
precisely the education of its members towards soci?lism. 38
•

�

Lukacs here displays th� Stalinist niethod of inquisition at its most
achieved. With tl:ie stupid allusion to, de Sade, he i� able to qismiss
all Western political institutions .in a . si.ngle gesture, find to re..turn to
the terrain of brutalising dichotomies: capitalism versus socialism,
reaction versus revolution, reproduction versus education,
bourgeois versus proletarian, Lukacs versus the Enemy.
I
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Safe behind such over-wrought barbed wire, Lukacs continued to
ruminate on the true significance of the 'classical German philoso
phy'. In his last work The Ontology of Social Being, a strange ,
lugubrious dance of shadows in the graveyard of German meta
physics· _he takes note of real religion, and attributes the discov
ery of this phenomenon to Hegel. In a sentence that is no less
meaningful than any other in this curiously written work, he writes
that
•

•

Hegel's historical recognition of religion as an effective mental reality
constantly increases, but even so, this never results in a more pro
found internal relation to its contents. 39
.

Had Lukacs been interested in the proletariat, not as the imaginary
vehicle of his own glorious hatred, but as a real class of actual.
human beings, he might have encountered religion not only in the
pages of Hegel but also in reality. And confronting the honest
sourc� of proletarian moral�ty, he might have recognised in ·himself
an inverted and destructive forr:n of the same emotion. He might
have noticed his own hatred of God, his refusal of trust, humility·
and atonement, and hi� over\veeni�g violence towards the created
world. But he would have noticed, too, how much his 'messianic
sectarianjsm' remained wedded to the spirit of Sarajevo, how much
the annihilating labels 'ideologist', 'nihilist', 'reactionary' ,
'nostalgist' which he threw so indiscriminately at the imaginary
Enemy might have been rightly attached to himself, and how much
he remained to the last what he was in the beginning, a represent
ative monster of the Habsburgian bourgeoisie.
I

•
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Such is the force of the United States constitution that no influential
American disagrees very much · with any oth�r concerning the
fundamental principles of political existence: freedom, justice,
access and prosperity form the cry of every citizen, and the
justification of every change. Whether Democrat or Republican,
the American citizen votes for the implementation of his
fundamental rights: the right of property and of self-determination,
the right to free contract, tree speech, free assembly or (in the wake
of the New Deal) to free .e�uc�tion, fre� vy,elfare p�ovisions �nd
�ven the:occasional free l�nch. The steady adqi�ion of w�lfare t� the
list of constitutional guarantees has not changed the emphasis of
American politics, or the principal conception through which· it is
experienced: the conception of freedom, as the natural condition
and the ultimate aim of every woman. and man.
The· American citizen is l;>y constitution an_ individualist, who,
believi�g that the constitution is not his country's b�t hi� own,
�istakes his privileges' for natura] rights. There is perhaps no better
refutation of individualism than modern America no better propf
that the free individual is not the producer but the product of his
political condition, generated by a constitution whose origins are
lost in the mists of time and whose authori�y over his conduct
transcends the limit of any free contractual choice. To the outside
world American individualism wears, indeed, a collective face:
cheerful, self-confident, conciliatory and eager for exchange. It is
the face of a salesman, offering the bright hazards of liberty at a
competitive price, and una�le to believe that the mass of mankind
prefers the tried and sombre ways of slavery.
The American body politic expresses in this cheerful countenan�e
the healthy condition of its vital parts. At the same time, there
flourishes within the organism another equally healthy body of
educated dissent. '.fhis well-nourished paras�te moves through the
warm inner channels of the system, breedhtg happily in the un
iversities, erupting in the East Coast periodicals and every now and
then precipitating a rash of legislation at which the American polity
scratches until it shines. It is another mark of the organism's health

\
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that it can tolerate such a quantity of irritating parasites , and yet
proceed livid but cheerful about the endless business of the day.
It would be wrong to describe the parasitic critic of the American
system as a 'leftist' : the word' �liberal' is now used locally to denote him.
Nevertheless, he shares two vital features with the European leftist:
contempt for the surrounding 'system', and a measure of Rousseau's
'compassionating zeal'. The idea of ' the ·'victim' is. ever present in � his
thoughts, and he sees the fate of this victim whether working-class
. black, or third-world peasant as inextricably bound up with the fate of
the American system which 'profits' from ··his toil. No matter how
implausible the connection, the American system is· blamed for all
human disaster if only because it has failed to provide. the remedy.
Most important, the finger is pointed, not at the laws and institutions of.
the American nation, · but at the wealth which they have sheltered and
the privileged-class which has gained access to its' boons.
The' attitude towards this privileged class is one of sublime sarcasm,
a pouring of scorn from lofty ·academic. heights upon die heads of
ordinary business folk, whatever their aim, achievement or ability.
Although the radical professor is the true beneficiary of the
American system and therefore the true holder of the privileges
that are generated by American power he assigns all advantage to
the businessman , whom he � condemns for his uncultivated love of a
luxury that is profoundly undeserved. Not surprisingly, therefore,
the 'liberal' sets great store by the academic discipline of economics
which, by studying the ways of business, can also be used to discredit
them. The professor· of economics looks at his victim from a point of
view which dominates and condemns his life-. And the greater the wit
and charm of the economist, the more is the businessman a suitor for
his approval, hoping, like every good · Am·erican, to agree with his
antagonist on terms.'
America has produced an impressive tradition of such sarcastic
economists: learned �nd witty commentators on the great hive of
production which pays so generously for their scorn. Thorstein
Veblen began the tradition, with a classic study Theory of the
Leisure Class (1899)-in which he praised the utility of those vices
peculiar to the upper class. His irony was in the same vein as
Mandeville's; but there ·was a novel twist. The 'conspicuous con
sumption' of Veblen's 'leisure class' is useful precisely.;! for the
perpetuation of' the leisure class, by re-cycling the profits gleaned
from others' labour. Not that Veblen envisaged an alternative, or at
any rate, a classless. scheme of things. 'f.oo sceptical to embrace such a
solution and remorselessly scathing of the intellectual fraud of
Marxism, . he remained aloof from the American reality, mutedly
chuckling at · the symbiotic perfection by which the unseemly
organism endlessly renews itself.
·
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It is no small pr,ais.e· of Galbraith to say that he is, at his pest; as
witty and engaging as �Veblen. What he lacks . in . sociological insight
he makes up · �n audacity, · and, like his . great p�edecessor, he con
stantly enlarges · his perspective, through_ the deliberate pursuit of
controversy . . His theory-- is global, with all the wide-ranging . re
ference th�t a 'p.olitical econo1py' requires_. No more than Veblen i.s.
Galbraith a 'left-wing' thinker. Nevertheless, his conclusions, and
the arguments, he adduces for them, have been of great strategic
importance in the.formul�tion of left-wing ideology. In particular,
Galbraith provides vigorous support for the implacable
anti-Americanism that forms· both . the major premise of con
tempor�ry left-wing politics and also . the leitmotiv of Soviet pro
paganda.
Galbraith believes. that traditional economic theor:y, with its
emphasis on competitive markets, cannot . be appliec;l to the·
dynamics of the,· '· new 'industrial �tate' (and he expressly includes
under that label both the 'capitalist' economies of the West and the
. 'socialist economies'· of the &oviet empire); Moreover, he argues ·,
the traditional emphasis on production, . as the major huma�
achievement, · a�d the true criterion of social and political success , is
no better than ,.ideology; a con�eni�nt belief which oils the wheels of
i�dustrial society and which also poisons the source of human - satis-.
faction.
In the place of traditional ('neo-classical') theory, Qalbraith
offers an analysis of the ·entire· socio-�conomic system of industrial
production, taking._into account a host of factors which he . claims
had · been previously ignore�: 'oligopoly' ,- 'countervailing power',
centralized decision�making and: the steady decline both in th� profit
motive.·ar;td in· the effeetiv.eness of .competition. Then� � emerge� from
this analysis spread over several important books � sfowly
focu�sir;tg r image of . the ·'new industrial sta�e' as an impersonal
system, controlled by' a 'tec.hnostructure' with '·a . yested interest. in
production. The· legitimacy of this· syste� is derived largely from the
propagation of political myths . in particul�r, the '.Cold War' myth;
whereby the arms race.ca·nd the consequent over-production of tech.:.
nology, with all its incidental benefits for the production of every
thing else, is firmly embedded in the constitution. aut this �hange in
the. political climate is · no more tha!l an epiphenom�non, .a by
produc� of. deep structural changes within the. underlying eco9tomies
-of the 'capitalise world. 'These economies have moved, progressively
away from tJte entrepreneurial paradigm supposed . by Marx,
Marshall, Bohm�Bawerk and Samuelson. Increasingly; Galbraith
argues,t"the 'market' has.. been superseded as the fundamental de
terminant of prices and production. As the . capacity develops to
control and manipulate demand, industry breaks · free from its
·
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limiting influence. Firms begin to obey., not the consumer (who is
reduced from sovereign to subject), but a self-generating process of
planning which spreads throughout the industrial system, and has no
purpose more fundamental than its own survival and expansion.
. From that striking image of the. modern economy, Galbraith is
able to give credence to two vital left-wing ideas: first the 'con
vergence' theory, according to which the real differences between
the communist world and the world of liberal democracy are,
morally and strategically, less significant than the ever-increasing
similarities. Secondly, the Marxist theory that law and politics are
largely determined · .by the needs of an underlying economic
'system' , which is both the motive of political decisions and the
generator of the beliefs and aspirations to which they minister.
Much of what Galbraith says is interesting and true. One
argument is particulcirly worth repeating, not because - .of its
originality but because,. were it to · be taken seriously by the Left, it
would spell the collapse of a crucial socialist illusion. The argument
is that in the 'modern capitalist' economy ownership and control are
almost entirely separated: those who decide upon the activities of a
firm are not those to whom the profits accrue, nor are they per
sonally liable for the · consequences of their actions . . Nobody
surrenders to them the unpaid 'surplus' of his labour, and nobody is
compelled by his needs to submit to terms which they dictate. On
the contrary, the terms are fixed independently, by the impersonal
forces which structure the firm and which determine the several
rewards of all its members. Nothing in principle prevents the reward
offered to the manual labourer from being as great as, even greater
than, the reward offered to the official who controls him. In these
and other ways, therefore, the cherished image of capitalist 'ex
ploitation' ceases to apply, and with it the simple theory of class
conflict that Marx and his followers der-ived . from it. There are
indeed two classes in the modern capitalist state: the class of
employees and the class of the unemployed. Neither has a
monopoly of power over the other, �ince each commands through
the political process and the institutional revisionism implicit in it:..-
a powerful defence against any monopoly of coercion ; and between
the two ·classes there is maximum social mobility.
The resulting economy is analysed by Galbraith under the name
of 'countervailing power'. To understand the structure of profit and
reward, he argues, one must look neither to ownership nor to
control, but to the interaction of the power of producers with . the
'countervailing' powers which stake their claims in the product and
negotiate a share. These powers are not market forces but, on the
contr(:lry, forces which inherently distort the configuration of the
market . .Two in particular stand out as politically significant: the
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trade· unions, who negotiate· the price of labour, .and the oligqpolic
buyers, who negotiate the · price at which a. product will sell.= No
doubt there, is �exploitation' : ;in the outcome of, their, collective
bar.gaining: but, at least it is_ bargaining, in which ho par.ty can dictat�
the terms. 'In: this respect, at least, it retains one of the fundamental
components of a just ' .solution. Moreover, � it is difficult, if not im
passible, . to · say in general, and in advance of particular , circum
stances, where any injustice lies. If we say some such thing·; it.. is .on
the grounds, of som�· .egalitarian prej udice, wqich baulks at every
-inequality.
•·
, A serious...minded socialist, confronted by Galbraith's argument,
would be led to revise many of his fundamental conceptions. He
would, for example, . feel less - persuaded that any sense attaches to
the idea of 'class exploitation'. He would also be forced . to re
examine the �socialist alternative' to modern capitalism. It becomes
extremely' questionable . that ce.ntralized cont�ol of ·a system. which
has already· emancipated itself from the control of the capitalist
would alter the- real position :of the worker. Whatever· can be said
about the injustices suffered by .the worker in . a mod�rn .corporation
could·'equally be said about his situatio� in a .nationalized industry:
and : no socialist; plan has done . anything more than perpetuate· the
given ... system of co.ntrol; · while -increasing the· ·anonymity and onanswerability· of its . e�ercise.
6i I
1 '<.
l 6albtzaith· sees th� yery real difficulties faced by tho,se1 Sociali�ts
_ o are · still· open t�. soine. kind of argument. ·'Socialism' he writes,
wh
�
'has come to. mean government by . soCialists who; have learned. that
socialism, as -anciently · understood, is, impractical' . 1 Furthermore,
the·, s.ocialist vision · is ·dependent ; for ·-its cogency,. , on a_ form of
capitalism· _that no longer exists: it depends upon th� image:,of . the
ruthless entrepreneur, motivated by profit alone., who employs only
those . who are , compelled. · by , ·circumstance: to accept . his · Wage.
.
.
·such
idea,
Socialism· tias always: defined itself by contrast to someand hence ·�the misfortune -of democratic. socialism has been . the
misfortune .of the capitalist. When the latter could no longeF contr9l,
democratic .soCialism w3:s· no longer an �alternative.'2 : �� - t·;
· Such· arguments, are inevita�ly · ov.er.:.simple.' But the least that can
be saicJ is that, if Galbr�ith's. vision of· modern capitalism is true_,
.
then tile socialist critiqu�'. is no longer relevant. r 'And . since
Galbraith 's . vision. is;· essentially that of Max,1 Weber, · the. , socialist
critique . has been irrelevant .for quite · a: long, time.. At. the· same ;time,
however, Qalbraith. mounts. an .extended critique.;:of. his . own, · and
one with. a rhetorical force. that. matches· the force otltFaditional
soCialism. Galbraith sets · out to destroy the iriiftge of the, capitaJist
economy as a self-equilibriating mechanism, structured by 'market
forces'.· Countervailing power, he argues, of the kind: exemplified by
i
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the trade unions, the oligopolies and the new 'technostructures'
within the corporation, is self-generating, while the power of com
petition is not. Hence, in the long run, the capitalist economy will be
taken over by powers with an inherent tendency to grow, and will be
voided of the competition that w·ould discipline them in the public
interest. 3 The market is transcended, planning takes precedence
over interaction and planning ceases to content itself with the short
term view which is essential to ·the open market. The 'tech
nostructure' which sustains the modern corporation becomes. in
creasingly ambitious, forms links with other firms, with government
and with . every enterprise that could serve to extend its power: By a
variety of devices among which. 'retained earnings' are among the
most important the corporation evades all liability to its directors
and shareholders,4 and embarks upon the autonomous · pursuit of its
own aggrandisement. Neither the profi� of the enterprise, nor the
pecuniary incentives of the executive, count for much in de.
termining the direction of decision-making:
. . . the reality is that the executive's present level of income allows
for identification (with the firm's goals) and adaptation (of the firm's
goals to his own). These are the operative motivations. They are also
the only personally reputable ones: the executive cannot afford to
hav.e it thought that his commitment to the goals. of the corporation i�
less than c�mplete or tliat he is at . �ll indifferent to his opportunity to
shape these goals. To suggest that he subordinates these latter
motives to his response to 'pay would be' to 'confess that he· is an
'
inferior executive.
•

•

'

<

The quotation illustrates Galbraith's principal intellectual device. A
psychological observation, expressed in ironical tones, is . used to
support an economic theory of immense and far-reaching con
sequences. If true, it follows that a standard assumption that firms
tend to maximise profit is false, . and that the received theory of the
market economy is invalid. According to Galbraith firms tend to
maximise not profit but power. Moreover, they do this not in
competition with other firms but in league with them, for the power
is not that of the individual enterprise but of the 'technostructure' .
that i s common to all of · them.
It is fair to say that economic opinion has yet to be persuaded tha�
Galbraith is right. 6 What is more signifiGant than the ultimate -truth
of his conclusions, however, is the quality. of the evidence adduced
in their favour: no statistics, no detailed analysis�of the modern firin,
no examination of the structure• of decision-making, no real compar
'ison between the private corporation and the state monopoly and no
theory of the legal personality of the corporations in a modern state.
We are offered nothing more than social psychology, expressed in
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the ·ironical idiom of Veblen, ·and nurtured on· the academic's constitutional disda�n for tbe·· empty life. ef the executive. , , ·
'Fhe self-vaunting character of Galbraith�s · prose ,its constant
assumption of a superior viewpoint is responsible· for another in
tellectual device: the cajoling of a 'conventional wisdom' whose
tenets he either caricatures or· leaves undefined., It is this 'conventional wisdom' which Galbraith berates in his- most famous
book The Affluent Society (1958,. revised edition , 1969) for its
emphasis on free competition, open markets. and·. such indisputably
important- virtues .as the �oalanced budget'. 'Conventional' wisdom'
is, apparently, the main instrument of social control, comparable to
the official ideology of a communist state:
•

•

•
•

r

In the communist countries, stability of _ideas and social purpose is
achieved by. - formal adherence to an officially proclaimed doctrine.
Deviation is stigmatised as �'incorrecf'! In our society, a similar
stability is enforced far more·, informally by the conventional wis
dom.7
.

.

It is hard to t�ll how serious Galbraith is in such pronouncements.
Nevertheless, an importan.t feature should be noticed, since it her. aids the main thrust' ahd influence of his later work: communist
ideplogy, he say�-� stigmatise� deviat�6i1 !as "ind)rreGt'', while our
'conyeittioQal w!�dom' enfo.rceS, . sfability. Thl;IS, bY.. a sleight
hand,
of
'
the 'capitalist �ystem' begin�· to looks. as oppress�ie �s its communist
counterpart. The fact th�t millions have paid witl:l t�eir lives for
their 'deviation' and others continue to suffer imprisonment, har
rassnient· and'·loss �of · every conceivable so�ial . advantage for the
slightest 'er:ror\ seems altogether to· .have eluded Oalbraith's obser
vation. At the same.-time� his own· fre.�dom, no.t only .to expres� his
'unconventional' (in fact-,. fairly conventional Keynesian ) views, but
also to rise to · the highest positions of intellectual influence and
power :as a result .of them, is carefully hidden behind the little word
'enforced� .
..
,
Th� Affluent Society comprises · Galbr:aith's. main attack· o� the
ethos of production·, which, · he · argues,. has 'come tp z be a· go.al of
preeminent importance in our lives', although 'not a goal whiCh we
pursue either comprehensively' on even ver.y thoughtfully' ..S · The
thoughtless pursuit. of productipn is:. responsibl� for the chaos and
squalor· of the modern c�pital�st -societies, in. which public services
are-sacrificed to a super-abundance of consumer goods . .More im
portantly, this · pursuit has· brought about the dangerous attempt to
guarantee a constant increase in demaqcl. The idea thatdemand will
always , increase · to match supply is a discredited tenet of classical
economics, refuted by the theory of diminishing · marginal utility.
.
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But, in the face of the 'threat' posed by this theory, 'conventional
wisdom' has shown itself to be brilliantly resourceful: 'the di
minishing urgency of wants was not admitted' .9 Instead, the
assumption was made that goods are an important and even an
urgent thing to provide: in other words, that we ought to produce
them, so that a moral imperative takes over from the dwindling
impulse of our baser cravings. Thus the wants satisfied by consumer
goods are transported to a higher category, where the law of di
minishing marginal utility no longer applies. Though a man can have
enough wine, water or petrol, honour and achievement are always
in short supply.
Again, a psychological observation provides the basis for an
ambitious economic theory. Galbraith proceeds to his celebrated
description of the consumer society, in which human desires are no
longer the controlling motive of production. but the principal items
of manufacture. The constant flow of goods is sustained by the
deliberate creation of desires. through advertising, through the
constant variegation of products, through the vast propaganda
machine that causes a man to be dishonoured by his failure to
consume:

•

·

r

>

As a society becomes increasingly affluent, wants are increasingly
created by the process by which they are satisfied . . . . Wants thus
come to depend on output. In technical terms� it ean no longer be
assumed that welfare is greater at an all-round higher level of pro
duction than at a lower one. It may be the same. The .higher level of
production has, merely, a higher level of want creation necessitating
a higher level of want satisfaction.10
.

.·

This updating and superseding of Veblen's attack on 'conspicuous
consumption', and Marx's reproachful analysis of the fetishism of
commodities, shares with its predecessors both its essentially
psychological character and its high-spirited exaggeration. Like the
theories of Veblen and Marx it contains a serious core of truth, but,
equally like them, it seems to make everything hang on what is no
more than a minor irritation, a novel testimony to the force of
original sin. Not surprisingly, Galbraith's 'solution' to the 'problem'
of affluence shows a fundamental unseriousness (comparable to the
unseriousness which led Marx to his infantile fantasy of 'full com·munism'). In order to combat public squalor, Galbraith argues, we
must spend more on public services and more on education, welfare
and centralised planning. Moreover, we should tax production, so
countering the urge which breeds the present mischief, and at the
same time financing the· public services which are proposed as its
cure.P Galbraith again shows little awareness of the extent to which

·
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public . squalor in the socialist economies· has been increased by
public services and centralised plans, and no awareness of the con
nection betweeri education and the urge to produce. Most of all,
however, he seems blind precisely to the · economic implications of
his·solution. A tax on production can finance public seryices only if
production is high. Far from removing the emphasis on production,
therefore , Galbraith gives yet another motiv.e for affirming it.
Such is typical of Galbraith's cavalier approach to social and
economic realities. Too much in love with his sardonic psychology
to displace it from the central position that it occupies in his
thoughts, he is at the sarne time acutely aware that no mere
psychologist is likely· to gain the politician's ear. Only the academic
economist can wield real power over the system which he irritates,
for only he seems to have a physician's knowledge of its diseases.
Hence Galbraith, like Marx, disguises his psychology as economics
and offers his preposterous political recommendations as though
they had all the authority of a Hayek or a Keynes.
In this way, despite his dismissive attitude towa:r;ds socialism;
Galbraith is. able to vault into the territory which socialism has made
its own. He begins to see the entire political organism of America in
economic terms, as a 'system' whose every limb and sinew moves i�
respqnse to the imperatives of business. The central, crippling myth
of Marxism biys hold of his imagination and becomes (as is in
evitable) the foundation of � profoundly appositional standpoint.
Law; politics, culture and institutions take second place to a crudely
described 'economic system', whose impersonal . imperatives
supposedly govern all social life. This vision has provided the
theoretical basis for one of the most important tenets of the New
Left in America: the familiar theory of convergence, according to
which the two 'superpowers' are equal but opposite social
structures, drive·n in the last analysis by an identical need for ex- ·
pansion and sacrificing all huinan values .for the overriding .imp�r
sonal ·t(dos of social and economic power. Thus, for Galbraith, the ·
modem 'capitalist' state becomes the servant of the corporation, the .
necessary completion of a planning process that originates in the
technostructure of the oligopolic firm. 12 The technostructure in turn.
comes· to identify with : the state, 13 and acquires .its sam� ceQtralized ,
impersonal yearning for a complete and all-e·ncompassing plan. In
this way the expansive oligopol'y of American production generates
(in the famous words which were President Eisenhower's par.ting
gift to Soviet propaganda) an 'industrial-military complex' and,
along with it, a 'weapons culture', whereby, to legitimise the vast
expenditure on defence. Principal instrument in this legitimizing
process is the 'Cold War myth', whereby the continuous expansion
of the economy is justified in terms of accepted military imperativ�s.

.

'

This 'war without fighting neatly obviates the danger that fighting
will stop', 14 and therefore justifies constant technological advance·,
and with it the endless variegation of production and the unceasing
renewal of the will to-consume.
� I
Such a. description -of the, Ametican 'system' opens the way for a
carefully worded insinuation that · the Soviet system is similar, and if
threatening, threatening in a similar way;
•

.

-

·

.

) �

-

I
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The reality iri the case of the United States antl the l Soviet Union is of
two large industrial nations: . . . Both, it has· be·en amply shown, can
achieve success by their very similar economic- tests of success at the
same time. . . . There is a large and unquestioned difference in the
two systems in the role of politicians, writers, artists and scientists.
No-one may minimise the difference made by.the First Amendment.
But it is less clear that the contrast in the systems · of , economic
management is so great. Both systems are subject to the imperatives
of industrialisation. ;This for both means planning. · and whHe each
uses different techniques for dealing with the�ipdividual �ho con
tracts OJJt of planning, planning in all cases 111eans setting aside the
market mechanism in favour of the control q_f prices and individual
econo.pic behaviou�r. Both countries, quite cl.early, splicit � belief for
what serves the go�ls of the industrial mechanism. Instead of contrast
leading to im lacable conflict, a more evident economic te�dency is
E
convergence. 5
,.
.
�

J
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In such passages one may recognize the same shifty apologetic
that causes Galbraith to assume that Khrushchev 'closed' the slave
camps and that real civil liberties , are �ow eme.rging in the Soviet
Union.16 The passing reference t.o. the First Atpendment and there
fore to, the real political d�fference between the two 'systems' is at
once born under by the tide of· .'deep' similarities. Galbraith is
guided by the Marxian assumption, that the nature of a society is
determined by its econo�ic base, so that an 'economic tendency of
· convergence' leads to convergence of other kinds, and in particular
to the end of political-conflict. (Precisely the same Marxian .assump
tion can be seen in the ·idea of a ·'Cold War myth' , considered as a
function�al component o'f �h� ·capitalist system in .other words,. as
'ideology·' ). The Soviet Gitiz'e n, Galbraith implies, can 'contract out'
of the 'planning', just like his American counterpart, and the differ
ence in their subsequent histories is simply a matter of the 'different
techniques' that are used t<? deal with them. Thus we are asked to
believe that there is a 'deep' similarity between forced incarceration ·
in ·a mental hospital arid starting up a bus�ness of one's own, in
conditions which· are generally favourable to business and where
even the failures are better provided for �ban the· average Soviet
manager. The correct response is evident: if thaf is what we mean by

·
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'depth' then the deep structure of a modern society is the least
interesting fact about it. But that is not the response which
Galbraith either Intends or receives.
Of course, there is an element of cheekiness in Galbraith's
analysis a kind of indulgent ribbing of the 'free society', a
puncturing of its well-known hypocricies. But try to imagine a
Soviet Galbraith doing the same in print and you will know that
there is more to the choice of political system that he is implying. In
truth, his witty outbursts show the extent of Galbraith's parasitic
dependence on a pat:ticular form of politics, even if it is a form that
he is never disposed to praise in terms warmer than these:
,

.

I

'

One 'Of the small but rewarding vocations of a free society is the
provision of needed conclusions, properly supported by statistics and
moral indignation, for those in a position to pay for them. 17

In his later work, and especially in the popular television history
of modem economics entitled 'The Age of Uncertainty' (1977), the
'convergence' thesis ceases to be a naughty provocation and be
.comes more firmly established as the central Galbraithian claim. It
is in all seriousness that Galbraith recommends the 'Cuban ex
periment' as the model for economic development in Latin
America, 18 and argues that no blame should be assigned for the
superpower conflict, unless it is for our own disposition to blame:

·

On few matters has the capacity of adults, presumably sane, for the
polemics of the schoolyard been more manifest than in the effort to
justify this contest by assigning blame. The Soviets are guilty;. there
fore the United States must respond. The imperialists are guilty;
therefore the people of the Soviet Union will defend themselves. The
debate is precisely on a parity with the one between the squirrel and
the wheel. 1 9
•

·

•

No mention of the anti-American hatred beamed out relentlessly to
the peoples of the Soviet Empire, by a ruling party that allows no
voice except its own. That, after ail, is no more than a political fact,
irrelevant to the deep structural similarity between the two systems
which impersonally and blamelessly threaten us with extinction. In
truth, however, it is precisely our capacity to blame the Soviet
Union that shows the retention of our humanity, and our refusal to
renounce the political perspective which is the sole avenue to
change.
.
In 1961 Galbraith whose criticisms of the American system,. had
earned him a se'cure position within it was appointed . ambassador
to India. Constrained by circumstances to take a realistic view of the
world, he was able momentarily to perceive the truth which a
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century of Marxist thinking has contrived to deny: that it is not the
economic system of a nation which determines its character but the
political institutions. He saw too that a political order which confers
honours on its critic� is of a radically different kind from · one which
does them to death in labour camps. In· the course of -= his office
Galbraith delivered lectures at various Indian universities on the
theme of economic development, giving support to the now discre
dited thesis that foreign aid is a necessary preliminary to the 'take
off of third-world .economies. At the same time he acknowledged
the truth which thanks to the work of such writers - as P.T. Bauer
and Elie· Kedourie2•0 has since become widely· recognised,' namely
that foreign aid is ineffective without foreign institutions and in
particular without a rule of law, security of contract and the par
liamentary processes brought to the third world by the civilising
powers of Europe - and now almost everywhere threatened with
destruction. 21
During the course of these lectures, Galbraith several time s ex
periments with such perceptions of reality, ·dropping the fraudulent
mantle of the professional economist who sees only the depth of
things, and adopting instead the cloth of the politician for whom
laws, institutions and customs are the prime social reality. He is
therefore able to give the lie to the myth that flourishes in his
'economic' discourse the myth of the corporation as a sinister,
expansive, uncontrollable monster whose impersonal purposes gov
ern our lives and satisfactions. He recognis.es the real point of
difference between the Western corporation and the Soviet 'collec
tive' namely, that the first is a person, not only in our moral
relation to it but also in law .?-2 The Soviet collective is no such thing:
it is protected from all the real consequences of its actions, enjoys
extensive and unspoken freedom from legal redress, and cannot be
brought to task by any of its inferiors.
This difference trivial-seeming from the standpoint of the sage
economist is the greatest difference in the world, and the index of
the real achievement of ·European civilisation (and of the Roman
Law from which it stems). All powers in the Western constitutional
state are identified; wherever possible, as juridical persons, and so
subordinated to the rule of law. The personal corporation can be
accused of, and therefore ruined by, its own insolent actions, and
for this reason Galbraith rightly urges us to protect it. 23 There is no
personality attached to the Soviet collective, or to any other major
Soviet institution, and especially not to the Communist Party which,
by defining itself through its 'lea�iing role', effectively makes itself
unanswerable to anything but itself. Moreover, it is the impersonality
of Communist institutions which endows them with their dangerous .
instability: it is this which ensures that nothing can control or limit
·

.

·

·
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them except coercion and .also that the coercion must be applied,
nol from within the society·. which they govern, but from outside.
That is the real truth of the Cold War: . that personal government,
faced by an expansive, but wholly impersonal power, can no longer'
protect itself · through diplomacy, but must have recourse to , a
military power equal to that which threatens !t.
Back in · com'fortable surroundings, Galbraith ceased his flirtation
with the truth and. returned. to his role as . irritating. parasite. He
continues to provide the X-ray spectaCles whereby the faces of
modern America and the Soviet Union are seen in terms of the
economic skeletons upon which they hang. Someone who sees only
'the skull beneath the skin' · recognises no difference between the·
smiling face of the saint and the grim mask of the tyrant. For such a
spectator, convergence beco·mes, not a surprising truth, but a trivial
irrelevance. If. economists are to blame for the state of the modem
world, it is not for their refusal to take a critical stance but for their
claim that the flimsy science which they practice .provides sufficient
authority for the attempt to· do so: for · their claim that economics
tells the truth about those human phenomena la�, government,
culture and institutions which it cannot even perceive. And when,
like Galbraith, economists ignore even the few genuine
achievements of their: science, and base their iconoclasm on nothing.
more than psychological half-truths, they must be regarded with the
deepest suspicion. Yet it is precisely such. economists who, speaking
in tones of worldly cynicism, occupy the most agreeable positions
within the liberal body politic. -If Galbraith were to ask himself why
this . is so, he w.o.uld . no doubt refer to the social necessity for the
'deep' criticism of the business class. As he once put it: 'Those who
afflict the comfortable serve equally with those who comfort the
afflicted'� 24 But who is truly comfortable- in the modern American
establishment: the businessman or his academic critic, the pro
ductive .heart of the system or. the parasite which is fed by _its labour?
It is a· strange testimony te the health of the American organism
that it can so easily tolerate · such parasites, and believe that, by
scratching, it constantly improves its lot. If the convergence theory
were true, then in the Soviet Union too, those who afflict the
comfortable would be more comfortable than their victims. The
idea of a 'Cold War' would then indeed be a· myth: For then, at last,
the source of the conflict between the· superpowers the -implacable
enmity of Soviet eommunism • to all powers that have not already
been absorbed by it would have been removed. And with the
disappearance of the conflict would come the decline of Galbraith's
authority. Cheeky criticism of tile 'system' · loses its appeal when it
no longer gives comfort to an enemy.
'
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Jean-Pau l Sartre
,

•

•

No European thinker is more truly representative of the post-war
intelligentsia than Jean-Paul Sartre, and none gives better witness to
the collective consciousness of that intelligentsia, as a consciousness
of Hell. At the same time Sartre's writing is charming,
mephistophelean, enticing the reader with a kind of diabolical grace
towards the altar of Nothingness, where everything human is
thrown to the flames. Nothing lives in Sartre's prose save negation,
but this negation is multiform, lyrical and endlessly engaging. It can
spurt up in shoots of astonishing beauty, or growl in menace;
sometimes it casts a glare like an atom bomb over all humanity, and
then suddenly it is dark, secretive and unmeaning. Sartre's protean
literary spirit moves through every literary form , living in dramatic
dialogue, in lyrical evocation, in metaphysical argument steeped in
the language of Husserl, and in political sarcasm that matches the
sarcasm of Engels. It is not to be supposed that the outlook of such a
writer could be adequately summarised. or finally judged, in a single
chapter. At the · same time, it would be impossible to conclude · this
survey without paying tribute to the ar�h-devil· ' of the New Left,
whose intellectual power and literary gift have no match in recent
left-wing writing, and whose genius is not unfairly compared to that
of Marx. And to see such a monumental talent give utterance to
such monumental falsehood is to understand both the power of
leftist ideology and also the disturbing condition that inspires it.
The major theme of Sartre's writing is announced in his earliest
important work the novel La Nausee, published in 1938. Sartre's
hero Roquentin is filled with disgust at the world of things. He feels
tainted by his incarnation, which unites him blatantly and
irreversibly to a world that is other than himself. This experience of
nausea occurs whenever existence loses its 'inoffensive .air of an
abstract category' , and becomes instead 'the very stuff of things'. He
sees then that 'what exists must exist to this point: to the point of
mouldering, of bulging, o( obscenity'.
This disgust 'une espece d' ecoeurement douceiitre' contrasts
with Roquentin's sense of his own inner freedom. Within him, he
feels, there lies the capacity to repudiate the world, to refuse its
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overwhelmingness. His disgust therefore acquires a more specific
focus, which is other people and in particular those whom he
considers to be 'bourgeois', whose faces blaze for� him with an
unjustifiable righteousness. He contemplates their immersion in the
· family and the state, their easy consolation in religion, in social
drudgery and in roles and his response is a fierce abnegation. They
are, for Roquentin, the epitome of bad faith, the living record of an
abjured freedom, the testimony to the self betrayed. Whatever
happens, he will no·t so betray himself. And the story of his disgust is
the story of this gran rifiuto.
A true novelist might have seen �oquentin for ,what he is: a
priggish adolescent who flatters himself · that his emptiness is holy.
Such a novelist would have seen the human littleness of Roquentin,
and would have recognised in him the cardinal sin, and the supreme
unhappiness, of pride. But Sartre shares the vice of his hero, and
rather than distance himself from it he seeks instead to dignify it
with the highest theological titles. He wishes to make for himself a
salvation, from .the very substance of his unbelief. This is the .task
that Sartre sets himself in his masterpiece, Being and Nothingness
(1943), and in the famous lecture 'Existentialism and Humanism'
which he delivered in 1945. In an extraordinary combination of
philosophical argument, psychological observation and lyrical
evocation, Sartre sets out to describe the ordeal and the task of
consciousness, in a world that has no meaning other than - the
meaning which I, through my freedom, can impress on it.
The premise from which Sartre's argument begins is expressed
thus: . 'existence precedes essence' a slogan whose medieval
terminology is in fact integral to a . work of inverted Christian
theology. There is no human nature, Sartre argues, since there is no
God to have a conception of it. Essences, as intellectual con
structions, vanish with the mind that would conceive them. For us,
therefore, our existence our unconceptualized individuality,
whose reality is freedom is the sole premise of all enquiry, and the
one sure point of ob�ervation on a world whose meaning has yet to
be bestowed. Our existence is determined by no universal morality,
and h�s no prefigured destiny such as might be contained in a vision
of human nature. Man must make his own essence, and even his
existence is, in a sense, an achievement: he exists fully only when he
is what he purposes to be.
Consciousness is 'intentional': it posits an object in which it sees
itself as in a mirror. Object and subject arise together, in
fundamental antagonism the antagonism, as Sartre puts it, of the
'in-itself' and the 'for-itself (the en-soi and the pour-soi). In setting
itself up in relation 'to a possibly unknowable, and in any case
fundamentally 'other' object, the self creates a separatio� in its
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world, a kind of crevasse, in the dark recesses of which the ex
istentialist nightmares pullulate. This crevasse is neant, or
nothingness, which 'lies coiled in' the heart of being·, like a. worm�.
The experience of nothingness, being always with us, is elusive, as the
ego is elusive. Occasionally, however in expectation or in dis
appointment we are aware of its sovereignty and of the terrifying
mutual dependence of nothingness and being. It is only a
self-consciousness (a for-itself) that could bring this nothingness into the
world. For the merely sentient being the fracture has not opened
between subject and object. With the fracture, however, comes the
existential challenge . The question arises, 'How shall I fill this void
which separates me from the world?' The. anguish which floods the sel�
in the wake of this question · is the proof of freedom. There can be .
nothing more certain than my freedom, since nothing exists for me 
nothing is other until this fracture is opened, and my freedom ex
posed.
Anguish displays itself in the sense that objects are not properly
distinct from each other, that they are inert, undifferentiated, awaiting
separation. This is the origin of nausea, whose primary object is the
dissolution of the world. The world becomes slime the fango originale
of Boi'to's· Otdlo. Sartre concludes Being and Nothingness with an
extended description of slime (le visqueux); evoking the queen of
nightmares, who see�s to rise from the trough of nothingness and
confront us with an ultimate denial. Slime is a melting of objects, a
'moist and fem1nine sucking', something .which 'lives obscurely under
my fingers' and which 'I sense like a dizziness'. The slimy 'draws me to it
as the bottom of a precipice might draw me. . . . In one sense it is like
the supreme docility of the possessed,. the fidelity of a dog who gives
himself even when one does not want him any longer, and in another
sense there is underneath this docility a surreptitious appropriation of
the possessor by the possessed!·.1 In slime· we confront the absorption of
the 'for- itself by the 'in-itself: the world of objects coalesces around the
subject and drags him. under.
Slime is therefore an image of the 'self in danger': of a freedom
lost to the 'fallen' world of objects. In reaction to this danger, into
which freedom itself entices me, I may hide from myself, burying
myself in some predetermined role, contorting myself to fit a
costume that is already made for me, so crossing the �hasm that
divides me from objects only to become an object myself. This
happens when I adopt a morality, a religion, a social role that has
been devised by others and which has significance for me only in so
far as I am objectified in it. The result is 'bad faith' the crime of
the good citizens upon whom· Roquentin pours his vehement scorn.
Slime .repels me and attracts me, precisely because it presents me
with the sweet sticky promise of bad faith.
·
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The false simulation of the in-itself by the for-itself (of the object
by the subject) is to be contrasted with the authentic individual
gesture : the free act· whereby the individual creates both himself·and
his world together, by casting the one into the other. Don't ask how
this is done, since the process cannot be described. Its end-point is
what matters, and this Sartre describes as commitment. But com
mitment to what?
.
There is, of cout:se, no answer to that question which does not
contradict the premise of authenticity. Any adoption of a system of
values which is represented .as objectively justified constitutes an
attempt to transfer my freedom into · the world of objects, and so to
lose it. The desire for an objective moral order is an exhibition of
bad faith, and . a loss of that freedom without which no moral order,
of any kind would be conceivable. Sartre's own justification of a
self-made morality is therefore inherently contradictory . a fact
which in no way deters him from advancing it in the most passionate
terms:
•

I

·

•

emerge alone and in dread in the face of the unique and first project
which constitutes my being: all the barriers, all the railings, collapse,
annihilated by the consciousness pf my liberty; I .have not, nor_ can I
have, recourse to any value against the fact that it is I who maintain
�alues in being; nothing .ea� assure me against myself; cut off from
the world and my essence .by the nothing that I am, I have to realise
the meaning of the world and my essence: I decide it, alone, un·justifiable, and without excuse.2

,

.

Political commitment is therefore a strange outcome of the cult of
authenticity. To understand its necessity for Sartre we must· see it in
the context of his unremittingly jaundiced view of every other
'objective' source of value. Sartre attempts to show using his own
version of an argument 'that derives ultimately from Hegel that all
love, and all hum(\n relation, rests ultimately in contradiction. He
introduces the notion of 'being for others', in order to describe the
peculiar position in which I; as a self-conscious being, necessarily
find myself. I am at once a free subject in my own eyes, and a
determined object . in the eyes . of others. When another
self-c·onscious being looks at me, I know that he searches in me not
just for the object but also for the subject. The gaze of a self
conscious creature has. a peculiar capacity to penetrate, to create . a
demand. This is the demand that I, as free subjectivity, reveal
myself in the world. At the . same time, my existence as a bodily
object creates an opacity, an impenetrable barrier between my free
subjectivity and the other who seeks to unite with it. This opacity in
another's body is the origin of obscenity, and .my recognition that
my body stands to another as his does to me is the source of shame.
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If I desire another, this is not simply a matter of lusting to gratify
myself on his body. If it were just that, then any suitable object,
even a simulactum of a human body, would do just as well. My
desire would then unite me with the world of objects, as I .am united
with it and dragged under by slime. I would experience the extinc-·
tion of the 'for-itself in the nightmare of obscenity. In true desire
what I want is the other, himself. But the other is only real in his
freedom, and is falsified by every attempt to represent hini as an
object. Hence desire seeks the freedom of the other, in order to
appropiate it as its own. The lover, who wishes to possess the body
of the other only as, and only in so far as, the other possesses it
himself, is therefore tied by a contrad�ction. His desire fulfils itself
only by compelling the other to identify with his body to lose his
for-itself in the in-itself of flesh. But then what is possessed is
precisely not the freedom of the other, but only the h�sk of fteedom
-a freedom abjured. In a remarkable passage , Sartre describe�
sadism and masochism as 'reefs upon which desire may founder'. 3
In sado-masochism one party attempts to force the other to identify·
with his suffering flesh, so as to possess him in his body in the very ·
act of tormenting it. Again, however, the project comes· to nothing:
the fr�edom that is offered is abjured in the very offer. The sa�ist is
reduced by his own action to a dis�ant spectator of anot�er's
tragedy, separated from the freedom · with which he seeks to unite
himself by the obscene veil of tortured flesh.
The description of sexual desire is without compare in the philo
sophical literature, and expresses Sartre's most urgent observations.
· It is both a paradigm of phenomenology, and also a sincere express
ion of existential horror. For Sartre there is no salvation in love or
friendship: all relations with others are poisoned by the body the
in-itself. which incarcerates our freedom. Commitmen�, therefore,
cannot have another human as its object, but only only what?
The correct response to this the unspoken question wf1ich
haunts the devastated landscape of Sartre's prose is:-· think agai.n .
Maybe this authenticity which· you so greatly value, like the freedom
which creates the need for it, is an illusion. Maybe there is no such
thing as a transcendental freedom. Or if there is, maybe it should be
seen as Kant saw it: as the absolute foundation of an objective
morality, which binds us to others in a relation of ufliversal respect
and bows us in submission before the moral law. For Sartre the
world poisons our endeavours � by compelling us to identify with
what is not ourselves. But would it not be equally reasonable to
suppose that we belong to the world, and that nothing poisons the
world so effectively as the vain opposition to our belonging?
.'
· But that question leads to another. What, it might be asked, is the
true source of Sartre's revulsion towards his own incarnate exis-
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tence a revulsion exhibited now in a sense of obscenity, now in
disgust at slime and stickiness, now in the post coitum triste of a
desir� that is nauseated by its own culmination? What is this feeling
that focusses so specifically, and yet which also erupts in
Roquentin 's snobbish dismissal of the human normality, and in a
metaphysical nausea which embraces the whole of creation?
. It se�ms to me that St Augustine presented a better answer to that
question than the one suggested by Sartre . For Augustine it is the
sentiment of original sin that is the �ause of our disgust at the world.
We are through and through ashamed at our -incarnation, and feel
: our� inner freedom as 'defiled' by its contact with the flesh. We see
9urselves as exiles in the world, constantly overcome by the 'stench
of mortality. Moreover, St Augustine added, it is in the sexual act
.that the sense of original sin most completely invades us. For in
. sexual arousal we are aware that the body is opaque to our· will and
in rebellion against it. In sex the body dominates and controls us,
overwhelming us with shame at our obscene subservience. 4 It is in
the act which engenders us that our mortality is felt, and in which
the rotting, slimy character of the flesh is most shamefully presented
to our consciousness. If we put together the more powerful of
· sartre's observations and those .w hich play the most important
role in founding his metaphysic of freedom we are clearly not far
from the Augustinian spirit: the spirit of the Christian hermit who,
raging against the pleasures of this world, is yet uncertain that he
has renounced them. And the chil.ling awareness of defilement that
turns the Christian to God turns Sartre, who sees no God, to his
lonely inner sanctum where the self is enshrined amid the cluttered
icons of its own futile make-believe.
Sartre requires his 'commitment', then, to fulfil what is in essence
a religious function. The observation has many times been
made not the least by the great friend of Sartre's youth, Raymond
Aron5 that Marxism fills the gap left vaca-nt by religion. But it is
perhaps in the later work of Sartre that the meaning of this ob
servation is most clearly apparent. According to the metaphysic
expounded in Being and Nothingness, the correct answer to the
question: 'To what should I commit myself?' ought to be: 'Any
thing, so long as you can will it as a law for yourself alone'. But that
is not the answer given by Sartre, whose 'commitment' is to an ideal
that conflicts with his own philosophy to the 'just society' of the
revolutionary activist. He is taken in this direction ·, not by the route
of affirmation but by the dark, unhappy path of denial. Having
released the genie of authenticity he must do its secret behest, and
its behest is destruction. Nothing actual can be 'authentic'. The
authentic defines itself always in opposition to others in
opposition to the world .which they have created and in which they
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are at home. Everything, belonging to others is partial, patched up
and compromised. The authentic self seeks the total solution to the
riddle of existence and one which is his own creation, acknowledg
ing no authority, no legitimacy that is tainted by the unacceptable
world of 'them'.
It is this very posture of denial that leads the authentic self to
identify with the revolutionary philosophy of Marx. For even if this
identification is supremely unjustified, it nevertheless provides the
easiest release from a situation of intolerable pain: the situation of a
being wholly alone in a godless universe. There are three features of
Marxism · which endear it to Sartre. First, it is a philosophy of
opposition, through and through saturated by ·a contempt for the
world that is anything if not religious. Secondly, it is total in its
solution and promises a new reality, obedient to a perfect con
ception of itself. In other words, Marxism abolishes reality in favour
of an idea. And this idea is modelled according to the trans
cendental freedom of the 'for-itself. The promise of full com
munism is a .noumenal promise, a ghostly beckoning from the
Kingdom of Ends. We know nothing of that Kingdom, except that
all its citizeps are free and all its laws authentically . chosen.
Finally aJ'}d fer Sartre this is the most heartening of Marx's
promises the community of the future will be precisely that which
the 'for-itself demands. It will provide the permitted relationship
from which the authentic soul is severed by his authenticity, and �t
the same time it will leave his authenticity intact. The Kingdom of
Ends will combine, in a bond as incomprehensible as it is necessary,
the earthly relation to a labouring proletariat and the transcendental
freedom of the solitary mind. This permitted relationship will be
untainted by conventions, roles, rituals by any form of 'otherness'.
And yet it will also be a relationship with the class - made �acred by
history, whose warm human purpose wiU compensate for all the
disgust that the grim task of authenticity engenders.
It is no accident that the emotional force of Marxism is so naturally expressyd in the idiom· of Kant. For, as we saw in considering
the theories of Lukacs (see chapter 13), Marxian morality translates
the second version of the Categorical Imperative the version
which enjoins us to treat humanity, never as a m�ans only, b.ut
always as an end into a comprehensive critique of modern
capitalism·. In like manner Sartre who begins his philosophy from
the Karitian premise of transcendental freedom seems inexorably
drawn towards the philosophy which promises that noul)lenal im
peratives will one day govern the world. 'Full C<?rnmunism' is
nothing less than the Kantian Kingdom of Ends, and Marx's pro
mise is of a transcendental freedom made empirically real. This
promise offers faith to the existentialist anti-hero; it is the first and
••
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only answer to the anguish of Roquentin, .for whom; as Iris
Murdoch has argued:
•

All value lies in the unattainable world of intelligible complet�ness
which he represents to himself in simple intellectual terms; he is not
(until the end) duped into imagining that any form of human en
deavour is adequate to his yearning to rejoin the totality . . . .6
The existentialist anti-hero who gives himself, with whatever
flourish' of 'commitment' , to a political programme in which others
too may join is at first sight in 'bad· faith'. For he sins against the
holy of holies, which is the self. But the expiation of this sin, we see,
is easy. The anti-hero need only ensure that his 'commitment'
conforms, ·not to the fragmented imperfection of the actual, but to
the 'totality' of an abstract' idea: It suffices to commit yourseJf to an
'Idea of Reason', and at once your- freedom is .real. By refusing the
fragmented quality of the actual world, the existentialist gains the
only salvation that he needs that of the 'total' viewpoint which
obtains in a Kingdom of Ends.
.
Lest this authenticity ·be questioned, however, the anti-hero must
pay great attention to form. He must ensure that his slavish
acceptance of another's ideology has the appearance of a thorough
tejection. Sartre's submission to Marx his personal Islam is pre
sented, therefore, as a defiant critique of the prophet's doctrine.
The pretentiously entitled Critique de la Raison Dialectique, whose
first volume appeared in 1959 and which was never completed,
·reads like an exercise in intellectual sadism, in which the beloved
philosophy is excrutiatingly tortured, so that its subjectivity should
be offered and abjured. Marx gives us a 'totality' , but in forms that
have yet to be appropriated for authentic use. Sartre's ambition is to
p�ssess this 'totalitY', to subdue it and control it, and to emboss it
with his own authentiCity. ijut it is an ambition 1 Which must not
appear too easily ach.ieved: after all, 'others' are watching and
'others' must not approve. Sartre · therefore prepares himself for
·worship at the Marxian altar by a skilful litany of meaningless
invocations, cursing all the while · the God whom he c<:5njures, as do
certain tribesmen who have waited too long for the rains. The
following is by no means untypical:
·

·

1'

I .

•
'

..

But, through t�e very reciprocity of .coercion� at:td autonomies, the
law ends 'tip· by escaping everyone, and' in the revolving moments of
totalisation it appears as dialectical Reason, that is· to s'ay, external to
all because internal to each; and a developing totalisation, though
without a totaliser, of all the totalised totalisations and of all the de. totalised totalities. 7

..
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One word stands out as particularly burdened, in that utterance, by
a weight of unconfessed emotion the word 'totalisation', which we
have already encountered in the writings of. ·L ukacs, and which
fea�ures throughout the Cr'itique de la Raison Dialectique as the
crucial incantation. Like many words of religious meaning, it is
never defined, merely used and used with such mesmerizing
meaninglessness as to attract a phallanx of admirers prepared to
serve as a priesthod of the faith. Time and again, in the New Left
Review of the sixties and seventies, you will find our culture arid
institutions criticised for their impermeability to the 'totalising'
world-view. 8 And if the word, clothed as it is in the ardent
sentiments of the ideologue, seems threatening, do r;tot be deceived:
it is. 'To�alisation' denotes the challenge offered by the disgruntled
radical, whose vision, by its very completeness, justifies every effort
. to impose it. Opposition, which signifies only the 'partial',
'serialised' perspective of the ruling class and its lackeys is, when
faced with the passionate totalisation of the radical, without right. It
is a mere power, forlorn, friendless, and ready for the guillotine.
Thus it is that the unreal ·Kingdom of Ends, endowed with the
'totalising' power of a mere idea, triumphs in advance over every
reality.
Martin Jay has argued, on behalf of the New Left, that the
category·of totality is distinctive of Marxism.9 Taken literally, such a
claim is nonsense. One should rather follow Weber, who identifies
the significance of 'prophetic revelation' in its ability to represent
the world as a meaningful, ordered totality, and who sees the
function of the priesthood as one of ·mediating between this to.tal
conception and the disordered fragmentariness of the natural
world.10 �arxism shares the category of totality not only with
traditional religion but also with its arch-enemy and blood brother,
fascism, the political stance that was recommended by Gentile as a
'total conception of life'. 1 1 In another sense, however, Martin Jay
has touched on an importan.t . truth. Neo-Marxism is distinguish��
not by the category of totality but by the ritual nonsense with which
that category is surrounded and by which its liturgical deficiencie�
are concealed. The rhetoric of totality conceals the empty place. at
the heart of the system, where God should be. For Sartre , totality i s
neither a state nor a concept, but an action. It does not reside in th�
nature of things but is brought to them by the 'totali�ing' fury of the
intellectual. Totalisation is conceived in existentialist terms, as the
transcendental action of the self. But it is also a miraculous moment
of unity in which the fissure in reality closes over and the world is
'
healed. This mystic union, like the union of lance and grail, brings
together the yearning halves of a sundered universe. When the
intellectual reaches down to touch the upward-stretching hands of
·

·
•

•

•
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·the proletariat, then is the evil · magic of the 'bourgeois' order set
aside; and the wodd made whole.
Sar.�re - pretends to reject Mar�ism for its p artial and mechani_stic
: account of man-'s condition. Nevertheless he borrows the pripqipal
Marxi�n categories in order to give subst_ance to .his 'total' C<?m
.: · mitment. The world is still divided, for Sartre, into bourgeois and
... proletarian; it is still dep_endent· upon 'relations of prod�ctiont rand
this �till . means that under capitalism. the.- extraction of 's�rphis
value'- from the- 'alienated' proletariat proceeds by bourgeois - �ex
plo�t�tion', leading to an ,· ever-int�nsifying 'struggle·' between- the
cJasses· . And these M�rxhin categories are repeatedly' · and�un-.
critically attached to · the theorie-s of Marx. Tile."' rejection of ..
·
'dialecti9al reason' (which·, " it should be noted, is· arguably · npt a
Marxian category but one belonging to the vulgarisations · of
: Plekh�nov and · Engels) is: entirely without, intelle-ctual • substance.
.Whenever Sartre's prose-shifts . from� slavish· subinission to would-be
�
criticism, it lapses a_t the · same · time · irito -mumbo .. jtimbo. 'The
;: . totaliser'· then perfects his · own 'totalisation�...�, . by totalisi�g ag'!!!l de
-. tot�lised totalities, emergiifg at l�st exactly��where: we might : have.
· known he would emerge_, an unrepentant · advocate of 'total�tarian ·
�
· ' 12
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Reading th�e Critique of 1Jialectical Reaso,n is . a :gri� experi�nc�.
�--. Almost- nowhere ' is this . tot(!l itaria!_t · dungeqn relievedf by a shaft 0f
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: sunlight, and tlie· few pockets of ajr are those in which the sP._ir�t of
· _- the early Sartn� ' breathes, freely giving itself in lyrical but unsub·: · stan.tial exhalalions. The force of the jargon is to turn the reader's·
. attention away from everything that is truly quest.ionable - in - the
·
Marxist vision and to create' a false .conflict in a world of dreams.
Nowhere are the real claims of Marxism confronted. Nowhere is the
division of sqciety �nto 'pr�letarian'�and 'bol_lrgeois' questioned., the
" myth of the 'class stru'ggl�' exami iiea or the tlieory of'exploitati.on'
condemned. Even the language of Marxian economics performs its
mystifying duties unhiiid«?red by .a critical observatiop. Nor- is �his
concealed acceptance of Marxist - dogffia ,. redeemed ., b,,y:, the ..
·
phenomenologicaJ imagery:
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The swindle of capitalj,st explo�tation is bas�_d, on a contract. And i,£;:;,�.f.;..:,
tho.ugh thi� contr;:tct n(!c,�ssarily tran_sforms labour, orpraxis, �nto1an
in�rt commodity, i� is: formally, a " reciprocal r.elation: it is a. Jree
exchange between two men who recognise_ reach other in tlie!r
fret;{jom; it is just that one of them pret�nqs not to no tic� that . the
of needs to sell liimself as a ;material ,
Other is forced by the constraint
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c�ndition theQ no transition to. 'socialist relations of . productit>n'
c9iild overto�� this Qisability';which our,.v.ery bodies:! impose. In : any,...
case, are w.e not tir�d:; ,by now, of this tautologous condemnation of
the capitali�t reality, which defines that which, can be, purchased as a
thing and then� s.�ys that the man w�o �ells his labo�, _in ·becoming�a
thing, ceases to-be a persoq? JAt any rate; we shouldJrecognise· thal,
af�, all the: ineJ1da9i:aus, oefences· effe�ed� (o� slavery; this is· by far· �he-�
most pernicioJ!$.,.For what 'is unpurchased labour, if not the ' labour··
of· a slave? We �hould r<?cognize the. e_�ormous onus of proof · that
lies with the person who condemns the mark'et in labour, in favour
alternativ_e. Just who controls iti this new situ-:.
·of some inteJle�tual
·
atjon, and_ how?.-- Just... what t:;licits lab<;?.t�r- from the mah . who wo�1d·
'otherwise withold it, and now. is he reconciled to the absence of. a
private reward? Such questions · .are, of course, precisely what
cannot be ansW-ered from the standpoint of a Kingdom of Ends. :For
they come · tO ·-ys polluted l;iy the 'empiri�al condition_� of humap .
. _n.ature, and. can,be
· . given n(? �transcend�ntal' reply . .T.,
J
j,. The·;arguriient · with MaFi- is : in fact � of little genuine concern'"' to · ·.
�Saitre; 1n countless ·ways through v�ca}Julary, through ex�mple,
thrpugp structure, and . most� of all thr9ngh style .the Critique · of
· v;a_[ectical Reason shows· a total rejecti�n of the �ules of intellectual :
yl)q uiry ··. a-determined .flight- froq1 the �t!.U�� of� tnith. To1suppose th. at
·
.t l�e Q<;'Ok might! actually. fulfjl" tlje pro�Js.e_,off�re<t-by jts "title- is in fact
a•· gross impertin�nce. The. r�ader is· to' accept- un.qdestioningly: all
tl)1:it � belongs::.�o Sartre�s�� _commitmerit:_;.- henceforth J�only ' -unreal- .
questions.. may:be asked:·".-.:�
;.
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.· ,; f!eed,o�, sine� · t:teither· �f th,�se, accordiqg . t<?. classicaL _!pgi�, can be
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P"'gr�sped in anr. J�mpiri4cal pro�ess?
;, _ )f qialecti�aL r'}t!o�alitycreally .is . a l_ogi� of, totalisati�n }low c�n
� ?esitqiY.��appear as_ . a �ota�ising_ .
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_ order to
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.��:;::5:- .:_.. ·�·to6l1ise' there -:m�sf · a! ready · Se a unifie� ao,ri'nciple,( tUat:"·is, that(only .�·.'i. · ·.
··.·1! , ·-actual totalities earl totalise: theinse'Ives?1 _.
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A writer who i!Dagines that those are the challenging questions that
is trying' to
arxism h�s(tg·-answer i� -c!early up,to� 6niething.
.
·..oyr· attent oh.a
wa , not
�r:.inl y fromthe real t•tlieot
etical
critiq ues
... ,., t
•
t
.
.,
...
.
•
. of. }\1arxtsm »'htch have; left , the .theory of h1story, t}te theory , of
value and , tft� theory of social cJass i n utter ruin . out also from fhe
.
terrible practical _ consequ�nces to wbich·. Marxism h�s led,_ witl) its
vain millenat:ian " prophecies, and its 'totalising' vision of a 'post1
po!itical' .man."
,
The· commitment upon whiCh Sartre settles· is in fact Marxism oF a
wholly unreconstructed kind. We find emerging from his pages the
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same destructive fantasies, · the same false hopes, the ·· same
pathological hatre9 of the imperfect and the normal, that charac
terize all the followers of Marx from Engels to Mao. We are once
again to suppose that our world is one of 'bourgeois' control, unified
in its opposition to the 'common praxis of the workers' , 15 and to
imagine that these workers ('the class without property') seek to
'socialise' the means of production. 16 Market relations are not the
expression of economic freedom, but the concrete enslavement of
man to the.diabolical reign of the Other. 1 7 Otherness poisons all the
benefits that capitalism offers us: · our democracy is not -true demo
cracy but merely · '·bourgeois democracy'; and when a man votes
under our system of government he votes always as the Other and
not as himself. 18 Against the background of those worn-out lies,
Sartre tries again to induce our complicity in the Marxian perception
of modern history.
The erosion of truth by communist propaganda is seen at its most
effective not in The Critique of Dialectical Reason but in the sub
sequent essays, collected in Situations VIII and JX, and published in
English ·as Between Existentialism and Marxism.19 In this
astonishing work Sartre repeats the- standard excuse for the cruelties
of the Bolsheviks (made necessary by 'anti-communist en
circlement') and blames the persis!ence of communist cruelty first
on Stalin, and subsequently on the fact that the Communist Party
became an institution·; in other words, it became one of those focal
points of 'otherness' (or 'seriality' as the work of the Devil is
now . called) which resists the 'totalising' · passion of the committed
radical. Such a criticism is exfr�mely useful in saving what it pur
ports to condemn. The Communist Party i s bad, but only in the way
that the Boy Scouts, the Sorbonne or the fire-brigade are bad by
requiring collective and inauthentic action according to in-;
stitutional norms. The Party's real work of murder and destruction
is unimportant in comparison with this feature, which it shares with
every lasting social endeavour.
Thus we ·Should not be surprised by Sartre's commentary on the
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia. The root cause of the 'Czech
problem',� he argues, was not socialism but the . imposition of a
socialism that was not 'home grown?. The language is characteristic:
'The reasons why a people chooses socialism matter comparative
little; what is essential i s that they build it with their own hands'. 0
The fault of the Soviet Union was to prevent this natural process
from occurring. It is inevitable that a modern Jacobin should use the
word 'people' as Sartre uses it to suggest a unity that could really
'choose socialism' · and build it with its own collective; or at least
collectivised, hands. And it is inevitable that this 'people' should be
seen as a form of unanimity. The alternative collective action in
·

�
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the absence of total agreement looks too much like an 'institution'
for Sartre to recognise it for what it is, namely, the best that is
humanly available .
. Nevertheless, it is a little surprising, in the light of the Czech
experience, that a humanist intellectual should still close his mind to
the all-important fact: that the majority of a 'people' may actually
reject socialism, for its promises as much as for its real
achievements. A 'people' may suddenly realise that it does not want
'socialisation of the means of production', or 'equality', or any ·of
the cruelties and injustices that are perpetrated in their names: For
Sartre the cruelties of revolutionary socialism stem �rom 'the necess
ities of the time·' (but who created those necessities?). The error of
the Soviet Union was simply to compel the Czechs to adopt a system
that was appropriate only· for '-Russian peasants of 1920' and no.t for
'Czech workers of 1950'21 a theory which shows more contempt
for the· Russian peasantry that respect for the Czechs.
The Czech reform movement figures interestingly in Sartre�s
perception. This movement achieved, he argues, the longed-for
'unity of intellectuals and-the working class'. 22 Its mystical goal was
the creation of a 'concrete totalisation continually de-totalised, con
tradictory and problematic, never closed back on itself, . never corn�
pleted, yet nevertheless one single experience' .23 The Czech work
ers were 'not calling for a return to bourgeois liberalism, but, since
truth is revolutionary, were claiming the revolutionary right- to tell
the truth'. 24 With such language Sartre fortifies his faith. All truth,
he implies, is property of the revolutionary camp, and no worker, in
his hour of. truth, · can do� anything but re-affirm his revolutionary
commitment. The possibility of being. a 'bourgeois liberal', or · simply
an anti..:socialist, has been finall¥ expropriated from ' him. The old
Leninist war-cry is now shouted in reyerse : he whom we are with, is
not against us, even when he fights · to the death against what w.e·do.
The worker is supposed to gain from his relation with the intellectual.
But it is primarily the intellectual who benefits-from a relationship in
which -he alone dictates the tenns. The intellectual's compassionating
zeal is based on an emotional need too vast and too urgent not to be
tyrannical. If intellectuals prove ruthless towards the workers on whom
they conduct their expyriments, it is partly because, seeing the wofld
from the· 'totalising' perspective of a Kingdom of Ends, .they cannot
perceive the real, but empirical, existence of their victims. The worker is
degraded to a mere means, not by the drudgery of capitalism, but by the
fiery rhetoric of the intellectual left. The worker is a means to the
intellectual's exultation, and �an. be· abolished without scruple should he
fail to perform his task. It is this wholly intellectual annihilation of the
merely empirical worker that made possible his mass extennination in
,
the merely empirical world.

·
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.What is remarkable in Sartre's later writing at least in that part
which is taken up in the jihad of 'commitment' is the copious flow
of 'totalising' gobbledegook. Only one subject seems seriously to
engage his emotions sufficiently seriously, at any rate, to lead him
to write as though meaning were a value and that is his inner
identity with the proletariat. This identity is the final outcome of a
total war against' the bourgeoisie. In his satanistic commentary on
Genet Sartre had described good as ' a mere illusion', adding that
'evil is a nothing (neant) that produces' itself on the ruins of the
good'.. 25 This paradox-mongering, which provides convenient nega
tives of· all our lived impressions; conceals a deep attachment to la
morale du Mal. By the mystieal device 'of equivalences; Sartre
implies that nothing can be said _of> the good that might not also be
said . of evil and that the 'authentic'· choice betwen these two must
hold them in an equal balance. By the inevitable logic of defiance, it
must then cast in its lot with the evil which shatters the 'bourgeoise'
reality. Sartre follows in the path of Baudelaire (another of his
saints, and in truth the one to whom he is most spiritually akin). His
path i s that of a soul longing for the good, but whose pride (which
will acc�pt as good only what is his O\Yn creation) forces him always
to destroy the good� The good comes to_ hini defiled by the taint of
'othemess', and so threatens the authenticity of the self. Hence he
must use evil to annihili�te the good. The distant identity with the
proletariat is a kind of paradisal promjs_e, tbe vision of an innocence
too sacred to be described, lying- beyond good and evil, and
glimpsed only in rare, holy moments, as at the barricades of 1968.
However, the longea-for identity cannot really be attained. To
enter the Kingdom of Ends, the proletarian must first be shorn of
his empirical conditions which are the accoutrements of slavery. In
doing so, however, he ceases to be a proletarian. The meeting of the
intellectual with his god is therefore a purely inner episode, a
private devotion from which the actual proletarian, with his desire
for comfort, property and the things of this world, must be
permanently shut out. It is natural, therefore , that Sartre's dis
cussions of modern politics should centre around the position of the
intellectual, and the vexed question of how he should prepare
himself for the rite of passage to the promised kingdom. The in
tellectual, he argues, must reject all 'class sensibility' and in p·ar
ticular the sensibility of his own class, which is that of the petite
bourgeoisie in favour of 'human relations of reciprocity', in which
he and the proletariat will be· united in a holy tie.26 The intellectual �s
enemy is not the actual, empirical · proletarian who has no say in
the matter
but the 'false intellectual', a 'type created by the
dominant class to defend its particularist ideology by ar uments
which claim to be rigorous products of exact reasoning'. 7 With
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those words Sartre dismisses un-named such writers as Raymond
Aron, Alain Besan�on and Jean-Fran�ois Revel, who have tried to
puncture the leftist illusions and who have met always with anger,
contempt or blank disregard.
Sartre's venture towards 'commitment' therefore comes full
circle. He longs for an authenticity in which the self is both causa s'ui
and primum mobile. But he comes, by persuasive steps, to believe in
'system' , in the world created according to an abstract idea. This
'totalised' world is the paradisal arbour of his transcendental
marriage. Here he joins at last w.ith the proletarian of his dreams.
But this paradise is abstract, insubstantial and fraught with con
tradiction, and the intellectual is locked at once in combat with the
person who tells him so. · Reaching .out towards the proletariat,
therefore, Sartre encounters in the end only his old intellectual
rival, with whom he joins, ·as ever, in a deadly, yet inconclusive
�.
affray:
The true intellectual, as a radical thinker, is neither a moralist nor an
idealist: he knows that the only peace worth having in Vietna!ll will
cost blood and tears: he knows that peace will only come . . . after
the American defeat. In other words, the nature of his contradiction
obliges him to commit himself in every one of the conflicts of our
time, because all of them Class, national and racial conflicts-are
particular effects of the oppression of the under-privileged and ' be
cause, in each of these conflicts, he finds himself, as a man conscious
of his OWn oppression, On< the side of the Oppressed.28

•

J
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•

Revel remarks29 on the regularity with which the leftist intellectual
has, in his fight against oppression, placed himself on the'side of the ·
tyrant: is that what Sartre means by 'his own oppression'? Is he
confessing, at last, to the tyranpy of which he has been the culpable
accomplice? After all, by -reducing his 'commitment' to a purely
intellectual matter, a combat with the false prophets who refute
him, he has reduced his ·victim to the defenceless status of an
abstract idea. The lot of no-one actual could ever be improved by
Sartre's noumenal exertions. The case of Vietnam is but one example of the real tendency of his 'commitment'. In a recent
anthology Marc-Antoine Burnier has gathered together the many
instances of Sartre's revolutionary folly. 30 It is with a sombre in
credulity that one · reads of his support for exterminating regimes
which unite the intellectuals and the proletariat only in the places of
're-education' where they gasp· out their last miserable hours. 'By
means of irrefutable documents we learned of the existence of
actual concentration camps in the· Soviet Union' so Sartre wrote.
20 years after the truth was common knowledge among those who
cared to recognise it. And yet still he could urge us 'to judge
.

·
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communism by its intentions and not by its actions'. In all the actual
campaign·s· that the Soviet Union ]has waged against the West�. �at
whatever cost in · hu·man _ life and. happiness, Sartre ha_s taken the
Soviet side, or else critiCised the · Soviet Union only in language
whiCh reiterates· its own favo\.i'red mendacities. Following- a· visit to
the World ·Peace Congress in Vienna in · -±954 � he travelled at the
Soviet instigation to Moscow, returning with \ the impression that
'there is total freedom to<criticise in USSR' a · remark which is.
perhaps easier1 lo understand.� when we remember: the· significance
that Sartre attaches to the word 'total'. He was stunned at last by the
Soviet intervention in Hungary; but not so 'stunned that he could not
continue to . praise the work of communism elsewhere first in Cuba
and then (when his eyes were opened) in China, · whose sole dis;..
tinguishing virtue was that it was as yet unknown. Only at the end- of
his life, when he came out in support of the refugees from co.m
munist Vietnam publicly shaking hands over the mattet with
Raymond Aron after a breach of many years did ne seem to have
given up the·struggle." But by then his wotk 'was - done.
Sartre's pilgrimage is a S<?bering instance of fhe· revolutionary
quest. Like Marx he was captivated by an ideal of absolute� emanci
pation c;>f relations betwen people that obey no law except that
which is freely chosen. And like Marx he began to -defy :the
all-too-human, all_-too _.empirical, and all-too-enslaved realities ' in
which human life and happiness are found . .Be comm'itted himself to
destruction, and· most of all to the destruction of· the limited, imper
fect freedom that we may yet attain a freedom far · indeed from the
'total freedom' enjoyed by the Sl;lbjects of the Soviet Empire. Want
ing only what is abstract and 'totalised', he conaemned what is
actual to misery and servitude. The · totalised totality is, in' lhe end,
what it seemed to be in the beginning: the total commitment to
·
'totalitarian praxis'.
I
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What is Right?
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Writing in the. ·The Cpmmunist Journal of September 1847; Marx
dissociated himself from 'those communists who are· out to destroy
liberty and who want to turn the world into one large barracks or
gigantic workhouse'. He promised to return to the question of
freedom in a future issue, but never did. For us, looking back over
the history of Marx's influence, there is a sombre lesson in this
dishonoured promise. The gigantic system of control at once
barracks and workhouse whiCh now dominates the world in
Marx's name, has.yet _to be understood by those who 'def�n� its aims
and ideology. rn the writings of the left the concept of freedom
looms large: emancipation is both the individual p�rpose and the
great social · cause. And yet the nature of this freedom is rarely
analysed, and the institutions needed to secure it still more rarely
discussed. 'Socialist relations of production.' are by definition free.
And if a state exists in which freedom is not a reality,· then by
definition it cannot yet be socialist, even when founded on the
theories, alms and methods which socialists defend.
·

Power and Domination

This identification of socialism and freedom results, in part, from an
obsession with power, and a confusion between questions of
freedom and questions of power. Everywhere about him the radical
sees domination: of man over man, of group over group, and of
class over class. He envisages a future without domination, in which
there is no power to secure obedience from the powerless. And he
imagines that this condition is not only possible, but also a state of
universal freedom. In other words, he sees equality and freedom as
deeply compatible, and achievable together by the destruction of
power.
This yearning for a 'powerless' world which finds its most
eloquent expression. in the writings of Foucault is incoherent. The
condition of society is essentially a condition of domination, in
which people are bound to each other by emotions and loyalties,
and distinguished by rivalries and powers. There is no society that
dispenses with these human realities, nor should we wish for one,
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since it is from these basic components that our worldly satisfactions
are composed. · But where there is loyalty there is power; and where
there is rivalry there is the need for government. As Kenneth
Minogue has put it:
•

. . . the worm of domination lies at the heart of what it is to be
human, and the conclusion faces us that the attempt to overthrow
domination, as that idea is metaphysically understood in ideology, is
the attempt to destroy humanity. 1

Our concern as political beings should be, not to abolish these
powers that bind society together, but �o ensure that they are not
also used to sunder it. We should afm, not for a world without
po'Yer, but for a world where power is peacefully exercised and
where conflicts are resolved according to a conception o� justice.
acceptable to those engaged in them .
. The radical is impatient with this 'natural justice', which lies
dormant within human social intercourse. Either he discards it, like
·
the Marxist, as a figment of 'bourgeois ideology', or else he diverts it
from its natural course, insisting that priority be given to �he under
dog and the-fruits o£ adjudication removed from the hands of his
'oppressor'. This·se.cond stance illustrated at its most suf?tle in the
work of Dworkin is anti-revolutiol].ary in its meth<;>ds but �e
volutionar� in its aim�. The American liberal is as convinced of the
evil of domination as is the Parisian gauchiste. He is distinguished by
his recognition that institutions are, in the end, necessary to his
purpose, and that ideology is no su�stitute for the P'!tient work of
law.
r

I

Community and Institutions·

•

•

�

The New Left has n.o.t generally shared that laudable respect for
institutions. Its fervent denunciation of power has therefore been
accompanied by no description of the institutions of the future. The
goal is for a society without institutions: a society in which people
spontaneously group together in life-affirming globules,. and from
which the dead shell of law, procedure and established custom has
fallen away. This 'groupe en fusion' as· Sartre calls it, is another
version of the fascio of the e�rly Italian socialists: a collective entity
in which individual energies are pooled in a common purpose and
whose actions are governed by a 'general will'. 2 When others pro
claim this ideal the leftist denounces them (quite rightly) as fascists.
Yet it is precisely his own ideal that angers him, when it stands
before him armed in a doctrine that is not his own.
Institutions are the necessary inheritance of civilized society. But
they are vulnerable to the 'armed doctrine' (as Burke described it)
•

.

'

.. of the revolutionary, who looks)o-so'Ciety not for the natural and
:: imperfect solaces of human conta�t· but for· .a pers.onal salvation. He
:.:. �!�
.
seeks a society that will be· totally.- fratemal, and also totally free. He . /.;_ .
' · . can'· therefore be content with� no_ merely ·negotiated relation },Vith· his ;:
·
.· neighpours. For the institutions'" o·f� negotiation are also the in- ;;: ' ;V
...
-�,� struments· of power.
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A s.t��id d�spot m�� cOii�irai� lii_s �i'ay�� � with ,.irort c� ai ps; but a tr.ue .
--"·:·
� �- :; pohttctan
: own <h-5:;.-:..'.1:::
_
� strongly. by the chams-of
bmds1them .even:more
thetr
ide·as . .. . the link is all tlie stronger in that we do n·ot know what it is ·•. � · �
- ;/,.
,.=-::
.,.:f
. ../.: "': J�-�
- :.
z.
. m"ade of 3 �
•
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.:·· ·. Such a vision fuels .the p�rapoia ia;rit.a�ies <?f Laing and Esterson, :-::.··. ;;.
i·,��.nd also the more s9ber methogicaJ �uspi�ions of Sartre an9 �-·_-.
��... Galbraith. Everywh_ere,- without .and .- within, are. �he mark� . of .·
�;::;- power, and oply a leap· of faith,:·a., i�ap il).to -the .'tot�lity' ,brings:
·:
·- "freedom
-.tiT
�:' -,, At the heart of the New_ LefUtlllflk}pg Jies a paradox. The. desire
tqtal comlJ\4nity accorjipantesi,-f�ftr,;of�o.thers', �ho aret.�etr�e. -,/*r-·
·
·?.!.1·source of.socjal power. At.th�.� ame-· tinie, -no s0ciety can:have..
�&.�
��:--powerless character. w}lich�=!lie<New. Lef� req �ires. • Tpe attempt .-tQ: ·.:;· � . -�
�;�� �hieve a;so�ial �.rde �w it h,� \1�do.QJ i_9.
1l tiQn �� n�y it�b ly.:l� ads :.to·. a .n�:w�.r
�::.-- ·kind of dommatton·,, more ·s�n�st(fr oy f�r.-th an the qne· _dep9sed.;;T�e. -,;· �
�
- .-:.-s_eeds· of the new structure pf· po.wer· are: prysent : iri t)le organisato_n. r: '" ;:
��c.es'sary for the violent over!h:ro� of the .old. A study of the· �ogio
.
:
·
�: ·of 'revolutionary praxis' Il}USt, - I b�li�ve,. con_firm the celebrated
:�:. obs.ervation of Roberto Michels, 'that� an: �iron law. of ol.igarchy' : ·· �.-!
·
�:·- �constrains all revolutionary partie$ t9ward·s the opposite of _tn�!r·
:·/ emancipatory goal.4 It is thr���quarters·of 'a century since Michels
:···
himself a xadicat· socialist eX:Qressed th9se thoughts, and �o
'·..i-s9cialist has really bothered to ansvyer him. He is but one among the_ r= ·�..:.�
·;-:· stagg��;ingly many per�ineQt write.i-s whom the. left. in general and
; the. N_ew Left. in particular ha�e. d��ided ,.to ignore.
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l'r·: Power and Coercion ·
· · r � _...
obsession with· ·p9weF·h�s,�an i portant consequ�nce.
�----��ra9ieal is unable to see �that�lie 'system�whicJ� he s.eeksto
};�·x·�-.is consensual, while that t owarasiwhich' his thinking tends is ne
- t.-"
� · Real · human freedom is constrained by human circumstance, and
r therefore carinot be fre·e from �the worm of, ,domfnation'. Freedom.
consists, not in 'the absence of domination, but in.t he presence o� ·a
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•

•
•

i

'

domin�tion c9nge�ial to those' contained by it. Thinkers of the New.
,,
o.-.� ·� Leftinvariably eonfuse power with-coercion: power is so inherently
' cret-' p.o.wel! that contro�s our
hatefuL to th�m (aiJd, espeCially , the· '�e
..,
.,
-·' inner thougl!ts) that they ca"'not understand hew, human beings cai.t
_ nless it be by some mon§trous fraud, some 'false
really , accept it u
:.�
, ..
cons�iousness' , perp�trated by power itself: Nor.,·are th�y �lone in .
!
:t ._ .:: · this confusion.; Indeed, it is one of the most influevtial · o{ Mar)C's
·
� :
legacies, and· a natural offshoot of the 'sociological' method, which .
['f.,:�-;..-·- ·> leads us. to look al��ys beJow the _ human Sl:Jrface to the 'structur�s'
.
,·
upon _which it depends.
.
;
Consider Max Weber. We may not go so far as the Great Soviet
Encyclpp�dia, · �hQ�e 1951 edition describes him as ' '\ German ,
· reactionary sociologist . . . apd the" worst enemy of Marxism'. But.
we should certainly be reluctant to identify Weber a� a 'thinker <;>f the left', not the least because he recognized that socialism woulq .
requir� more organization, more bureaucracy anc! more impersona� power than the capitalism wpich it offered to replace. Neverthel�ss, ;·,
like Marx, Weber· wished ; to looK below the surface of human
6
_
- "'
...;.
. ·:. soCiety� to its: real 'laws bf motion': And, by- a faulty but persuasive ,_.,
:·
logic, this led him to see '<;:oercion' wherever tnere is power, arid- ':
- pow�r _where:ver there is authQrity.
-_
,
Th�s-- for Weber� lli�· stat� · is def{n�d as - � monopoly of violence ��-;
· ('physjcal coerciorf�, whil��·'a norm is· a Jaw defending on tlfe :
�� -_, probapility �_hat the state -�ill violently enforce it'._. Pie concludes, _ "/,l
. :- ther�fore, that< the· raw' like ' the · state· which actsr• through it, is'�a77';·
system_: of coercion . . Moreover, he· defin�es the . idea of 'voluntary
- - . .·
.
compliance��so widely as to� imply� tliat an:�c<?�rcive orders are also. _
· < ��omination · implies· a- inini_mum of voluntar-Y: -· ·
�- vohigtar.ily accepted:
�� ·
;_ compliance, !hat is, an interest . . ; in obedience' . 6 From which; it .:
--�-:�. --� follows 1 thar �ny ordyr, however ty�rannical� is voluntarily- obeye_a_.
::
�.
!" :For wliat d6e� the tyrant-.-. do . .with:his threats�· and'· tortures; except
: endow his · subjects with an· interest in obedience? -"'
't
.I·'J'-C
- ��ult of · the �eberi�n methop is '� abolish ithe di�:. t,
T��
net
�
.
.
_
_
.. ·of us are notcoerced t
's-k�;:ft.��1· ttnctlen 'between·conse·n t and coercton.. Most
·
by tlie law, prqvided the law:< �nacts 'the proc�dures.artd principles of
qatural justi�e; We c:J,o not wish to rape, steal, murder or 9efraud,
(!nd· �re therefore in' i1o ' way..-. coerce_d by_ the- laws· which forbid us.to�
do so. Only the criminal is _coerceg ,' and for him law comes as a
retribution rather tlfan a prior act of violence. Byt this f�ature 9f
-� · 'capitalist� society, and- the ·� legal S�stem wlii9h . iqh�J;e,S in �t, is Jor
Web�r imper�eptible , as ·is fpe real distinG'tion in- human freedoQi .
between socialism and capitalism.
He writes:
.
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In a socialist community, direct mandatory and pro_hibitory decrees
of a central-economic �ontrol· authority, in which�ver way it may be
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conceived , would pJay a greater role than such ordinations are play
ing today. In the event of disobedience observance will be produced
by means of �ome sort of "co�rcion" but not thr.augh.struggle in the
market. �hich system would possess t�e more real . coercion and .
which one more real personal freedom cannot be decided, however,
by the mere analysis of th� actually t?Xisting pr �onc�ivable formal
·•
legal system.7
•

•

•

•

Democratic socialism, he goes on to say, rejects coercion, both of a
personal kind and of the kind 'exercised in the market through the
possession of priv�te property'. Thus the market a paradigm pf
consensual relations is reduced to a system of coerCion, not
different in kind from the control exerted, �qrough forced labour,
compulsory purchase and rationing, by the soci�list state. �he
argument given for this conclusion by Weber fs the argument given
by Marx, and the one which has proved irresistible to a thousand
subsequent thi'nkers: the owner of the 'means of production, it ' is
said, coerces the man who owns nothing but his labour power.
There is an evident difference between slavery, in which one man
is forced to work for another, and the wage contract. Suppose a
travelling salesrpan comes t<? town, offe_ring goods which w�ll make
life far more agree_able to the residents. Does he coerce (hose who
purchase from him, just because they can obtain what he offers o�ly
by accepting his terms? It would be a gross misuse of languag� to s.ay
so. What makes the decisive difference , therefore , for the sociali�t,
is the element of need, which supposedly poisons the wage contract
and removes its consensual 'character. But why· does that change the
case? Suppose the salesman comes to a town where everyone is
dying from a disease which only his brand · of chocolate can cure .
Does that suddenly· transform him ' into a tyrant? And why should
the J!lan who brings labour to a community that is dying for the lack
pf it be branded as coercing those whose suffering he relieves?
Should he have stayed away, just because he is in a position to profit
from their need?8
To ask such questions is neither to exonerate capitalism nor to
condemn the socialist 'alternative': it is simply to define the terms of
debate , by refusing the socialist mis-description. No doubt the cir
cumstances of the wage contract are frequently cruel and un
dignified; and no doubt traditional lcapitalism' offered little hope to
those at the bottom of the pile. But to say that is not to prove that
capitalism is 'wage slavery'. We should never overlook the salient
moral feature of our political order: that its f�ndamental econoptic
transaction is consensuaL Nor should we ignore the fact that, under
the impact of socialist doctrine, this consensual order has in many
countries been replaced by a new kind of slavery.
I

I

•

(
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.

The socialist will perhaps argue that he blames, not the individual
employer, but the system of w�ich he is a part .and which is the tfue
source of human . suffering. But what does · it mean to blame a
'system,.? The system may be the product of human intention: but it
is surely the expression of no �uman design. It arises by an 'invisible
hand', according to processes which we do not really control, even
when we believe. that we do so.'
The radical goes even further. For him the 'system' is not the
product but the producer of the contracting individual whose
'freedom' it bestows. The invisible hand is _ untouched by the visible
hanqshake. Brit �his reversal of Adam Smith's hypothesis does not
alt�r �he case. Whichever yiew the socialist takes, he must recogniz�
th£!t to condemn one system he · must suggest a better, and also show
us hqw to obtain it: and it is precisely that which he is so reluctant to
do. It is not sufficient to dwell o n the fact of human need, which
spurs us to sell even that which is nearest to us-our labour for the
preCious· benefit of survival. Wit�out need there would.be no motive.
for pro'duction and withou't a fundamental inequality between the
'
parties each of whom wants ·what the other offers hiin no con
tract can be fre·ely engaged iQ. But to speak of coercion wherever
there is need is to render freedom unobtainable. And- in · a sense that_
the a�.h�evement of 'actual social�sm'.
is p.rec�sely
.
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The M�rxist believes, however, that he ·can demonstrate that the
wage contract is coercive in t.he fullest sense of the term. He arrives
at this result by substituting for the . individual human agent. the
social class· · of which he is :a· member. The person · who offers··
employment to the worker ·is not, it' is · t:rue, the one who first
reduced his ancestors to misery. Nevertheless the one who employs ·
and the one who 'originally' expropriated , are of the same social
class: (This is, �. b_elie�e, a tautological consequence 6� �he classical
Matxian� theory.) . Seeing ifie· . situati'on in · 'class terms', we · are
tempted to the �onclus!9n that the class which expropriates is also
the class which employs. In which case the class which owns nothing
but · its labour power is coerced by the class which owns the means of
.. production.
,
To . steal from a · man what he needs, and theQ to offer it on terms, .
is certafnly to coerce him. But suppose we accept the schematic, and
indeed mythopoeic, theory of the original 'separation of the pro
duc�rs from the means of prod�ction'. 9 It surely does not follow that
capitalism is a system of coercion. For in the normal case the
individual who offers a livelihood is not the one who ffrst removed
it. No individual exercises coereion in this arrangement, which
proceeds at every point through contracts which are freely under·
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taken by thpse who are bound by them. Such contracts may i�deed.
ber unfair: but that is not to· say that .they . can be described as having·
1
·,
been· fot:ced.
ry
;
,
It ·· 'is. at this point that .. there·" arises the most jmportant .:. and. . '
persistent of the theoretiCal obfuscations that I have discussed in ·
..
precediQg chapters: the mispercepti9n of agency. Despite ;rvtarx's
warnings tQ the. contr�ry the r(ldical,i�:tempt�d �o. identify clC\�ses �s
agents; to who� ac�ions· a�d resp·o�sibilities can be a·scribed, and
reward and puQishmenr allotted. If Classes · are agents, th�n it is
possible to s.ay· that t�e. bourgeoisie as a class ,coerce.� �he · pro�etariat:'·
.
in · other words; the prolet'ariafs la.ck of powe-!" ' is also ;a, lack :of
. freedom. More.over ,. it is no\v. possible· te blame the bourgeoisie:.as·.a
. ciass, - �nd each member�of it· :i;ndividually, for the .sufferings of the·
powerless·. Acts of rettib�tion, �xpropriation and � violen�e;- com.!: I :· . mitted in.'the cause- of revolution,. beco�� not. merely expedient but<
also .deserved. The collective-. !:}.gency of the upper class is also " a· ·
. . . collective· liabili�y:; and if this or. that bourg�ois is ·stripped: oL his·
··· rights. for the: sake: of the new soCiety; this is no more than' a� just
·
: return for the -sufferings· which. his, class engendered : , .... .
That patterri o'f thought leads as logfcally to - th'e Gulag as the Nazi·
. ideology of• race led to �uschwitz . .And·; like., the .Na�i ideology , jt is
·. tiddi�d with· intellectual confusion. and moral e�oroita.nce.· Ever¥ '
. advanced soCiety contains· points of, control places; in the , activities:!.
of . production, trade :and government which ·gi\�e to· those• who.
occupy them . effective control o:ver ' decisions. Whether we agree:·
with Marx � that the crucial factor is · the control over the means of
production is n<;>t in. point. :What matters is' that, for the-Marxist, the ·
: ruling class is defined as the class of those · who occupy the main
points of control. If · such 'points of control' are ineliminable, then it
follows logically that the .ruling class will always,• rule:· .for while this·
;
<:>r; that man may. be displaced from � his position of· dominance, he
suffers only as an individual. He .c eases, in his fall , to be a:memlier
. of the class which do"minates, just as. th� one who r�plac�s him loses)
· his ·status as a ·serf. This which might be· called · the 'irori · l�W' 9f
domination' is no more · tlian · a taut9logical conseq1:1ence. of ... tWOi
indisputable premises: that society,· fequires organiz�tion, �nd that·
. organization .breeds control.' Of� cours'e societies vary enormously in
the· 'chances' possessed 'by individuals. · But ..the tN�w Left asks ��ot
for in�reased mobilit� . but for a· society ·. from which. the 'worm .. of
domination' has been fi�ally rem·oved.' Even the , co·mplete .
· 'liquidation: of the .p resent ruling elass will, not · achieve: this· result; ··
since its dominion is the result not of collective agency but of .
something else. The ruling ·class can do nothing,· either to sustain or
to relinquish its power, which is· as inseparable from that. .class as life
itself.
,
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Coercion and Consent

·

•
•

•

·

The iron law of domination implies that nothing can disseminate
power so effectively as social mobility: the gift which capitalism
offers in abundance. The left pours scorn on social mobility, in
terms anticipated by Marx:

·

•

. . . the more a ruling class is able to assimilate the foremost minds of
a ruled class, the more stable and dangerous becomes its rule.10

·

•

•

But unless we regard 'danger' and 'stability' as synonymous (and in
this Marx gives roughly the opposite of the truth), th� accusation is
entirely fraudulent. Social mobility is not· a conspiracy of the elite,
whereby it perpetuates its power, but a structural weakness of the
elite, whereby it is always changing. And what better way ,t o
alleviate the concentration of power than to ensure that power is
offered to those who through personal experience and personal
loyalty retain their sympathy for those who do not possess it?
Observe the worlds of 'real capitalism� and 'real socialism' and ask
yourself which is most responsive to the ·needs and aspirations of the
powerless. You. will see then what a monstrous fraud has been
perpetrated on the workers· by the Marxist theory of class. Not only·
has the vanguard party, in· its vigilant effort to exclude all but the
faithful" and the craven from its ranks, closed the avenues of social
improvement: the powerless have become increasingly helpless,
increasingly. separated .from any reward sa:ve that which is offe:r;:ed to
them from above. In such a situation the powerless really are the
victims of coerciqn, and do11;1inion really is a threat.
In saying that the order by which we are surrounded is consensual
I do not mean that it is consented to: for if one thing is clear from
the writings that I have examined, it is · the extent and the
vehemence of the internal opposition to Western society. I mean,
rather,. · that this society, while not the object of consent, is
nevertheless the product of consent, arising by an invisible hand
from the countless negotiations, -agreements, votes and compro
mises that compose the body politic. Philosophers of the 'social
contract' attempt to translate this consensual order into an order
consented to: to make the result of our contracts into the first
object. of them. In that attempt, however, lies . a deep and enduring
error: the error of supposing that we c0uld understand the outcome
of social interaction before we had engaged in it, and that we could
agree now on a social: order which arises from choices that we
.
cannot now envisage.
Likewise, in saying · that the .society of 'actual socialism' is.
coercive, I do not mean that it is imposed. The ruling party did not
envisage the result and then seek by all means to establish it. On the

I

•

,
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·

•

contrary, the result is so disheartening that- the party forbids its
subjects to describe it, or even to think about it, except in carefully
measured euphemisms that parody the ancestral voices of the
Marxist church. The coercive order is no more chosen by the party·
than the consensual order is chosen by the citizen. It · too arises by an
'invisible hand', from transactions which are, in themselves, de
voted to no such end. If the order is coercive, it is because· these
transactions are coerced.
·

•

Civil Society and State

,

•

•

·

Underlying the New Left vision of society, therefore, are two deep
and contestable assumptions: first, that wherever there is power
there is · coercion; second, tliat classes are not the products of social ·
interaction but the . agents which control it. Those two assumptions
arise from a kind of moral impatience,- a need, faced with the ocean of
human misery, to discover the culprit who turned on the tap. Fro�
the same impatience arises the political science of the New Left,
which dismisses or ignores the concepts necessary to the defence of
'capitalist' society and which, by aiming always for the 'deep' ex- �
planation, misses the surface (and the truth) of social action.
Consider the distinction between civil society and state. It was
Hegel who first gave this distinction currency, and it was Marx's
attack on Hegel that first threatened to overthrow it. In Gramsci'S
theqry of hegemony (and Althusser's derived idea of the
'ideological state apparatus') the Marxian enterprise obtains
canonical utterance. All powers within civil society even thou·gh
exercised by free association, autonomous- institutions and corpor
ations limited by law are ascribed to the state (and to the 'ruling
class' which controls it). They are as much part of the state, for th'e
follower of Gramsci, as are the army, the judiciary, the police and
parliament.
Someone who accepts that theory· can no longer perceive tQe
destruction of autonomous institutions by the state as a radical and
innovatory departure. For the New Left, there is no. significant
difference between the control · exercised by a triumphant com
munist party and that exercised through the 'hegemony' of a 'ruling
class'. Once again, therefore, a true achievement of 'capitalist'
politics the effective separation of society and state is rendered
imperceivable, and the reality of totalitarian dictatorship clouded in
euphemism and apology.. For someone nurtured on the Gramscian
theory, the effort of Poland's Solidarity described by its principal
protagonists precisely . as the · effort to establish society · .
(spofeczenstwo) outside the control of the state (wtada) is
either a restoration of the old communist 'struggle', or else a gross
self-delusion. In other words, those who most fiercely oppose corn-

·

•

•
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'

munism and are prepared even to pay the supreme price for its
destruction, are.seen as fighting to jnstall it, in a 'true' and 'realized'
furm.
This is not to·say that the distinction between state _and society , is
either easy to characterize or easy to defend. It is, indeed, one of the
lasting pFoblems of political philosophy how the two might best be
relateq; We should understand their ideal relation in terms of a
hum�n analogy� The human person is neither identical with his body
nor pj�tinct from it, .but joined to it in a metaphysical knot that
phiJospphers labour fruitlessly to untie. When treating someone as a
perspn, we address ourselves to his rational and decision-making
part: when treating him as a. body (when he is ill or incapacitated) .
we st�dy the anatomical functions which lie outside hls will. Civil
socipfy is like the human body: it is the substance which composes
but whose movement and functions arise by an 'invisible
the state,
·
haq�;. And t�� state i� lik � the �uman person: it is th � �upreme
forQP,l' pf decision-making, In which reason. and responstbthty are
the < only authoritative guides. State and society are inseparable but
nevertheless distinct, and the attempt to absorb the one into the
oth�r is the sure . path to a stunted, crippled and' pain-wracked body
politic�
. lt .is hardly a· distinguishing fault of the New Left that it has relied
so heavil y· on shoddy rhetoric in its discussion of this issue. The same
goes for thinkers of every persuasion, and DC? theory yet
provided from the 'dialectical' an�lysis of Hegel to . Hayek's con
ception of 'spontaneous order' does justice to the extreme com
ple�ity of political realities . . Nevertheless·; it is characteristic .of the
New Left to be easily contented with theories .that fuel its angry
sentiment. When so . much is at stake, this 'willing suspension of
disbelief is far from innocent .
It is difficult to assess the practical consequences of political
theories. Nevertheless; ·it is · not unreasonable to suggest that the
New. Left, in attributing agency to that which does not ·possess it (to
class and society) has connived at the removal of responsibility
from that which does from the state and the party. The world of·
communism is a -world of impersonal dominion, where all power lies
witq a party that can neve·r answer for its actions. This state of
affairs is no accidental correlate of a ruling philosophy which en
courages the myth of class agency, and which sees every moderating
institution, including law itself, as an elaborate crime. It is precisely
in locating agency in entities which are answerable for nothing that
communism has created such an agency, and placed it at the summit
of power. By identifying itself with a 'class' the party has
appropriated both the agency that its theory wrongly attributes to
the proletariat and the unanswerabi.lity !hat truly characterizes
·
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every social class. This, I believe, is the source of its criminal
momentum. By its own self-confessed nature, the Communist Party
is an agency indeed a vast conspiracy whose collective decisions
are subject to no law and answerable to no human purpose ' but its
'
own.
•

-
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Left and Right

!

' ,

•

•

•

•

•

,

Were we to define the right as the force �hich leans from the left in
an opposite direction, then we should have succumbed to the most
dangerous feature of leftist rhetoric. We 'too should be seeing
politics as a 'struggle; between opposing forces an 'either/or', poised '
between two equally absolute and equally final goals. Nevertheless,
the labels 'left' and 'right' are inevitably forced on us, and we must
ventu,re a description however partial and however brief· of the
'right-wing' attitu,de that is now most readily available: It is. by
reference to communism, I believe,· that this outlook is best defined.
The New Right (if i may appropriate the label) believes· in res
ponsible rather than impersonal government; in the auton<?my and
personality of institutions; and i n the rule of law. It recognizes a
distinction between state and civil society ' and believes -that the
second should arise; in general, from tne unforced int�ra�tion of
freely contracting individuals, modera:ted by custom , tradition and a
respect for authority and law. Power, for the New Right, is an evil
only when abused. For power arises naturally from human inter
course, and is merely the unobjectionable consequence of. an
a�rangement whose virtue lies elsewhere.
'

•

'
•
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•
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Corporate Personality

·

Perhaps the simplest way to indicate the theoretical base and
practical effect of this 'right-wing' politics is through an idea which
von Gierke and Maitland have argued to be essential to the under
standing of European politics: the idea of corporate personality . 1 1
Roman Law, the Genossensrecht of medieval Germany, the En
glish law of trusts and corporations all such legal systems recognize
that .the features o_f individual human beings, whereby we are moved
to praise or blame them, to accord to them·rights and · liabilities, to
oppose them and to ally ourselves with them·, .can be displayed by
collective entities. Such systems also recognize that collective
agency is a danger, until brought before the !aw as a composite
person, equal to the individual whom it threatens to oppress. A
university, a trading c.omp'any, a club·, an institution ,. even the state
itself: all may be endowed with ·'legal persona1ity', and so made
answerable before the law. (Hence the existence of 'unincorporated
associations' is regarded as a legal problem. ) A trading company can
perform actions which are the actions of no individuaL It has

•
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reasons for what it does. It may behave rationally and irrationally in
pursuit of its goals. It. has rights in law: rights of ownership, trade
and action; rights of way, light and air; rights of usufruct aqd
interest. It also. has duties (!n� liabilit!es: duties according to the law
of contract, tort and crime. The factory which pollutes a river can
therefore be compelled to compensate those who suffer. It can also
be charged with a crime, and fined to the point of bankruptcy. (We
should noJ be surprised, therefore , that problems of environmental
pollution are far worse in the under-productive world of Communist
government than in the over-productive world of private en
terprise.)
By this device of corporate liability, the 'capitalist' world . has
ensured that, wherever there is agency, there is also liability. No
such maxim holds in the world of communism. The Communist
Party is the supreme agent. But it cannot be held liable for its
crimes, for its spoliation or .for its massive encroachments upon the
rights and privileges of everyone who stands in its way. As I have
argued, this difference between communist �nd 'capitalist' gov
ernment is ignored by the theorists of �onvergence: by Wallerstein
and Galbraith) and equally Qy Thompson, Foucault and lfabermas.
And yet it is far. more important than any similarity. Indeed it
provides . one of the major justifications for the 'capitalist' society
which Marxists so �nte�perately condemn.
.
•

•

Rule of Law
The abolition of true corporate liability means th� abolition of effective
law. Although there are laws of a kind in communist countries, and
although they nominally apply to the 'collectives' and the official
institutions, they cannot be enforced against the Communist Party.
Nevertheless, the Communist Party is the major source of collective
action, ano acts thro.ugh all. s...ubordinate institutions without partaking of
their liabilities. This circumstance is a direct result of the 'classist'
ideology of communism, an ideology that is shared by the left as a
whole. Convinced 9f the absolute evil of domination, the leftist sees his
task as the abolition of power. He is therefore· jmpatient with those
institutions which have the lilnitation,: rather than the abolition, of
power as their primary object. Because these institutions stand in the
way of power, and be�ause the violent overthrow of the old order
requires a · greater pow�r than t�at upon which it restep, the leftist
inevitably sanctions the destruction of limiting institutions. And once
destroyed, they are never resurrected, except as instruments of
oppression. They a:re never again turned against the power that the
leftist himself installed, but only against the power of his ancestral
enemy, the 'bourgeois', who for some reason continues to survive in the
hidden crevices of the new social order.
The
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The case of Foucault shows clearly how the radical's hostility to
power leads to a hostility to law, and to a thoro�ghgoing mis.
perception of judicial institutions. Tl)is hostility is also .fuelled by the
Marxian theoty of history, with its distinction between political
superstructure and economic b�se. The distinction is untenable, but
of immense theological importance: hence the interest of the New
Left in Gramsci and Althusser, who provide the language by which
the refutation of Marx's theory can be presented as though it were
really a proof of it. The theory leads to a devaluing 9f politics and
law, a refusal to judge them by their own care(ully elal)orated
criteria, and a� spurious invocation of.. the 'class struggle' as the major
political fact. Judicial independence is no longer seen for what it
is a means of standing back from human conflict and endeavouring
to take an impartial view of it but as another instrument of
domination, an9ther functional device, whereby the power of the
old ruling class is embellished with exGuses and meti�!;llously pre
served.
The net result of t�e two ideas the idea of 'class,_ agency' and the
(strictly incompatible) idea of a distinction between political super
structure and economic base is a fundamental political ignorance.
Communist government in which_ the judiciary really does act as
part of the ruling power, and where the ruling power - really is an
agent is no longer seen as the perversion of politics, but · as politics
of a new and promising kind. Our European systems of law,
patiently constructed upon the established resuJts of �omap Law,
Canon Law and the common laws of the European nat_ions, embody
centuries of . minute reflection upon the realities of human conflict.
Such legal systems have tried to define and to limit the activities of
every important social power, and to install in the heart of the
'capitalist' order a principle of answerability whic�- no agent can
escape. The rule of law is no simple achievement, to be weighed
against the competing benefits of some rival social scheme and
renounced in their favour. On the contrary, it is definitive of our
social condition and represents the high point of European · political
achievement. There is a rule of law, however, only where every .
power, however large, is subject to the law and lim_ited by it. It is
precisely this limitation of itself by the law that the Communist
Party cannot tolerate. In supporting the ideology through which law
may be despised and set aside, the New Left ceases to be an
innocent observer of the crimes committed in that ideology's name .
•

•

Oppositi9n
Nor should we dissociate the New Left from the attitude that cornmunism has taken towards its opponents. The writings of Bahro,
Gramsci, Lukacs and Althusser abundantly show that totalitarian
Ideology and

•

•
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thinking is implicit in th�·· categories of social analysis that they
employ. For such thinkers, the opponent · is never better than an
'opportunist'. What he spe· aks · is not 'reason but �ideology' (in the
peculiar Marxian sense of that term). His claim to truth is automati
cally discounted · by the class interes.t which speaks through him.
And because he is opposed to the 'socialist' ideas of the 'proletariat'
-as represented in its intellectual vanguard he speaks only for
the 'bourgeoisie'. Gramsci's idea of 'class hegemony' again proves
its utility, in explaining how the voices of reaction may occur
throughout · society, impeding the movement of historical progress
and placing in the heart of the proletariat the canker of 'false
consciousness'. ' Whenever you encounter opposition, you encounter
the class enemy, even if he is wearing some cunning disguise. This
enemy is not to be argued with, for he cannot utter truth; still less is
he to be the qbject of a compromise. Only a(ter his fi nal elimination
from the social order will the truth be generally perceived.
.
It is precisely this philosophy, offering to bring intellectuals to .
power, .that constitutes the great�st threat to intellectual freedom.
Once in power the intellect1ial 'expropriates the means of communi
cation', (until t�en in 'bourgeois' hands), and dissolves the in
stitutions of 'bourgeois' democracy in the proletarian cause. The
universal result is the. elimination of effec�ive opposition.
This lack of opposition is· the decisive feature · of communist gov
ernment. Of course, there are people who disagree with the party
line, and · people who � oppdse it. _. But the · political proc�ss in . a
communist state makes no room for them. And in order to drown ·
the still, small voice of. opposition, the ruling party has recourse to
ideology a set of doctrines', for the most part doctrines of a
staggering imbecility, designed to close the · avenues of intellectual
enquiry. The purpose of this ideology is not that people should
believe it. On the contrary; the purpose is to makeJbelief irrelevant,
to rid the world ·of rational discussion · in all areas where the party
h?S staked a claim. The idea c;>f a 'dictatorship of the proletariat '· is
not sripposea to describe a· reality: it is supposed to · bring enquiry to
an end, so that reality cannot be perceived. This feature of ideology
has long been apparent, and the· work of Kolakowski, Aron and
Besan�on has left us in no doubt about the intellectual ancestry · of
these weird incantations; which speak, now- from the windows of the
empty shops of Eastern Europe, now froin the sacred texts . of
Western sociology. 12 The ideology of modern Marxism is not simply
an instrument of social control: it is a key component of left-wing
thought. The same 'e:x;pr.opriation of tf1:1th' that can be witnessed in
the· fiorrible language· of the Communist -Party can he seen too in the
writings of Sartre� Lukacs and Althusser, and to a lesser extent in
those of Anderson, Wallerst�iri arid Williams.
·
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Nor is this ideology a harmless eccentricity a convenient sub
stitute for religion in minds too proud to recognize the virtue of
atonement. It is a dangerous weapon, · which threatens· the very ·
structure of rational thought and action. The first effect of ideology
in power is to mark out areas where discussion is closed and where it
is rash for the ordinary man to venture . . Because these are the areas
in which opposition might take root the areas of fundamental .
political choice ideology is an important instrument in the war
against opposition. It abolishes the element of rational choice from
. political decisions, for it abolishes _the language in which, opposing
. principles ·might be uttered . . Fu.ndamentals- can no , longer be .
questioned, not because they- are ac.cepted but because they are
taboo.
: The failure to discuss with opponents, to open the. mind to doubt
and hesitation, is a rooted characteristic of the New Left. · All dis
cussions are conducted with those who share the fundamental illus
. ions, and however heated may be the 'arguments within Marxism'
conducted by such as Anderson, Thompson and Williams they
· remain arguments within Ma�xism, not without it. Exactly the same
� failure is exhibited by communist government, which makes
· fundamental choices without the benefit of criticism and without
, corrective measures. Such a government cannot be bound . by
. obligations, since it · cannot listen to the voice that strives to make it
answerable to something other than itself.. Hence it constantly see�s
. to increase its power, in order that opposition will never r�se up to
accuse it. It stands above all laws and sees no person as anything but 
a means to the supreme revolutionary goaJ of 'social justice'· . Its
leaders (unless canonized as Revolutionary Heroes) are forgotten as
soon as they have le(t office, and no procedure exists either· for
electing or for removing them. Power is the sole commodity, and it
is power that is beyond rationa� appraisal. The impersonal advance
of power is no-one's responsibility, since no individual can either
criticize the workings of power · or feel personally liable for them
· when he serves as the channel through which they flow.
Nor should we ignore the consequences for us , who have so far
escaped the yoke of communism, of - this power which the New Left
encourages us to see as evil only in the way that all power is evil, our
'own power most of all. The effect of Marxist ideology is precisely to
set the communist state on the road to domination. Nobody believes
that ·it. should dominate, least of all those who apologizer for its
'errors ' and 'deviations' . Nor does aqy Citizen of a communist state
wish it to increase its power so alarmingly. But no-one knows how-to
stop it, .since no reason for stopping it ·can be uttered witqout instant
penalty. (Consider the fate of the embryonic 'peace movements' in
the East, and compare it with that of their Western equivalents.)
·
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The ideology of communism holds that the work of communism will
be ended only when communism is everywhere triumphant.
Although; this is �ot beli�ved, it is acted upon: the purpose of
ideology is precisely to make belief irrelevant to action, to close up
the places at which reasoned discussion might enter., and to bend all
action to a single-minded goal. The machine-state of communism is
not only out of control and beyond reproach: it is also bound by an
impersonal aim of monumental proportions, from which it can be
deflected only by force. The force necessary to oppose it is ever
greater, and the will to apply it ever less .. People are therefore
tempted to see the communist states as they see our own. Like
Thompson and Galbraith, they look for excuses that'will make us
seem equally to blame for the present tensions, not realising that it
is our very capacity to accept and respond to blan1e which provides
our exoneration.
Politics of the Right
The totalitarian structure of communist government is not an in
evitable consequence of Marxist conceptions. Nevertheless, under
their j ustifying surveillance compromise, coQstitution and the in
stitutions of civil society· have· been steadily perverted or abolished.
The resulting form of government, lacking the corrective devices of
free opinion, judicial independence and parliamentary opposition,
is locked on a course which, however irrational, cannot be
peacefully altered. It is against the reality of communist gov
ernment, I believe, that our own laws and institutions should oe
j udged, and the 'r�ght' point of view defended. The matter could be
put simply; our inherited forms of government, founded upon rep
res�ntation, law and autonomous institutions which mediate be
tween the individual and the_ state, are also forms of personal gov
ernment. The state as we know it is not a thing but a person. This is
true not only in the legal sense.but in a deeper sense, once captured
in the institution of monarchy but displayed more widely and more
discreetly thr�ugh the rule of law. Like every person, the state is
answerable to other persons: to the individual subject, to the cor
porations and to other states. It is also answerable to the law. It has·
rights against the individual and duties towards him; it is tutor and
companion of society, the. butt of our jokes and the recipient �f our
anger. It stands to us in a human relation, and this relation is upheld
and vindicated by the law, before which it comes as one person
among others·, on equal footing with its own subjects.
Such a state can. compromise and· bargain. It is disposed to recog
nize that i t must respect persons, not as .means only but as ends in
themselves. It tries .not to liquidate opposition but to accommodate
it. The socialist too. may influence this state, and provided that h e
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recognizes that no change, not even change i n his favoured direc
tion, is or can be 'irreversible', he presents no threat to its
durability. The immense human achievement represented by such a
state is· neither respected nor even noticed by the New Left radical .
Bent on a labour of destruction, he sees · behind the mask of every
institution the hideous machinery of power. For him there is, in the
end, no real difference between the impersonal, abstract power of
communism, and the personal, mediated and concrete power of the
'bourgeois democracies'. By demoting law and politics to
epiphenomena, and by seeing· all states as 'systems' based on
structures of economic organization and control, the New Left
radical effectively removes from his perception all the real dis
tinctions between the world of representative government and the
world of communism, and in doing so connives at the communist
destruction of compromise and law. He sees, not the personal face
of Western government, but the skull beneath the skin. He cornpares societies as an anatomist compares bodies: recognizing the
similarity in function and structure and failing to see the person ,
whose rights, duties, reasons and motives are. the true objects of our
concern. The body of the communist state may be like the body of
the Weste;rn democracy : after all, in each case, the main ingredient
-·people is the same. But one body is animated_ by a person, while
the other is no more than ·a corpse, marching ever onwards, its limbs
moved lifelessly by the fearful puppet-master of the Communist
Party.
,
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Conclusion
The inhuman politics of communism is the objective realisation of
the Marxist vision of society, which sees true politics as no more
than a mendacious covering placed over the realities of power. For
such a vision, political systems can. no longer be judged as persons
-by their virtues and vices and by the movement of their i'ntrinsic
life but only by their goals. The excuses made for the Soviet Union
originate, not in a love of tyranny, but in the failure to perceive.
tyranny when its goal is also one's own. Whatever 'errors' have been
committed in the name of communism, it is supposed, they have
been the work of individuals, such as Stalin, who perverted the
system from its true and humanising purpose. (It is an important
fact about reli ion illustrated by Boccaccio's story of Jeahannot
and Abraham1
that, for the. faithful, it is not refuted but rather
confirmed by the actions of its bad practioners .)
Despite this devotion to goals a devotion which is in� itself at
variance . with the spirit of European law and government the
radical is .extremely loath to tell us what he is aiming at. As soon as
the question of the 'New Society' arises, he diverts our attention
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.
back to· the actual world,. so as t0 renew the energy of hatred. In a
moment of doubt about the socialist record , E.J. Hobsbawm writes:

·

If the .left may have to think more seriously about the new society,
that does . not make it any the less desirable or necessary or the case
againsr tfte present one any less compelling. 14
'

•

..

'

'
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J'here, in a nutshell; is the sum. of the New Left's commitment. We
know nothing of the socialist future, save only that it is both necess
ary and desirable. Our concern is with the 'compelling' case against
the present, that leads us to destroy what we lack the knowledge to
replace. A blind faith drags the .radical from 'struggle' to 'struggle·',
reassuring him that everything done in the name of 'social justice' is
well done and that all destruction of existing power will lead him
towards . his goal.. He desires to leap from the tainted world that
surrounds him into the pure but unknowable realm of human
emancipation. This leap into the Kingdom of Ends is a leap of
thought, which can never be mirrored in reality. 'Revolutionary
praxis' therefore confines itself to the work of destruction, having
neither the power nor the desire. to perceive, irt .concrete terms, the·
end tow�r�s which it labours. By an inevitable transition, therefore ,
the 'armeq doctrine'. of the r�volutionary, released in pursuit of an
ideal fre.edom, produces a world of real enslavement, whose brutal
. arrangements are incongruously described in the language of
emancipation: 'liberation', 'democracy', 'equality', 'progress' and
'peace' words which no prisoner of 'actual socialism' can now hear
uttered without a pained, _ sardonic smile.
So much is perhaps obvious to those who have not succumbed to.
the ideological temptation of the left. But the: consequence is not
. . always accepted. The 'right' (which i n. .this context means those who
defend personal government: autonomous institutions a�.d the rule
of law) does not, after all, bear the onus of justification. It is not for
us to defend a reality which, for all its faults, ·has the undeniable ·
merit of existence. Nor is it for us to show that the consensual
politics of Western government is somehow cl9ser to hu:tpan . nature
and more conducive to man's fulfilment than· -the ideal world of
socialist emancipation. Nevertheless, nothing is more striking to a
reader of the New Left than the constant assumption that it is the
'right' which bears the burden and-. that it is sufficient to adopt the
aims of socialism in order to .have virtue on one's side.
This assumption of a priori correctness, added to the turgid prose
and the sheer intellectual incompeten�e of much New Left writing,
presents a�formidable challenge· to the� teader's: patience. No doubt I
have frequently been driven, in my exasperation, to lapse from
accepted standards of literary politeness. But what of that?
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Politeness is no more than a 'bourgeois' virtue, a pale reflection of
the 'rule of l�w' which is the guarantee of bourgeois domination. In
engaging with the left one engage� not with a dispqtant but with a
self-declared enemy. Nobody · has perceived more clearly than the
reformed totalitarian Plato that argument changes. its character
when the onus is transferred from the man who would change things
to the man who would keep them sec�re :
.

How is one to argue on behalf of the existence of the gods without
passion? For we needs must be vexed and in.dignant_ vviJh the men
wtio have been, and still are, responsible for laying on us this burden
.
of argument. 15
.
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·Like Plato's wis� . Athenian, I have tried to pass the burden back to
. the one who _created it.
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TuoMPSON, EowARD PALMER. Born 3 February 1924 in Oxford and

educated at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Joined the Com
munist Party after the war, became a leading member of its 'demo
cratic opposition' and then left it in 1956 after the Soviet invasion of
Hungary. In 1957-9 Thompson was editor of the New Reasoner, and
in 1960 he participated in the founding of the New Left Review. His
reputation was made in the 1960s, following the publication of The
Making of the English Working Cl�ss one of the most influential
works of historical scholarship by a contemporary socialist.
Thompson ta�ght for a while for the Workers' Educational
Association and also at the University of. Warwick; where he
founCied the Centre for the Study of Social History: an influential,
socia1is�-inspired research centre, concerned with the analysis of
earlier British society. ,
Thompson is no longer connected with any university, and in
recent years has given his time, and some of his considerable wealth,
to the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, upon whose platforms he
'
appears regularly, his white hair blowing romantically about his
leonine features.
Principal works: William Morris: Romantic fo Revolutionary,
London 1955.revised editior:t 197.7; The Making ofihe English Work
ing Class, London 1963; Whigs and Hunters: the Origin of the Black
Act, London 1975; The Poverty of Theory and Other Essays,
London 1978; Protest and Survive (ed: with Dan Smith), London
1980; Writing by Candlelight, London 1980; Zero Option, London
1982; The Heavy Dancers, London 1984; Double Exposure, London
1985. .
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DwoRKiN, RoNALD MvLEs. Born 11 December 1931 in Worcester,

Massachusetts, and educated at Harvard and Oxford. In 1957-8
Dworkin was Law Clerk to Mr Justice Learned Hand, and i n
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1958-62 an associate of the law firm of Sullivan and Cromwell, being
called to the bar in 1959. In 1962. he began his academic career at
Yale, becoming Hohfeld Professor of Jurisprudence in 1968. Since
1969 he has been professor of Jurisprudence at Oxford and since
1976 he has combined this position with a professarship of Law at
'
York.
He
is a Fellow of the British Academy
University
of
New
the
and of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and holds an
honorary doctorate from Williams College, Massachusetts.
Dworkin is '!n effective publicist, who lectures widely, reviews ,
extensively in the American liberal journals, · and makes frequen�
appearances on· radio and teH��vision. His writing · is not ·systematic
but consists e·ntirely of articles ' some e?Ctremely scholarly and
serious, others· less so. His readiness to defend his position at a high
philosophical level has earned him the reputation of principal
spokesman for the American liberal establishment.
Principal works: Taking Rights Seriously, London 1977; The
Philosophy of Law (ed.), Oxford 1977; 'Liberalism', in Stuart
Hampshire (ed.), Public and Private Morality, Cambridge 1978; A
Matter of Principle,_ Cambridge, Mass. & London 1985.
A useful critical study has been published: Marshall Cohen (ed.),
Ronald Dworkin and Contemporary Jurisprudence, Totowa 1983 .
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FoucAULT, MicHEL. Born 15 November 1926, in Poitiers, France ,

died June 1984 in Paris. $tudied philosophy under Louis Althusser
at the Ecole Normale Superieure and later at the Sorbonne. After
graduating he - studied psychopathology and from 1960 he taught
philosophy and French literature at the universities of Lille, Up
psala, Warsaw, Hamburg, Sao Paolo and Tunis. In 1964 he became
Professor of Philosophy at the University of Clermont-Ferrand, and
in 1968 he moved to the equivalent post at the University of Paris at
Vincennes a 'new establishment' designed to put into practice (or
rather, praxis) the educational ideas of the May 1968 events. In 1970
he left Vincennes to become Professor of the History of Systems of
Thought · (a subject largely invented · by himself) at the College de
France . In 1973 he was appointed Director of the monthly review
Zone des Tempetes. He received the medal of the Centre de 1�
Recherche Scientifique in 1961. -. .
Foucault's book Les mots et les choses (1966) was one of the
bible� of the 1968 r. evolutionaries, and his subsequent reputation is
partly based on the - atmosphere engendered by his student
followers. His flamboyant homosexuality and disdainful attitude to
the establishment which nourished him served to enhance his
succes de scandale. Through association with the major literary
movements of the sixties and seventies, and in particular with the
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Nouvelle Critique of his friend Roland B�rthes,

Foucault acquired a
position so exalted that even Sartre · was temporarily eclipsed by
him.
,
Principal publications:, Histaire de. la folie 4-l'age classique, Paris
1961 (Madttess and Civilization, LOndon 1967); Naissance de la
clinique: Une archeologie du regard m'edica}, Paris 1963 (The Birth .
of the Clinic: an Archaeology of Medical P.erception, _London 1973);
Les mots et les choses, Paris 1966 (The , Order of Things: . An
Archeology of the Human. Sciences ,, London 1970); L'Archeologie
du. savoir, Paris 1969 (The Archeology of Knowledge, London
1972); Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: Selected Essays and
Interviews, ed. D . F. Bouchard, Oxford 1977. F<?ucault planned a
six-volume bistory of sexuality and th� psychiatric discovery of it, of
which . three volumes. appeared, two posthumou�ly: Histojre de la
sexualite, vol. 1 : la volonte de savoir, Paris 1976 (The History of
Sexuality, vol. 1 , Introduction, London 1979); vol. 2 : L'usage des
plaisirs, Paris · 1984; vol. 3: Le·souci de soi, Paris 1984.
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LAING, RoNALD DAVID. Born 7 November 1927 i n Glasgow, at

whose university he studied _ medicine, graduating in 1951 as a doctor
specializing in psychiatry. He acted .as a neurosurgical intern and
psychiatrist during his National Service in the army. In 1953-6 Laing
taught in the Department of Psy_chological Medicine at the Univer
sity of Glasgow� and during 1955 he also wor;ked in the Glasgow
Royal Mental Hospital. In 1956 he moved to the Freudian-:9riented
Tavistock Clinic in London. He joined the Tav�stock Institute of
Human Relations in 1960, becoming principal investigator for the
Schizophrenia and Family Research Unity. Between 1962-5 he
directed "Langham Clinic a ··· Ju_ngian psychotherapy centre in
,
London..
In 1964 he and his friend§ founded the Philadelphia Association
(of which he is Chairman), - a charity concerned to develop an 'anti.
psychiatry' of - the . ldnd recommended . in his· own theoretical
writings. The Asso·ciation's best-known achievement was the estab
lishment of a 'therapeutic community' �t Kingsley Hall, Loridon,
where patients �nd doctors lived together without any hierarchical
distinctions other than those implied by the charismatic presence
(from time to time) of their leader . . The· set-up lasted five . years.
Most of 1971. and the early part of 1972 Laing spent in Sri Lank�,
India . and Japan, meditating under the guidance of Buddhist and
Hin�u spiritual masters.. He is now in · private practice as · a
psychoanalyst.
Principal Publications-: The Divided S,elf: A Study of Sanity and
Madness, London 1960; . The Self and Others: Fl!-rther Studies in
·
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Sanity and Madness. , · London. l961; Reasori' and Violence: A· Decade· ·
of Sartre's :Philosophy _ .(W:ith ·· David. G '; Go'oper.)', . Lo'ndon 1964;�
S,.an'ity, Madness and the· Fami/y. (with A: Esterson�, Lo�don 1964; ·
The Po�itics ofExp-erienc_'e-; and The�Bird,of Par-adise, hondon 1967 ; .
K[iots, London ·t970; · Y:he Politics of the Family;· Londoh'-- 1971; ·7}/ie
Facts=-(!f Life;, L.ondbn . 1976·; Do· You Love Me ? , . New York 1:976·;·
Conv�rsations with :Adam· and Natasha, New · York) 1978; The_·. ;voice
of'Exper.ience� N�w ��rk '1982: · In addition'- �aing! has..·made tele'
.
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vi�ion· films and s{;�ge�maijaged variou_s inaes�ribaple pfesenta�ions·
of his opinions and · outlod�. -�riti_ca:l-studies ·" a:bound; ' pertiap� the- ·. \
mo'st· useful is t�at'. by� R. J. . Evans, R. D. L 'Eqing:·, The Man 'ilnd-hi�
Ideas, N.ew·· York; 1976. ·r. -/..
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WJLL�AMs,� RAYI\tloND. HENRl'-•- Born 31 '· A�gust A921, · in -Pandy
Gwent (��les). Edocated · ,.�t Abe·rgav�nny Gr�mmar �cnopl and
Trinity- Co�lege, Ca:_mbridge·� Boring the· .war he s·e�ved-· as'· an: �riti
tank - captain - in·. the - Guards aF mt)ll'red . division;' arid returned to
<:;am bridge in 1945. In 1946 he took. up a p·ost-· as·· extra:.mural:tutor iri .
Litefature · at .the _ University- bf 0xford; returning.¥io Camoridge a·s a
fellowfof�Jes_u s:Colfege· in 1961. Since 197.4 he has been; Professor·of
Dr.ama at Cambridge. - Betwep 1962- and .1970 he, w�rs general editor ·
�
of the New Tllinl_(ers, Libraryr,- and i he · is· a· member �of -· th·e - ·Welsh
A:cadeiny. Williams holds . hon9rary.": doctonites-- from, die <Jpen .Uni�
. :J � . ,
versity and the ·university of· Wales .. , ·•
Williams has had a life-long co_nnection with left-wing politics:;
.
and with the Workers' Educational ,Association ·. His success is.
partly due to · his ability· to harness the· considerable · interest • in
literary criticism in - the · Britain of the fifties · �nd · to · turn it in�• a
socialist . direction·. · He acquired thereby � · ·considerable following
amohg younger academics-; and. to some extent ret.ains liis p-osition
as a maj'or luminaryr·of. the '.Labour Movement'.
Principal -Publications: .,·eulture arid Society; 1- 780-1950� London
. 1958; The Long · Revolution, London 1961; Communieations, .
London 1962; - The ·countr)i and. the · City, London 1973; Marxism and
Literature, Lendon i977; Politics and Letters: Interviews with New
Left Review, . r.onclon t979·;k Problems- in Materia/is_rn ana Culture/
Selected Essqys, London• 1980; Culture� London . ;.1.981; Neywords·�
--;
·
.or.
: •t
' .
_
London 1976:·
', .
·•
Williams has . also written two· novels and several" plays , for, tele��·
visi(?n, ' together witll the ·critical wot:�s: Drama fr.om lbsen' to Eliot, :
Lond9n 1952, - revised 1968;· The English Novel fr�m . Dickens -to
Lawrence, London 1.970; and · Orwel!, London 197 1 . 'f.here··· are
several critical studies, ·of which the most interesti'n'g; ideol0gically· is
Terry Eagleton's Criticism and Ideology, I.:;ondon· J.976. ·
·· ,
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BAHRO, RuooLF� Born 1935; rose in the ranks of the East German

nomenklatura to become executive of an East Berlin rubber factory,

which post he held until 1977. In September 1977, following
public�tion of Die Alternative, he agreed td be interviewed on West
Berlin television, which has an audience of · approximately one
million East Berliners every day. The day after the interview he was
arrested by the East German State Security Service on charges of
high treason , for allowin·g his book to be published in West
Germany. Among the audience in Ea:st Germany was a high-level
Communist bureaucrat who was moved to compose a laudatory
article for the West German weekly Der Spiegel. The anonymous
writer declared that Bahro's courage had earned him 'an hon
ourable place in the history of the Geunan workers' movement'.
Bahro was sentenced to eight years imprisonment in 1978 but,
following pressure from Western socialists, was released under an
amnesty in October 1979, when he left for West Germany. He was
subsequently deprived of his East German citizenship.
In an interview published at the same time in Der Spiegel Bahro
described himself as a Marxist, affirming· that there. is a strong
tendency in the East even among high-ranking party officials
----towards the political road advocated in Die Alternative. Bahro is
now active i n left-wing movements in West Germany and until
re·cently was a leading member of the Green (Ecology) Party a
position that he lost after advocating the - kind of 'strategic �lliance'
with the Social Democrats that Communists have frequently proposed.
- .
Publications: Die Alternative, Frankfut:t . 1977 ( The Alternative in
Eastern Europe, London 1978); Elemente einer neuen Politik,
Frankfurt 1982 (Socialism and Survival, with an introduction by
E. P. Thompson, London 1982)j From Red to Green, London 1_983.
A critical study exists, namely .U lf Wolter · (ed.), Rudolf Bahro:
Critical Responses, London and White Plains. NY, 1980. This is a
collectio·n of papers written for a conference and for various
journals.
.
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GRAMSCI, ANTONIO. Born 22 January 1891, in Ales, Sardinia; died

•

27 April 1937 in Rome. Gramscj won a scholarship to the University
of Turin, where he studied philosophy and where he came tipder the
influence of the works · of Benedetto Croce. Joined the Italian
Socialist Party in 1913 and began to. contribute to two socialist
papers: 11 Grido dello Popolo and A vanti. Co-founder and regular
contributor · to the Turin socialist weekly, L'Ordine Nuovo, which
spoke for the Factory Council movement. After working to support
strikes and occupations through the Turin Factory Councils,
'
•

•
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Gramsci helped to found the Italian Communist Party in 1921 and
from 1922-4 worked at the Secretariat of the Comintern in Moscow,
and also in Vienna. ·He was elected to the Italian Patliam�nt in 1924
and became party leader.
Gramsci was arrested in 1926 and sent by the Fascist government
to the camp fqr political prisoners at Ustica. He was sentenced to 20
years' imprisonment in -1927, and in 1928 was sent lo a special penal
establishment in Bari. During this time he wrote extensively on
political and philosophical themes, filling 32 notebooks (3000
pages). From 1931 his health (which had n·ever been good) began to
deteriorate, and in 1933 he was transferred to a private clinic at
Fonnia and thence to the Quisiana Clinic i n Rome, where he died in
1937 of a cerebral haemorrhage.
Principal Publications: Opere di Antonio Gramsci, Turin
1947-72; Lettere del Garcere, Turin 1947 (Letters from Prison,
selections, New York 1973); Selections from the Prison Notebooks
of Antonio Gramsci, ed. Hoare and Smith, New York 1971; The
Modern Prince and Other Writings·, tr. L. Marks, New York 1959;
Selections from Political Writings;· ed. Hoare and Mathews, 2 vois . ,
London 1971.
The prison notebooks also exist in a critical edition: Quaderno del
Carcere, edited by the Istituto Gramsci under the direction of
Valentino Gerratana (4 vols. , Turin 1975). Fragments of the other
works have been translated in a variety of selec;ted editions, some of
which have been referred to in the notes to Chapter 6. A represen
tative critical study is that by W. L. Adamston, Hegemony and

Revolution: Antonio Gramsci's Political and Cultural Theory,

Berkeley, 1980.
•

•
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ALTHUSSER, Loms. Born 16 October 1918 ·a t Birmandrels, Algeria,

and educated in Algiers, Marseilles, Lyons and the Ecole Normale
Superieure in Paris, where he studied philosophy. Between 1�39
and 1940 Althusser served in the French army, but ·was captured in
1940 and spent the next five years in prison camps in Germany. In
1948 he joined the Communist Party and in the same year was
appointed maitre assistant agrege and secretaire ·at the Ecole
Normale Superieure, a post that he held until 1981, when, after
strangling his wife and 'being charged with murder, he was com
mitted to a mental hospital. In 1965 Althusser was appointed direc
tor of the collection Theorie, Edjtions Maspero, Paris.
Althusser's first major articles were published in the early 1960s,
in La Pensee and La Nouvelle Critique, and subsequently col�ected
in Pour Marx, the book which made his reputation.
Principal Publications: Montesquieu: La politique et l'histoire,

,
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Paris 1959 (tr. in .Politics and H�tory: Mf?ntesq�ieu, . Rousseau,
Hegel and Marx, London 1972); Pour Marx, Paris 1965 (For Marx,
London 1969); Lire le Gapitale (with E. Balibar et al.), 2 vols. , Par!s
1965 (Reading Capital, London 1969: edition contains contributions
by Althusser_ and Balibar only); Lenine et la Philosophie, Paris 1968
(Lenin and Philosophy, London 1971); Elements d'autocritique,
Paris 1974 (Essays in Self-criticism, London 1976); Philosophie et
philosophie spont(lnee des Savm�ts, Paris 1974.
Representative critical studies are A. Callinicos, · Althusser's
Marxism, Lendon 1976, and E. P. Thompson, The Ppverty .of
Theory, London 1978.
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WALLERSTEIN, S. IMMANUEL Bqrn 28 September 1930 iq ·New York,
and educated at Columbia and (for a short period) Oxford . Served
i n , the · us army from 1951-3 and began his teaching career at
ColuJTibia in 1958, becoming Associate Professor in Sociology in
1963, a post he held until 1971. From 1971-6 he was Professor of
Sociology at McGill University, Montreal, and in 1973-4 �e was.
President of the Research Commission at the Centre Quebecois
Internationale. In 1976 . he moved to ; the .Stat� University of
Binghamton ,, New York, be.coming simultaneo�sly Distinguished
Professor of Sociology and Director. of t!te �ewly- founded Fernand
Braud_el Centre for the Study of Economics, Historical Systems and
Civilization. Throughoqt his career ·wallerstein .has had close con
tacts with Africa and its universities, and his pdncipal field . of
research, before h.e became an ideologist of Third Worldism, wa�
the politics and social structure of moder� Africa. In 1968, however,
he became excited by th.e student riots at Columbia, supporting the
campus radicals, subsequently publishing a book on the 'university
in turmoil' and associating himself openly with the politics and
ide9logy of the student. left.
Principal PJ.Iblica_tions: Africa: The Politics of Independence, Ne�
YQrk 1961; The Road . to Independence: Ghana and the Ivory Coast, .
New York 1964; Africa: The Politics of Unity, New York 1967;
U1�iversity in Turmoil: The Politics of Change, New York 1969; The
University Crisis: A Reader (2 vols. , ed . , with P . Starr) , New York
1970: The Modern World System, vol. 1 , New York 1974, vol. 2,
New York 1980; World Inequality, Black Rose Books, 1975; The
Capitalist World Economy, Cambridge 1979; World-Systems
Analysis: Theory and Methodology (ed. with T. K. Bop{dns et al . ) ,
Sage Publications, London and New York 1982; The African
Liberation Reader, 3 vols . , ed. , with A . de Brf\gance, Zed Press
1982; Historical Capitalism, London 1983.
·
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: HABERMAS� JuRGEN,. aorn 1. � June 1929 in Diisseldorf, Germany,

· and studied at the universities df Gottingen and Bonri, where he
obtained his Ph.p. in 1954 ..In 19�1 he studied at tpe u·niversity of
Marburg, .after a period as assistant to�Th�odor. Adorno �f the
Institute of Social Research in Frankfurt. From 1962-4 he was a
lecturer in philosop,hy at Heidelberg and from 1964--71 Professor of
Philosophy at Fran�furt, after which he was appointed Director of
·
the Max Planck Institute �in Starrioerg; returning· to teach in
· Frankfurt in 1983.,
Habermas was born into a National Socialist family and was
brought up according to principles whibh he later repudi.atetl, partly
under the influence of Adorno, who also introduced him to the
. importance of Mar,x and Freud in the understanding of modern
..
:- sodety. He fe11 und�r the. spell of the FranKfurt School, and tried to
incorporate the moral and political outlook
of
its
Marxist
humanism
into a 'critical theory' that would · be responsiye to the methods ��d
results of modern philosophy and sociology.�Habermas received-the '
Hegel Prize in Stuttgart 1976 and the Sigmund Freud Prize in 1976.
Principal Public;ations: Strukturwq.ndel der Offentlicf!keit, Berlin
1962; Theorie und Praxis, aerlin 1963, revised edn. F:rarikfurt 1971
(Theory and Practice, LOndon 1974) ; Zur Logik der Social
wissenschaften, Frankfurt 1970; Erkenntis und Interesse, Fr�nkfurt
1968'(Knowledge and Human Interests, London [972); Technik �nd
Wissenschaft · als 'ldeologie', Frankfurt 1968 (Towards a Rational
Society: Student Protest, Science and Politics, London 1971: also
contains a transla.tion of parts of Protestbewegung und
Hochschu/reform, Frankfurt 1969); Legitmaiionspobleme im
Spii.tkapita/ismus, Frankfurt 1973' (Legitimation Crisis, London
1976); Zur Rekonstruktion des historischen Materialismus, Frankfurt
1976; Sprachpragmatik und Philosophie, Frankfurt 1976 (fragments
of both the preceding works tra{.lslated in Comm�nication and the
Evolution of Society, London 1979); Theorie des Komm�tnikatives
Handelns, 2 vols. , Frankfurt 1982.
A comprehensive critical study is_ that by Thomas McCarthy, The
Critical Theory of Jurgen Habermas, London 1978.
,
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ANDERSON, PERRY.
then
Oxford,
Born
1940,
educated
at
·

which he left with but taking a degree. Little is known ab·out
Anderson, who shuns publicity. Of Protestant Irish descent and
endowed with a private income, he has n.o� found',it necessary to
compromise with the institutions of�capitalist England. It is reported
that he was, in 1969, working on a thesis on Brazilian politics, at the
University of Reading.
In 1960 Anderson helped to found the New Left Review, became

•

·
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editor in 1962, and remains on �he editorial board, exerting a firm
influence ,over policy a�d over the associated publishing house. He
is married to the Marxist feminist writer, J:uliet Mitchell. His
polemics, in particular those against E. P. Thompson, mark one of
the high points of excitem�nt in the otherwise rather dull page� of
the New Left Review.
Principal Publications: Towards Socialism (ed. with Robin
Blackburn), London 1965; Lineages of the Absolutist State, London
1974; Passages from Antiquity to Feudalism, London 1974; Con
siderations of Western Marxism, London .1976; Arguments within
English Marxism: a Study of the Writings of E. P. Thompson,
London 1980; In the Tracks of Historical Mater.ialism, London 1983.
A proper study of Anderson should attend to his articles in the
New Left Review, particularly 'Components of the National Culture'
(no. 50), 'The Antinomies of Antonio Oramsci' (no. 100),
'Trotsky's Inte�pretat�on of Stalinism' (no. 1 13), and 'Modernity
and Revolution' (no. 144).
·
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LuKA.cs, GvoRGY (GEORG) (voN). Born 13 April 1885 in Budapest;

died 4 June 1971 in the · same city. Lukacs was educated at the
the
University of Budapest and after graduating in 1906 attended
·
universities of fleidelbe.rg and Berli�. As .a student he established
the 'Thalia-Stage', an attempt at experimental theatre in �ungary,
and was later a regular contributo� to the reviews Nyugat ('The
West'), and XX Szazed ('Twentieth Century'). In 1910 he spent
most of his time .in Italy and Germany; he settled in Heidelbe�g in
1912, where he forr11ed a friendship with Max Weber. In 1918· he
joined the Hungarian Communi�t Party, and became People's Com
missar of Education, and Political Commissar ot the Fifth Red
Division during the Bela Kun Communist Regime in 1919. After the
fall of the regime he emigrated to - Vienna and in 1930 to Moscow.
He was back in Germany in 1931 , and then again in Moscow after
Hitler's a�cession to. power. During an this time he was active in
communist conspiracy, and was rewarded by a quiet post at the
Philosophical Institute of the Academy of Sciences in Moscow,
which he held from 1934 to 1945, when he returned to Budapest as a
deputy in the Hungarian Parliament. From 1945-5� he was Pro
fessor of Aesthetics ·at Budapest University, but his efforts to secure
a mefisure of free discussion.of Marxist ideas wer� brought to an end
by the Stalinist Laszl6 Rudas in 1949. In 1956 he was appointed
Minister of Cultural Affairs in the cabinet of Imre Nagy; following
the Soviet invasion Lukacs was interned in Romania, whil� other
members of Nagy's cabinet were shot.
Lukacs returned from Romania in 1957, and soon after was
4
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pensioned off from his chair at the university. He received the
Goethe Prize in 1970, for works which must have made Goethe turn
in his grave, not only for their horr�fying bigotry but also for their
total lack of grace, charm, irony or percipience.
Principal, Publications: Die Seefe und die Formen, Berlin 1911
(Soul and Form, Cambridge Mass. 1974) ; Die Theorit;- des Romans,
Berlin 1920 ( The Theory of the Novel: A Historico-Philosophical
Essay on the Forms of Great Epic Literature, Cambridge Mass.
1971); Geschichte und Klassenbewusstsein: Studien uber
Marxistische Dialektik, Malik Verlag 1923 (History and Class Con
sciousness: Studies in Marxist Dialectics, Cambridge Mass. 1971);
Der historische Roman, Aufbau Verlag 1955 (The Historical Novel,
London 1962); Die Gegenwartsbedeutung des kritischen Realismus,
Claasen 1958 (The Meaning of ContemporaT:y Realism, London
'
1963: note the mistranslation); Thomas Mann, Aufbau Verlag 1949
(Essays on Thomas Mann, London 1964); Goethe und seine Zeit, A.
Francke 1947 (Goethe and His Age, London 1968); So/schenizyn,
Berlin 1970 (Solzhenitsyn, London 1970); Lenin: Studie uber den
Zusammenhang seiner Gedanken, Berlin 1967 (Lenin: a Study of the
Unity of his Thought, London 1970).
There are many critical studies, among which that by G.
Lichtheim, entitled. simply Lukacs, London 1970, is in many ways
the most useful.
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GALBRAITH, JoHN KENNETH. Born 15 October 1908 at Iona Station,

Ontario, Canada, and studied at Ontario Agricultural College. He
then moved to Berkeley, California, to take up a research
fellowship in economics. From 1934--9 h� taught at Harvard (with a
year at Cambridge, England), and from 1939-42 he was an Assistant
·
Professor at Prince ton while acting as advisor to the National
Defence Advisory Committee. He then became Deputy
Administrator at the Office of Pri9e Administration, a post from
which he was obliged to resign when he tried to establish price
controls. He continued to accept government appointments over the.
next five years, while he was on the editorial board of Fortune
magazine, and returned to Harvard as. Paul M. Warburg Professor
of Economics (a position he still holds) in 1949.
Galbraith was a key figure in the presidential campaigns of Adlai
Stevenson in- 1952-6, and became US ambassador to India in 1961,
remaining in that office for two years. He h�s also served as
economic advisor to the governments of India, Pakistan and Sri
Lanka, and .holds a variety of distinguished offices in the academic
and admi�istrative professions. He has so far collected 25 honorary
doctorates and is a fellow of the American Academy of Sciences. He
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was-B BC Reith lecturer in 1966, and could fairly be described as the
moSt' established critic · of �he establishment ever to have enjoyed
such universal acclaim and protection.
Principal Publications: American Capitalism: the Concept of
Countervailing Power, London 1952 (revised 1956) ; The Great
Crash: 1929, London 1955; The Affluent Society, London 1958;
Journey to Poland and Yugoslavia, Cambridge 1958; Economic
Development, Boston 1964� The New Industrial State, London 1967;
The Triumph (a novel of modern diplomacy), London 1968;
Ambassador's Journal: a Personal Account of the Kennedy Years,
L<?ndon 1969; Economics and the Public Purpose, London 1974;
The Age of Uncertainty, London 1977; A Life in our Times, Boston
1981 (autobiography).
Critical studies include Milton Friedman; From Galbraith to
Economic Freedom, London (IEA) -1978, and David Reisman: State
and Welfare: Tawney, Galbraith and Adam Smith, London 1982 .
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SARTRE, JEAN-PAUL. Born- 21 June 1905 in Paris; died in the same

•

•

city on· 15 April 1980. Sartre studied philosophy at the Ecole
Normale Superieure in Paris, graduatil)g in 1929,- during which year
he began his life-long inth:nacy with the novelist Simone ·de
Beauvoir. Sartre's early years are brilliantly evoked in the auto
biographical essay entitled Les Mots, and more clumsily pondered
over in the three volume study of Flaubert. Sartre spent a year in
Germany, studying with Hussetl, while preparing a thesis on the
imagination. He taught in schools for most of the 1930s, fought with
the French army, was captured at Padoux in 1940, escaped and
again' todk up teaching in Paris at the Lycee · Condorcet in 1941 .
During the war he was active (although not dangerously employed)
in the Resistance; an experience· which left a ·lasting impression of
the moral urgency of fundamental choices. In 1944 he was eo
founder of the monthly· review Les Temps Modernes; of which he
was also _an edito�. During the 1950s and 1960s he travelled and
lectured extensively, h'a"ving acquired by the end of the war a secure
l. iterary r�putation, both as noveJist and playright · and as a
philosopher. Having refused the Legion d'Hon·neur in 1945, he was
unable to refuse the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1964 since the
rules do not per� it this; · but he did not attend the award ceremony in
Stockholm and gave away the prize-money to socialist causes.
Sartre was identified throughout his life with left-wing politics but
was never a member of the Communist Party, believing neither in
parties nor in any .other form of institutional association. His own
political denunciations (typified py that directed against his former
friend and co-editor Camus in the Temps Modernes) were brutally
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.··/Stalinist, just as his vision of the modern. world was utopian an<;l
·. ;myopic: facts which approxim�ted him so closely to the ·spirit of the
· : Fre·nch Communist Party as to · make his self-:proclaimed distance
.
m i t· little more than a gesture.
. ·
.
.
.
Principal PubliCations: Esquis�e d'une theorie des' emotiqns, · Paris
1939 (Sketch for a T:heory of the· Emotiqns, I.:.ondon 1962); L 'Etre e{
·
j le neant, l?aris 1943 (Being and Nothingl'}ess, Lo11don 1957);
: ·=:t'existentia_lism'e est un humanisme, .Paris 1946 (Existentialis.m and.
·.,
. ]lumanism� Londqn 1948); Critique de !a· raison ·dialectique·:• v(Jl. . 1,
.:·� '[heorie des ensenibl�s pra#ques, Paris 1960' Critiqu� of D�glectiCal
.: -; . ]Jeason: Theory of Prac_ticai Ensembl�s, London 1976); L'idiot de�la
fam#let. Gustave Flaubert 1821-1857, 3 vols. , Paris l97l-2 (The
· · Family Idiot.':· Gustave Flaubert 1821-1857, Chicago 1981). ·. In .
? addition Sartre · pubHshed . an autobtography, Les Mots, Paris 1963
(Words., London · 1964); studies of Baudelaire a·nd Genet; plays,
. -stories · and essays _an<J the n<;>vels: La Nausee,- Paris 1938 (N_(luS.ea,
· · New ·York 1949), aod . �es Chemins de la Liberte, 3 vols. , P�ris 1945
. )ind 1949 (The Paths of Freedom, 3 vols. , London 1947 and .1950).
A r�cently published bibliography ·of Sartre's writings · extends to .
three hundred pages,.' and: the above is only a fragment of what is
'
.. perhaps the largest, and certai_nly the most , varied,
literary corpus
.
. produced i n our c�·nttiry. '
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